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ABSTRACT 

This study was 011 the causes and management of the conflict 

· betwe8n thi., Academic !itaff Union of Universities (ASUU) and the 

federal government of Nigeria from 197B to 19BB. The broad aims 

strikP.s ancl, to analyze why the settlement of ASUU-Gçivernment 

conflict was intractable. 

Data were collected through questionnaire,·interview and 

analysis of historical records. Three hundre·d ·academics were 

samrled from ten federal and state Universities. Selected ASUU 

and government officials were interviewed. Three sampling 

methods, namely multi-stage strati Fied, s_imple. raridom, and purposive, 

were used. The analysis of data ·1nvolved the us·e of percentages, 

frequencies, means and critical examination of documents. 

The following major findings were made:. 

First, the roots of ASUU strikes, were found to be.more 

r,11llH'nc i ng tl1an the, widely believed causes like the. erosion of 

Un ivnrsi tv autonomy .and academic freedom, under-fundi ng of 

Universitiei, and poor physical conditions of work, among others. 

Th~se cousao were found to be manifestations of a fundamental 

probl2m that is firmly rooted within the structure and character 
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of Nigaria's politic~l economy. The fundamental problem has 

to do with the mismanagsment of the economy which ~as gsneratsd 

and continuously rsproducsd by the prsvailing soi:;ial order. 

strongly reprobated and i:;hallengsd by ASUU leadership. 

Secondly,'there was enough evidencs to uphold the 

proposition that the primary motive bshind the erosion of 

University autonomy and academic freedom, and under-funding of 

.LJniversities, was to curb the radical orientation of scademics 

and consequently make thsm supportive of the prevailing social 

order. 

Thïrdly, sufficient evidence are availabls to show that 

the percc:ived character of ASUU-Government. conflict by th.a rank a 1d 

file. of ASUU member'3, was different from that by bath ASUU 

leader,ihip and the governmeot. 

Finally the p~Jposition that the·managsment of ASUU

Goverrnnent conflict was intraciable because of the asymmeiric 

r1nd otructure-oriented chsracter of the donflict, wss confirmsd. 

··he proscription of ASUU wss therefore a necessary outcome of 

this character of tne conflict. The study confirma Anatol 

Rap.oport' s thesis that in asymmetric and. s.tructure-oriented 

conflict,. the liqu~Jation of ~nè party to the conflict, is a 
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major resolution mE!chanism.. It alsa c,;mfirms ta same 

degree, Richard Hynan' s pr.apasi tian th<!t strikes in the Third 

Warld, are a farm CJf pratest dirëcted against the gavernment, 

and are likely ta passess an aver./: palitical dimension. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

. INTRODUCTION 

1.1: The Backgrourul of the Study 

Cor:,flict is a c:ommon feature of Government-Labour 

relations in Nigeri1. During the colonial P,eriod for instance, 

organtzed labour joi ned · harids wi th nationalist force·s to 

fight against BritiEh colonial rule. A;I.thoügh such labour 

struggle took an anti-colonial character, it was ultimately 

aimed at improving workers I wages and conditions of work. 

Hence in 1945, all gJvernment workers went on a strike 

to enforce their dem3nd for a minimum wage and an increase 

of 50 per cent on co:3t-of-living allowance. This first 

g,~m,ral strike by lali'our was organized by the African Civil 

Servants Technical Workers Uoion . (ACSTWU) ( Tokunboh, 

1985:45) •. 

After _independer,ce, the uni ty between the natio_nalist 

leaders and organizec labour· collapsed. Labour leaders felt 

betrayed by newly. inEtallect nationalist governme·nt whose 

anti-labour actions dashed the hopes thst independence woulct 

.-,·right the evils of colonial imperialism• (Dffiong, 1983:6), 
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one of which waa exploitation of labour. Conaequently, the 

general atrikes in 1963, 1964, 1981 and 1988 were palpable 

manifestations of on-going governmeµt-labour conflict in Nigeria. 

8esides .general atrikes, there were many strildes in various 

organizations. For instance in 1964-65, one. hundred and ninety 

five strikes occurred, and in 1974-75, a remarkable number of 

three-hundred and fifty-four atrikea were recorded (Ubeku, 1983c: 

167). Then · in 19E D aJ.one, a· tota1l number. af two-hundred and 

sixty--five atrikee, took place (Iwuji,. 1987:207). These strikes 

were in addition ta other forma of industriel disputes thst 

did -not reault ta atrike actiJJns. 

Before the eErly aeventiea, workera in the senicr 

cadre hardly ueed the atrike weap~n aa a meana of achieving 

their collective ç,oals. BLlt ~incè the aeventiéa, senicr 

workers and profef1sionala have adopted the strike weapon as a 

useful instrument for their struggle against management. For 

èxample, in 1973, 11he Nigerian Association of University 

Teachers (NAUT) Wf1nt on its first atrike action. In 1975, 

Nigerian medical cloctors· enibarked on indÛàtrial scti_o11, whila 

in 1984, the Natit1nal Association of A1ircraft Pilota and. . . . 

Engineers found tlle strike · wespo11 necesaary. 
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From 1973 to 1988, Nigerian University scsdemics recorded 

four strike actions, in addition ta other near~atrike situations. 

These four atrikes which occurred in 1973, 1980, 1981 and 19BB,· 

were remarkable manifestations of a ccinflict b.etween academics 

and the government. 

The formation of the Academic Staff Union of Univeraitiea 

(ASUU) in 197B as a tracte union, added great impetus ta the 

struggle by the academics ta protect and promote the.ir · 

corporate. interests. In fact, with the formation of ASUU, 

the relations between academica and the federal Government 

became more acrimaniaua and antagoniatic. For example, the 

dismissal of some academics by the Federal -,Government in the salie . . ,._, 

year that ASUU wae formed, lad subsequently ta a galvan1zat1on 

and mobilizatian cf the academics against gavernment farces. which 

werc cons!dered a threat ta their corpmrai;e intereats 0 This 

dismissal which wes carried out on the baaia of the alleged 

c'amplicity of the academica in the na.tiori,-wide stude.nts• violen1 

demanstratian of 1.hat year, attractad wide condamnation from 

articulate and racical membera of ASUU. 

Subsequently, on aeveral occasions, ASUU lll'Dteated strongl\' 

against certain g11vernment decreea, policies and measures that 
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tended to erode University autonomy and academic freedom. Various 

ASUU communiques and press,releases decried tha increasing role 

of the National Universities Commission (NUC), the Federail 

Ministry of Education, the cabinet office, t.he office of the 

President, and the Joint Admissions and Matriculation Board (JAMB), 

in the internal affairs of the Univers.ities. Then on various 

occasions, the academics protested vehemently against auch issues 

as under-funding of the Universities; poor conditions· of service 

in the Universities; poor working c~nditions under which the 

Universittes opereted; and the msnner by which University 

Vice-Chancellors ~,ere appointed. They al.sa objected to the 

rationalizat:i.on arid retrenchment exercises in the Universities; 

the National Minimum Standards· and Establishment of InstitutionE 

Decree No. 16 of 11985: the comoci'sition in· University. 

Councils in faveur of the government; new gover~ment policies 

on students• welfare; and the poor management of the economy, 

among other controversial rœasures. 

Furthermore, on different occasions, 'the academics 

protested against the harsh treatment meted out to some cf theil· ,. 

colleagues in variaus Universities by'the federal Gpvernment. 

< 
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For instance in 1932, the government ordered the diamiaalilÙ. of 

six prof essora fro,n the University of ].,agas. In 1987 alao, th'e 

governm~nt dismissad Dr. Festus Iyayi - t.hen national president 

of ASUU from the s2rvices of the University of Benin, an charges 

which many of his calleagues believ~had mare ta da with hie 

activ1~ rale as ASUU preside_nt thar:i. ah the alleg_ed breach of the 

Code 1Jf Canduct for Public Dfficere. 'Again in 19BB, twa 

Ahmadu Bella University (ABU) lecturere.· (namely Patrick Wilmat, 

and Mrs Creschin Adelugba) were departed far reaeans many 

academics believ~had ta da with their radical type of 

schalarship, than-·charges frame_d against .1;he·m by the Federal 

GDVernment. Durïrg the same·p~riod, manv A.B.u. radical 

. lecturers warking an cantrect baeis, were asked ta go at the 

expiration of the~r contracta. 

The antàganietic relations be.tween ASUU and the 

gmiernment heighte,ned in 1986 follawing the A.B.U. students• 

___ ...... _-c·rleis which led t.a the setting up of the Abieaye panel. 

The repart of the panel indicted .. llSUU members far their aùleged 

role in farmentinç1 students• criais and pramating undue 

radicalism an campuses~ Cansequently, the panel recammended 
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.that the gavernment shauld flush out llecturers wha are 

teacl1lng what they are nat paid ta teach. Then, as part af 

her palicy an the de-radicalizatian af the campusea and labour 

in general, the federal gavernment later in that year, aevered 

ASUU 1 s affiliation with the Nigerian U.Sbau.r Can..9reas (NllC) thraugh 
,i 

Decree Na. 17 (Trade Unions Miscellaneaus Provisions Decree 1986). 

This decree banned Senior Staff Unions fram affiliating with the 

Nigerian tabaur Cangress. 

The introduction af the Structùr!lil Adjustment Programme (SAP) 

in the same year ( 1986) by the federal ga\/ernment atrained further 

the already antaganistic relations between ASUU· and the gavernment. 

The programme which later irnpased an unprecedented ecanamic 

hardship an the masses, attracted severe criticisme fram ·ASUU. 

The Federal gavernm~nt an aeveral occasions conside~ed .auch 

criticisms very urichari.table and as an act _cf confrontation. 

Under such strained relations, the sl1ghtea1;· incidence cf 

misunderstanding, cauld ignite. the existing tension. an bath sidas. 

That oppartunity came in 1988 when the federal gavernment was slow in 

the extentian. af the Elangated Salary Structure ta 

University Workern at a time when most public servants had been 

given. It was not surprising therefare th<'!t an July 1st 1988, 
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ASUU went an strike aver the delay in the payment cf the 

Elcngated Salary ta its members. ASUÜ alsc demanded the 

r~craticn cf the right cf University·Senates to re-cpen their 

Universities when clcsed dcwn as a result cf Students• crisis. 

Furthermare, it demanded far the immediate re-opening of the 

Universi tiBs cf Calabar, Jas, Dbafemi Awclawc University,· Ile-Ife, 

~nd Bayera University Kana, which were clcsed dcwn fcllcwing the 

natian-wide students• and wcrkers 1 demcnstr.aticn and strike 

against the gcvernment•s withdrawal of fuel subsidy in April 

cf that year. Reacting swifily ta the strike by ASUU, the 

gcvernment annaunc~d the prescription cf the Union far failing ta 

ccmply with its fr.rty-eight heurs ultimatum ta call!-aff the 

strike. 

By this prescription, ASUU ceased ta existas a trade ~iar. 

The -ten years cf existence cf ASUU, leaves na one ·in dcubt that 

militant Unicnism was an essential ch!il'acter of industriel relations 

in the Nigerian Ur1iversity System. .A'lsa, whether it was by mere 

ccincidence cr a ~rcduct cf the allsged ASUU radicalism,·etudents 1 

crises within thie pericd, assumed mare. militant character 

leading mcst cftsr ta the clcsure cf universities. .The psrants 

and guardisns cf these students, ss well ss the gen~ral public, 

became exceedingl~·warried~ Then many questions were rsised in 
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the mass media as ta the roots of industrial ~nd students• crisi3 

in ·the Universities. Many people wondered how suddenly universi~y 

academics became ver y militant in the· pur suit of their corpoi·ate 

inter1~sts as well as the in:t;erests. of labour in_ general. One 

school of thought i:Jelieved that there inight be more ta the 

industrial criais in the universities than what had been advsncej 

sa far as their caJses. Moreover, the speed with which ASUU was 

proscribed gives credence ta this school of thought. Also, the 

Education Minister I s statement that I i t · -i-s net the day the child 

breaks the soup pot that you ·span~ him 1 (Alegbe et aJ. 19.88:33), '. 

seeins ta support this school. The prolonged nature of ASlfü •·s 

conflict with the_government equally raised a lot'of comments. 

Speculations were made and answers remained tentative regarding 

the· foots of the cJnflict. But an issue as important as this, 

.. ----··_requires more than speculative and tentative answers. Indeed, there 

is need for a·critical and deeper empiricsl exploration and 

analysis of the situation. This is precisely what this research 

project 1s all about. 

1.2: · The Statement of the Research Problem 

Despite their significance, strikes in Nigeria have 

hardly received serious attention in industrial.relations 
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research (Otobo, 1'383:301). If this, is true of strikes 

generally, the neg.Lect becomes even more palpable with respect 

ta strikes by prof1isaionsls, auch as academics, .doc tore,. pilots, 

and engineers. As Isamah {1986:413) rightly observed, •there 

exists very little information about the participation of 

educated professional employees in Nigeria in trade unionism. 1 

The reason as Isamuh further postulates, is that social acientis~s 

.showed no interest in professional unionism because until · very 

recently trade uninnism was regarded a_~- a working class 

phenomenon and gennrally thoLight ·ta be inconsistent with the 

ethics and statua of professional empl':'yees (pp 413-414). 

In fact, most organisations "of senior employees call themselves 

associations rathm• than unions, preferring ta· OP.erate on 

pressure group basl.s (Waterman, 1976: 65). For exemple, prier 

ta the formation or the Academic Staff Union of Universities 

(ASUU) in 1978, Ni11erian University sç:sdemica · opersted under 

the aegis of an am;ociation cslled the. N_ïgerian Association 

of University Teaèt1era (NAUT). · And in 1978 for exemple, the 

leaders of ASUU opposed the idea of converting NAUT into a full\

fledged industriel union (Nwsls, 1988:10). This is hardly 
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surprising because, academics had fer long rejected trade 

Unionism ~s being incompatible with their image as 'prcfessicnale, 

( Mayhew, 1969: 338:,. And indeed part. cf the raticnale 

legitimizing'this belief waa predicated. by a plethcra cf wcrks 

that advanced the view that mï'litant unicnism is incompatible 

with prospercus prcfessicnalism. Such wcrks include thcse by 

Strau.ss (1963), Kadish (1968), Ladd and Lipaet (1973), 

Aussieker and Garbarinc (1973), Muczyk (1974), Begin (1975) 1 

Rhodes (1977) and Bigcnesa (1978). 

The preoeding cbser.11ati.ons .. no.twi.ths;!;anding, a paucity 

cf wcrks en professicnal unicnism·in Nigeria, nevertheless existe. 

Alubc's (1986) ~clitical Eccncmy Df Drictcrs• Strikes, and 

Isamah 1 s (1986) Prcfessicnal Unicnism ,in Nigeria, are notable 

explcratcry attempts. In addition, ASUU (1981, 1986, and 

1987), Dtcbc (1987), Ccckey Ccmmissicn•s Repart (1981) and Nwale 

(1988), have all ccmmented en the upsurge of industrial criais 

in cur Universities. Hcwever none-cf these has _focused - in bath 

breadth and depth - en the phenomencn cf academ.ics (ASUU) strikE s 

and the chsracter cf their management. In short, little ia yet 

documented and kncwn about the recta, character, perception, 

dynamics, and management cf ASUU strikes. 
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This present study is therefare partly an attempt ta 

redress this exi.s Ging neglect ~ Hawever there are ather researcl1 

problems necessitating and justifying this present enterprise. 

A claser look at the three strikes by ASUU (in 1980, 1981 

and 1988) since i ts inceptian in 1978, wi.11 reveal that the 

fallawing reasons were advanced as causes: 

1. Erosion of university autancmy a~d. academic freedam, 

2. Paar remunerative structure and conditions of service, 

3. Under-funding of Universities, 

4. Paor physical conditions of wark in the Universities, 3nd 

5. The delay in the P,ayment of the Elangated Salsry 

Structure. 

Hawever, as Hyman (1972) carrectly cantends, it cauld be 

very misleading ta accept uncritically (on a face value) the 

ressens given by warkers far embarking an strike actions·. 

In fact as Biltan et al ( 1981 :491) aptly abserved, .•strikes 

are invariably more camplex than they appa.ar on the surface 

and may have a wide range of causes, with net all the psrticipa1ts 

sharing the same motives for action.• As they rightly argue, 

the causes of strikes, as sametimes suggested by the media, may 
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ver y se ldom be the ~ ressens. Moreover, as Edwsrds ( 1979: 19'3) 

contends, s fundsmentsl cause of strikes wh:l,ch unde_rlies all th? 

stated ressens for disputes, may ·mat be apparent to ·the parties 

involved. It is possible therefore that the statsd repao•a for 

strikes might be mere surface manifestations· of deeper and more 

fundamental causes. Put specifically, it could be true that th? . . 
reasons given by ASUU for embarking on strikes.were more of 

symptoms than causes. ~onsequently, the question as to whether 

the various reasons advanced by ASLJLJ·for.embarking on atrikes, 

actually constituted the root causes of its conflict with the 

federal fiovernment, needs a deeper and critical investigation • . 
Hence one of the problems before this study is to unravel the roots 

of ASUU-Government Conflicts. 

Based on thei;e preceding observations therefore, it will be 

of immense research interest to probe into the motive behind some 

acti~ns and policies of the federsl government towards the 

Universitiee. Fer instance, what was the motive behind the 

alleged erosion cf University sutonomy and acsdemic frsedom 

by successive reçimes? Secondly, why as it wss alleged, were the 

existing Universities groàsly under-funded (under the 
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excuse of the poar state of the ecanamy) at the sametime when 

new rechnalagical and Agricultural Universities, were 

established7 Was palitical expediency an adequate and 

satisfactary expla,atian far this7 îhirdly, what were the 

reasans behind the alleged anti-intellectual posture of the 

F'ederal Gavernment - defined aperatianally in terms of its 

neglect of the Uni~er~ities and its aversibn ta radical schalars1ip7 

Cauld it be that the federal _Gavernment actions and palicies wer~ 

primai~ily geared tawards making the cènventianal Universities 

(whicl1 she accasionally accused of. uRdue radicalism) suppartive 

of the existing social arder7 ·But were these Universities 

actually pasing a threat ta the existing social arder and ta 

established authaiity? An inquiry inta these mativea is very 

important, because.as Karnhauser (1954:63) carrectly observes, 

motives cansti tute _a key explanatary concept since they are the 

~racessès in the 11erson that · da the I directing •, and functian 

in the present ta crient his behaviaur taward the future •. 

The preceeding sections raise the crucial 1a·aue of what 

actually .was the c:haracter of the strikes _and indeed the entire 

canflict. Were the atrikea far instance a bread and butter 

... affair (sheer ecannmism')? .were they palitically mativated7 
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or were they motivated by the desire ta promote·professional 

academic inter esta, standards and excellence? Ù.; other wQrds, 

were· the strikes ..... symmetric and issue-oriented cohflict, or _were 

-they, 3symmetric and structure-oriented one? Hyman (1979:323) · 

has for instance argued that Third World st_rikes are commonly 

a form of pressure or protest directed against the government 

and are likely ta possess an overt political dimension. They ar~ 

he argues, an expli.cit challenge ta established authori ty, and 

are intimately linked with other forma of· popular protest. 

How correct is i t therefore to believe that ASUU strikes . 

had p1Jli tical and revolutionary undertoneE; and motive? Is it 

then right ta assume that· ASUU is an ideologically· and politically 

cohesive group- waging a class struggle against the establishment? 

Does the dominant ideological orientation of the rank and file of 
. . 

ASUU, support and sustsin this view? In otherworda, can academi:s 

as a cohort (being members of a petty-byrgeois class) wage a cla3~ 

struggle against the prevailing social order that offers them 

more privileges than many other groupa in the aociety? An 

affirmative evidende would no doubt contradict some ~-- -----c . . 
. . 

views about academics. Fo_r instance 1 1 t is believed that 

academics as a group, seldom protes.t agalinst the societal status-quo 
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(Altbach, 19BD:B'), and that aoademics in Nigeria are part of th1i 

entrepreneurial class (Eisenmon 19B0:133). Equally, studies by 

Alain (1972), l!.add and Lipset (1975), and Shils (1975), support 

the view that academics as a stratum accept the status-quo whicl1 

reflects their bourgeois character. 

Vet, judging from the pronouncements· of ASUU lE<adership (a, 

could be found in its various co~munique, press conferences, pr~ss 

releases, and publications), one would believe that A5UU 1 s 

conflict wi th the federal government. had pol_i tical undertones 

and motives. This therefore raises the important issue of whe"ther 

the l!Jerception of the co.nflict by ASUU leadership was actually 

congruent.with that of the rank and file of ASUU? But even if 

i t is true to some extent, that the conflict wus a poli t_ical and 

ideological atruggle, why didn' t ASUU for instance suppcirt (or 

· rather join} the various strikes organized by the Nati:onal_ l!.abcur 

Congress. (NLC) against the federal government? Such Ntc organized 

·strikes were over crucial issues fundamental ta Nigeria's political 

economy. And such strikes one would believe should have attracted 

the active support and collaboration of any politically and 

ideologically conscious labour union. How can one therefore 

explain the ambi1ralence characterizing ASUU I a pronounclilments· arid 
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actual behaviours? There is no doubt that.these issues raised 

here are presently ~nexplored and unexamined. 

r:inally, it in very germane to examin{l tiow the conflict was 

managed. Why was ·;he Fe der al Government reluctant ta set up 

collective bargainlng machineriei in the University system, in 

spite of repeated calls by ASUU, as well as the ob~ervation by ti,e 

Cookey Commission (1981:69) that such instrumentalities are 

int<Sr olio Bffecti 1e means of resolvi.ng disputes, regulating wor < 

relations and making democratic decisions? Could it be that the 

political character of the conflict was primarily responsible for 

this rBluctance? But could the existence of coll~ctive bargaining 

machineries have prevented the occurrence .of the strikes or 

considerably contributed ta their satisfactoty resolution? All 

these questions we believe require deeper -and critical exploration. 

Consequently, this study is QUided by the following 

.Four principal research questions: 

1. What were the causes and roots of ASUU strikes? 

2. What was the motive behind the alleged erosion of 

University autonomy and acadèmic freedom by the 

Federal Gover_nment; the under-fundi ng ·of Universi ties 

and government's anti-intellectusl posture? 
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3.. Wl1at was t,e character of ASUU-Government conflict and, 

how was it perceived by ASUU rank-and-file, ASUU 

leadership, and the Federal Government? 

1,.. Why was th~ management of ASUU-Government conflict 

intractabl3? 
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1.3.: The Dbjectiv1?s of the Study 

This study ha:i two broad objectives. The first is to 

identify and analy:ie the roots and character of ASUU strikes, 

while. the second i:. ta analyze why the settlement of ASUU

Government conflics; was intractable. Consequently, the study 

seeks to accomplisl1 the following specific objectives: 

Fir.st, to detBrmine the character of ASUU strikes by determining 

the extent to whicl1 ASUU strikes were fundamentallly motivated 

by any of the following reasons: (a) sheer .economic self-interests, . . 

(b) the de sire to pro·mote professional academic ·standards and 

interests, and (c) the desire to change the existing·social 

order. 

Secondly, to i.dentify and analyze .the motive behind the 

erosion of Univers:.ty autonomy and acâdemic freedom, the under

funding of Universtties, and the goverriment. • s anti-intellectual 

posture. 

Thirdly, to dE!termine whether the pércept:l.on of ASUU-Government 

conflict by ASUU lE!adership was congruent with that of either the· 

rank and file of AEiUU, or the Federal' G.overnment •. · 

Fourthly, to l.dentify and explain the major factor(s) that 

made the settlemen1: of ASUU-Government conflict iritractable. 
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Fifthly, to ërovide useful information ·required for the 

formulation and in plementation of sound industriel relations 

policies in Nigerian University system. 

And final:ty but by no means the least, to contribute towards · 

the development ard growth 'of knowledge on academic. unionism in 

Nigeria. 

1.4: The Significance of the Research 

Bemoaning .the paucity of research on the academic 

profession, Philip A'ltbach ( 1980: 13) aptly observed that: 

the importance or tne academic proression. 
is unequestionable bot it is also unrecognized 
by many ••• It is even more surprising tnat 
there has been very little research concerning 
the academic profession either comparatively 
or in specific countries. 

When we relate this observation ta Isamah•s ·(1986:413) 

assertion that very little information exis~about professional 

4nionism in Nigeria·; and also to Otobo•s (1983:301) worry over· 

the neglect of strikes in indus.trial relatio~s·research in 

l\iigeria, one begins to appreciate the need for a study that 

would contribute towards .the development and advancement of 
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knowledge on academic unionism in particular and profesaional 

unionism in general, in Nigeria. 

Much more importantly, therè is yet to our knowledge, no 

systematic study on the roots, character, perception, and management 

of faculty strikes in Nigeria. This .study we believe, will 

·consequently serve as an original co~tribution towards the 

evolution and growth of knowledge on militant .academic unionisn, 

and the specific character of the conflicj; betlilèen the academics 

and the government. Moreover as an exploratory work on.the ter 

years existence of ASUU, it will serve as an indispensable 

guide for future -research on academic unionism in Nigerian 

University system. 

Furthermore, since the study examines bath the attitudinaJ 

and behavioural a1,pects of academic militancy, its specific 

contribution tow,1rds the advancement of .knowledge on the socio

psychological ch,,racter of acaélemic unionisn in Nigeria, ia no 

do.ubt immense. 

Also as a s1.udy. that focuses on thé entire U.niversity system 

in Nigeria, i ts utility for generalization pur poses., is very 

high. 
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And finally, this study has implications for public policy 

formulation and i~1plementation in Nigeria. Uni ver si ties are 

unique and import,nt national institutions that are assigned 

crucial role in tt,e quest for rapid socio-economic, political 

and cultural deveJ.opment. However, the extent to which this 

crucial role is cc,nscientiously discharged, is inter alia, a 

function of the pi•ofessional competeni:e and ability of the academics, 

as wi:11 as on some: intrinsic and extrinsic determinanta of job 

satisfaction. In short, the organizational climate in which 

acadi:mics discharçii: their dutii:s, is very crucial. But for 

wi:11 ovi:r a di:cade: now, Nigi:rian academics have protesti:d agaim:t 

thi: unsatisfactor1•, demorslizing and demotivating nature of 

thi:ir organizatioi1al climati:. This subsequently gave rise to 

militant unionism· and ~eriodic disruption of services in the. 

University system .. Tous therefore, a study that investigsti:s 

thi: roots, chsrac.ti:r, Jl)Brception, and managemi:nt cif industrial 

criais in the Uni111:rsity system, is \/ery relevant to any si:rious 

atti:inpt ta formulnte and implemi:nt~ sound industrial relations 

....... , policies in the University system. 
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1.5: The Scape a·:id !Limitations of the Study 

This study f1icuses an the 111111nflict between the Academii: staff 

Unian_af Universitiea (ASUU) and ttie Federal Govérnment of Nilgeria. 

The canflict culm:Lnated in the praac·riptian of A-SUU in 1966 by the 

Fede·ral Gavernmt!nt. The three strikea by ASUU in 1960, 1981 and 

,~· 1988 .were the palpable manifestations of thia canflict. The 

study therefare f1icuaee apeci fically an the raota, char acter, 

perceptia11 and ma11agement of these atrik-ea cum the entire conflict. 

The study ca•,ers the periad fram 1978 when ASUU wae farmed, 

ta 1988 when i t w:3s prascribed. Hawever, relevant histarical 

antecedents (betw1~en tl:le period 1966 ta 1977 wh.en the National 

Association of Unlveraity Teachers (NAUT) exiated ta pl'oteèt 

and pramate the i1tereats of Nigerian University academics) 

wauld na doubt be apprapriately integrated irito the_ study • 

. The study li,ni ts i ts analysis on· ASUU at the national level 

and does not go i1to the detaila of -the àctiwities of the various 

branches or their strike actions ag~nat the management of their 

individuel Univer,itiea. The wôrk therefare takes and looks at the 

Union as a unit of analysis. The var~oua'universities are also 

taken as an entit{ linked together thraugh variaus organe like the 
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Committees of Vice-Chancellors, Registrars, Bursars, etc. The study 

covers all ASUU memllers in bath the F·ederal and Stste-owned 

Universities. The;:e are currently twenty-two Federal Universities 

(with the inDlusic,n of the University of AlluJa, and Nigerian· Def'ence 

AcadBmy . Kaduna: and eight State-government owned Universi tiee. 

A' representative 11ample will however Ile used. ta oover the entire 

population of ASUll memllers. 

The activi ti11s of the federal government and those of some 

of its relevant anencies such as the .National Universities 

Commission (NUC), Federal Ministry of Education, and the. Fadera:. 

Ministry of Emplo11ment, labour and Prod~ctivi ty, would be analy;:ed 

in relation ta thn generati'on and management of the conflict. 

It is important ta state that in sa far as the study 

focùses on ASUU a·;· the national level, its utility for 

explaining the va:~ious conflicts and strikes lletween the 

local Branch Unio1s and their University authorities, is ta· 

some extent considerallly limited. It is therefore hoped 'that 

future research s1ould focus on the conflicts·lletween local llranch · 

un.ions of ASUU, a1d their University authorities. Such a· study 

no. doullt, would a'11ong others, examine the relationship lletween 
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industrial crisis at the local levels anQ the degree of 

suppCJrt which memJers at the lc;cal level, give towards 

militant Unionism at the national level. 

1.6: The Hypothe,ies of the Study 

This study s1!eks to subject the following proposi tians to 

empir ical veri fic<1tion •. 

1. The mism<1nagement of Nigerian economy by the ruling 

class ami the concomi tantly dcigged reprobation by 

ASUU leaclership, constitute the roots of ASUU

Governmer,t Conflict. 

2. The mot il: e behind -the erosion of· University autonomy 

and acadÉmic freedom, and the under-funding af 

Universities was ta curb the radical arientatian· af 

academic~ and cansequently make them suppartive af 

the prevailing social arder~ 

The perception af the character af ASUU-Gavernment 

canflict by the rank and file af ASUU, was different 

fram· the way bath ASUU leadership and the Gavernment 

perceived i t. 
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4. The men·ag,iment of ASUU-:Government Cbnflict 

wes intre1:table, as .a·result of the asymmetric 

and struc·lure-oriented character àf the conflict. 

1 .. 7: Dperationali:rntion cif Phrases and Concepts 

Protest against th1~ prevailing social order: 

........ · This implies the rejection of the existing capitalist social 

order and a desire for its change ta sn alternative social order. 

Sheer economic sel'F-interest: 

This refers t,J basic pecuniary or economic rewards and 

bene fi ts, such as :,alary, al.lowances, fringe benefits, and other 

privileges and pre3tige attached ta a job. 

Professional acadenic standards and interests: . 

This comprise3 high academic and intel]ectual output 

reflt,cted in the qua li ty of teaching and research. Such factors 

cons1dered very es3ential ta ita realizat.ion include Uni·V!lrsity 

autonomy, academic freedom, adequate funding of Universitiea, 

improved library f3cilities, weli equipped laboratories and 

adequate funding or· research. 
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Radical orientation of universities: 

This implies s1ivere cri ticisms by University academica 

against government policies and the ruling t:lass as an indication 

of a preference for an alternativ'e social order. 

Anti-intelltmtual pllsture of the government: · 

Government•s i11sentivity ta the poor working conditions in 

Universi ties, and i·;s aversion ta radical sch.o]arship. 

The character of .a 1:onflict: 

This. means the scope of issues a conflict cavera such as 

bread and ·butter matters, prot'essiona.l. orienteo gaa.1.s or ideologit:al 

and political questions; and the intended effects"of the conflict .. 

Political and ideological character of the conflict: 

This comprises issues that go beyond the bread and butter 

demanda of labour. This includes differences over ideas and 

policies relating ta state power. 

Radical poli tic al and ideological goa·ls: 

This refera ta the desire and strug~le 1a change the 

existing capita-list social order. 

. ' 
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The structure and character of Nigerian Political Economy: 

This refers ta the way in which power and resources in 

Nigeria are generated, controlled and disj;rib'ut~?• 

Perception of the character of thé conflict: 

This implies the way the conflict ils de_fined in terme 

of whether i t is a bread and butter. af.fair I a· struggle ta improve 

academic standards or a poli tic al and ideolog·ical struggle 

against the established social orcter. 

Asymmetric and structure-oriented conflict: 

Borrowing from Rapoport (1974), this ~a a conflic~ 1~ 

which the systems (participan_ts in a conflict) may be widely 

disparate - ideologically - or may perceive each other in 

different ways. And the conflict is not 'resol!ved unless the 

structure of either system or of the super-system changes. 

A revolt or a revDlution is an asymmetric and a structure

oriented conflict, 

Symmetric and isste-oriented conflict: 

Also borrowir,g from. Rapoport (1974); 'this is a conflict 

in which the participants are roughly simil!ar i.e. ideologicaily 
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and perceive themse lves as auch. And tha conflict is raeolived 

when the issue is Eettled without inyoiving a·change in the 

structurés of either of the conflicting systems or in the 

super-systems of wrich they are camponents. 

Government; 

This refers te the federal government unless otherwise 

explicitly stated. It is used ta include all the four federal 

regimes from 1~>78 ta 1988. The Four regimes are at times 

used in a collective sen~e-

Facul ty: 

This is a synonym for Uhiversity lecturer or academic, 

except when otherwise explicitly stated. 

The mismanagement of Ni•gerian economy: 

This comprises acts like corrup.tià11, embezzlement, abuse 

of office and the appropriation of surpluses by the domestic and 

international capitalist fèrceè. 

Dogged reprobation of ASUU l'eadership 

This refera ta the ptârsistent radical, confrontational 

_ and uncompromising posture of ASUU leadership towards the ·governr1ent 
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and the ruling olaEs, as a mark of its disapproval of the 

prevailing social crder. 

Management of a cor1flict 

This implies 1.he efforts made t~ settle· or resolve a 

conflict. 

IUght-Wing ideolog i.e al views: 

This refers to oonservative views that. support the existenoE· 

and maintenance of a oapitalist system. 

Left-Wing ideologioal views: 

This refers to radiqal views that reject the capitalist 

system and advocate for the 'adoption of a sooialist system. 
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. CHAPTER TWO: 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

-~·2.1: ·1ntroduction 

.In this chapt,ar, we are limi ting ourselves to a review of 

past significant ,~orks. · The review will be general as well as 

specific and will ·;ouch on the following: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Causes and Roots of industriel conflict and strikes. 

Management of industriel conflict and ·atrikes. 

The unionization of academics, and 

ASUU-Gov1?rnmerit Conflict. 

Before discus:iing all these however, it 1s relevant tCJ 

examine briefly thn concepts of i1Jdust;-ial conflict, and strike. 

The centrslit!I of conflict in ind~strial relations is 

widely recognized. As Stëphenson and-Brotherton (1979:53) aptly 

observed, conflict is at the heart o.f industriel relations, And 

according to Hyman ( 1975: 193), conflict is th.e necessary startin11 

point of any serio11s analysis of. industriel relations. As 

·he l'urther obaerve11, no social order can provide 'per_fect and 

_permanent harmony nince whatever is the institutioQal, arrangement, 

work relat;ions wou:,d generate some frustration and discontent 

and consequently antagonism (p. 202) 0 .• 

"'• .. ~:. 
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Conflict ref~rs to an opposition.of intarasts or 

perspectives which ganerally involvas corresponding forms of 

action (Batstona 1979:55) •. Br:l:afly put·, conf;I.ict axists whanav,~r 
. . 

incompatible actiJitias occur (Deutsch 1973:10). Industriel 

conflict can ther ~fora be saan as I the total ran.ge of behaviour 

and atti tudas tha t express opposi tian and di.verge nt orianti;ition 

batwaan industriel ownars and managers on the one hand, and 

working people. a.nj thair organizat:j.ons on the othar hand' 

(Kornhausar, et al, 1954:13). Indus~rial conflict may be 

axprassad by individuels alona or by groups, and· it may be 

organizad or unorganizad (Bastona, 1979: 5.5). According ta Karr 

(1954:171), industrial confliqt may ~ake·tha form of peaceful 

bargaining and grievanca handling or.it could be in form of . . . ' 

boycotts, poli tic al action; restriction of output, ·sabortaga, 

absentaaism and personnel turnover. Put differantly tharefora, 

thare ara various ways in whic~ conflict is manifastad in an 

organization, but as. Kornhauser et ·a1· (1954:7-B) and Hyman 

(1975:1B5) corractly observad, strike is the principal ovart 

manifestation, and the most spectacular and conspicuous. 

A strika is a collective stoppage of work undartaken by 

workars in ordar ta bring pressure to baar on their employers· o·,er 
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a demand, or ta express a grievance ·(Griffin, 1939:20; Knowles, 

1952:1; Hicks, 19E3:140; and Akpala, 1982:241). This classical 

definition of strike has been severely criticiz!;!d by Durand. 

and Budois (1975), and Hyman (1979). Accarding ta O:urand .ehd 

Budois; 

this claseical definition of the strike conflicts 
with spontaneist or politicsl interpretatiaris. 
The calculative strike with it·s precisely formulated 
objectivee is different fTom the strike as a revalt 
expressinç, qui te a part from· any 'specific demand ,· 
workers' cccumulated discontent·with their totaù. 
situation, It is equally distinct from the strike 
as a sociël movement or g~neral strïke which through 
its extent, size and gra·vity poses an explïcit or 
implici t challenge ta the palÏcies. of the very · 1 
legitimac~ of the political a~thorities (197~:9). 

Hymàn on his part, argues that many Third world strikes da . . 

not "occur agains1. an established background of .1 free collective 

bargaining I betweE,n recognized union~ and smployers; and in 

most, the_ signi fic:ance of workers' · action extended 'far beyan:i 

the limita of what is normaU.y conceived as i industriel reiatior,s' • 

(1979:322-323). l'hese critii::isms of th.e classical definition 

of stri ka, form tt,e basis of o'ur understanding of this concept, 

in this study. 

A strike is a complex phenomenon that. has forms·, scale, 

scope, status and affects (Water man 1976: 334; Brecher 1972: 306-;,08). 

,. 
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2 As Breacher · furl.her elaborat.ed, the forms a silrike ta.kes can 

vary from those of work ta rule or simple wi thdrawal of labour, 

work-in or take-over. The Scale on the other hand, varies 

from the smallest work group ta the industrial, national and 

even international. Then ita scope can ·extend from wages and 

conditions of work ta a change in the poli~ical or social ordeI. 

· The statua of a strike can be constitutional, illegai or 

insurrectionary. And finally, its effects can be disintegratcry -

dividing or destroying the pol.itical. or sociai statua-quo, - DI 

integratory - leading ta the _incorporation of the workers into 

the existing social order. These also lead us ta t.he taxonomy 

of conflicts. 

According to Rapoport (1974:174) human conflicta can be 

classified on the basis of (a) the nature of .the participants, 

for exemple .indivictuals, groupa, organizations, bli;ics . or natior,s; 

(b) the _issues irivolvedJ such as rights or. privileges, central 

·over resources, political power or in extreme casea the very 

existence of the participants as system; (c) the means employec, 

which may range f .!'Dm persuasive argument to physica.l annihilàti.on. 

Consequently:rel11ting theae classifications.ta the process of 

conf).ict resolut;.on, a further classification· can be made. 
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For instance, a di·3tinction is made b'etween e~ogenous and 

endogenoua conflicts; aymmetric and aaymmetric conflicta; and 

.... --.lssue-oriented and structure-oriented conflicts. (Rapoport 

pp 175-176). 

In symmetric 1:onflict, writas Rapoport, the participants 

are roughly simila:~ systems and perceive themselves as s1;1ch. 

For example two individuals in a fight say a husband and wife, 

or two comparable nations at war. On the other .hand, in· asymmetric 

conflict, • the systems. may be widely disparate or may perceive 

each other in diff1~rent ways. A revolt or a revolution is an 

example of an asyminetric conflict• where 11 the system revolted 

against • perce ives' itself as defending order and legitimacy" 

while 11 the insurge11ts • perceive• themselves as an instrumènt 

of social change o:~ of bringing a new. system. into being. 11 

An Issue-orie11ted conflict in Rapi;iport•s view •is 

resolved when the lssi.Je is aettled I wi thcut 1nvclving ·, a 

c::hr,nga in the atru,ituras of ai ther of th\l èonflicting systems 

or in the super-sy:;tems of which they are compcnenta~' On the 

other hand, 1 a Structure-oriented con.flict la not re~olved 

unless the. structu:~e cf ei ther aystem or of the aupèr-system 
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changes ••• A revolution is always a structure-oriented 

conflict. • 
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An Endogenoue conflict is one in which the conflicting 

systems are parts of a larger system that has its own mechanism 

for maintaining a steady state; while an Exogenous conflict i~ 

one 1.ihere the conf Iicting system are not wi thin the central of 

a l.arger system. 

flapoport 1 s taxonomy is of great value ta this study 

especially with respect ta our investigation into the character 

and management of q·suu-Governnient conflict. 

In addition tJ Rapoport 1 s taxonomy; it is relevant ta note 

Deutsch's (1973:11-15) typology of conflict. Writing from a 

perspective of what he called •the relationship between the 

objective state of affairs and the state of affairs as perceivéd · .. 
by the conflicting parties,' Deutsch identified six typologies of 

conflict·, namely v,~ridical conflict·, contingent conflict, .displaced 

conflict·, misattril1uted conflict, latent conflict .and false 

conflict. Of particular interest ta pur study is his displaced 

and. latent forms of conflict. The issue of manifest and 

underlying forms 01' conflict, is very crucial in our study that 

seeks ta unravel tt1e roots of ASUU-Government confliot. 
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Deutsch furtt1er identi fied five basic types of issues 

involved in a conf'lict. These are central over reaourcef! 1 

conflict over pref'erences and nuisances, conflict over values, 

conflict over beliefs, and conflict over the nature of 

.... ··•·· relationship betwE!en the parties (P 17). Again, these are 

important ta ·our ntudy especially in determining how the 

conflict over the central of resources, values, beliefs and 

nature of relationship between the parties, constituted either 

the causes or the roots of ASUU-Government conflict. 

2.2: The Causes and l:loots of Industriel Conflict and Strike 

As Gouldner (1955:19).observes, 1a strike ·is a social 

phenomenon of eno:~mous complexi tv which in i ts totali tv is 

never susceptible ta compl~te description, let alone complete 

explanation. 1 This fact we believe·is underscored by the 

existence of a motlev of·unending list of causes of strike 

·identified by scho_lars of different schools of thought. 

But generally speaking, two broad perspectives on the 

causes and roots of industriel conflict. and strike, can be 

identi-fied. These-are the liberal conflict per.spective, and 

the class conflict school of thought (Kraus, 1979:259-260). 
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These schoo]s are what Waterman (1976:335-336) had called the 

fundamental industriel (or social harmony qf interests paradigm), 

and the class conflict paradigm .. 

2.2.1: The Liberal Conflict School 

Scholars3 of the liberal conflict school see industrial 

conflict as a legi·;imate phenomenon. They recognize the- varying 

interests of capi tul and labour (Kraus, 1979: 259). As Water man 

(1976:335) remarkecl, this school sees industriel conflict as a 

phenomenon existiriçJ .between ·two mutuall:y éompeti tive but mutuall~ 

de pendant parties ~1i th the stete acting· as .a mediator and· 

representative of the Society .as a whole. According to. hi_m, 

strike is treated es a social problem to be diagno'sed and 

remedied by the ap~lication of different combinations of 

persuasion, concession, reform or l:egai force. 

-----' The liber al conflict school accepta the capi talist order 

as. given and does not question its legitimacy. It does not see 

conflict as fundamentally rooted in the capitaliat system, but 

i t rather explains it as a normal pro'duct of industriel 

organizations devoij of class antagonism. and struggle. F.or 
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instance, the cauE:es and roots of indus trial conflict and 

strike, are assaci.ated wi th E;uch factors as break-dawn of 

·callt,ctive bargani.ning sys1;em, imperfect or limited information, 

law wages, inflat:.on, paar working candi tions, poar candi tians 

of servic_e, crisi11 of rising expectatian, long hburs of work, 

arbitrary treatme11t of warkers by management·, agitation and 

agitators, etc. -et us naw examine specific contributions of 

same schalars. 

One notable ,:lassical work on the cçiuses of stril<e is 

'The Theory of Wages 1 by J.R. Hicks (1932 or 1963). According 

ta Hicks (1963:146-147), 4 majority of actual strikes occur as a 

result of faulty negotiatién between the management and labour. 

Consequently, any meana 11Jhich enablea ei t'her aide ta appreciate 

better the position of the other, will make settlement easier., 

and adequate knowledge will make a settlement possible. The 

danger according ta him lies in ignorance by_ one aide of the 

·other' s disposi tian, and in hasty breaking-o.ff of negotiations. 

Hicks' study gave ·birth .ta what is popularly called the 

bargaining model of strikes. Suçh a model examines the extent 

ta which strikes result due ta the relative bargaining ~trengtt or 
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weakness of the workers. Kaufman 1 s (1981:333) bargaining model 

demonstrates the crucial role of limited lnfol'matlon. as a cause 

of strikes. In the same way, Mauro (1982:522) attribùtes the 

occurrance of strike ta lmperfec:t information. 

Knowles (1952) classical study on ·the other hand is an 

attempt ta provide a comprehensive explanation of strike. In 

examining the causes of strikes, Knowlss was ver-y criticsl of 

superficial explanations of strikes. For him, tne raot causes 

of strikes lie outside the sphere of union and management. 

_(p xii). Unlike most works under the liberal ca·nflict perspec.til•e, 

Knowles recognized ·that stri.ke may be gensrated by "!;he worker•s 

reaction not only ta his conditions of work but also ta the socinl 

order in general (p xii). Yet like other liberal conflict 

scholars, he did nc.t· ses strike as a form of class struggle. 

According ta him, strikes in Britain from· the. ptariod 1911 ta 

1947 L~ere still mostly spontaneous lacking any attempt to fulf.il 

some c:onscious economic or political grand_ strategy (p xi). 

Knowles then identifièd the causes of strikas in terme of their 

immediate and remets (underlying) character. The immediata caus3s 

of st:rikes are seen as multiple, various and limitless in number. 
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They raflect such issues as basic questions of wages and 

warking arrangements as well as frictional and salidarity 

causas (pp 228-238). On the athar hand, the .underlying causes 

are anes that are net explicit and whase aperatian has ta be 

inferrad. Such causes can be grouped under three· general 

headings namely bad social cand1tiona,.fat1gué and frustration 

in industrial wark, and the inferiarity of warkers position 

(pp 212-219). From our point of view, the rele~anca of Knawlas' 

work lies in its effort ta distinguish the uncterlying causes of 

strikes fram their immediate and auperficial causes. 

Anather natewarthy wark an induatrial conf lict a.nd, strik~, 

was carried out by Arthur Rdss ·and Paul Hartman (1960) •. In 

their study titled •Changing Patterns of Industrial Conflict, 1 

Ross and Hartman (p. 42) advanced the:thesis that strike willJ 

eventually wither away. Accarding to them, •strike has bean 

going out of styla or witharing away 1 because their causes have 

bean climinishing o JBr the years.· They identified three primary 

raasons why the st:1~ke has been gaing out of style. First, · 

emplayers have dev3laped mare saphisticated palici~s and mare 

affective organizations. Second, the state has become mare 

prominant as an em Jloyar of labour, ecanamic planner, pravider 01' 
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benefits, and supe1visor of induatrial relations. Third, the 

labour mavement hae; been foraaking the use of the strike in 

favour of broad palitical endeavours. More approfJ.c'it1i.t<iy to 

our study, Rosa and Hartman argued that the incréasing 

affluence and ecanamic planning of indystrial sacieties had 

satisfied workers 1 ecanamic wants, relieved them of ecanamic 

insecurities assaciated with the pre-keynesian era •. They alsa 

believed that the embourgeoisement of the warking cla:ss was 

helping ta reduce strike activity. And a decline· in ecanamic 

inequality was praducing warkers with middle-class mares and 

living standards wha resist any extended interruption of incarne. 

In the praé:ess, class antagonis.ms and spantaneaus inclinations 

to strike have declined. 5 Althaugh Ross and Har'tman failed in 

their attempt ta disprave the marxian thesi;- th~t- ~ cias~;· _-, 

str.uggl" c.auld bring a revalutian, they neverthèleas ca_ntributed 

in our understanding of. haw revolutianary zeal cf explaited 

warkers can be attenuated thraugh the pracess of embaurgeaisment. 

Their study alsa emphasized the importance of econamic canditiars 

of warkers as a major factor in the accurrance of strikes. 
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The issue of economic cycle, as a factor in the accurrance 

of strike was underscored by Rees (1952:371-382; 1954:218-219). 

Rees identified the state of the labour market (specifically the 

amount of employment available) as thè principal economic factor 

affecting union behavipur ta strike. In his view, strikes occu1 

during periods of rising employment ta enable unions sec~re 

wage increases and other benefits. But in periods of falling 

-employment ttiere is a sharp drop in organizational atrikes si'nce 

workers will be afraid ·to strike as the bargali.ning power of the 

employer is higher than theirs. Ress (1954:220) has however 

observed that political events, government policies and the 

climate of public opinion, /lave important influence on the timi11g 

of strikes and wi.'.l therefore account for maily deviations from 

the normal cyclical pattern. Although he recognizecl that 

most induatr·ial d.,éputes are caused by social, paychological am. 

economic forces wllich are noncyclical in nature, he however 

maintained that gi~ievances can be stored up for long periods ancl 

then most likely lloil over into strikes when business conditiom; 
' 

promise that stril:es may be successful. The specific contribut:.on 

of Hees to the st11dy of atrike ia in hie identificat'ion of the 

candi tians under 1Jhich a atrike auccessfully takes place. 

'•,. 
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In ather wards, the reasan far gaing an a strike in a particulaI 

year when there is canducive bu"siness candit~an far the strike, 

might nat justify a strike action in anather .year when the 

business condition is nat ccnducivs. 

The issus af whether ecanamic factors alane ar palitical 

factors, play decisive rcle in detsrmining the cccurrance af sti·ike, 

has beccme a livsly debate in strike studies. Earlier studies t,y 

·Ha.nsen (1921:616-621); Griffin (1939); Vader (1940:222.:.237); ·ReE!S 

(1952, 1954); Ashenfelter and Johnson (1969:35-49), VanderKamp 

(1970:215-230); Skeels (1971:515-525) and. Walsh (1975:45-54), 

gave primacy ta ecanamic factors as determinants of strikes. An 

Synder (1975:260) abserved; mcst cf these studies indicate that 

strike activï°ty V3ries pcsitively with ecanc°mic prasperity. 

·on the ather hand, studies by te Franc ( 1970), 
6 

Perret 

(197·1), 7 Shcrtèr and Tilly (1974), and synder (1975,1977), have 

assigned mare primacy ta poli tic al and ather factors frcm their 

find :Lngs. Far instance, acccrding ta Sharter and Tilly, wcrker 3 

go an strike anly when the~e is c:i-ganizatianal_ capaci ty far suc, 

·acti1Jn. This alsc depends an the mabilizatian cf the uriians. 

In their view, st~ikes are in the shart~run, efforts ta bring 

pressure an emplcyers and gavernments, but in the lang-run, are 
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·mechanisms thraugh which unions struggle far membership in a 

natian•s polity.8 For Shorter and Tilly therefore, palitical 

and organizatianal factors are the decisive pTedictars of 

strike actions. iiynder (1977:325-340) ctisrJ.lenged a solely 

economic explanat:.on of stril<e that occurred in u.s. in pre-war 

II years. Accord:.ng ta him, · an expanded model of indu13trial 

conflict which inc:ludes cirganizational, political ·as well as 

economic variableu, better explains s.trike activity. But in an 

earlier study, Syrider (1975:259&274) ·argued that whi]e recent 

investigations of French wark· stoppages assign mare importance 

ta arganizatianal and political determinants of strike 

activi ty, as agair1st the primacy given to ecanomic factors by 

many studies, the apparent cantradictory results are due to 

the insti tutianal cantext of labour relations.. Synder then 

cancluded that there is a -strang correspondence between institut,ional 

setting ·and fluctLationa in atrike ·activity. 

Kaufman (1982:473-490) has hawever pressnted. an alternative 

canceptual framewark ta the debate on the ecanamic versus 

palitical-organizetianal madel of strike. Accarding ta him, 

the regressian reeults of his study •the determinants of strikes 
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in the United States, 1900-1977 1 show that bath the economic 

factors of unemployment and inflation, and vârious non~economic 

factors, are signif:1,cant in explainin~ variations iR strike 

activi ty. The results also show that economic .and non-economic 

factors worked together ta cause a marked reduction in the variction 

in strike activity. He then conclùded (pp 489-490) that .the 

decision ta strike is conditioned an the tota\l snvironment 

in ~hich industrial relations take place. Such signifiçant 

environmental variables are the insti tutiona.1 · structure of 

bargaining, the organizational security, power resources and 

ideological positions held by each of the bargaining parties, 

and the economic c:limate in' which bargainir:ig takes place. 

Divergent idc,ologies held by management and labour has beer 

identified as a sC1urce of industriel conflict (Kaufman 1982:490; 

Blu[!I 1972:71; Taft 1954:258). But Taft lias howev~r argued that 

workers seldom enç1age in strikes for puraly ideological purpose~. 

~n his view, most workers 
0

do not have. deep ideological 

convictions and c,1nnot therefore be drawn into ·fighting for a 

revolutionary obje,ctives but only for bread-and-butter objectives. 9 

The absence c,f collective bargaining and a criaia cf r1a1nç 

expectation has been identified by Blum (1972:68&72) as cther 

···. 
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factors that causu industrial canflict and str:l.ke. Cammenting 

an the crisis of .i•ising expectatian, Blum .cantends that: 

Canflict iu nat always a by-praduct of the · 
marxian ex11ectatian that as thinga get warse 
and warae, the depressed and disadvantaged became 
mare and m11re embittered until eventually they 
revalt. I1' the histary of Western civili_zatian 
has·any le11san, it is samewhat the reverse of the 
marxian niqhtmsre a.f the carrelatian between 
depi·essian·. despair and eventuàl revalutian. On 
the cantrai•y, when people wha ari! or wha feel 
they are a1; the battam or near the bottam of the 
social hiei•archy begin ta· imprave their lat and 
mave up thu ladder of society, ttiey then became 
mare disca11tented and make mar.e .demands upan the 
saciety. l'his is part of the reasan why ~trikes 
are accurr:.ng in Ireland taday. (p 72). 

A mabilizatic1rial· appraach ta the expl_anatian of strike 

accµrrance has houe ver been' identi fied by ·Batstane et al' ( 1978) 

as a crucial factur deter~ining whether a strike _will actually. 

accur or nat. Acc:m;ding ta them, the occurrence of strike is a 

functian ·of the e>:tent ta which warkera are lliobilized. Iri their 

view, while the ccinditians under which strikes accur are 

important, the isuue of whether they actually accur depends an 

the arganizatiana:: capacity and mabilizatian of the warkers (p 1). 

Let us naw examimi very briefly the class canflict school of thought. 
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2.2.2: The Class Conflict View-Point. 

The class conflict perspective· sees capital and labour as 

mutually antagoni,;tic phenomena. Hence s~rike is seen as evidence 

of rising class c1msciousness and conflict (Waterman 1976:336). 

This school tif thought-a pr'oduct of the marxist theory of 

the state, - cont1mds that the relations of production in a 

capitalist societ•1 are necessarily, antagonistic or conflictuel. 

This i t is argued der ives from the é.x.plo.i ta.tive and oppressive 

character of sùch relations. .It further contends that the two 

principal classes in a capitalist society namely the bourgeoisitl 

(the oppressive class) and the proletariat (the èxploited class) 

have diametrically opposed and irreconcilable fundamental 

interests. And as a result, class conflict.(struggle) is 

inevitable. This inevitability arises from the inherent 

contradiction between the economic situation and po·litical stat11s 

of the bourgeoisie and the proletariat (Volkov, 1985 :42; Arnold,iv 

et al, 1985: 440). This basic contradiction of. capitalism wri te 

Ryndina and Chernikov, (1985:89), stems from.the antitheses of· 

social character of labour ta privat~ form of appropriation. 

In other words, the private capitalist appropriation retarda 

.. ~.; 
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the progress of productive forces, and the. drive ta maximize 

profit derives from the basic law of capitalism - a law that 

induces capi talists ta praduce the greates.t possible amaunt 

of surplus - value thraugh intensifying the exploitation of 

labour. 

The class conflict schaal therefare lacates industrial 

canflict within the fundamental structure of the capitalist 

relations of production (Hyman 1975:196). Accardingly, Hyman 

argues that strike is a vital weapan of the worRing class in 

pursuing its industrial objectives, and as such, it is an 

inescapable demanstratian of the antagonism ta capital (p· 190). 

Hibbs (1978:153-154) faund out that strike is one 

manifestation· of persistent class - linked canflict over· the 

distribution of the national praduct. He reparted that trends 

in industrial conflict has been shaped primarily by changes in 

the political econcmy of distribution and not by cultural, 

sociological or pu:ely economic factors. 'Hibbs then dismissed 

Ross E1.nd Hart man tl1esis regarding the wi thering away of strikes, 

arguing that their thesis is at adds with empirical evidence. . . 
Accarding ta him, ,itrikes · are most usefully viewed ·as instrumentu 
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of coll~ctive working-class action which is on~ manifestation 

of an ongoing struggle for power between social classes over 

the distribution of resources principally (not exclusively) 

national incarne. 3ased on his empirical findings, he further 

arguecl that long-run changes in· the valu.me of industriel conflic, 

are largely explain_ed by changes in the locus of the struggle 

over· distribution (p 165).. For instance,· strikes are comparativ üy 

high in countries where the state intervenes actively in support 
. 

of the market by 5etting private sector wagea, hours and conditiJns 

of work without sccializin~ the ctinsumption and distribution of 

a very large fraction of the national incom~ (p 169). Hibbs 

however concludes that regardless of the larger political visior.s 

of many left-wing trade-union leaders, most workers are probably 

mobilized for strike activity not by slogan9 about workers• 

seizure of poli tic:al power but by the narrower economic incenti~ es 

(P 169). 

Furthermore, Hymen (1972 & 1975) criticizing the liberal 

school contended ·1;hat it .is erroneous ta attri-bute the cause of 

industriel conflic:t and· strikes ta the presen.ce of a,gitators; 

faulty communicat~on, bad human relations, lack of integration 

•• 
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of workers and técnnological factors amdng other factors. 

Uismissing these·causes of conflict 1 he argued that !work· 

relations within capitalism are an inevitable source of · 

dispute• (1975:1e5). And it is within this framework that causes 

and roots of conflict should be explained. 

· We shall now turn ta an examination of the literature 

on the management of industriel conflict and strike. 

2.3. The Management of Industriel Conflict and Strike 

Existing liteœature on the management of industriel 

conflict and strH:e, largely reflect the orthodox and dominant 

industrial relatic mi tradi tian on which the lib.eral conflict 

view-point is based. The lack of literature from the class· 

conflict school derives mainly Jrom the fact that in marxist 

theory, the panacea for industrial peace is the overthrow of 

what is called the exploitative and· oppressive capitalist system. 

This general theor~ leaves no room fo_r management of industriel 

conflict and strik~s in capitalist soc~eties, since such is 

regarded as a mere palliative measure. As Rapoport (1974:239) 

explained, 'confli1:t management in .the sphère of structural 
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conflicts ignores the deeper underlying sources of such 

conflicts - the structure of the situation itself. It is 

somewhat analogoue. to the treatment of the symptoms of a . . 

disease rather thc.n of the cond-i tions in which the disease is 

rooted.' Maxist theory generally therefore has no faith in the 

institut ions set L1p under capi talist s·ocieties to. manage 

conflict and stri•~s. On the other handi the establishment of 

a socialist order would remove the. und.erlying cause of 

conflict prevalent in capitalis~ societies. It is against this 

background that we now examine the works o·f few schol!ars 

within the liberal. conflict perspective. 

According ta Kornhaus~r et al (1954:267-26~) three ways of 

managing industr1'1l conflict can be identified. The first is a 

set of procedures for reconciling,·compromising,"or adjudicatinç 

controversies betL1een unions and emp:).oyers. Second are various 

attempts ta eliminate the underlying so.urces of controversy. 

And third is a seI·ies of socia"l cantrals impased by the state. 

Available literature have cancentra1;ed mare an the first 

of these three approaches of managing canflict. The, major 

reasan perhaps is thst since liberal conflict schal~rs da net 
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challenge the prev,üling social order in which conflict is 

generated, much attention·has unduely been paid to conflict 

management at firm or entèrprisé level. This entails 

examining just the efficacy of existing collective b~rgaining 

machineries at the level of individuel firms. 
, 

Collective bargaining machinery ·comprises contract 

negotiation, grievance negotiation, mediation and arbitration .. 
(Kornhanser et al 1_954:268). And according to Stephenson and 

Brotherton (1979:62) the setting u~ of these_collective 

bargaining machineries and proc~dures, constitutes what is 

called the institutionalization of conflict. According to 

Dahrendorf (1959:271-272), such institutiocializati_on provides 

workers a·degree cf industriel citiz~nship, and helps ta, 

isolate industrial. conflict from other types of conflict. 

Insti tutionalizatl.on thrieves on certain assumptions (Stephenson 

and Brotherton (1\179:62). First, each party to a conflict 

bath parties and the conflict between them are seen as facts of 

life. Third, there is some agreement or _âcceptance of certain 

rules of the game as a framework for relaticinships. 
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·rhe necessary outcome of institutionalization is what 

Dui.Jln C'ï354:46) c3lllal_d 'antagoniatic coopération.• The 

antegonistlc elemant reflecta the continued existence of confli1:t 

whose resolution Jroduces •social change. On the other hand, th11 

cooperation eleme11t indicates the.fact that the function of 

conflict is te ess:ablish a new basis of order and not to 

continue disorder. Dubin therefore regards colllalctive bargainirg 

as the primary moce for managing industrial conflict. Accordinç 

to him, it is the great social invention that has institutio~alized 

industriel conflict in much. the·same way ·that the electorel 

process and majority rule institutionelized politicel cor:iflict in 

a democratic polity. For him~ collective bargeining systém has 

created à stable maens for resolving industrial conflict (pp 43-44). 

Flender (1973:369) agrees no d°oubt wi'th Dubin.when he conceptualizes 

collective bargain:lng as a process that continually transforma 

disagreements into agreem~nts ln an orderly fashion. 

Harbison -(1951,:274) has identified three major functions 

of collective bargE>ininig: 

Flrst, it provides a partial means for resolving 
the conflicting economic interesta of management 
and labour; second, it greatly enhancea the righta, 
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citizens; and third, as a consequence of the 
first two functions, i t "pro vides one ·of the 
more important bÙlwarks for the preservation 
·of the private - enterprise s~stem. 
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However, Stephenson and Brotherton (1979:62&66) doubt 

the efficacy of collective bargaining as a conflict resolution 

mechanism. According ta them, collective bargaining machinery 

does not resolve conflict but pnly regulates it. The evidence. 

being that the continued existence of the mschinery is ac:tually 

· a recognition of the fact that conflict continues ta exist. As 

they also further·argue, the potential for conflict is ever 

present and there is no guarantee that established channela 

can control issues. 

Rinehart (197B:9,) has on the other hand alsQ argued that 

collElctive bargaining process does not easily lend itself ta the 

resolution of non-economic conflict. Hyman (1975:27) equally 

contends that non-wage demanda for example do not provi~e ample 

scope for bargaining and compromise since they often involve 

questions of principle on which compromise is fàr more difficult. 

Hyman (1975: 199) 'has· further argued that the proceiss of 

institutionalization. is itaelf beset by contradictions. According 

to him, the rise in strike activity in moat induatrialized nations; 
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increasingly ambitious wage demands and the explicit articulation 

of non-wage demancls such aa the con-\;rol over production and the 

humanization of work, among other things, are highly threatening 

to sbcial and eco11omic stability. For him therefore, collective 

bargaining achiev1?s a prpvisional containment of disorder I but 

where workers' gr:levances and discontents are not resolved 1 

they give rise ev1rntually ta new forma of conflict which may 

involve new types of demand and new means of action. 

It has been :~ightly argued that_ collective bargainii:,g is 

a capi talist pheniJmenon which promates and preserves the 

capitalist system.- According ta Harbison (1954:276) coll~ctive 

bargaining provid2s substantial support for democratic 

capitalism in thr2e ways:-

First, it provides a dradnage channel for the 
specific dissatisfactions and frustrations 
which work2rs experience ·on the job; second, it 
helps to 1 1umanize• the op~ration of an 
essentially impersonal prise system by.rnaking 
it more generally palatable ~o workers as a 
~roupJ and third, it absorbs the energies and 
interests of the leaders of labor who might be 
inclined to work for the over-throw·of 
capitalism if this avenue of àctivity were 
lacking~ . 

Harbison has further commented on the conservative role of 
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coll"ctive bargai.ning and also accaunted for why trade 

unions became jat1 ,centered rather thàn poli tically ariented in 

their actions. /iccording ta him, thé mare a union leader 

cancentrates an c:oll"ctive bargaining, ·the mare canservative 

he is likely ta t1ecame. Ând when this bringa reaults, and 

commanda the support of the rank and file, the union leader 

devates inare timr! and energy ta it.- The result is that u~ians 

become mare job c:entred than palitically ariented (p 277). 

One impor.tar1t question is wheth_er collective bargaii,ning 

can succeed in a non-capitalist system. Harbison alsa makes a 

persuasive case against the prospects or co.1..1.ec-.:i.ve oargaining 

in a capi talist system. A'ccarding ta him, collective bargainir1g. 

flourishes and survives anly in the climate of 
private enterprise. It bath creates the machinery 
and pravides the ratianale fa.r endarsement of 
capitalism by emplayers, lsbar leaders and warkers 
( pp 277-278). 

Another relevant question is whether a union that ehdarses 

.call"ctive bargaining can pursue radical objectives. 

Accarding ta Harbisan still, a unian·that emphasizes call"ctivE 

bargaining is inevitably a canservative mavement, far callectil e 

bargaining is inseparable fram private er:iterpr.ise. In fact 

as lie argues, thraugh the pracess of call"ctive· bE!rgaining, a 
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union organizes and directs the discontents ·of labour in 

such a way as to bolster rather than to upset the capitalist 

system (p 278). 

Apart from contract negotiation, ·one other aspect of the 

coll~ctive bargaining that is very im~ortant .i~ arbitration. 

Bernstein (1954:312) describea it as being naturally a 

conservative process since most arbitrators are confined by the 

contract and hardly initiate a new policy. Thi~.according ta 

him, is why militant unions are averse ta submitting important 

departures in policy to arbitration. Then comm_enting on the 

·efficacy of arbi tration as a conflict .resolution meéhaniam, 

Bernstein posits that as part of collectivè bargaining, 

arbitration cannot eradicate conflict but can only mitigate 

its effect and rechannel its incidence into areas in which it 

can serve useful purposes (p 312). 

Like arbitration, the effir.acy of mediation as a means of 

r:esolving conflic1; has been criticized. According ta Warren 

(1954:292), media1;ion is not a method for ·suppresaing conflict 

but that for minirlizing it. He aees mediation as a pressure 

method which invoJ.vea personal, socia·1, political and economic 

pressures to bear on the p~rties ~o ·a conflict, In some cases 
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the fact-finding n,ethad which is a strang farm of mediatian, 
' 

is used when .dispJtes cauld net be settlèd by normal mediatian 

(p 29,9). 

In spite cf the shartcamings of collective bargaining as 

a cc nflict resalu tiari meèhanism, Ingham ( 1974: 35) believes tha·,; 

it rE!duces strike activity. Accardil)g ta him, the develapment 

of pracedural narms far the regulat:j.cn of industrial relations, 

is assaciated wi t,i' the reduct·ian of sj;rike activi ty. 

Apart fram c,Jllective bargaining method, canflict can also 

be managed thraugl1 efforts aimed at remaving the sources of 

the conflict befo:~e they get manifested. Myers (1954:319) has 

asserted that 'thl! terms cri which the employee sella hie servicE,s, 

the regularity of his employment, and the conditions under whiCI) 

he works are all llasic employment relatio.ns which give r'ise: ta 

canflicts ••• , Acc:arding tà him, if the employer .hapes te reduce 

the occasions for canflict, he must pay attention te areas o.f 

actual or potential canflict such as I unfair ,. or 'inadequàte' 

lt.vels of wages; uns table and irregular emplayment; arbi trary 

and capriciaus management action; and inadequate emplayee statua 

and recagni tian. 
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Alo)lg the same ·11ne also, Walker (1954: 345) has identified 

work methods and working conditions as sources of conflict that 

need to be managed. According ta him, while the demand for 

higher wages, union recognition and an organized machinery for 

handling grievances, can cause strikes, work methods and working 

conditions are basic causes of etrikes. In managing conflict 

these should net te neglected. 

Raney (1954:;86&393) has on his part advocated for the 

recogni.tion and ut ilizetion of employees' abili ties as one of the 

ways of managing conflict. Industriel conflict·can be lessened 

when management creatés wor~er interest in job assignments. 

According ta him, 1 a· factor in industriel conflict is the 

fa ilure on the pa1·t of management ta recognize the necessi ty 

for giving adequal;e consideration ta worker goals of satisfaction 

and achievement in work through utilization of their abilities 

along with considl!ration ta management•s own goals of efficiencv 

and productivity.' 

Another perspective on the efforts ta manage the underlyin11 

causes of conflic·; has been put. forward · by Haber ( 1954). For 

him, social-secur:Ltv legislation, b!,I the governmènt against 
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insecurity in issuns such as jCJq, incCJme, health, life, ·old age 

dependency CJr status, serves as a means of managing conflict. 

When this is nCJt dC1ne, workers will demand for them in their 

wCJrk place and a fnilure by managemen_t ta. grant them CCJuld lead 

ta conflict. 

In addition t1i the collective bargaining method, and other 

efforts to remCJve ,iources of conflict, direct government 

intervention throu1Jh laws and other social.control measures, has 

·also been identifi,id as one of the ways of managing conflict. 

As Kornhauser et al (1954:407) observe, whe~ ths power strugglea 

between management and labour spill 01,1t of the bargaining arena 

into the sphere of government, the or_gans of ·government 

inevitably get att~acted to exerciae .c;ontrol and conatraint over 

that behaviour th·a t affects broader social structure. Wi th rega:~d 

to the objectivity of such governm~nt control, Wolfson (1954) ha, 

argued that the values that underlie government central, have 

refl~cted the strength of the groupa wielding aignificant social 

power. But the objective role of government_is questionable 

bec au se i t is ( at times) bath the regulator ,. the decision maker 

and also the arbiter. Vet, when it intervenès the r~tionale ia 

cloaked under the goal of protecting t.he public interest • 

... 
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In conclusion, from the review sa far on the management 

of industrial conflict and strike, it is.olear that conflict 

resolution requires a mult1d1mensiona.l apP.roach. However, this 

is only true ta the extent that one believes· that the causes of 

industrial conflict and strikes, are also multifarious as posited 

by the liberal conflict school. But if on the ·other hand, one 

believes that the causes of conflict stem from a common root -. 

the exploitative and oppressive character of the capitalist 

system, then the central thesis of the· class conflict view-point 

regarding the overthrow of capitalism as a ~equisite for 

industrial peace, becomes tenable. 

In any case, it is ver~ important ta note that.as.Hyman 

( 1975) earliér observed, 'no social order can provide perfect ar,d 

permanent harmony, 1 since some frustration ~nd discontent are 

inevitaole. But as he rightly pointed out: 

in a soclalist aociety, industriel conflict would 
not be i•ooted in an sntagonistic social structure: 
i t would not stem from the exercise of control in 
the int1?rests of a mir,ority class of capitalist •• ~ 
Industr .. al conflict would therefore be less 
irrecoru:ilsble, less pervssive ••• Conflict would 
thus be .frictional rsther thsn fundamentsl (pp 202-2l):i). 

· It is slang ·;his· Hymen• s class conflict perspective that 

our study would e;camine the causes, roots and management of Asu\1-

\ 
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• 
Governmen.t conflict. This framework would ·.be the subject cf 

discussion in the next chapter. Meanwhile, we shall now turn 

to the literature on the Unionization of academica. 

2.4: The Uniàniz,tion of Academics 

The emergencE of unicnism and the use of the strike weapa·n 

by prcfc:::isional grciups has been viewed as .indications of the 

erosion of profesEional orientation, Scme studies peint ta the 

negative associatjon betwe~n prcfessicnalism and unionizaticn 

among academics (~ arriscn and Tabcry·,· 1980:434). Studies by . . 

Strauss (1963); Kedish (1968); Ladd and ~ipset (1973); 

Aussieker and Gartarinc (1973); Muczyk {1974); Begin (1975); 

Rhodes (1977); anc Bigcness (1978); amcng numerous cthers, have 

argued that prcfeesicnalism is incompatible with.militant unionism. 

Kadish (1968:163~165) has fer exemple cf~ered the follcwing 

reason as te why the two are.ihccmpatible. Acccrding ta him, 

strikes 'threaten the commi tment te ·and realizàticn cf the · .. 
1 

academiès• ideals of professionalism in such areas as the 

service ideal, the moral basis cf academics• professicnal 

claims, shared ·and cooperative decisicn-making, commitment te 

. '•. ~', 
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reason and pur suit of distinction. On the other hand, studies 

by Kleingartner (1969), Corwin (1970) and Perterson (1973) 

among others
1

hold the view that there is positive association 

betwèen professior.alism and militant unionism. For instance 

according to Corwin ( 1970) professionally oriented teachers 

engage more frequently in militan~ action than their less 

profèssionally oriented counter-parts. 

Regardless of the merit or demerit of this debste, 

many_ academic unions now exist.. They also embark on st:i:"ikes 

occasionally to back-up their demands. According to Kadish 

(1968:160), academics go on strikes for certain reasons. 

First, there is an increasiJ;1g demand. for economic returns.. It 

is not, he argues, that academics are so exploited but the 

fact that other professions are improving their economic 

posi tians at a· far ·raster rate than · academics) place great 

pressure for a fairer share of the national product. Second, 

there is the growing claim for legitimacy of self-assertion for 

just claims that have been denied. 

Kadish has also identified thr.ee types of strikes by 

academics. These are (a) the economic strike which éoncerns 

the issue of .wages and working conditions; (b) academic interest 
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strike which tries ta adllance the ideals of prafesaianaliam auch 

as academic freedarn, shared government .and university autonamy; 

and (c) poli tic al :Lnterest strike which aims at protesting 

against a politica L decision ·or polie y. 

Sorne scholars have argued that the unionization of 

academics is an attempt ta secure mor.e effective guarantee of 

status and privileqes (Dtobo 1987:26~; Mandel 1969:47-54). 

Jessup ( 1978: 44&51) on the ather hand·, identi fied the feelings 

of powerlessness i1 decision-making as an important motivating 

factor in the unionization of teachers. 

determinanta of militant attitudes taward the employer-employee 

relationship among academics were investigated. It was found out 

that diasatisfaction with several job and organizational 

variables were significant predictors of militant attitudes. 

The strongest predictar of attitudinal militancy was .found ta 

be dissatisfaction with interna! administrative. c.antext .while 

money ranked next. This was followed ~V dissatisfaction with 

existing economic rewards and the faurth was dissatisfac.tion . 
with external administrative context such as relationship between 

academics and external · superviser ial agencies ( p.p 139, 141-143). 
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But 1n their si;uoy ur .1.s,.1.·ae,.1..1. , <1uu.1.ay UI 1.LUll.:::J, 

weapon, Harrison and Tabory (1980) found out that environmental 

pressures, as well as ideological factors are important 

determinants of union behaviour towards strikes. The unions use 

the strike weapon ta pursue their ec:onomic interests in a labour 

relation•s environment characterised by intense competition by 

various unions for their share of the national ·budget (p. 434). 

Then in his study of the correlates of fsculty attitudes . 

toward collective bargaining (Unionislfl), Bigoness (1978) found 

out that there is a significant relationship be.tween job 

dissatisfaction with respect to work, pay, supervision, 

promotionàl opportuni ties, 'and felt need for unionizatio~. 

A strucutural explanation ta mil~tancy among academics has 

been offered ·by Mayhew (1969) •. According ta him 1 the 11re-eminer,t 

role assigned ta external supervisçirial agencies and University 

presidents is an important fai;:tor acéounting for militancy amon11 

academics. Anothe~ factor is the removal of decisian making 

powers from Unive:•sities in critical matters of budget, programrie 

apprc,val (among o·;hers) ta a more difltant agency. Her10e frustrution 

and unease among aç:ademics stimulated a search for ways ta 

counteract this dlstant decision-msking.· Hawever, Mayhew conte11ds 

, .,,,_ 
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that structural changes were not sufficient ta explain the sudde .1 

explosion of demands by academics. The feelings, de.siree; and' 

frustrations of individual academics are important predictors. 

Enlarged expectation and. relative deprivation set the stage 

for academics ta become militant (pp 342-344). 

2.5: ASUU-Governn,ent Conflict 

l~esearch on /lSUU-Government conflict is presently at a 

rudimenb,rlJ stage. · Very few published aca.demic materials exist 

while a bulk of other materials exists in periodicals and dailies. 

It is against this backgrp~nd that we.review the following few 

warks. 

There is no fundamental disagreement amang existing· 

literature regarding the ca.use. of ASUU-Government conflict~ For . 

instance, the Report of the Presidential Commission on the Salary 

and Conditions of Service of University Staff (Cookey Cammissia~), 

1981 traced the genesis of ASUU-Government canflict t_o the Udoji 

Public Service Re11i'ew Commission of 1974. The Cookey Commissior, 

identifi'ed the harmoniza.tion· exercise by the Udoji Commission as 

setting the. grounds for future conflict. Accordiflg ta the Commission, 
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the harmonization ,ixercise upset the relativi ties enjoyed by 

University staff. The Commission also identified the gradual arnl 

progressive erosio, of University autonomy and academic freedom 

by the federal govlrnment and its agsncies, as another major 

cause of the conflict (p.3). Furthermore, the Commission 

observed that . the 3bsence of colll,!ctive bargaining machinery for / 

resolving conflict was a serious gap in labour-management relati,1ns 

in the Universities lp. ~~J. lt roun9 ~ne puur i~v~i ur fundi,~ 

of the Universities, and the ban on academics from participation 

in politics, as other causes of ASUU-Government conflict. 

ASUU 1 s identification of the cau~es of the conflict are alsJ 

similar. In its memorandum,to the Cookey Commission, it identified 

the following as major causes of ïts conflict with the government: 

(a) poor state of the .Universities, (b) erosion ·of University 

autonomy and academic freedom, (c) poor condi'tions of service i~ 

Universi ties and (d_) inadequate fundii;ig of Universities. These 

causes were also reiterated in its memorandum tp the Akambi Panel 

in 1986, and in one of its publications titled •ASUU and thi 19€5 

Education Crisis in Nigeria• of 198?. These factors equ~lly 

formed the major reasons it gave for embarking on various 

strike actions. 
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Isaman ( 1986;, in the same manner identified the issues of 

Uni ver si ty autonon1y, academic freedom, better candi tiens of service, 

and adequate fundi.ng of üniversi ties, as major areas of negotiation 

bet1"een ASUU and 1;he government. He also identi fied the issue of 

retrenchment as one of the sources of the conflict (p. 422). 

Nwala ( 1988) _in a paper ti tled I Industrial Cri sis in the 

Nigerian Universi·;y Systèm• s however off ers a cri tic al. analysis of 

ASUU-Government c1inflict. One of the crucial factors he identified 

is the character Df the relationship _between the governm1mt and 

the Universities. According te him, the criais of autonomy derives 

from the fact that the government is the one that establishes the 

Universities, dra~s up the'laws governing them, and also funds 

them. Consequently he argues that .the government that establis1es 

and funds Universities would invariably undermine their aùtonom1 and 

academic freedom (pp 10-13). Giting certain cases of clear violation 

of academic freedom and political interference by the government, 

-Nwala asserts that: 

These and many more episodes have systematically 
eroded the statua, integrity, and·effectiveness 
of the University system,.'demoralized and antagonized 
the accdemics and·fuelled tension within the system. 
ASUU wcs the only platform from which collective 
resistcnce could be· mounted (p. 13). 
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Nwala also identif:Led other.causes of conflict as: (a) governm~~; 

neglect of the Uni•,ersities particularly in. the area of funding; . . 
(b) poor condition., of service in the Universities; · (c) differem:es 

in poli tic al and s Jcial perspectives and ·cct) internal governance 

and management of ~he Universities (pp •. 14-19). 

Nwala however argued that the greates~ divide separating 

Babangida's regime :anri A!allll, is the issue. of ideology for Nigeri3. -
According to him, while the regime pursues a cap~talist path ta 

development, ASUU on the other hand advocàtes for a socialist anj 

anti-imperialist path. ASLIU•s stron~ criticisms of the regime 1 s 

development model which in i ts view unleaàhe's poverty, crime, 

corruption, unemployment, inflation, hunger and disease I as we-11 

as constituting a threat to social and industri_sl peace, has 

exacerbated its conflict with the gov~rnment .(pp 16-17). 

Eke (1988) carried out a ·study on Tracte ·Unionism among acacemics 

in rJigeria wi th a focus on the development and impact of ASLIU. 

Although still at the draft stage, its findings_are worthnoting. 

The study identified statua loss, government fiat, and non

participation of acsdemics in policy decisions-among others --- . . 
as factors responsible for the unioni:z:ation of. académies (p.84), --
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The study also identified the causes of ASUU-Government conflict 

to hinge on three major issues namely (a) the gove;r:nment 1 s 

insensitivity towards the improvement of the conditions of 

9ervice of University academics, (b) the-erosion of !Jniversity 
. . 

autonomy and academic freedom; and. (c) under-funding of · 

Uriiversities (pp. 106-10?). 

2.6: Conclusion: lhe Inadeguacy of Existing Literature 

The first part of our review of general ·literatu~e on 

industrial conflict and _strikes though relevant for identifying 

the general couses and management of industrial disputes, are 

holl!ever mainly macro ~tudie3 thst lack specific i;elevance for 

making generalizations on academic untonism. Specific stu.dies 

therefore need te oe carried out te find out how issues about 

academic unionism c·onform or deviate f;r:om existing general 

conclusions. 

On the other hand, the second part of the review though much 

more specific and relevant nevertheless lacks. some d~gree of 

contextuel relevance .with respEct te the Nigerian situation. 

They are largely l:Ja·sed on academic unionism in developed countries • . 
The .character of academic unionism ·in Nigeria needs .therefore to be 

. " . ~.~ 
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studied ta determine the extent ta which it reflttcts existing 

general findings about academics. 

The reviewed Li terat'ure on ASUU-Government conf.lict in Nigeria 

are bath specific, micro-orientéd and contextually r1;levant. However, 

none of the works focused (in bath breadth and depth) on the issue 

of academic strike3 and their management. Secondly and much more 

importantly, no se~ious attempt was niade. to establish the roots 

of the conflict in a way that establishef\ _the linkage among the 

identified causes of the conflict. TIJe identified causes of the 

conflict surely do nat exist in isolation of each other. Sinèe 

such causes der ive from federal. governme.nt'• s actions or inactions, 

attempt should have been made to explain why the· federal gaverrnrent 

behaved the way s~e did. Far instance I an ·attempt. shauld have been 

made to explain w~y the federal gave~nment was inte'rested in 

eroding Universit\ autonomy and academic fre~dam, or why she 

was. under-fundi_ng existing conventional· Universities and at the 

same time establiE,hing new ones that are not furxiamentally 

different. 

Thirdly, none attempted ta explain why the. federal governmE:nt 

was very reluctant ta set up a collective bargaining machinery 
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in the UniversitieE in spite of ASLJU 1 s repeated requests as 

well as th~ prolonç,ed nature of the· conflict. Furthermore, 

none attempted to E,xplain why ASLiLJ, a. supposedly radicai trade 

union, was repeateclly asking for the est.ablishment of a collecrhe 

bargaining machine1•y - a reques·t that contradicts i ts radical 

posture -, since a c:ollective bargaining system is a conservative 

machinery that promotes and preserves the Capitalist System. 

And since also a collective bargaining system allows meaningful 

bargaining on issues that are non-fundamental and non-id.eologica:. 

in character. 

Finally, existing literature is inadequate in explaining hou 

the ASLJLJ-Government conflict was perceivecl qy either the governm1mt 

or ASLJLJ. This fact is important for understaIJding the character of 

the conflict. Moreover, existing literature assumes that the 

perception of the conflict by ASULi leadership was congruent with 

that of the rank and file of ASLIU. The implicat~pn of this 

assumption is (perhaps) that ASULJ is politically and ideologically 

a cohesive group. This assumption might net necessarily be 

èorrect. It can only meaningfully be established thi,ough empiri,:al 

investigation. 

It is hoped that our present study would help te fill these 

existing gaps in literature. 
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. CHAPTER THREE 

THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

3.1: Introduction 

This studv is carried out within the ·.politica1.··economv · - -

and class fr.amework.s of analvsis ·of 'soéià-economic.~Érnd 
• 

political phenomen3. We believe that these approaches have better 

and stronger explanatorY. powers needed for exposing the hidden and 

driving forces that shaped the character and dvnamics of ASUU-. . 
Government conflict •. rn short,· it equips us more than o~her 

approaches to unearth the roots of the conflict and .to comprehend 

fullv· i ts essence. Generallv, i t helps researchers to make a 

comprehensive, deeper and cri tical alialy.ses of phenomena. As 

Nnoli, (1'381: 17) rightly pointed out,. this approach •enjoins analysts 
• ' . f 

· to probe beneath wh.at people say the y .are doing, and what thev 

seem to be doing, in orde:r to discàver. the laws of human behaviour 

which are cri tic al for the developme.nt o.f society., 

An alternative framework like the 11beral ~luraliet theory of 

industrial relations is quite incapb<;1le of ·unravelling the 

underlying forces that determined the origin, character, dynamics, 

... . •. 
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and m·anagement of ASUU-Government. Conflict. For example, the 

plura_list theory sees industrial confi;ct ,in terms of a rivalry 

between groups whose interests are not· fundamentally opposed. 

Such conflict is d~fined in reconcilable and non-antagonistic 

terms and is assumed ta be resolvable within-the framework of 

insti tutional regulation, bargaining and· compr_omise. In fact, 

the pluralists assume that ·industrial conflict is not sa 

fundamental as ta threaten the basis ·and legitimacy of the 

prevailing social order. They therefore neglect or unqerplay 

the political character of the struggle between labour and 

capital. This approach is ipso facto incapable of serving our 

needs in this study, hence our adoption of the political economy 

and class framework or anaLys1s. 

3.2: ~ Political Economy Framework 

Political Economy is bath a discipli~e and an approach. 

As a discipline, it is •science wnich studies the social relations 

thàt evolve between people in the process of the production, 

distribution, exchange and consumption of the material benefits• . . 
(Volkov 1985:275). And as Ryndina and· C~erni'kov (1985:13) aptly 

. ,,,_ ~ 
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put it, political e ::onomy analyzes the economic role of the 

state, i ts impact upon the economic system ana 1 ts. soc10-,a;u 11u111ii; 

consequences. In short, according to Ilyi~ and Motyler (1986:38), 

political econo~y 1 studies the relations of production in their 

complex interaction with the productive fo~ces and the 

superstructure.' 

As an approach, it is based on dialectical materialism and 

relies a great deal on the conceptual apparatus ·and analytic 

fremework of marxism (Ake, 1981:1; Ake,· 1983:27; Ryndina and 

Chernikov, 1985:16) •. According to Ilyin and Motyler (1986:71-72:, 

dialectical materialism assumes the primacy of matter and 

recognizes the universal interconnection of abjects and phenomern1 

and also regards motion and development as the result of a unity 

and struggle of opposites. It starts from a materialis~ undei::

standing of history and brings out the inner driving forces in 

the interaction of the productive forces and.the relations of 

production •. 

The major characteristics of the political economy approach 

include: 
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1. the primacy given to material conditions especially the 

economic factors in the analysis of social phenomena; 

2. a dynamic view. of·reality and the significance of history 

in ;;inalysis i 

3. acceptance of the basic categories and basic methodological 

and theoretical commitments of marxism; 

4. focus on the rature of capitalism as a global phenomenon; 

5. · a comprehensive, interrelated and inter-disciplinary view of 

social phenomena; 

6. .an adoption of a deve.lopmental perspective in the analysis 

of phenomenon; 

7. treatment of iiroblems èoncretely rather than abstractly; and 

8. focus on domir,ation, exploitation and colonialism in the 

process of cae,i tal accumulation (Al<e, 1981: 1-4; 1983: 31-32; 

Aina 1986:4-5; Lenin 1980:473). 

One of the b,,sic laws of dialectical materialism is the la~, 

of the Unity and f;truggle of opposites. The concept of contradiction 

is central to thn, law. Contradiction can be antagonistic or 

non-antcigonistic. Antagonistic contradiction exista where a· 

society is dividecl into cl1:1ssea wi th incompatible interesta~ 
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And such contradiction csnnGt be resolved in the conditions of 

the socia_l order Uat generated it (Krapivin 1985:167). 

8efore applyirg this framework ta oür study, it is relevant 

ta discuss the claes frsmework of analysis - s major component of 

the political econcmy approach. 

3.3: The Class Frcmework of Analysis 

A class approcch to the anslysis of social phenomena,·1s a 

marxist-oriented · methodology which focusea attention an classes and 

c lass interests, t~ e m_echsnics used IJy classes. ta promo te their 

interests, and the character snd dynamics of class relations. 

According ta l.eni_n (1980:421) classes refer ta large groups 
o.f pec ple differing fram each other IJy 'the 
place they occupy in a histarical.ly".detèrmined 
system of social production, .IJy fheir relation ••• 
ta the means.af production, by their role in 
the sccial.organizstion of labour, and 
cansecuently by the dimensions of the share of 
social wealth which they dispose and the mode of 
acquiring it. 

Cl,asses are differe·ntiated primarily by their relation tel the means 

of production. TM s factor determines all other secondary oasis of 

differentiation. F'or. instance, ït is becsuse the IJau.geaisie owns 

the means of production that it dominates not only ec;onamicslly but 

.. , 
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also politically and ideologically (Volkov 1985:43; Arnoldor 

et al, 1985: 417; Yermakova and Ratnikov, 1986; and Berbeshkina, 

et al, 1985:93). However Pbulantzas (1973:27) has emphasized 

that classes are defined ·principally· but not exclusively by their 

place in the production process. Hence in addition to ~he 

economic criterior,, the superstructure (the political and 

ideological) shou]d be recognized. 

Classes emerçed in society with the disintegration of the 

primitive-communal system. The emergence af a system of private 

ownership of the rreans of production and the development of 

productive forces, brought about .surplus product, division of 

labour and exchançe of goods. · Conseqûently, economic inequality 

appeared and the éropertyless became dependent on the propertied. 

This marked the origin of classes in Society (Berbeshkina et al, 

1985:94-95). 

Linder capital.ism, the basic classes are the proletariat and the 

bougeoisie. There is also "the iptermediate classes - the petty-· 

bourgeoisie - made up of peasants, artisans, petty.-traders, 

intellectuals, micdle and upper level of the civil servants, the 

army, and the prof'essionals (Volkov .1985: 43; Nnoli, 1981: 126). 
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ThE! intE!llE!ctuals consistutE! an important social cat.E!gory 

within thE! pE!tty-bourgE!oisiE!. And according ta Arnoldov E!t al 

·( 19B5: 439), t.hE! pE!tty-bourgE!oisiE! has a dual charactE!r. On thE! 

onE! hand ,· it adjoins thE! working classE!s arid plays activE! 

rolE! in thE! strugglE! bE!twE!E!n thE! bougE!oisiE! and thE! prClE!tariat. 

And on thE! othE!r hand, somE! of i ts membE!rs align wi th thE! 

bourgE!bis class. It thE!rE!forE! possE!ssE!s such nE!gativE! qualitiE!E 

as poli tic al backL1ardnE!ss and i[lstabili ty, tE!ndE!ncy ta 

hE!si tatE! and wE!a\'E!r on questions of idE!ology and. poli tics. 

On thE! wholE!, it c1dopts a vacillating anq·inconsistE!nt position 

which is not unconnE!ctE!d with its dE!sirE! ta own property. VE!t 

a good numbE!r of 1.hE! intE!l.lJ.gE!ntsia stiare charactE!ristics. of the 

prolE!tariat. For instancE! ,. their _wàgE!s differ. insignificantly 

from thosE! of indllstrial workE!rs, hE!nèe they align with the 

prolE!tariat. Howe?VE!r, thE! left-wing flirtation of the petty

bourgeoisiE! is sor1E!times marched by its right-wing opportunism. 

Different cl11ssE!s havE! particular interests they protect 

anrJ promotE!. Acc;.c,rding ta .Arnoldov et a:). 1 (19B5:441) claee 

interE!st is an ob';jE!ctive rl;!lation of a class ta thE! E!xisting modE! 
. . 

of production, the? social and statE! system. Class intE!rE!.st · may 
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be fundamental or temporàry. A, fundament~ù..class in.terest 

pe,rtains ta eithel'. strengthening th_e existing social order or 

advocating for it:; destruction and· replaceme_nt. The fundamenta:. 

class interests o·' the prole'tar.iat and the bourgeoisie are 

diametrically oppllsed and irreco.ncilable. Hence class struggle 

(conflict) is ine,,i table in a· capi talist socie.ty where such 

antagonistic and lrreconcible intere.sts exist. 

Class stuggl1, is a struggle between classes whose interest:i 

are incompatible ,ir are in contradiction with each other (Volko,,, 

1985:42). Accordlng ta Nnoli (1981:15-16), this struggle is no·; 

only waged by _, ____ :_ ---~ ........... 
........ L;I ............ ~ ... ~ ... -··--.-

.J..h ....... ,!1ing 

classes. The ruling classés also wage a struggle against the 

under-privileged classes. For instance the ruling classes 

determine what is to be learned in schools, whether tracte union, 

can partic,ipate in politics or how strikers should be controlle1l. . . 

These according to Nnoli are inst'ruments of class struggle 

like the use of strike action by workers. 

The three basic forms of class struggle· in a capitalist 

society are the economic, ideological and political struggles 

(Yermakova and Ratnikov,· 1986: 126-133; Arnoldoy et al 1985:442-~43; 

Volkov, 1985:42; Buzuèv, 1987:114-117; and Berbeshkina et al, 
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1985:99-104). In E·conomic struggle, workers seek to improve 

working conditions, higher wages and shorter working heurs. 

Ideological Strugg:.e is a struggle of. ideas in which workers 

seek to counteract the ide.ological infl"uence of the bourgeoisie. 

The highest form 01' struggle is the political. Its aim is to 

achieve a radical 1;ransformation of ~he prevailing social order 

and consequently i11stal the d.ictatorship of the pi:-oletariat. 

j.4: ASUU-Governm,mt Conflict: A. Framework of Analysis 

3.4.1: Background Issues 

Our primary olijective i,n this section is first to identify 

the character'of the Nigerian state and .the specific class role 

of its government .Ln industriaI relations. Secondly; the class 

character of ASUU and the mission of its leade:vship would be 

identi fied and analyzed in relation to how th.ey '?onflict wi th th1? 

specific class role of the government. The relevance of these, 

is underscored by the following questions; what, kind of state is 
,, ' 

Nigeria, and in whose interest does it ope~ate? (Beckman, 1982:~l). 

What form of ideology does the Nigerian state op~rate, and how. 

does this determine the specific role of its governm~nt·in 

industrial relations? What is the class character of ASUU and 
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how does the class role çf i ts leadership ca"nflict fundamentally 

with that of the government? Furthermore, does the Nigerian 

!JDVernment play a pn,,+,.,,1 ""ri mPrliAt.n1'11 l'nlR in the struqgle 

between labour and capitaJ., or does it play a p~rtisan role? 

But ta what extent can the Nigerian government play an 

objective, neutral and mediatory role in industrial relations, 

when it is a major employer of labour?. 

A critical look at these questions within the pçlitical 

economy and class framework of analysfs, will enable us ta 

locate properly the actual role which the Nigerian government 

plays in any conflict between labour and capitaJ.. But much 

more specifically, it enables us ta expose the primary motive 

behind anti-labour laws, decrees, pblicies and.actions of the 

l~igerian governm,mt. In short, it will eq1,1ip us ta identify 

corroctly the real and hidden motive behind gov_ernment • s 

progressive erosion of University. autonomy and académie freedom, 

1t will assit us to expose the radical mission of ASUU leadershJ.p, 

and consequently unravel the roots and character of ASUU

Government conflict, and to explain why its managemgnt was 

intractable. 
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3.4.2: State and Government: A Conceptual Clarification 

From the liber al perspe_ctive, the_ state is· 1 a territorial 

society divided into governm~nt and subjects. claiming within its 

allotted physical area, a supremacy -over all other institutions' 

(Laski, 1952:21). Its basic characteristics include a defined 

( or de fini te) ·terri tory, population ( pi;!ople),. government, 

sovereignty and monopoly of physical force exercised by the 

government (Appadorai 1975:11; Nnoli 1986:16). Since this liberal 

conception gives a static and ]egalistic meaning, it is considerej 

inodequote for our understanding of the state in our study. We 

will therefore define the state a~ 1 a specific order of power 

relations characterised by the existence of a dominant class with 

its system of institutim;ialized meqhanisms of domination• (Asob.ie, 

1989 section X:96). Hence, according to Milliband (1983:62), 

the state exists to 1 prote"1; and·serve the existing social order 

and the dominant class which is the main beneficiary of that soriial 

ori::ier.' 

'The essence of any. state' wri tes Belov ( 1986: 23) · 'is 

determined by its economic and social base. If society is founded . . 
upon private property and the exploitation o.f the poor bl( ·the. 

rich, the state inevitably becomes an instrument in ttie ·hands of 
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the minority, for consolidating its dominance.• And as 

Lenin (1984:15) put it, the state in such.a circumstance 

becomes •an instrument for the exploitation of the oppressed 

class. • But on the other ·hand, 1 if society is founded on commor, 

property and the objective cond.itions for inequality and exploi

tation of man by man are absent, •• ; tne state tao becomes an 

instrument for expressing the will of· the masses• (Belov 1986:23:. 

In relation to the state, the term government refers ta an 

instrument for carry ing out the will of the state. As Appadora:. 

(1975:12) put it, government is the machinery through which the 

will or purposes of the state is formulated, expressed.and 

realizect·, Put· diffërentl.y, therefore, government is just- one 

but most powerful attribute of the 1state in ·action.• But occas:.onally 

for analytical purposes, some scholars use the terms •state• ami 

'government I synor.ymously. While we recognize fully the differ,mces 

between the two c Jncepts, we will neverthele.ss us·e them synonym,1usly 

in CE!rtain circum,tances, since as Ake ( 1981: 128) rightly 

observed, in a po ,t-colonial state in Africa, 'the boundary bet,~een 

the· state, govern nent and the ruling class is very blu.rred, • 

It is also against this background that we will use the term 
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•ruling class' synanymausly with gavernment ar state in · 

certain circumstances, Vet, we recagnize that ·, the ruling 

class is the ·social cla_ss which by virtue qf its central af the 

means af production is able to commanda preponderance of 

social, palitical and economic goods and power• and that 'it fs 

really the ruling .::lass that is in power, the government being 

merely in office• (Ake, 1981:12?). 

~aving noted that the state can be an instrument for 

the exploitation Clf the oppressed class, qr for expressing the 

will of the massen, the crucial question now ia: what is the 

char acter of the IJigerian state and what interest does i t serve" 

The se consti tute ·;he subject of dist;ussion in the next section, 

3.4.3: The Charai:ter of the Nigerian S.tate 

To understarnl the character of the Nigerian state I there 

is need to examin11 its evolution, This in turn requires examinJ 

Nigc,ria' s colonial histol'ical experience, as well as the intere:Jts 

that determined i:;s incorporation into the international econom.lc 

and. poli tic al sys·;em, 

The, contempo::ary Nigei'ian state is a'; creation of British 

i::olonial authori t•,.. Certain reasons have been advanced to explain 
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the motive behind British entry into what is now known as: 
.. 

Nigeria. These include imperiàlist and. economic reasons, · 

evangelization misE ion, humani tEll' ian and ·philanthropie reasons, 

such as the effort to abolish slave trade and extend ·western 

education ta the people of colonized territories - ~he civilizing 

mission (Ejimofor.~987:9-31; Ayua 1985:407; Osuntokun 1979:92; . . . 
Dkoli 1980:11). Bt.t as Ejimofo·r (1987:24) rightly observed 

1 cri tics of Europe<1n imperialism arê skeptfcal· and cynical about 

the role 'played )Jy philanthropy and humani tarianism in the 

evolution of Britii1h·imperialism in Africa.• If ever the 

humàn-i tarian and pt1ilanthropic motive exista, i t 'waa mixed with 

.... - .an equally compell:.ng motiva.tian - economic imperialism1 (p 25). 

In short, British 1iconomic intereat was a atrong motivation~ 

For as Ejimofor alno documents, 

the irulustrial revolution produced an 
econom:Lc motive for coloÏ,ial expansion 
in the 19th century. Ouring the 1860 1a, 
Britai, was an industiral giant producing 
one third of the worlds industrial goods 
including two-thirds of its coal and half of· 
its irJn and _cotton cloth. As a result, 
there »as an impulse ta find new markets' 
ta sell the manufactured products and ta buV 
the ra» materials ta feed the industries (p 32). 

Consequently, as Dtobo (1988:6) observed, the founde,tion cf the 

modern Nigerian state was ta all intents anq purposes, laid 
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between 1860 and 1(198 by European commercia:1. firms, and 

local trading magm1tes èngaged in cut-throat competi tian. 

Then, the annexatic1n of Lagos in 1B61 by the British marked the 

commencement of i tB colonial rule in Nigeria_. Lagos accarding 

ta Ejimofor was a ritra~egic and commercial centre which the· 

British found ta bEi ver y useful .for their op8rat1ans and objective 

of colonial expans'..on (p. 21). 

Befare the conmencement of British colonial rule in 

Nig,iria, pre-colon:.al societies were cçimmunalistic in their 

economic and socia:. organizations. Bu~· the· introducticm of 

colonial rule came with it the capitalist mode o.f production 

which subsequently destroyed this communal ·character (Nwala 

1980:279). Througt1 colonialism, Nigeria was incorporated into 

the world capitalint system. and this incarporati[!n created a 

class structure thnt facilitates its continuous integration 

(Oniemola _1985:936:: DyovbairQ 1985:365; and KwanllShie 1984: 11+4 

As· Williams (1980::13) correctly obseryes, thrbugh colonialism, 

'the forces of prmluction' were •developed ta meet the 

requirernents of capitalism. The expansion of commodïty 

production was madn possibl8 first by the elimination of the 
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trans-Atlantic slave- trade and the pl,'omotion of Iegi timate 

commE?rce, and subsequently by the extension of formal colonial 

aµthori ty.' And as he also noted, 1 imperialist domination of 

pre-capitalist economics opened the way for capitslist 

penetratian and the development of productive farces.• As 

Williams further documents, calonia;ism subardinated rural 

praducer3 ta the requirements of the metropolitan 
market and the colonial state which administered 
them thrJugh a culture to which they had no 
access. They depended for the realization of 
the valu: of their labour on the exchange of 
commodities in ·markets whose terms they could 
not cont:rnl, which enabled mercantile companies, 
and subs2q4ently the state and indigenous . 
capitali,,t, ta apprapriate the surplus value of 
their lalrnur (1976:21-22; 1980:30). 

Right from th,~ establishment of the Nigerian state, Br~ tish 

colonial authari ty was actively invalved_ in the promotion of 

capitalist developinent. In fact 1 since 1807 1 British statesmen, 

philanthrapists anJ 
1 • 

businessmen hsd consistently emphasized 

the development of legitimate cammtircel (Tamuno 1978:247). For 

instanc12 the Duke llf Marlborough_, the formèr Parliamentary 

Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies, had in 1906 suggested 

that the cottan fi1!lds in West Africa. shauld be_ us~d ,ta feed 

the Lancas.hire Mills (Tamuno 1978:247). As a practical step ta 
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the realization of its economic objectives and inter~sts, the 

colo.nial state acc1Jrding ta Williams (1980:27) financed the deve

loprncmt of railway, and harbours. It rationalized the 

currency and encou~aged the use of money. It also organized 

the fore ib le and v•Jluntary recru:i. tment. of labour both for 

state purposes, railway and road building and porterage and 

for private purpos,is. 

The colonial 1iovernment was the major employer of wage

labour and its wag,i policy was govern.ed by the need ta limit 

expendi tur_e and to encourage people· ta seek opportuni ties in 

growing cash crops to serve the requirements of capitalist 

system. In 18 97, :. strike of labourers -took · place in Lagos 

because of low gov,irnm~nt wage l~vels (Williams 1980: 32). 

Then even aft,ir political indeoendem:e. the economic ard 

political structures of the colonial state were ~etained 

wi thout any fundamental transformation. In· fact as Williams 

(1980:33) also posits, 

the development of the colonial political 
economy estaolished the material and 
institutional foundations for the developm~nt 
of the nec-colonial political economy. 

Nigeria therefore emerged at inqependence as a neo-colonial 

capi talist state being structurally ·integrated into the global 
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capi talist systèm. A nea-calanial link was carefully establishecl 

befare palitical independence. Far example, the British 

colonial autharity carefully cultivated a damestiè petty

bourgeoisie ta whom it handed aver political power while 

retaining with ather imperialists, their économie domination of 

the Nigerian state (Onimade, 1981:85); The efforts at cultivatir~ 

a domestic ruling class, yielded at independe.nce a sîzable 

petty and comprador bourgeoisie with an objective interest in 

the consolidation and reproduction of the calan;i.al pattern of 

econamic life (Nnali 1981:126) 0 Ever since then, this domestic· 

ruling class has continued to pursue p'olicies that repraduce the 

colonially established ?aurgeais class-structure. Consequently, 

the contemporary Nigerian state acts to preserve the social 

arder in which the capitalist made of production is retained and 

r_eproduced (Sanusi, 1985: 17). 

But as Osoba (1978:66) rightly observed, the integràtian 

of Nigeria into the global capi talist arder r:iperates primarily 

far the benefit of the metropolitan ecanqmies aro respanded 

sensitively ta thei.r needs. This was because, the rale 

predetermined far lligeria is that of an exporter of raw 
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material and agricultural materials and 13n importer of finished 

or semi-finished manufactured goods. 

From our discussion sa far, the character of the Nigerian 

state can be .·summarized as follows. First, Nigeria is a capi talist 

·state. This is because the Nigerian state 

promotes capitalist accumulation and 
capitalist class formation ••• The state 
itself is a major owner of means of production 
and Finance capital. It invests in large-scale 
pl;'oduc tive enter prises, on it-s own or in 
partrn:rship wi th fo;reign and domestic private 
capital. It takes an active part in promoting 
Niger:.an capitalists through state banks, 
development corporations .and support schemes ••• 
Heavy state investments in economic and social 
infrantrutture clearly support further 
capitulist prod).lction CBeckman, 1982:37). 

The Nigerian statn is not.just a capi:talist state. It is a 
. . 

neo-c.olonial depe11dent cap~ talist. state. Put differently, i t 

is a peripheral capitalist state or a·state daminated by° 

imperialist farce,; and interests. As B'eckman ( 1982: 50) also 

apt ly observes, tl1e Nigerian state: 

is a 1tate .of imperialism: imperialist social 
relat L·ans of production have be.en domesticated 
and t·1e state i tself is the. )Ier y linch-pin 
around· which ttie system of' iniperialist domination 
ratat'~s. This. is·a new phase of imperialist 
daminltian: imperislis.t domins1tian from within, 
with its specific contradiction, and its 
speci Fïc forms· of resistance. 
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As a neo-colonial ;ind ptJripheral capitalist state, the Nigerian 

state is an organ 11f international capital due largely to· the 

fact that real con-;rol of the economy remains with 

internatibnal capi·;alist forces. In short, the Nigerian state 

can be described a:, a comprador one since state institutions and 

i ts officiels oper,;ite as agents .of imperi!'llism -(Beckman 1.982: 39) .. 

As Beckman also ob,ierves, the. state provides the uni ty and 

cohesion of the in-ternational alliahce of ··monopolistic,forces 

which impose thems,ilves vigorously and brutally on the Nigerian 

people (p. 51). H,mce ac~ording ta h,im, the comprador bourgeoisie 

•usai its alliahce with international capital ta buttress its 

.. class rule and accumulation. Jointly the two parties cooperate .,..... ' 

to hold back popul.3r pressures for social and democratic reform. 

As a result, capi t.3lism in the Third World tends ta take on a 

particular oppressive, backward and predatory character 1 (p 39). 

The distortion of ,Japitalism and the role of the capitalist 

state· has become a feature of neo-coloniai' states (see Ake 1981: 125). 

One other cha~acteristic of the Nigerian state, ia ita. 

adoption of a stat2-capitalist-~odel of accumulation whïch 

according to Ekuerhare (1984:6; & 1986:206) involves the 
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prectominance of th~ public sectar in the generatian of profits 

and determinatian Jf the _structure of .production in the ecanamy. 

But as Ake (1981:179&183) painted out, this state capitalism 

has generated massive palitical corruption in which the capitalist 

class uses state power far surplus app.apriatian. And accarding 

ta Iyayi (1986B:33: thraugh this primitive. accumulation pr.acess, 

the gavernment becames the nucleus and,breeding graund of 

irdigenaus capitaliste wha use s~ate apparatus ta accumulate 

private capita•l. c·ansequently a high ·incidence of corruption exista (See 

Appendix J). Far instance, from 1978 ta 19~2; about N5~98 billion 

was invalved in ccrrupt practicès. And this figure emerged frani 
·' 

various bribes, frauds, kickbacks, and extravagant expenditure 

( p 36). Specificnlly as Obasi (1988(a):107-10B).revealed, such . . 
institutianalized and perl.'asive corruption invalved aver-invaictng, 

award of canj;ract ta unquali.fied firms, araan ta caver up fraudr,, 

direct embezzlement and inflat.ian of contracta. The mismanageml!nt 

or tl1r. ,:,conomy by the ruling cle1ss, therefare remains one of thl! 

mast visible characteristics of the Nigeria_n nea-colanial 

dependent capitalist state. 

Having identified the character of the Nigerian state, 

it is germane ta ask: whase interest-daes it servei Accarding . . 
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ta Beckman (1982:45): 

while the Nigerian state serves as an organ 
_bath for the penetration ·of international· 
capital and for the emancipation of the domestic 
bourgeoisie, it cannot be r.educed ta either. 
Nor is it possible ta comprehend the significance 
of 'either of the two aspects wi tho"ut examining 
such clcss functions of the Nrgerian state for 
which the distinction between foreign and 
domestic is not rel~vant. The primary role of 
the Nigerian _state, is ta establish, maintain 1 
protect

1 
and expand the conditions of capitalist 

accumulation in general 1 without which neither 
forei n nor Ni erian ca italists can 

Emphasis added. 

From the preceding paragraphs therefore, we can safely 

say that the Nigerian state serves bourg~ois ·interests and pla~s 

a partisan class role in industrial relations. As a.bourgeois 

state, it supports capital in any fundamental conflict between 

labour and capital. The imper.ati ve need ta .create the 

conditions conducive ta capitalist accumulation and expansion, 

often compels the Nigerian state ta adopt - when necessary -

such repressive, regulative and ideological measures that wou~I .. 

contain any organized opposition from labour. But the state 

in the process receives severe opposition from radical labour 

organizations, patriotic and anti-imperialist forces. For 

instance, the state as Beckman points out· gets opposition from 
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workers whose efforts-ta organize in defence of their interests 

are suppressed by the state or by management with the backing or 

tacit support of the state. Resistance also· cornes from peasantE and 

urban petty commodity producers (p. 50). 

It is as Iyayi (19B6à)argues-the exploitation of labour 

that provides the power lever for the 'development of workers• 

class consciousness and the neei:l for organization for self

liberating action (p. 38). Consequently the ·existence of this 

class antagonism shapes the character of state-labour relations. 

Let us now look more closely into the motive behind state 

intervention in industrial relations. 

3.4.4: The Motive Behind Government Intervention 
in Industr'ial Relations. 

At the core of an industrial relations system, is the 

interplay of three principal actors namely labour, management 

(employers) and the state (government) (Armstrong 1969:1; 

Lev in 1958: viii; Lbeku, 1986 :22; Dunlop 1958 :7; Hymar 197.5: 13 

and Al<pala 1982:28-29). These three actors, writers Ubeku 

(1986:22-23) jointly create the web of ru~es which governs the 

workplace and work community. But out of these aè::tors, the state 

may have broad and decisive role that.it can over-ride the others. 
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In short, it_ is the dominant party especially in developing 

countries. 

According to Vesufu (1984:32) state intervention in 

industrial relations refers to: 

all the action, direct or indirect, by means of 
which a government promotes, sustains, or 
participates to influ~nce or determine, the 
conditions of employment, and the relations 
between those directly involved in the employment 
contract - employers/managers on.the one hand, 
and employees/trade unions on the other •.. 

At independence in 1960, Nigeria's industrial relations 

system was fashioned in 11ne with British doctrine of voluntari3m 

(Fashoyin 1980:92). This J.aissez-faire philosophy according to 

Vesufu ( 1984: 31) Formed thé basis of th.e economic policy of fre,i 

enter prise which ·restricts the right of the state from interven ,ng 

directly in indus~rial relations. It seems tous however that 

this claimed doct::.ine of voluntarism in Nigeria• s indus trial 

relations system{ was more ·of theory than· practice. Experience 

tends tb support ·this. As Otobo (1988:166) correctly o~served,:the 

claim failed t,i separate official pronouncements from ·the 

actual tactics ·anil methods employed .. b,y the state. But much more 
' .. 

importantly, as Damachi.and Fashoyin· (1986:v~ii) also rigi:Jtly 

obmirved, the belief that the doctrine of voluntarism characterised 
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Nigeria's industrial. relations system pribr to 1968, 1 is 

r.:11r·r1•r:I: nnlv if thn labour lawa of the period are regarded aa 

thL:? only yardstick l'or regulating labour-management relations.• 

As they further obs.e!rved I there is overwhe:).ming evidence of 

s1Jl1stontiol state 1·11tervention. eind control in the aotual 

practice of labour und management reiations ·both during the 

colonial period and after independence and much of -that emanated 

From outside the leoal framework. 1 For exemple, while the 

gov8~n~ent accepted (and occasionally re~affirmed its belief 

...... in) the principle ol' collective bargaining, its wage fixing 

procedure did not i11 practice obey this. Hence wage determina

tion process in the public sector was largely characterised by 

unilateralism - a sltuation tn which ~he government 

fixed wages by unil3teral administrative decisions rather than 

by col1eétive bargalning process (Obasi, 1988(b):9; Dbaai, 

19BB(c):5). The do:trine of voluntarism should be placed in.its 

proper class perspe:tive. While_ it is possible for the ·state 

to. adopt a laissez-Faire attitude in some industrial relations 

matters that do not threaten the fundamental basis of the 

prevailing capitalist system, the ~tate cannot afford to do so 

in matters that ha~per its goal of capitalist accumulation and 

expansion. The class interest of. the 'state is therefore an 

i1nportnnt frictor ir ·1 ta deciaion to intervene and the extent 
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of such intervention in industriel relations matters. This 

factor explains whv the state•s intervention in industriel . . . 

relations in the l3te sixties and onwards reflected drastic 

changes in Nigeria's political economy. 

To demonstrat~ therefore its interest in controlling the 

character of industriel relations, the Nigerian government in 

1968 promulgated t ,e Trade Disputes (Emergency Provisions) 

Decree No. 21 whic1 was amended in 196~ j;hrough Trade Dispute 

(Emergency ProvisiJns Amendment) Decree No. 53, Linder these 

Decrees, the gover,m~nt banned strikes·and_lockouts, and made 

arbitration compul3ory. l:ater on in 19?5, the government 

announced a new National la~our -Policy in, which (among oth!c!r 

things) it stresse1j its right to .intervene · in bath Union 

management affairs and labour-management relation_s· (Fashoyin 

1980: 101).· Althou,~h the government announced. that· this new 

policy I will invol·,e limited government intervention in certain 

areas of labour.a~iivity in order ta ensure industriel peace, 

progress and harmo,,y,' i t however stated that I Union activj, ty 

especially at the central. J.eveJ. 1.s sa 1.mport_am; in our economic 

and social life that Government has of necessity·to be involved 

to some extent• (Fashoyin, 1980:148; Ubeku, 1983a:212).· 
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The policy among othel' things aimed. at givi.ng· a new senae of 

direction and new lmage to the trade-union movement; l'emove 

completely ideological Dl' extel'nal influences from the 

trade-union arena; and to rationalize the structure and 

organization of trade unions (Fashoyin 1980:147, and Ubeku, 1983z:21J). 

Ever since the adoption of new National labour Policy, 

governmt!nts• attempts at giving.trade unions a 1 new sanse of 

direction and new image' focused primarily at rooting out radical 

and militant unionism. It backed reactionary and pre-government 

labour leaders during elections into the Ni9erian lLabour Congress 

(NLC) executive councils. This happened dÛring the Su,monu-Ojeli 

el"'ction tussles, as well as ~uring the Chiroma versus Shammang 
. . 

election crisis. In all these circumstances, the various 

governments did not hide their aversion.te radical labour unionisrr 

that challenged the prevad.ling social order. Prier to .these, 
. . 

the government had in 1977 barr~d eleven tracte .unionists most of ~·hom 

came from the radical section of the laaour movement. ·. Alao by 

tt,e. TradB Unions (Central !Labour Orga.nizations, Sptocial Provisions) 

Decree, No. 44 of 1976, the government cancelled the ragist~ation 

of four major central labour organizations, and refused to 

recognize workers - created NC.C whose l:eade,rship came .from the 

·-' ..... ·, 
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left-wing section of the labour movement '(Bangura 1985:806-80?). 

The action of the government was hardly surprising ta those who 

could correctly interprete the class basis of the 19?5 new 

National 1:.abour Policy. As Bangura (1.985:811) rightly pointed. 

out, it was government•s intention te central the ~ilitant role 

of the left and therefore prov.ide apport.uni ty for the right 

wing forces ta consolidate and organi?a themselves fpr ~he 

transition ta civil rule. 

Other anti-labour polcies and actions of the government 

between 1975 ta 1988 include: 

1. Wage freeze and reduction in allowances and frin.ge 

benefi ts.· 

2. Ban on strikes in Essential Services under the Tracte 

Disputes (Essential Services) Act of 1976. 

3. Rationalizatior1 and retrenchment of workers. 

4. Proscription of some radical labour unions and other 

patriotic organizations that challenged the policie,s of 

the government •. For example, the gove;l'nment pro7cribed the 

Nigerian Mectical Association (NMA), Nigerian ~abour Congress 

( l~LC), Academi~ Staff Union of Un+versi ties (ASUü) and the 

National Association of Nigerian. Studenta (NANS). 

5. Detention of some militant <!nd radical labour leader~. 

~ . ..,. 
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measures, the government •dictated what form industrial relations 

should take within the socia-political and ecanomic framework 

in the ~ociety• (Eee Fashoyin 1986:47)~ 

At this junc1ian, it is relevant ta examine the crucial 

question regardinç the motive behind government' s interver:itian 

in industrial reh,tions •. , This questio~ ±s similar ta the questjon 

of the interest the Nigerian state serves. Liberal scholars 

believe that the ç1overnmerit (or the state) intervenes in order 

ta promote natiom1l .interests. A ·typical argument of this 

school runs thus: gavernment intervention in industrial relatiar,s 

is aimed at prever1ting labour exploitation and ensuring a . . 

reasonable standal'd of working conditions, maintaining 

industrial peace and encouraging bath aides of industry to 

co-operate for tfi1?:j.r mutual benefit and in the national :j.nteres1; 

(Dbiyan, 1965:41) .. According to Ubeku, ( 1986: 29) government· . . 

~hould intervene :,n arder to enforce what it believes ta be.in 

the public intEire:,t since the material well-being of the 

society could be l'rustrated by inter'-group conflict.. Furthermore, 
. . . ' - . . 

the expanding rol1i of government in ll)anagement of the econamy and 
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its commitment to the country 1 s economtc growth dictate that 

it must intervene in industriel relations. According ta him, 

in a rapidly deve loping country like Nigeria, the high rate _of 

inflation can be .3ggravated by . uncontrolled wages which in turn . .. ' . . .. 

has consequences°For indust~ièl expansion •. And also in another, 

work, Ubeku (1983(a):201) argues that in order to carry out its 

development plans in the interest of all in society, it is 

necessary that the government should be actively involved in 

industriel relatiJns as a participant to ensure that employers 

and unions are as3ociated with the development of the country. 

In Akpala 1 s (1982:273) view, the activities of the 

state·in industri31 relati~ns, •are to see that equity,· fair play 

and safety are br Jught· ta bear in p.ersonnel administration 

in the interest of the. worker and the society. 

For Damachi 3nd Fashoyin (1986:ix), government 

should intervene Jecause it expresses the values and priorities 

of the parties in the industri~l relations system.. It. is also 

necessa:ry sa as t J ensure that indus trial relations·. policies and 

practices are consistent with social and economic development 

objectives. 

. '·~ ~.: 
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Although Yesufu (1984:34) correctly asserts that •the logic 

of stote intervention in industrial relations is raated in 

economic, social and palitical faundations,' he hawever failed 

to link these founda.ions .o .ne c.1.ass-.1.ag.ic, ,.ü·iv..i.11,i 1uJ.''-'"" e111u 

basic laws of capi talist relations and production·. He then 

attribute the motive of gavernment intervention ta the need ta 

protect the interest of the wider saci~ty. Accarding ta him, 

paar industrial relations, including especially 
strikes which lawer or suspend production, eut 
inta the incarnes snd welfare nat only of the warkers 
directly affected, but of the-ir children, wives and 
dependants .• The state, as a guardian of the social 
conscience and welfare~ feels campelled ta ensure 
that warkin{ conditions are humane, fair and 
reasonable Emphasis ours). . 

TheS"e liberal vîews do nat really capture the essence of 

state intervention. In.fact, these schalars have _failed to probe 

deeply into the logic of state intervention. To begin witp, 

they failed ta specify what constitutes national or public 

interest. Secondly, they did not really explain fully h·aw the·· 

wurk~rs benufit more thah the bourgeoisie ih such state•s 

intervention. Thirdly they failed to _appreciate the fact that 

national interest as defined by the state is merely the interest 

• 1 
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of the dominant (ruling) class. For as Asobij (1989,95) has 

correctly argued, 

whenever and wherever the phrase national 
interest is used, it should _be_understood as 
referring to the class interest of the state: 
and the class interest· of the state means 
essentially, . but not exclusively, the interest 
of the dominant class in society. The interest 
of the dominant class is that central or vital 
goal which the ·dominant class persistent.ly 
pursues in relationship with other classes, 
at home and abroad. lt is ·that goal wnich is 
essential for the continued reproduction of the 
dominant class. It is an objective reality 
which-differs essentially with the differences 
in th_e class character of the· state. 

With regard to Vesufu's argument, Otobo (1988:160) 

has rightly observed that "little comfort can be drawn from the 

notion of the Nigeri.a_n state as I guardian of the social conscienc ~ 

and welfare,' even if successive 1developm~nt plans• have· 

contained state interventions to·create a better tomorrow. In 

view of our history and the conduct of our elites, one would 

like ta believe that what Vesufu has in mi·rid is what the state 

ough·t to become. 11 The motive behind government intervention 

therefore derives fully Frain the basic laws of capitalism snd 

the crucial role the_ state pJ.ays in creating the candi tians 

necessary for capital accumulation and expansion. In fact sa 
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... ,,.,-. Hyman (1975:119) argues, •the development of industrial relations 

has been powerfully influenced by the structure and dynamics of 

capitalism. And ·,he growing instability. of capitalism is 

reflected in indu3tria1 relations.• 

The Nigerian state writes Vesufu (1964:33) constitutes 

by far the largest single employer of labour and as such could 

not afford ta take a _passive interest in industrial relations. 

However, it is erroneous to be_lieve as Vssufu pantenda, that 

the state • s acti\'e inter est is ta set example whicl1 would 

became the standard far the regulatian of employer'and employee 

relations in oth11r sectors of ttie e_canomy (pp 33-34). As Dtobo 

( 19BB: 157) carre1:tly argues, Vesufu failed ta examine the said 

example the stat~ sets, far such would have thrown more light 

on the actual role of the state in industrial relations-in 

Nigeria. And as Otobo further observes,. the labour standards and 

conditions of errplayment prevailing in most of the·privste 

sector organiza1ions since the·early 1970s, have been superiar to 

those of the put1 lie sectar (p, 158). The fact as he argues is 

that the lagic of the state as the· largest. employer of labour 

and the canstra-Lnts imposed by the _dependent nature of the 

economy, render suspect industriel and labour policies presen-:ed as 
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being in the natiDnal interest (p 165). Ult·imately therefore, 

the state uses i t:; power ta. support capital and ta pratect the 

equally narrow in,;erests of factions of the ruling class than fr~ 

other purposes (p 165). 

Vet, we recog11ize that as a nec-colonial. state, i t face.s sanie 

ambivalence in dincharging its function of promoting capital. 

For instance, it. tias two contradictory roles. It is required 

on the one hand, to regulate conflict among contending intereste, 

and on the other hand, it serves as the instrument of these 

contending interests (William 1980:70-71). In any case, 1 the 

involvement of the state i~ the class struggle makes it more 

difficult for the government to affect the air of impertiality• . . 

(Ake 1981:182). Hence according ta Ake, such astate is 

interventionist and partial. 

Having established that the Nigerian government promotes 

capitalist interest in its intervention in industriel relations, 

it is now relevant to examine the class character of ASUU and 

how the mission of its leadership, challenges and threatens the 

fundamental role of the government~ 
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The intellectuals as we pointed _out in section 3.3 1 

constitute an important social category within the petty

bourgeoisie. And as Arnoldov et al (1985:439) rightly 

noted, the petty-t ourgeoisie has a dual cl1aràcter. On the one 

hand, 'it adjoins 1he working classes and plays active role in'the 

strugglc between 1he bourgeoisie and the _proletariat, and on the 

other hand, some cf its members align with the bourgeois class. 

With resp~ct ta ASUU,. most of its members shared the 

ideology of the rL ling clas_s (boui:geo.is class)~ This point 

is examined ~n del ails in section 5.1.5.2 •. · The leadership on 

the othcr hand prc jected a working clas.s ideology that ·challenged · 

the legitimacy of the bourgeois class. Commenting on the class 

character of ASUU, its leadership once declared: 

In terme-of all the criteria used for·demarcating 
between-~orkers·anâ managers/employers (conditions 
of work, ·. degree cif authori ty and control exercised 
over other employees, ownership r~ghts, etc), 
the members of our union are workers ••• 

Ase union of workers, our destiny is 
indisolubly tied. ta that of the other sections of 
the working people whether organized under the 
NŒ .or not ••• 
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I·; remains the responsibility of 
this union to struggle side by side with other 
sectiq11s of wage and salaried. employees 
irrespnctive of Îndustry, occupation, profession 
or cat·1igory for thè upliftment of the conditions 
of lab11ur (ASUU 1987:43"."44). -

According to Dlorode (1987:3) N1gerian acad~mics though not 

members of the wm~king class (proletariat) are becoming like them 

since the objecti,,e pressures of the Nigeriari aocio-econo~ic life 

have increasingly reduced the differences in the rnaterial

political interests between them and the proletariat. However 

an insignificant iiection of academics has been catapulted into 

sudden riches in tli fferent ways such as big contracta, embezzle

ment, and political appoint-ment etc. Although the rank and file 

has been ambivalent about key socio-economic and political 

issues, (a charac,:eristic of a petty-bourgeios clsss), the . 

leadership on the other hand 'usually responded. on the· side of 

the working class .. 1 · It also ~committed itself ta the liberation 

CJf Nigeria' s resources from the strarn;ilehold of imperialism and 

its local agents :ln and outside the governments 1 (Olorode p 3). 
, . 

It is this 1 :Liberation mission' of·ASUU leadership that 

earned it the numl1er one enemy of the ruling class. It, for 
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instance, on several occasions call~d on the~Nigerian working 

and oppressed people to struggle for the constant deepening of 

the democratic co'1tent and patriotic consciousness of the socie1;y 

so that a system ,:an be created that ensures· just and equi table 

distribution of pllwer and resources 1 , for according toit such 

stru,JIJle is betwe1?11 DEMOCRACY -AND DPPRES~IDN, between true 

INOEPEl~DENCE and IJEO-CDLDNIAL SLAVERV 1 (See ASUU, .1984a:22-23). 

It furthar argued that: 

no ex-c:o lonial capi talist ·country has 
attaim:c;! economi:c independence wi thtiut 
first undergoing a·thorough anti-imperialist 
and den,ocratic revolution. Nigeria cannot and 
W!Lt. N[IT be an exception ta _this rule ( 1984a: 22) 

This virulent anti.-capi talist ideological struggle was latter 

backed by several calls (by ASUU leadership) on labour and other 

progressive forcee to intensify their sti:uggle ta overthrow 
. : . . . . 

the pr_el(ailing anti-democrat~c· capitalist order and in its 

place instal a deuocratic system in which elected represe~tives 

of mass ·organizations such as peasants, workers etc, shall 

determine economic and political policies in the cou~try 

(See .ASUU 19Eî6(b):3&6; ASUU, 1987(g):5&6). 

From these rajical statem~nts by ASUU leadership, one is 

not in doubt about the ambivalent class character of ASUU. 
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Even tho.ugh, mc,mbe1•s of ASUU belonged ta the petty-bourgeois 

class, with bulk 01' its members sharing the ideolagy of the 

ruling class regarclless of their progressive impaverishment, 

the leadership of /\SUU an the ather hand, pramated a ,warking class 

interests. This rc1dical rale ran caunter ta the interests 

advanced by the gm,ernment. And i t is wi thin this fundamental 

idealagical differ1rnce between the gave_rnment and .ASUU leadership, 

that the conflict l1etween Nigerian academics · and the gavernment 

is analyzed in thin·study 0 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE RESEARCH METHDDDLDGV 

4.1: Introductio·, 

The· importani;e of methodology in any research undertaking 

cannot be over-em Jhasized. Iri fact, as Newcomb ( 1953: 11) right:,y 

observed, researc'<l results are no better. than the methads by wh:.ch 

tney are abtained. It is against this bac~graund therefare tha·; 

some relevant methadalagical issues are h"ereby elabarately 

discussed. These are: (a) the researcp design, (b) the 

population of the study, (c) the sample a·nd· sampling i;iracedures, 

(d) data-gathering instruments, (.e) reliability and validity of 
. 

the results and (f) the methods of data analyais_. 

4.2: The Research DBsign 

This study in.volves a documentary and. a semple survey 

research design. This dual approach entails the examination 

·of relevant historical documents an ASUU-Government conf.lict 

and the eduction of information on the relevant attitudes 

and behavioUrs of the dramatis personaa •. Wh ile a, conf a nt 

analysis of the relevant historical documènts focuses on the 

manifest content of the issues in the conflict, a semple surve~ 
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design on the other hand, is aimed àt unravelling the latent 

issues in the conflict. The adoption of this dual ·approach 

is primarily meant to enhance the reliebility and validity of 

the results. 

4.3: The Population of the Study 

The population of this study is made up of two groups. 

The first group comprises all academics in Nigerian Universities. 

This group is represented by the Academic Staff Union of 

Universities (ASUU). The second group comprises relevant top 

federal government officials whose official actions and policies 

' determine in one way o.r the other, the way the Uni ver si ties 

are administered. This group is made up of.Ministers, Director

GeneralB, m"'mbers of University Cuuncils, top National 

Univers:lties Commission•s officials, University Vice-Chancellera, 

among others. The group is. however represen~ed by the federal 

government as a single organizational entity. These two 

groups (ASUU and fed~ral govêrnment) constitute the parties te 

the conflict under i1vestigation in this study. 

MembGrs of ASUU wera in twenty out of. the twenty-two 

federal Universities, as well as in the eight stata government-

,, . . . 
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owned Universities. The size of the population of these 

academics is 11,12:'. as at the 198? National Universities 

Commission's oificlal statistics (see NUC, 1987:26). There 

is however no doub: that due ta 

lecturers and the 1:urrent brain 

the mass exodus of foreign 

10 · dr.ain (as a result of the 

Structural Adjustm1?nt Programme (SAP), this total figure must 

have been reduced ,;ignificantly. Nevèr~heless, we decided ta 

work ~Jith a popula·;ion size.of 10,i;mo academics. in this study.
11 

Nigerian acadl!mics are, by virtue·of certain shared 

attributes, a cohol't of people. For exainple, such factors like 

common academic ba1:kground and training, attitudes and beliefs 

towards certain isnues, prof'essional academic interests, and 

common economic se'.Lf-interests, _are some. of the shared 

characteristics o( this po~ulation. However, certain dissimilar: 

attributes also ex:.st among the membera of this population. 

The se inc lude d iffE1rent socio-economic backgro1.1nd; status 

(position or rank),, jex, age, academic discipline, religion, 

political oriimtat:.on, type, age and location of institution, and 

.. ,, .. the ac.ademics' perBonal career goals and ambi tian. The se 
...... 

variables no doubt affect the attitudinal and behavioural 

characteristics of the members of this population. Ta this 
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extent therefore, tt,ey are crucial in any ~ttempt to draw a 

representative sample from the population. 

The relevant federal government officiels on the other 

hand, share also certain common characteristios. They are 

initiators, formulators, and executors of public policies. 

the 

They 

share common bureaucratie values and interests, and a general 

conservative orientation towards the status quo (established 

social order). As a result of ttie anonymity a[Jd· impersonality 

characteristics associated with·their position-and duties, a 

sense of collective responsibility is a major attributs. They 

can therefore be represented more generally and accurately by . . . 

the adopted policies of government which they are expected.to 

defend as long as they are in service. These facts meke a 

representative·view of this population, a relatively easier 

task to obtain. 

4.4: The Sample and Sampling Procedures 

Given a population of about 10,000 academics, the need for 

a representative sa nple was not i_n dispute. The problem however uas 

how to ~inimize lar~e semple errors. But as Nwana (1981:70,71-~2) 
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observed, choosing such a·representative sample.has no fixed 

number or fixed percentage. For Nwana ho_wever, if for instance 

the population is a few hundreds, a 40% or more sample wil] 

suffice. But if many hundreds a 2D'~, while if several thousands. 

a 5% or less sample suffices. 

On the basis of this specification therefore, this study 

took a 3% sample from a population of· 10,000 University academicn 

in Nigeria as follows: 

Populatlon = 10,000 

Percent 3ge = 3 

Sample :iize drawn = 3 101000 
00 X 1 

= 3Dfl: 
=== 

A total number of 300 acadèmics in Nigerian Universities was 

selected for this ,tudy. 

Ue then adopt~d a multi-stage stratified sampling 

procedure. At eac1 stage, there was a stratification, and 

wi ttün each stratu n, a random sampling method was however 

taken. 

For exemple, ·1~e divided the 300 into· three major ranks 

• • 
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using the 1981 NUC funding regulation quota, (cri ter ion) of 

15 -·25' - 60% for l'rofessdrs/Readers, Senior l'.ecturers, and 

l'.ecturer I and belc1w, respectively as .a guide. This was done 

as follows: 

1. A 15% sample sl.ze from 300· academic;s for the ranks 

of Professor/Re,ader 15 
100 

"' 45 

X 300 

2. A 25% sample si.ze from 300 academics for the rank of 

Senior bectureI = 
25 

WQ X 300 

?5 

3. A 60% sample size from 300 academics fo-r the ranks 

60 300 
of Lecturer I e,nd below: =. 100 X -

1
-

This stratif~:ation is adopted because it is believed that to 

_ ... ,r·!3Clme degrees the pDlitical, economic and social views of workers 

(academics inclush·e) vary as they advance in their careers. For 

instance~ professorE; are assumed to be more conservative (i.e. more 

establishment-orier1ted) than junior academics (Assistant 

Lecturers and LectLrers II and I). 
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Table 4.1 below surnmarizes the i;:alculations. 

TABLE 4.1: Propos1~d and Actual Sample of Academics Based on 

Rank NUC Funding Proposed Actual size 
Percentages Sample Size Sampled* 

Prof essors/ 
FJeaders 15 45 31 

Senior 
Lecturers 25 75 93** 

Lecturer I 
and 8elow 60 180 174 

Total 100 300 298*** 

* See also table A.2 Appendl,x. 

** We exceeded the proposed number for Senior 
l:.ecturers because we did .net fin.ci it easy getting 
Professorial staff. 

*** Two res·pondents did net· indicate their ranks. 

Having divided the sample into ranks, we also tried ta. 

reflcct the varioLs faculties and departments in a manner that 

helped ta include academics from d~fferent discipli_n:3ry 

backgrQund. See table A.1 (Appendix) for the actual number. of 

.' ·- ~-
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academics sampled 1'rom each faculty. L,ooking at table A· .• I, 

one discovers that the Social Sciences, Sciences, Arts anq 

Agriculture got hinher figures. This was not without reasons. 

First, these high~i figures reflect the 198? NUC statistics 

which showed that ·;hese facul ties ha've higher number of staff 

relative ta many o·;hers. Secondly, during _the administrat:j,on 

of questionnaire, :icademics in these faculties·showed higher 

degree of inter est in the study. · For instance on many occasions 

during the field w11rk, some staff i.n E;ngineeririg anc;I professionally 

ori2nted Faculties, asked me ta meet 'those in Social Sciences 

whom they said wer~ ASUU activists. ·sa after stratifying the 

academics intà faculties/departments, a simple random sampling 

method was used ta select respondents within the stratum. 

There was the need as we have already said ta adopta loose 

proportional sampling technique ta allow more repr.esentation 

from faculties/departments that have more number of academics. 

4.4.1: The Criteria for Selectin~ Universitfes 

The next issue was whether ta select the 300 academics from 

all tl1e Universi ties thereby limi ting the number of academics fr Jm 
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each Uni ver si ty, .!:!~ to seh,ct a ·semple of the Universi ties and 

hence increase the number of academics from the semple of the 

Uni ver si ties selec ted •. For pur poses of ci:Jst and cçmvenience 1 

we ad(ipted the secJnd alternative since differences amo[lg 

the Universities are not so remarkabl~ as to warrant visiting all 

of them before gett.ing a goi:Jd .result from the study. 

Dut of the tw~nty-eight federal and· state Universities 

under our study, a sample of ten Universities were sel~cted. 

Table 4.2 belaw shows the criteria and the ten Universities 

sel~cted from four ·regional locations. 

TABLE 4.2: Select~d Universities Based on Sorne Criteria 

CRITERIA 
REGIONAL l!.OCAT ON 

North East West Mid-West· 

First Generation of Universities ABU UI\IN U. I• Benin 

Second Generation of Universities Jas - - -
New Federal Universities of 

Technology and Agriculture Makurdi - - -
State Government-D~ned Imo, RST - -Uni.versities - P/H 

Universities regarjed as hot 
bed of Radicalism - - DAU -

Special Consideration 
CitM of Nigeria) 

(Capital - - Lagos -
Total 3 3 3 1 

·' ,,, 
'· 
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A purposive sanipling technique was used in sehicting the· 

Universities. The i:election of Universities under ~ach criterion 

was to some de~ree both arbitrary and intentional. The aim was to 

reduce· cost and at 1:hi same time to reflect regional or geographical 

... --spread •. For examplE, it was convenient to select Imo State 

University rather tt,an say Cross River State University on the 

basis of cost miniml.zation.but at the same time to select Rivers 

State University of Science and Technology rather than say 

Anambra State Unive1•sity of T~chnology in order to ensure that 

one of the state Un'.~ersities came outside the Ibo speaking 

areas among the thrE!e Universities selected from the Eastern ·region. 

Attempt was then macle not to select the Universi tîes from few 

states within the s,rne region. This for instance guided the 

.selection of Federa:. University or Agri~ulture Makurdi rather 

than that of Abeoku1;a, or the selection. of·a State University 

from the East rathei• than f.rom the West. where three L!niversi ties 

had already been se:.ected. The rëason behincj regional representa·;ion 

was to reflect the t,eterogenous nature of ttie Nigerian society. 

Aga in, the selE,ction of one University ·by a certain 

cri ter ion excluded ·;he selection of that same Univers~ ty by 

any other criterion., For instance the selection of ABU under the 
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criterion of first generation of Universities excluded 'its 

selection as one cf the few Universities known for being a hot 

bed of radicalism and militancy. And the selection of 

Uni ver si ty of Ibac an under the first generation cri teriori 

excluded its selection as a conservativè University. 
. . 

Now, wi th reç ard to the num)Jer of scademics selected from 

each of these sixtèen Universities,·a loose proportional sample 

procedure was com,idered appropriate. It is· considered loose ir 

the sense that the· selected sample did not rigidly reflect the 

exact proportion c1f each University I s population. to the whole 

population of acacemics in the Uniyersity system.· _This allowance 

was made to reflec:t inaccurat_e statistics or. changes that 

occurred as a result of frequent staff movement in and out of 

some Universi ti"es, 

Nevertheless the selection of respondents from each 

University was guided by the estimated staff strength of that 

University. For example the University of Ibadan (U.I) 

has an academic staff strength of about 1000 excluding non

Nigeria by the 1987 NUC statistics, hence.its proposed 

shore from the semple of 300 relative ta the· overall population 

of 10,000 was as follows: 

...... 
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This Figure served just as the .minimum number expt!cted. Then 

using the NUC fund:.ng criterion of 15-25-60% ratio (for 

professors/Readers, Senior Lecturers, and lecturer I and below 

resp1=ctively), the number of staff selected from each of these 

three categories was then ·calculated. For· ex.ample the number 

of Professors and Readers that we proposed .to select was thus: 

= 4. 

But during administration of questionnaire we found out that 

some younger Uni ver si ties diçl not have f!!a1:}' professorial staff. 

Sa in order to make up for the 'few numbers of 'professorial staff 

got, we decided ta increas·e the number we propos~d for Ibadan, 

ABU, LINN and Lagos and even at that, we did not get our 

proposed Figure hence we decided ta -include more senior 

l1=cturers. 

On the whole, it is appropriate ta observe that three 

sampling procedures were used for selecting respondents among the 

academics. These are the multi-stage stratified sample, simple 

random sample, and a purposive (non-probability) semple. 

'. ç ' - ~.,. 
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On the other hand I the selection of r·elevant top government 

officials for interview was done through a_purposive sampling 

method only. Given the observed homogeniety of this-group, as 

refl~cted in their common defence of official policie~,-- only 

a few of them, were selected for. interview from 'the Ministries 

of Employment, lcabour and Productivity,· NUC and Ministry of 

Erlucation. We shall disèuss further on this in section 4.5.3. 

And finally, a purposive sampling method was used ta select 

ASUU leaders that completed a particular questionnaire designed 

specifically for them. 

4.5: Data-Gathering Instruments 

Three types of data gathering instruments constituted 

the major tools used in this study. The use of the observation 

method however ser11ed as a minor tool for authenticating some 

of the data gather1:d through the other three instruments. 

Ttie three major irn1truments used are, the documents, questionnàiI e 

and thP interview. · 

''•-,. 
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4.5.1 Documentary Instrument: 

Dur first instrument of data collection are the various 

documents on ASUU-Güvernment conflict. Such rel8vant documents 

include memos exch<1nged between ASUU and the government, ASUU 

publications, presi; releases, minutes of meetings, communiques, 

released after ASUll · meetings and delegate conferences, governmeni 

poli~y documents 011 Universities and policy statements by key 

government officia Ls. Dther relevant documents include the 

Report: of the Pres ldential Commission .on the salary and candi tians 

of service of Univ ,rsi ty st~ff.; ASUU Memorandum· ta Akambi. l?anel 

of Inquiry into th, 1986 Education Crisia in Nigeria; ASUU 
. 

Memorandum to the ~residential Commission on Salary and Conditio1s 

of Service of Univ=rsity Staff; ASUU and the 1986 Education 

crisis in Nigeria; ·Report of the Negotiation in the Government 

Versus i:ISUU Indus~rial dis.pute; Fe der al Gcivernment White Paper 

on .the Report of the F'residential Commission on the Salary ard 

c·ond.i tians of Service of Unïversi ty Staff; Bulletin of the 

National Universitie.s Commission; The log qf demands of ASUU; 

ond /\SUU publication entitled 1 How ta Save Nigeria,' etc. 

In examining these documents, efforts were made ta 

find out what had been the major bene of contention. These were 
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used to compare the attitudes, opinions and .behaviours of the 

parties in. the dispute as found out·through the other instrumente. 

1,.5.2: The QUesti1mnaire Instrument 

A highly stru1:tured questionnaire made up of many 

dichotomous (fixed alternative) and multiple choice questions, 

as well as three open-ended ones, was personally administered 

to three hundred academics in ten Nigerian Universities. 

Initially, three-hundred and eighty copies of the questionnaire 

were distributed but three hundred and fifteen were returned. 

And out of the three-hundre~ and fifteen returned ones, nine 

copies were not fully completed, thereby leaving the total 

number of the duly completed ones at three-h~ndred and six. 

However, in accordance wi th our decision to· work wi th a sample · 

of three-hundred academics, we therefore decided to ignore the 

extra six copies that ,were duly completed. 

Judging from the number of questionnaire distributed and 

the number returned, one can say that the response rate was 

encouraging. When one realizes the fact that the raspondents a::e 

a very busy group of people, one would not· hesi tate to ·accept t 1e 
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conclusion that the more than the seventy-per cent response 

rate recorded, was a significant achievement. Perhaps more 

would be said on thls in section 4.B. 

This instrumerit (See Appendix E( 1) wa·s .the most detsiled 

when compared with the ones administered ta former ASUU leaders 

and government age_r,.:ies. The instrument among other things sort 

the opinion of ASULI rank and file on the roots, cherecter, 

perception and mam,gement of ASUU-Government conflict. The 

indicators for meai,uring these are found in the instrument and 

mrnd no t be· re peste d here •. 

4.5.3: The Interview Instrument 

Two slightly cifferent sets of unstructured interview 

schedi.Jle, were pereànally administered to some seiected former 

ASUU leaders, and ~Fficials. ~f feder~l-·Ga'v°~r-nrri'~nt- eeta~lishments. In 

administering the interview, a purposive sampling method was 

used, sa .. as ta select only thase considered very knowledgeable 

on the subject matter. Sorne of the questions asked were very 

similar ta the ones we gave ta the rank and file of Al3UU except 

that in this case, we presented only open-ended questions ta the 

•l,. 
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former ASUU le,aders and few government eatablishments (See 

..... A'ppendix E(2) and E(3) for these instruments), 

With respect to Former ASUU le,aders, we aelected twenty of 

them out of which sixteen gave us full attention. We therefore 

administered our interview ta the si:xteen former officers made 

upas follows: two former national presidents, one national 

vice-president, ore -national General Secretary,_financial 

secretary and treEsur~r, as well as branch Chairmen, Secretaries 

and ex-officia menibers.. Most of these officers· were members 

of the National E>Ecutive Council of ASUU which was one of the 

highest national c ecision m.aking body ·or the union (See Chapter 

Five, Section 5.4). These national offiders were nat all 

sel~cted from the ten Universities. ~or instance, we had ta 

travel ta Bayera University Kanà, in arder ta interview one af 

the former national presidents of ASUU. Again, a former branch 

chairman at the Lagos State :University (LASU) was also intervieued 

based on his acti11e role dsiring the 1988 Asuu·s~rike. It was 

also v2.ry imperat.ive that we should locate. Dr. Festus Iyayi 

one of th_e most r,idical leaders of· ASUU, wha waa· at .the time of 

our field work no longer a staff of _the Univ'ersi ty of Benin. 
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I~ uddition to t~~ .sixteen,· a handful of.bther former ASUU 

leaders .and activj sts, were interviewed an. sClme general issues 

on the subject. 

As regards ir.terviewing federal goverc1ment officials, we 

visited the ~residency, NUC, Federal Ministry. of Education, and 

Federal Ministry cf Employment, Labour and Productivity. 

···•··. However, positive response came from NUC and the labour Ministry. 

We however succeeded in securing the speeches made by th.e former 

Minister of Education in·his capacity· as one of the managers of 

Nigerian higher education since 1975, The Labour Ministry and 

NUC, which were very closely associated with the tapie of our 

study, responded ~ell ta our questions. 

4,6: The Reliability and Validity of Instruments 

The adoption of a multiple ctata-gathering appraach in this 

stucty, was aimed at improving the reliabiiity and validity of the 

expected findings. There is na daubt'that an investigation into 

the roots and mancgement bf ASLIU-Gavernment .conflict entails 

probing deeply into. the latent intenti-ons which we believe a 

mono-data-gatherirg instrument might not adequately achieve, 
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The use of the documentary method for instance, was to enable 

us comp~re histqrical records on the conflict, with the 

perceptions, attitudes and behaviours of the parties to the 

conflict. Dn the other hand, the combination of the interview 

and the questionneire techniques in the survey design, was to 

enoble us to educe the correct information with the "right 

instr'uments, from the rnost rele,vant and appropriate respondents. 

In establishing the reliability of the study, we relied 

on an internal consistency rnethod. By this ·we rnean, putting 

in certain cross-checking questions .so· as to establish how 

consistent the respondents were in their answers to earlier 

questions. In other words consistency checks were built into 

the questionnaire and the i~terview schedule. 

The validity of the study was e~tablishec:J·by using the 

content (face valijity) rnethod in addition to the use of externat 

criterion to check how correct the findings-of a particular 

i·nstrument are •. T,e use of content or face validity involves 

the need to rnake s~re that the questions in an instrument were 

logically and relevd11i..iy 111e,e1:suc·.i11s1 wi1at tne 1ns1;rurnent wanted to 

rneasure. The use of external cri ter ion on the other hand 
1 
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entailed comparing the results of one instrumen·t wi th the 

exi!lting knowledge about the phenomenon under investigation, 

or comparing such findings wi th available records on the 
........... ,,. .. 

· subject. We did this in our study by comparing the findings 

got From the questionnaire and interview instruments with thcise 

existing in documerits. 

4. 7: . Methods of Dc1ta Analysis 

Given the multifarious J:1ature of .the data that were 

generated, the ana:.ysis of the data was carried out wi th the 

help of bath quant:. tative and qualitative techniques. The 

testing of the hypr1theses required data generated through 

surveys and documents. 

With the help of the Computer Services of the University 

of Nigeria Nsukka, the data from the three-hundred academics 

sampled, were anal11zed. First we di.ci the coding and later the 

Computer ran the r,iquired programme. All the. relevan~ 

statistical analys,is were done b.ut we made use of the most 

relevant ones such as frequèncy d,istribution, percentage and 

mean which we pres,rnted in tabular form. 
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The data gene::ated thraugh the interview technique wi th 

respect ta Former .~SUU leaders and gavernment agencies, were 

manually analyzed .md used at apprapr.i.ate· stages in the wark. 

Sorne of the i.,sues analyzed and discussed required the use 

of 'mean respanses' Far acceptinÇJ or rejecting ap.inian expressed, 

Wi th resptect to th,i analysis of the t.ikert-"type questions, a 

Five point rating ,care was 4sed. Dur eut.off point far accepting 

a Factor was 2.49. In athe7 words, aur acceptan~e range was 

Fram scare 1 ta 2.,,9 while aur rejectian rarige was fram scare 

2.5 ta 5. Between these ranges, a ·factor might be cansidered 

ver y important, le ,s important, sligh_tly reje·cted or autrightly 

rejected, dependin J an i ts ~articuler .. scare an the acceptance

rejectian cantinu-u·n. 

Dther nan-Lik~rt-type questions, were simply presented 

in tables shawing the frequency and percentage of respandents 

expressing opinion an the subject. 

One important analytical appraach adapted was the 

presentatian of the survey opinions first and the use of data 

Fram histarical records or dacumen.ts ta determine whether ta 

accept such opinions or nat. In same cases the data,fram bath. 

sources agreed but in some others, they disagreed. It was there'are 
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left tous in such cases to make conclusions based on the 

weight of evidence from ei~her sources. 

4.B: The Field wo:~k Experience 

It is qui te u,iual for researchers in deve loping countries 

to bemoan the lack of finance in trying ta execute their welI 

designed research Jroject. And very · often such financial 

constraint induce;.·inany re.searchers ta abandon some important 

aspects of their r·,isearch project-especially in the area of 

.carrying out a tho::ough field work. Dur study would have . 

suffered the same .'Jroblem but for the generous .grànt we got from 

the Council for th1i Development of Ec·onomic and Social Research 

in Africa (CDDESRL~), and a study leave from the Usmanu Danfodiyo 

. ..-··c_University (UDU) S1Jkoto. The assistance from bath institutions 

considerably enabl1id us ta carry out one of the most expensive 

field works in a g1mgraphically wide country like Nigeria that is · 

i~cidentally experiencing the pains of a Structural Adjustm~nt 

1-'rooromme (SAP). "1any visi ts were made to all rel~vant institutions 

in th·e éollection Jf bath documentary and survey data-. For 

sure, these visi ts would -not have been duly made had the study 
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been carried out w:.thout the grant from CODESRIA· and a study 

leave from U.D.U, !iokoto. 

The field work commenced during the third week of 

r~i:Jvember 1989. and ,~nded in mid-January 1990. A·lthough we noted 

earlï°er that the r~sponse rate was high, .this was not without 

cost. The field study 1J.1as executed at a time ASUU had a-lready 

been proscribed and as a reault the enthuaiaam waa generally 

not there among those who felt the stµdy was no longer useful. 

Secondly, many acedemics. surprisingly de.c::lined ta fill the 

questionnaire for no other reaaon than fear of be 1ng vic:timized. 

Sorne fel.t tha* thr reaearcher waa a aecurity agent, 'While aome 

others in a bid tc1 avoid being associclted wi th ASUU · - 'a subversive 

organization• - rE!ferred the resèarcher ~o the Social Sciences 

where many academ:.cs are said ta be at. home wi th suc::h matters. 

One major prnblem we faced _as a· result · of the proscription 

of ASUU, was gettlhg access ta its files ~specially during the 

early years of ASIJU. The fact that the National Secretariat of 

ASUU at the University of Ibadan, was permane.ntly locked by 

security agents, made it difficult for us to get access to relevant 

files. l~e luckily got over this P,roblem by devis·ing other methods, 
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Our decision to visit branch officiels who - following the absence 

of physical secreta::iat for their branch union - were having 

some of the rel~vanG ASUU files in their private offices, paid 

off significantly. Many of such officiels we·visited gave us 

their maximum coop~:ation. We wish ta note that this research 

would have ran into serious methodologiê::al hi tch if we did not 

succeed in getting 3ccess ta relevant ASUU files. 

One other issu, that bothered us much during the research 

was the lack of up-Go-date statistical: records in _the country and 

poor attitude towarils taking such matter seriously. When we 
. . . 

decided to collect Ghe up-to-date statistics .of academics in 

Nigerian Universi ti ,s, we first consulted the National Uni ver si ti,is 

Commission. When w, were provided with what was the current 

figur·e, we discovereo 1,11a"L 1.1,; was ru1· "tnl:::! 1::,tl1 t:it::!tH:::i.Lu11, cli.i1uuy11 

we demanded for the 1988 figure. Consequently in·order ta get 

thr, 1988 figure, we ciecided ta wri te ta all the Uni ver si ties in 

the country, we càuld not visit personally. Ta our greatest 

surprise, our letter was not given any attention by. a.ver hall' 

of the total number of Universities. Even out of the ·thirteen 

Universities that replied our letter, two requested us ta contact 

the NUC even though we later explained why we were writing the 

''• ~ 
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Universities. The response was sa poor that in the end, we had 

ta use the 1985 NUC statistics on the academic. staff strenght of 

Universities. Our letter ta the Univeraities requesting for 

data on academic staff is found in Appendix 1(4) •. It is however· 

proper ta acknowledge that few Universities actually provided 

the data the way we requested with res~ect ta showing their 

distribution according ta departments or facultüis. 

In conclusion, we believe that in spite of these problems, 

we had an exciting field work whii::h ·involved exchanging cri tical 

i_deos wi th a g_roup that has the l!argest concentration of 

intellectuals ·in the country. The personal intellectual contact 

we had with the people sampled and those who declined te fill 

the questionnaire, considerably enriched this study. We hope 

that this study will open the way for many prospective research1=1·s 

ta turn their rese3rch light on the activities of the nation•s 

most c:ritical and 3rticulat1= mincis - th1= Univi:rsity academics~ 

" .. 
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C HAPTER FIVli: 

THE EVOl.UTIDN, FORMATION AND ORGANIZATION OF ASUU 

5.1: Introduction 

This chapter l'ocuses on the evolutiol'l, formation and 

organization of ASlJU. But be fore' doing this, there is need to 

examine the essenc1i or character o.f the acadeniic. pJ;'ofession. 

This we believe is very relevant to any serious effort at 

understanding. the ,:haracter and dynanii_cs of ·academic. unianism 

in Nigeria. It.is for instance germane to examine the question 

as to whether there are inHerent qualities in the academic 

(or intellectual) profession which aften make academics

government relations antagonistic. Generally speaking, what 

are the models of relations existing between academics and the 

government? 

5.2: The 1::ssence or Character of the Academic Profession 

By academic oi' intellectual profession, we are spec:_ïfically 

referring to the chosen work of •me~ who are gifted either by · 

nature or nurture ta devote their lives ta the bµsiness of 

''•. -·. 
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unravelling the mysteries af nature and human. saciety' l/U:iUU 1 

1981 :.2). Such men af ide as and letters ex~_st wi tliin ar autside 

the University system. Dur facus in this study hawever is an 

thase warking in the University system. 

Academics are assigned certain basic functians ln the 

Universities. These are (a) ta pramate inquiry and advance the 

sum af human knawledge; (b) ta pravide general instruction ta 

students and (c) ta develap experts for·variaus branches of the 

public service (AALIP, 1948:150). In a ·nutshe:).l these men are 

required ta encourage the advancement and pursuit of lesrning in 

all its branches thraugh stugy, teaching, research and cammunity 

service (ASUU 1981:4; Nwals, 1988:5; and Caokey Repart 1981~9). 

Generally, therefare, 

Univérsi ties are recagnized as ins_ti tut ions 
which aught ta serve as centres of intellectuel 
curiasity dedicated ta teaching and·research, 

·engaging in creative wark, innavating, seeking 
truth, advacating and prapagating ideas and 
systems af thaught thraugh an empirical appraach 
ta the prublems of learning, inquiry and knawledge •. 
Ta an increasing extent Univer.sities are alsa 
being called upan ta use their expertise ta make 
direct cantributian ta1,1ards praviding salutians 
ta variaus practical national prablems (Caakey 
Repart 1981:9). 
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Consequently, it is thé role of the scholar "ta seek the truth, 

teach and preserve the truth. This· is sa because, it is now 

widely accepted that the methods which schoJ:ars -have developed 

over the ages. enable them ta discover the 1 truth 1 ••• their 

ideas are believed ta be truer of reality than the ideas of any 

other class of citizens. It is in this sense that Universities 

have been called I u1atchdogs for and conscience of the nation•, •• , 

Men of affairs dïffer from scholars in the sense that for them 

(men 1Jf affaira) there is often ·conflict between • the demand of 

national interest and the exigencies of public policy' 11 (A5UU 

1981:6; Nwala, 19e8:3&4) •. 

The performarce of this role is no mean task and it is 

widely recognized that it requires critical and independent 

thinking. This ertails what is popularly called academic 

freedom and university autonomy. And by academic freedom, three 

basic requirements are implied. These ~re 1freedom of inquiry 

ànd research; freEdom of teaching within the University or 

col lt,ge; and freec am of extra-mural utterance and action• 

(ÀAUP, 1948:144)~- _Consequently·, the art'of s_eeking _and preserv1ng 

the frontiers of knowledge and truth 'requ_ires among othµr thing's 
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that University tE acher shall be exempt from any ~ecuniary 

motive or inducemunt te hold, or te express any conclùsion whic~ 

is net the genuim, and unc.olored prod_uct of his own study or 

that of fellow-spE,cialists•· (AAUP '1948: 149). Arc! expatiating 

this furthor, the American Association of University irofessors 

(AALJP) asserts th<1t: 

indeed the proper fulfilment of the work of the 
prot·essori,1te requires that our Universi t.ies shall 
be se free that no fair-minded persan shall find any 
excuse for-even a suspicion that the utterances of 
Universit~ teachers ·are shaped. or ~estricted by the 
Judgement,· net of professional scholars, but of 
inexpert afld possibly net wholly d:i,sinterested 
persans ou1:side of their ranks... But i t is highly 
needful in the interest of society at large, that · 
what· purpm·t te be the conclusions of men ·trained 
for, and dt,dicated. ta, the quest for truth, shall 
in fact be the c;onclusions of. such men, ·and net 
echoes of 1:he .opinions of the lay public, or of 
iridividùalH who endow or manage Universities. Tc 
the degree that professional scholars, in the 
formation nnd promulgation of their opinions, are, 
or by the c:haracter of their tenure appear to be, 
subject te any motive other thari their own scientific 
conscience and a desire for the respect of their 
fellow-expl!rts, to that degree the University teaching 
profession is corrupted. Its proper influence upon 
public opiflion is diminished.and vitiated; and society 
at large fails to get from its scholars, in an 
unadultera1:ed form, the peculiar and necessary · 
service wh:.ch it is the office of the professional 
·scholar te furnish. ••. The responsibility of 'the 
University teacher is primarily to the public itself, 
and te the judgement of hie own profession (AAUP, 1948: 
149). 
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It is therefore .against .this bac~ground that "the concept 

of a 1,Jniversity·is rooted in the historical development of ·the 

id.ea of •a self-go~erning community of scholars'" (ASUU; 1981:2) • 
. ~.-·~·- ... 

The crucial qLestion then is: how does the performance o.f 

this ùnique task aE,signed to University intell~ctuals, determine 

the kind of relatiC1ns between them and the government of the day? 

5.2.1: ·Models of /1cademic-Government Relations 

Historically i;peaking, three models of relations have 

existed between Un:.versity intelh,ctuals and the. government. These 

historical models t1ave from time to time characterizéd 

contemporary relat:.ons betwe.en academic;s and the government. The 

three models of relations are (a) ·the oppi;isition model 1 Ct;1) the 

collaboration model, and (c) the indepe.ndence and autonomy modela. 

These correspond tll what ASUU (1':!81:2.:..4) cali~d, (a) the Era of 

Opposi tian; (b) th1? · Era of the Beautiful Br:ide; and (c) the Era 

of Independence and Autonomy. 

5.2.1.1: The Dppo:3ition Madel 

In this model intellectual ideas run counter. to ·the 

dominant and preva Lling views of the ·establis.hed order on wbich 
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the legitimacy of the ruling class rests. Also in this model, 

intellectuals sometimes suffer great persecution in the hànds 

of the ruling clasH. 

As Ladd and L:.pset ( 1975: 11) vividly documented, 1 the 

earliest Universit:.es in Europe and· English North America, were 

primarily teaching institutions,. almost :j.miariably linked ta 

religion, with a clerical faculty. Their basic tasks were ta 

train the clergy a1d ta serve as centres of·theological 
. . 

scholarsh1p ••• Scientific research first emerged oùtside 

colleges and Universities often in academiQs ••• The emphasis 

on original scholarship began ta penetrate the higher education 

world in the eighteenth century ••• The emergence of a focus 

on original scholar::hi~ :-,,...nn 11 ~ 0 rl +.Pnt::tinn bet111een hiqher education 

and the religions and secular powers as leading .scholars 

published articles and voiced opinions which were at odds with 

the interests and values of various extramural establishment ••• , 

Àccording ta Nwala (1988:4), in this era, ·,the truth as proclained 

by ocholars were declared heretical by the powers that be.• 

ln 1798 for instance, President John Adams Qf the United 

,;tntcs fr ight,rned by the role of intelle,ctuals· in the French 
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l<evolution, reject,?d tl1e admission of __ a group of French 

scientists int'o ·th1! USA. According to him, 1 learned academics m,t 

under the immediate inspection and control of government, have 

disorganized the world and are incompatible with social order• 

(Adams 1853:596, cited in Ladd and C.ipse.t '1975:12). In this 

same way, Arinori Mari (a,former Japanese Minister of Education 

in the 1870s) proposed that Universitïes should be physically 

separated as much as possible from_ the general popui"ation and 

should not be allowed to train teachers for the rest· of the 

· system (See Nagai Michio 1964:30 as cited in c.actd and t.ipset, 

1975:12). 

Dther classical cases of persecutïon include for instance 

Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) the Italian physicist and astronomer 

who was forced ta recant his ·views; Socrates the Anthenian 

philosopher who was forced to drink the helmlock and die;" 

Thomas Hobbes·and John Locke who had ta go on exile as a result 

o"F the views they held (See Nwala 1988:2-3)-. 

5.2.1.2: The Collaboration Madel: 

As the results of intell~ctual endeavour began,to manifest 

and their truths unfolded, opposition and_confrontation gave WBlJ 
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to either tolerance or collaboration. Men of affaira 

conse~1,ently began to embrace the ideas of intellectuels and 

made extensive use of the fruits of their intellectuel endeavoura. 

Gradually many inte llectuala in the procea.a began in turn ta 

bend· their ide as ta suit the whims and caprices of the men of 

affiars (Nwala 198B:4; ASUU-1981:3). In contemporary warld, thera 

exists a corps of system - s!Jpparti.ng· academics .wha are used by 

·governinents as advisera, consultants an·d legitimizers in public 

policy formulation and implementatian. As Ladd and Lipset 

( 1975: 131) point out, 'assorted cri tics have drawn the conclusion 

that an academic Eetablishment increasingly functions as a 

majnr fnrce upholding the st~tus-guo, and .c:;on'versely that the 

ready availability'of goveinmen~al largesse is a carrupting and 

conservating factor.• 

5.2.1.3 The Independ·ence and Autonomy Model: 

According to PSUU (1981:4) neither of the twa madels 

... ,almve served the ir ter est of human i ty. For instance, in the 

first phase, scholcrship was a secret and illegal pursuit, while 

in the second phase, schalarship was respected but co~rupted. 
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/\nu, in t"oct i t u,as against this backgroünd that the idee of 

se·lf--governance became a Universally accepted principle for 

acad1imic pur suit. This as we pointeci out ear lier, made the need 

for university autonomy and academic freedom an imperative one 

fur o successful performance of the secred task assigned ta 

University intell~ctuals. Nwala (1988:5) summarized the role, 

essence and chara:ter of the academic profession when he wrote 

that the University system is first, a home of heresy where 

truth is sought a·1d proclaimed in all fie.lds of human endeavour 

without· limit or )1inderance;· secondly that it is a uniq~e 

institution in so,:iety, yet part of the society; and lastly· that 
. -· 

University schola:s require a peculiar environme~t, a unique 

condition for the sùccess of their t'ask. 

· It is import,mt to note that in the se models, an essential 

attribute of the .intellectual is an endowed power of cri tical 

thinking. An int1ill"ctual who is uncorrupted by the ruling 

clnss is first ami formost a cri tic al thinker. And as Raymond 

Aron ( 1962: 210) put i t; 1 the tendem:y to cri ticise the established 

ordl!r (is) so to upeak, the occupational disease of ·the 

inteiléctual. 1 Ladd and Lipset (1975: 13) have _also pointed out, that 
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•the, intrallractual community of which faculty are a part, is 

inl1ur1,ntly qurastinninir, critical, socially disruptive. This 

commï-tmt-!nt to an anti-establishment position has been deduced by 

mpny 1,1ri t1!rs from factors inherent in the very concept of the ~· .... 

intellectual and scholar ••• And . .. inherent in the obligation 

to creote, to innovate, has been the tendency to reject the status

quo, to oppose the existing or the oltj as philistine.• 

Consequently ae Ladd and Lipset (1975:125) observe, a body 

of Sociolbgical analysis contends: 

that the ~osture of academics as social critics 
derives ir some large part from the nature of the 
intellectLal role from its emphasis on innovation, 
creativity, on rejection of the traditional and the 
established within given Fields of inquiry. · 

And in fact the cap2city for criticism, .and for the rejection of 

the status-quo is net (according tci Ladd and Lipset (1975:132) a 

matter of proferencE by some intellectual~ because the intellectual 

is one whose activi t ies involved t_he creation of new knowledge, 

new ideas and new art in which reality is held up to the test 

of -the ideal, the treoretical. 

Tho academics' role as social critics often brings them 

into confrontation Lli th the governcnent especially when such role 
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challenges and thr~atens the social or9er from which' the 

government draws its legitimacy. 'This ma~nly explains why 

academics in the ~ocial sciences and Arts are much more exposed 
. . 

to being at Loggerheads with govarnment forces than their 

ctJlleagues in the science and professional. disciplines. 

ln any case1 the crucial poin_t to note so · far· is that one 

important sources of conflict between academics and the government, 

is the inherent ci·i tical nature bf the academic profession. 

And when such cri·;ical role is carried to the arena of labour u11ionism, 

its potential for militancy looms large. It. is against this 

background that w~ examine the formation of labour union among 

Niger ian academic s. 

5.3: The Evolution and Formation of ASUU 

5.3.1: Historical Antecedents: Nigeria 1 s experiment in 

.University education started wi th the establishment of the 

University Collage Ibadan (UCI) in 1948. Most of the lecturer, 

that began with this Uni.,ereity Collage were mostly. expatriate!,. 

As Dlorode (1987:3) observed, Nigeriàn indigenous academics 

prier to independence -,aas as a gro.up, numeric.ally small and 
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socially inconsequer,tial. So when in 1952 lecturers at this 

Col lt,ge formed . the Lecturers Association ( Post, and Mobbs 1964: 75) 

. ' 
to pro·~ect the intel'ests of l"ctul'ers I it was predominantly a 

whi teman' s affair. .The Lecturers Association was however not. 

dol'm,mt ·in voicing out ·its· views on matters that affected its 

members nationally and internationally. For instance, it 1 had on 

occasion made reprEsentations concerni.ng infringements of 

academic freedom eJsewhere in Afl'ica, notably in Southern 

Rhodesia' (Post anc Mobbs 1964:75). 

During the 19E2-3 academic session, the Association of 

Un.iversity TeacherE (AUT) was fprmed at Ibadan (Ferguson 1965:24:. 

During the same sei;sion (precisely in February 1963), 'it 

was decided at a mi,eting àf ·mell]bers of th~· academic staff that 

an Association of Llnivel'sity Teachers shouJ.d bic! substituted for 

tl1e form~r Lecture1•s Association. The abject of the chang'e 

was to facili tate 1;he creation of a National Association of 

University Teachern and affiliation with Inter.national bodies 

of :'1 similar natur1! 1 (Post and Mobbs 1964:75) • 

The Association of University Teachers (AUT) aimed at 

concentrating upon constructive actions that would benefit the 

whole ·Univel'si ty. Secondly I i t was concerned wi th the principles 
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of University development in the country as a whole and elaewhere. 

Thirdly, the A.U.T. airred at improving the conditions of service of its 

members. In its operat(on, it .took· active interest in promoting general 

amenities of hommunal life at the·University. And lastly, it"pursued a 

clo,H,r link between it and the r"nternetional Aaaociatipn of University 

Professors, and actively promoted the creation of a National Association of 
. ' 

University Teachers (NAUT)~ (Ferguson, 1965:24)~ 

S0111e of its other earlier activities include the expression of its 
... ,•"". 

~iews publicly on issues of great national importance. For instance, in 

1963, it issued resolutions on the statement by the Pro~Chancellor of the 

University of Ife that academics with opposing political views to that of 

the Govr,rn111cmt of Western Region, should have the courage to. leave its 

service •. In. its resolutions, the A.U.T. protested against any attempt to 

limit the political freP.dom of members of University staff. Also in 1964, 

when Professor Oyenuga was ·dismissed from the Uni ver si ty of .Ife, the A.LI. T. 

protested publicly (SeE Ferguson, 1965:24; ·Post and Mobbs, 1964:76). 

So, with the successful formation and operation of the A.U.T. at the 

University College Ibadan (UCI), encouragement was given to lecturers in 

other Universities to form theirs. And by }964, branches of A.U.T. had 

been established in alJ the other four existing Universities at Ife, Lago8, 

Nsukka and Zaria. In that year also, Dr. R.J. Gavin Secretary of A.L.T. at 

Ibadan, was assigned tte task of producing ·a draft consti~ution for E 

l~:il;i<111:1.L l\uuui,lution. Conuequemtly tt,rough the organiz1Jtional effort of 

the Ibadan pioneer brarch of A.LI.T., , National Asso~iation of University 

Tenchers (N.A.U.T.) waE established in January 1965 (Ferguson, 1965:~5). 
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The t1road objectiJ.es of N.A.U. T. ïncluded the 'advancing of 

University education a1d research. It aimed at safeguarding the 

interests of its members by promoting common action among them. 

And lastly it aimed at making representation ta the relevant 

authorities on matters ·concerning its members (~ee A~U.T. 

Constîtution, Univers':i.ty of Nigeria· Branch)~ · ·Membership of the 

Union '"as open to all those engaged in teachin\J and/or research 

work in Universities. 

Lletween 1965 and ·1978, NAUT and its branches made their 

existence felt. For instance in 1967, N.A.U.T. a~ong with the. 

Committee of Vice-Chan~ellors, submitted memoranda ta Government 

on·:·salnry ·review (ASUU 1981:26). In 1970, NAUT made a case for 

improved salary sèale For its members during the Adebo Salary 

Review Commission. It also did·same during the Williams Review 

Panel following the reJort of the Udoji Commission in 1974. In 

1973, it embarked on a, industrial action ta backup its demands 

for improved condition3 of service. And in 1977, it submitted 

a memorandum to the National Universities Commission on the 

staffing problems in U1i~ersities. · 

In 1978 the N.A.U.T. ceased to exist following the 

r·estructuring exercise of Tracte Unions by the federal government. 
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5.3.~: The Formation of ASUU 

The formation of the Academic Staff Union of Universities · 

(ASUU) in. 1978, was a logical outcome of the implementation of 

The New National Policy on ~abour of 1975 announced by the then 

Fed~ral Commissioner for Labour Brigadier Henry Adefope ta 

representatives oF the four Central kabour organizations and thE 

Niger ian Employer, Consultative Association.. One of the 

objec;'tives of that New l~ational Policy on labour. was I ta 

réltiDn:::lizc the structure and organization of tracte unions and ;o 

en sure that the y are self-sufficient financially in future, and 

not dependent upcn foreign sources f~r finance.• According ta . ' 
the New Po licy , 

the prer;ent structure of the Nigerian tracte un~on 
movemen1; is irrationally proliferated and out-dated. 
The Gov1!rnment would therefor~ adopt conscious and 
posi tiv1! measures ta restrcuture tracte unions 
preferalily a long industriel lines ••• in order ta 
accelar,3te the formation of amalgamations and 
federations of registered tracte unions into 
bigger ,nd more viable organizations. (See New 
Nationa.l Policy On l'..abour as reproduced in . 
Fashoy'in., 19BD: 147-11,B; and in .. Ubekù 19B31:1:211-212. 

Consequently in 1975, the government promulgated The . . . 
Tracte .Unions (Central lLabour Drganizations) Sp1epial Provisions 

Decree No. 44 of' 1975 w.hich' not only revoked the registration 
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of exi.sti ng four cnntral labour Drganizations but alao appointed 

an Administrator o·' Trade Unions in the .·persan of Mr~ M • .O •• AbiodLin: 

The Administrator uas among others charged wi th the responsibili 1.y 

of effecting the f11rmation of a single, strong and effective 

central labour organization.to which shalI.bë affiliated al! 

trade unions in N1(Jeria (Fashoyin, 1980:29-30; Ubeku, 1983a:?2 

and ~~sufu 1984:111i). 

The Administr,1tor who completed his work towa·rds the end 

of 19?? created a c:eritral labour' organization known as the Nigerian 

Labour Congress (NLB). In addition, it created forty-two 

,.industrial LJnions; ni ne Employers Association; fi fteen Senior 
~,.. . ' . 

Staff Associations; and four professional unions (Fashoyin 1980:33). 

The Academic Staff Union of Universities (ASUU), was one of the 

four professional L1nions that were created (Fashoyin, 1980: 154). 

And during the firE,t half of 1978, a,11 the new unions and the 

N.L.c;, ·were inaugL1rated (Ubeku, 1983a:?;n. Hence by Trade Union 

Decree No. 22 of 1~'78, ASUU came into existence. Its name then 

was Academic Staff Union of Nige_rian Universities and Associated 

Institutions (ASULJrJUAI.).. And at the National Conference of the 

Council of the NAUT, held at the University of Ife from January 
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12 - 15, 1978, NAUl' Constitution was amended and adopted. for 

ASUUNUAl. 

Under this ne,1 name, what used ta be NAUT was merged wi th 

bath Academic and l1dmi~istrative staff of research institutes, 

non-academic staff of Teaching Hospitals and with teaching staff 

of 1-'olytechnics. flut reacting ta this arrangement NAUT leadership 

wrote ta the Federal Commissioner .of.l:.abour end protested in very 

strong terms. It therefore made a case for separate- existence 

as a Union in its nwn right or at worst ta merge with only academic 

staff of Research ::nsti tutes and Teaching Hospi tels. Fortunatel\' 

for i t, the governinent grant.ed the reqûest that thé Association t1e 

consti tuted into an industrial union on i ts own right .(NAUT 

NEWSLETTER, 1978:5:3-54). Ard· con.sequently latter the name 

ASUUrfüAI was chang1id ta ASUU. 

5.3.3: The Dbjectlves of ASUU 

Under Rule.2 Jf the constitution of ASUU the principal 

objectives of the 1Jnion are as follows: 

( i) Ta organize al.L acaoemic s"arr w11u ëll'" 4utu.1. 1 .1.teu î ûr

membership; 
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(ii) To regulate -the relations between.academic staff and 
. . . . . . 

employers anj betwee·n IT)tânbers; 

(iii) To e stablish and maintain a h·igh standard of academic 

performance and professional practice; 

(iv) To establish and ~aintain a ju~t and proper conditions of 

service for its members; 

.(V) To advance the education and training of its members; 

(vi) To provide benefits and other assistance to its members 

as provided in the constitution; 

(vii) To encourage the ·participatio~ of its members in the affairs 

of the UnivErsity system and of the nation; 

(viii) To protect end advance the socio-economic and cultural 

interests of' the nation; and 

(ix) Ta pursue sLch other abje_ctivea that are, lawful ând are 

net inconsii,tent wi th the spirit and practice 'of trade 

unianism (AEiUU Cansti tutian, 19';18 as amended :i.n 1984). 

From the fore[1oing, it is a fact tha1; apart from the. 

professional goals of ASUU, one can agraè with Dlorode (1987:3) 

that the two princ:.pal goals of /\SUU are the· economic. (bread 

and butter goals) and political goals. The bread and butter 
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goals, argues Olorc,de, .arise precisely because political power 

determines who getE, what., how, when and under wh·at candi tians 

(p. 3). It all meE1ns therefore that a struggle by a trade union 

ta democratize pol:.tical power, may ultimately have the goal 

of improving the bread and butter issues àf its members. ·It 

is then against th:.s background that one can underst_and the 

essence of the pol:.tical, ideological '_ind economic struggle of 

ASUU. For instancu, the accusation i~ some quarters that ASUU 

leadership was mor1? political and ideolo~ical in its struggle, 

seem ta miss the c::ucial point that the exercise .of state 

poli tical power de·:ermines the extent ta which the bread and 

butter go~ls could be realised. 

And by extent Lon, the extent ta which th·e professional 

academic goal's of ~SUU can be achieved, _de pends ta a large exten-; 

· on how the use of poli tical power by the state allows an adequat,~ 

·measure of economic resources ta be allocated ta the University 

system. The point therefore is that state (political) 

power is crucial in any attempt by ASUU ta achieve its economic, 

professional and social objectives. This fact is important in 

comprehending the character and ramifications of ASUU-goverment 

conflict •. 
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5.4: The Structure and Drganization of ASUU 

ASUU is a union of all those who are engaged in full-time 

teac.hing and/or research in IHgerian Universities (Rule 3(i) of 

ASUU Constitution). And according to Rule S(ix), the government 

of the Union is vested in the following: (a) The Natlonal 

Del~gates'. Conference, (b) The National Executive Council, and 

Cc) Local branches. 

The supreme authority of the Union is vested in the NationaJ 

Delegates' Conference. The National Delegates' Conference is 

composed of the Na;ional Executive Council and four delegates frcm 

each branch. This body meets biennially in the month of March,01 

therea!Jnut at, venues decided by the National Executive Council 

or by previous mee:ing of the body. However, a special National 

Delegates' Confere 1ce may be held at E!UCh time and place as the 

National Executive Council may decide·or by a resolution of a 

majori. ty of the Br 3r,ch Councils received by the General Secretar11 

or the President. The National Delegates 1 Conference is preside,I 

over by the Presid:nt or in his absence by the Vice-President. 

The Conference considers and determines policy matters of the 

union. And i t conpti tutes one conati tuency for. the pur pose of 

t?ll!r:tinu. tlm Natir,1nal ofF1cers· of the union (Rules 6 and ? of tha 

Constitution). 
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The administre tian of the Union ·Ïn-between National 

Delegates' Conferer,ce is vesteèt on the -l~ational Executive Council. · 

The council consis1,s of all principal Na_tional Dfficers, the 

immediate past pre11ident, and the chairman of each Branch or any 

pers on sent by a B1·anch in place of the Chair man (Rule 8). 

The National Dffic.E!rs of the Uni.on inc:j.ud~ the President, the 

Vice-President, thu Treasurer ., 'the General Secretary, the 

Internal Audi tor and Financial Secrètary. ·A11· these are called 

the Principal Offic:ers of the Union. All officers of the Union 

are elected except the General Secretary who is appointed by the 

l~ational Executive Council. Also, with the exception of the 

.General Secretary, all the officers are elected to serve for a ~·····" .. . 

term of two years ;it a time, provided no psrson holds the same 

elected position f1Jr more than three consecutive terms (Rule 10). 

To be elected a m,?mber· of the Natiopal Executive Council, a, 

candidate must obt3in a, majority of the votes cast by the 

dele~atès present and voting in secret ballot. The National 

Executive Council Tieets at least once in six months on dates and 

venues decided by the Council •. However, an extra-or~in'ary 

meeting of the Council may be summoned at the request of at 

least eight members of the council. The council is presided 
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ov8r by the President or by the Vice-President in hie absence 

(Rule 8). 

The Local Branches are vested wi th the function of seeing 

to the pro par orgarrization of the Union at thè grass roats, 

to reprasent, and "l:o follow the directives of the National DelégE tes 1 

Conference and the National Executive of the Union in the conduc1 

of its affairs. A Branch Executive Committee comprises of the 

Chair man, the Vice··Chairmari, the Secretary, the Treasurer, the 

imrnediate past Cha:.rman and five other. members elected by the 

Branch meeting. A Branch is required to hol:d at l:east three 

general meetings e•,ery year. The Branch· Executive ils require_d tu 
. 

provide leadership at the local level and run the affaire of the 

Union in-between tl1e General meetings (Rule 9). 

The Union 1 s p:iganization is assisted by·the services of . . . 

threa trustees who· are electe.d · at a National Delegates 1 conference. 
• 1 : • 

All the properties of the Union are· vested in the Trustees 

jbintly on trust fJr the Union (Rule 12). 

Linder Rule 17 of the constitutiqn, the issue of'strike is 

covered. According to the Constitution, members of the Union are 

not to toke part in.a strika or in any way with-hold their 
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services from their employers without the expfess approval 

of the National Executive Council and the members as 

/·: determined by a majority of votes of the members in a secret 

ballot. Consèquently a strike or any other type of 

industrial action not authorized by the National Executive 

Council, is deemed unofficial. Howèver, in deciding L~hether 

or not ta authorize any form of industrial action, the 

National Executive Council is guided by the advice of the 

Branches and the provisions of the Iaw. 

The main sources of union funds are entrance fe~s, 

subscriptions, levies and proceeds of economic and s.ocial 

activ-i ties. The funds of the union are .r.llocated on the basis 
-

of 40% and 60% ta the local Branches·and National Union 

respectively. All fees including ded.ucationa from salaries 

under check-off system are paid in the. firat instance ta the. 

local Branches whiJh in turn remits 60% of such ta the National 

Union (Rule 16). 

5. 5: The· Dperatio nal and Ideological Characteristics 
of ASUU. 

As we shall e,camine this issue in chapte.r six, we will 

only make passing remarks here fbr purposes .of analytical clarit/. 
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The membershilJ of ASUU was made up of petty-bourgeois 

e lements, the bulk of which shared rig_ht-wing ideological· 

views (see tables 1;.1 ta c.4 of Appendix). The majori ty 

of Nigerian Univer3ity academics·sampled were active members 

of ASUU (see table 8.2 of Appendix), and attended ASUU 

meetings regularly or very regularly (see table 8.3 of 

Appendix). A great majorit.Y of these academics, supported 

ASUU strikes (see table 8.4, Appendix). As. table 8.4 shows, 

82% of th~ academics sampled in this study aupported ASUU 

strikes. And alsc a great majority of them âelieved that 

tracte unionism is compatible 1i1ith the-içleals of the academic 

profession, and aE. such supported the existence of tracte 

unianism among Niç1erian academics. They .equally held the 

view· that academics should have the legal right ta strike and 

should in fact strike when situation callè far it (See tables 

D.1 to D.4, Appendix). 

These brief observations show. that Nigerian academics. 

were not uninterested in the tracte union activities of ASUU. 

Although the bulk of these academics held right-wing views, 

the leadership of ASUU was however, daminateçt by radicale or 
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left-wing militante (See table 6.26 of,chapter six, and table 

C.5 Appendix). ThE ideological·character of ASUU leadership 

consequently shapeo ta a large extent, the tracte union 

outlook of ASUU. It was this radical image of ASUU that 

determined how it operated and positions it took on crucial 

national issues. This conclusion does not however deny the 

fact that in matters that required the approval of the rank and 

file, ASUU leadership bowed ta the.deciaion of the rank and 

file. The issue of strike was one of such. Hence, despite 

the radical image of ASUU leader.ship, the petty-bourgeois 

character of ASUU membership, generated some contradictions 

in the operation of.ASUU •. 

5.6: Conclusion 

In this chapter, we examined the essence and character 

c:if the academi.c profession, the models of Academics-G.ovèrnment 

relationsi as well as the evolution, formation, organization, 

operation and the ideological character, of ASUU. It was 

observed inter alia, that the basic functions assigned ta 

academics, require insti tutional autono_my and academic freedom, 
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to be discharged sctisfactorily. It was also·noted that the 

inherent critical rature of the academic (;Jrofession, is one 

major source of cor,flict between academics and the ruling 

class. And such pctential source of conflict, is likely ta 

b~ ~xacerboted when academics adopt radical or left-wing 

ideological predilection vis-a-vis a ruling class that defends 

~ nec-colonial capitalist order~ We shall be guided by this 

conclusion in subsequent analyses. 
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PrlESENTATIDN AND DISCUSSION OF DATA - I 

THE CAUSES AND RDDTS OF AS~U STr1IKES. 

6.0.D: Introduction 

162 

As we explained in chapt=r four, a multi-method approach 

to data-gathering was employed in this study. According to 

Ukaegbu (1982:89-90) 1data-collected by such multi-method 

approach could,,, be analysed in different ways, There is 

the option of a simultaneous description of quantitative and 

qualitative data with the latter serving as an immediate 

illustration of the former. There is also the alternative of 

separate exposition with one acting as a reference point to 

the other, 1 We will adopta combination of these options 

bearing in minci the special requirement of the particular 

subject under discussion. However, in doing this, the first 

option would be given more consideration in nrder to minimize 

the problem of unnecessary repetition usually engendered 

by the second option, 
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In this chapter, we shall present and discuss the 

quantitative data generated through the sample survey along 

side those gathered through the examination of relevant 

documents. The first major part of this chapter focuses on 

the causes of ASUU Strikes, the motive behind the erosion of 

University autonomy and acadernic freedorn, and under-funding 

of Universities. The second part examines the roots of 

ASUU-Governrnent Conlfict. 

5.1.D: The Cuases of ASUU Strikes 

Frorn the inception of ASUU in 1978 toits prescription 

in 19BB, certain issues featured prorninently and regularly as 

the bone of contention between it and the federal governrnent 

of Nigeria. This was in spite of the fact that within that 

period, there were four different regimes. Among the various 

contentious issues that feature~ the following four were very 

outstanding: (a) erosion of University autonomy and acadernic 

freedorn; (b) under-funding of Universities; (c) poor 

rernuneration and conditions of service and (d) poor physical 

conditions of work. ASUU based its displeasure and strikes on 
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these issues. On the other hand, the government accused 

ASUU of radicalism and confrontational predilection. 

It is against this background, that we set out to 

establish the extent to which these four issues actually 

constituted the causes of ASUU strikes, and to find out the 

degree of importance which respondents attached to .these 

issues as causes of ASUU strikes. (See question number 29 of 

Appendix E(1). 

The respondents were therefore asked ta rank each 

cause in descending order of importance (represented by 1st 

(highest) to 5th (lowest) positions). The results of this 

are found on· table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1: Respondents' Ranking of each of the Possi~le 

Causes of ASUU Strikes. 

Possible Causes of Strikes 
Ranking of Causes/Number of Respon~ 
den s . 

ïSo .::no -'ra •nn Jsn unoe-
cided 

Erosion of University 117 41 60 64 18 0 
Autonomy and Academic (39%) ( 14%) (20%) (21%) (6%) (0%) 
Freedom (UAAF) 

Under-Funding of 79 87 83 45 4 2 
Universities (26%) (29%) (28%) ( 14%) (1%) (1%) 

Poor Remunerative 54 72 70 89 12 3 
Structure (18%) (24%) (23%) (38%) (4%) (1%) 

Poor Physical Conditions 83 86 61 54 13 3 
of Work (28%) (29%) (20%) (18%) (4%) (1%) 

Radicalism of ASUU 
Leadership 16 4 9 18 237 16 

(5%) (1%) (3%) (6%) (79%) (5%) 

Total 349 290 283 270 284 24 
( 116%) (97%) (94%) (90%) (94%) (8%) 

*Rounded up. 

Total 

300 
( 100%) 

300 
( 100%) 

300 
( 100%) 

300 
( 100%) 

3000 
( 100%) 

1,500 
(500%) CODESRIA
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Table 6.1 shows that the first four out of the five 

issues, were considered as the actual causes of ASLJLJ strikes. 

Put differently, all the issues with the exception of radicalism 

of ASLJLJ leadership, were considered as causes of ASLJLJ strikes. 

Secondly three out of the four causes were considered the most 

important causes and these are erosion of University 

autonomy and academic freedom (hereafter referred to as erosion 

of LJ.A.A.F), under-funding of Universities, and poor physical 

conditions of work. Thirdly, more respondents (i.e. 39%) ranked 

the erosion of LJ.A.A.F, as the most important cause of the 

strikes. This was followed by poor physical conditions of 

work which got 28%, and under-funding which received 26% of the 

respondents. On the other hand, 18% of the respondents ranked 

·poor remuneration and conditions of service as the most 

important cause. The table also shows that only 5% ranked 

radicalism of Union leadership as the most important cause of 

the strikes, thereby indicating a total rejection of this factor. 

One modest conclusion from table 6~1, is that LJ.A.A.F 

is considered the most essential factor in the job satisfaction 

index of academics. This finding is consistent with Ukaegbu 
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(1982) who established that intrinsic rewards were stronger 

predictors of job satisfaction than were other job characteristics. 

Our result specifically confirms Ukaegbu's (p. 138) finding 

about the importance professional workers (such as academics) 

attach to autonomy in the performance of their work. 

The finding also confirms the statement made by the 

Nigerian Association of University Teachers in 1977. According 

to the Association: 

The common belief in Nigeria outside the academic 
community is that financial remuneration is the 
only factor in academic manpower problems in our 
Universities •••• Though important, monetary 
advantages are not necessarily the over-riding 
consideration ••• Sorne of the important factors 
which enter into the calculation of an academically 
qualified person in deciding whether or not to 
take up (or remain in) University teaching are 
f,reedom of the Universi ties from undue internal 
and external restraints in the pursuit of his 
objectives and in the discharge of his functions; 
provision of adequate facilities which are 
essential for an efficient performance of his 
functions; and of course reasonably competitive 
level of and structure of financial compensation 
(NAUT, 1977:1-2). 

Furthermore, our finding confirms the st~nd of ASUU in 1981 

not to call-off its strike action even after the Shagari 
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regime announced a new salary structure for University staff. 

According to ASUU, (19B1(d):5; 19B1(e):2), Nigerian academics 

are a band of patriots rather than a bunch of mercenaries 

who are interested in m2re salaries. The academics, ASUU 

maintained, are motivated by their love for Nigeria and her 

University system and not by lust for money •. 

A closer look attable 6~1, will reveal additional 

interesting findings with respect to the ranking of the causes. 

First, let-us now present the mean responses on each of the 

causes, as calculated by the computer. Secondly, let us 

merge the results of the first-three-positions (i.E. 1st 

to 3rd) in the ranking of the causes, so as ta determine the 

total number of respondents that consider each factor as 

important cause of the strikes. The results of these two 

exercises are presented in tables 6.2 and 6.3 respectively. 

Table 6.2: Mean Response on each of the Actual Causes of 
ASUU Strikes. 

Actual Causes of Strikes in Drder of Importance 

Under-funding of Universities 

Poo.r Fhysical Conditions of Work 

Erosion of U.A.A.F. 

Poor Remunerative Structure 

Mean 
Responses 

2~34 

2.39 

2.42 

2.75 
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Table 6.3: 
/ 

Actual Causes of ASUU Strikes in Drder of 

Importance. 

Actual Causes of Strike·s riumber of Percentage (%) Respondents 

Under-funding of 
Universities 249 83 

Poor Physical Conditions 
of Work 230 77 

Erosion of U.A.A.F. 218 73 

Poor Remunerative 
Structure 196 65 

In table 6.2, under-funding of Universities has the 

lowest mean response (the lower the mean response, the more 

important a factor becomes) showing that many respondents 

seé it as the most important cause of ASUU strikes. This 

finding is confirmed in table 6.3, where 83% of the 

respondents (the highest relative to others) consider it the 

most important factor. This is followed by poor physical 

conditions of work with 77%, and erosion of U.A.A.F which 

got 73%. On the other hand, poor remunerative structure 

got 65% indicating that it is notas important as others. 
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, 
But in table 6.2, its position is clearly revealed. It got 

. 
a mean response of 2.75, showing that it is not considered a 

major cause of the strike. We may recall that in chapter 

four, we indicated that a eut-off point for accepting a 

factor as important is 2.49. 

In order to establish further how consistent the 

respondents are in their opinion regarding the major causes 

of the strike, we asked them specifically whether Ci) 

Universities are under-funded; (ii) U.A.A.F is eroded, and 

(iii) they are satisfied or dissatisfied with their physical 

working conditions with respect to laboratories, libraries 

etc. The results of these questions are presented in tables 

6.4 ,to 6,..6 

Table 6.4: Opinion of Respondents on Whether Universities 

are Under-funded. 

Opinion Number of R espondents Percentage (%) 

Ves 297 99 

No 3 1 

Total 300 100 
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Table 6.5: Opinion of Respondents on whether University 

Autonomy and Academic Freedom (UAAF) are 

Progressively being Eroded. 

Opinion Number of Respondents Percent age (%) 

Yes 292 97 

No 7 2 

Undecided 1 0 

Total 3000 100• 

•Rounded up. 

Table 6.6: Opinion of Respondents on whether they are 

satisfied or dissatisfied with the facilities 

they work with. 

Opinion Number of Respondents Percent age (%) 

Satisfied 1 D 

Dissatisfied 231 77 

No Opinion 68 23 

Total 300 100 
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The data presented in tables 5.4 to 5.5 show very 

strongly that acadernics were highly dissatisfied with 

(i) the level of funding of Universities, (ii) the freedorn 

and autonomy enjoyed by academics and the University System, 

and (iii) the facilities with which academics discharge 

their teaching and research functions. 

Having confirmed these facts through the survey 

method, we shall now examine historical documents for more 

evidence. We shall however caver bath the three most 

important causes of ASUU strikes as well as the less 

important and rejected factors. 

5.1.1: The Issue of Inadeguate Funding of Universities 

5.1.1.1: Were the Universities Really Under-Fundedp 

With the federalization of Universities and the 

concomitant centralization of their management in the mid

seventies, the issue of funding of Universities became a 

veri contentious one. Much of the controversy centred 

around the issue of poor level of their funding by the 

federal government. While Universities complained bitterly 
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of under-funding, the governments on the other hand were 

more interested in rationalizing such poor level of funding. 

In that process, the claims of Universities remained 

largely unchallenged. In any case, evidence suggest that the 

Universities had reasonable grounds to complain. 

Writing about the poor financial situation in the 

Universities in 1978, the then Executive Secretary of the 

National Universities Commission (NUC) had this to say: 

The financial situation of the Universities 
is serious, and that is no secret. The sharp 
deterioration started from about the 1976/77 
session owing to the increased commitments of 
the Federal takeover of all Universities ••• 
Government grants brought with it greater 
deterioration in the year 1977/78 and even 
more soin this fiscal year, 1978/79 ••• 
The figures for the current fiscal year, 
197B/79 are noteworthy ••• Government grants 
have dropped to N14B.B million (Aminu 1986:103). 

Aminu's observation in 1978 was to become in later years 

the_dominant feature of the financial situation of Universities. 

Tables 6.7 and 6.B illustrate this fact well. 
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Table 6.7: Recurrent Grants te Federal Universities from 19?6 - 1987 

UNIVER- 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 
SITIES GRANTS GRANTS GRANTS Gf~!\rJTS GRnNTS GRANTS GRANTS GRANTS GRANTS GRANTS GRANTS GRANTS TOTAL 

Ibadan 21447500 29036000 25725000 25298430 28638199 41360550 40232619 39389227 48618605 48705667 42009553 32373038 422843:' 

Lagos 19331100 22923000 18487000 22098090 25562498 37404000 37532866 40055449 45730871 45652000 38488519 29645223 38291DE 

Nsul<ka 19659100 26497000 22299000 23144750 27036849 37017020 36482203 40058500 47503898 46068000 38941887 30043331 394951: 

Zaria 21164700 27712000 23607000 25010800 29753549 41531825 41635674 46415116 51948723 52069667 44116101 33978661 438573C 

Ife 16010800 22587000 18275000 23395450 27528798 38565450 36635563 41072543 45041896 45135000 38063983 29395000 3807064, 

31:!nin 9806800 1997000 10507000 11741950 15226399 21013150 21970217 26019816 28307507 28401000 27658422 21316000 2349652 

Jas 2528200 4500000 5116000 8314700 11159550 17354350 17291381 19243636 21929022 22237667 20107946 15521200 165303E 

5'1koto 813333 2483000 2727000 4643720 6399949 9323800 10021616 11735727 12931803 12923000 12095171 9292495 • 96390'. 

Ca labar 3025200 5061000 5438000 8052800 10492299 15273650 15441605 17750633 19526000 19476000 17987480 13910041 151443~ 
Kano 3294400 6182000 6350000 8128750 9599698 14329800 13696154 15283119 18066019 17389000 16101439 12456112 1408761, 

Maidu-
guri 2713200 4355000 6974000 7076900 8817249 14279600 15594626 17744864 20283759 20560667 19547561 15127475 153074'· 
Ilorin 1513000 3486000 4083000 6371655 8382248 13678075 15137732 16676780 19141132 19040000 18473339 14251639 140234E 
Port-
Harcourt 81300 2452000 2850000 4635931 7068406 11025343 12189535 13827084 16312019 15812000 14674676 11441936 113101c 

r:lé'!UCh 200000 3141000 4162593 5835491 6217115 5753666 6212367 4751892 36274' 
M::ikurdi 100000 3009000 4616601 5198508 6343115 6021666 6358794 4804214 364518[ 
Dwerri 3350623 4067998 4781976 5634422 5531000 6975561 5361742 35793: 

Akure 20000 2481245 3041940 3010805 3057000 4742556 3639145 19992[ 

Vola 233699 2428028 2766043 3017211 2606000 3840684 2922571 17814( 

Ab!:!akuta 2000000 2513077 4163750 2464000 3780972 2866134 17787~ 

Minria 2000000 2111094 4414750 , 2780000 4382495 3367463 19055[ 

A. Col. 
Onde 3333235 1682000 1528000 1476000 1675225 2721000 2160000 2257000 2721468 2677000 2543973 1961744 26736E 

ATC • 
Zaria 15142110 9318000 6472000 6524000 7924775 9279000 6663000 4836826 5728840 56%000 5399852 4162480 87196( 

DAC 2131000 2577926 2484000 2453493 1889872 11546l 

!Al 260000 500000 500000 12601 

Open 
Univ. 250000 2501 

TOTAL 140495678 181271000 1~438000 185913926 225565691 333910935 343701156 381253449 439920659 432540000 394966824 3044794163524451 ----------------------------- ------------------------------------~------------------------------------, ---------------------------
Source: NUC Statistical Degest 1980/81 -A985/B6. A Publication of mue August 19 •. 
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Table 6.8: Capital Grants to Federal Universities from 1976-1987 

UfHV(R- 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 
SITI1::S S~Af\JTS GRAMT5 GRANTS GR'1NTS GRANTS GRANTS GRA!lTS GRANTS GRAî~T~ GR/\NTS GRAr/TS GRANTS TOTAL 

Ib::idan 3866500 4281000 5100000 5000000 16000000 19200000 14855082 8421264 1413860 3801166 5525000 3000000 924638 
Lagos 8182650 2500000 6050000 6403000 16999999 20000000 7973662 5421263 1305086 1739166 5525000 3000000 850996 
Nsukk::i 70G1036 13500000 8750000 0700000 16538001 26000000 13938901 5421263 1413860 2896423 5525000 4625089 1143095 
Zaria 7621000 14500000 14700000 10550000 21499999 23000000 8268304 6168988 1413860 1739166 5525000 3036653 1180229' 
Ife 10344500 12000000 3800000 5000000 16499999 16000000 7973662 5421263 1413860 3540131 7416668 9739410 991496 1 

.Jenin 10858009 9000000 10050000 10000000 17999999 26461315 10963785 5421263 1413860 5239166 6863542 6109277 1204002 
Jas 1784900 10900000 10240000 9940000 13949999 16926720 12957200 5815702 1915660 2280000 6550390 6063616 993241! Sokoto 1383650 6450000 10870000 10570000 14500000 21000000 11960492 5801702 1915650 2280000 6550390 11390615 1046727< Calabi3r 1784900 12350000 10030000 9730000 13760001 21000000 10027077 5801702 1915660 2280000 14571407 6202299 1094530· 
Kano 2214500 5500000 10400000 10400000 14130000 21000000 9967077 5801702 1915560 2280000 6550390 4226599 944359; Maidu-
guri 1383850 4750000 10870000 10820000 14500000 21000000 9967077 5801702 2046660 2280000 6550390 4210540 941802 
Ilorin 1383850 6400000 10030000 10577000 15760001 32000000 9967077 5801702 2095660 2280000 8039240 4571741 1089062' 
Port-
Harcourt 1383950 5200000 9610000 9310000 14400000 27000000 11960492 5801702 2315660 2280000 6550390 10118658 1059307'. 
8::iuchi " 2000000 18500000 13463785 6772773 2000000 1750000 6318269 3700000 545048: Mqkurdi 18500000 10963785 6772773 2000000 1750000 6318269 3700000 500048; 
Oti11?rr 1 16500000 10963785 6772773 2000000 2673335 9979324 10666510 615557; Akure 20000_00 10963785 6772773 2000000 2673335 6730918 4500000 356408 Vola _2000000 10963785 6772773 2000000 2500000 6318269 3700000 342548: Abeokuta 2400000 8199425 2000000 2500000 6318270 3700000 251176~ Mina 2400000 8199425 2000000 2673335 6730918 9522653 315263: A. Col 
Onde 239209B 1162243 1657620 1600000 850001 1000000 86619! 
ATC Krmo 2392098 1162243 1474500 1267440 Q50001 1000000 814621 
ll.TC Zaria 2392098 1162243 1474500 1261440 850001 1000000 81462[ 
Open Uni. 500000 2500000 30000[ 
D.A.C. 1000000 10000[ 
TOTAL 59193395 107331000 120550000 117000000 210538004 350108035 210575107 133150562 41101626 55570285 143007047 11978366015679m ===================================================================================================================-=============--==~ 

Source: N.U.C. Statistical Digest, 1980/81 - 1985/86 
A fj,blication of NUC August 1989. ~, • • 
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Looking attables 6.7 and 6.8, one may be tempted to 

conclude that grants to Universities have been on the 

increase over the years. But as Aminu (1986:104) rightly 

observed: 

although the absolute amounts of grants 
have been rising, the shortfalls ••• have 
been rising, even faster. The Universities 
are therefore, becoming increasingly the 
poorer off financially. To that should be 
added the effects of inflation ••• The 
absolute deterioration of the funding of 
the purely academic sector is, therefore, 
even worse than it appears. 

Perhaps the point can better be illustrated when 

we compare the total amount requested by thirteen 

Universities from 1976 to 1980 and the actual amount granted 

to them by the government. These figures are shown on table 

6.9 next page. 
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Table 6.9: Amounts requested by the Universities from 

1976 to 1980 and the actual amounts granted 

to them by the Federal Government. 

177 

Year Total Amount Requested Actual Amount Granted 
by Universities (J!I) by Government 

1976-77 187,904,788 137,000,000 

1977-78 279,053,121 154,000,000 

1978-79 393,973,538 140,090,000 

1979-80 308,010,000 200,000,000 

Sources: Adapted from 

(1) Cookey Report, 1981:113&115 

(2) ASUU 1981: Appendix G1&G3. 

( j!j) 

The wide gap between what was requested and what was 

actually made available as shown in table 6.9, became a 

dominant feature of government funding policy in latter 

years. It is however instructive to note that within the 

same period (i.e. 1975-1980) student enrolment rose from 

32,286 to 57,772 showing a tremendous increase (Cookey 

Report, 1981:97). 
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Vahaya Aliyu, a former Executive Secretary of the 

National Universities Commission (NUC) provided an illuminating 

evidence on the under-funding of Universities. According 

to him: 

Government subventions to Universities have 
shown persistent shortfalls from year to year ••• 
The National Universities Commission 
recommended subventions compared to actual 
subventions approved and released by government, 
however show increasing shortfalls by 14.4 
percent in 1979/80, 15.9 percent in 1981 
and 35.49 percent in 19B2. Capital 
subventions show a much higher shortfall. 
(Aliyu 19B7:5). 

The situation between 19B1 and 19B6, was the same with 

that of the period. 1976 - 19BD. This fact is shown in table 

6.10. 
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Table 6.10: Capital Allocation/Grant to Federal 

Universities 1981 - 1986. 

Year Actual Grant Special Grant Total 

1981 334,000,000 14,108,035 350,108,035 

1982 195,206,672 15,368,435 210,575,107 

1983 119,074,400 14,076,262 133,150,662 

1984 40,390,626 711,000 41,101,626 

1985 45,549,881 9,520,404 53,070,285 

1986 127,221,855 - 127,221,855 

Total 863,443,434 53,784,136 917,227,570 

Source: NUC 1988:X. 

Commenting on the figures in table 6.10, NUC (1988:X) 

observes that the total amount given was grossly inadequate 

to prosecute ·the necessary capital projects of the Universi ties. 

And as NUC (1988:4) also observes, the N1,945,298,749 amount 

gpt by Universities from 1980 to 1985 as recurrent grant 

which covered teaching and research equipment, was not 

adequate to satisfy the requirement of the Universities. 
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Also, lamenting over the gross under-funding of 

Universities between 1981 to 1985, Iyayi (1986(b):20) 

aptly said: 

the first significant fact is that the total 
level of funding of University education has 
been on the decrease since 1981/82 when the 
highest level of expenditure was recorded. 
Thus the level of funding in 1982/83 was 85.5 
percent of the level achieved in the previous 
year - a decrease of 14.5 percent. In the 
1983/84, the decrease in funding compared with 
the 1982/83, came to 7.8 percent or 21.2 
percent when compared with 1981/82. The 
level of funding dropped still further in 
1984/85 when it approximated only 88.5 percent 
of the level reached in 1983/84 - a drop of 
11.2 percent. Compared to the levels 
attained in 1982/83 and 1981/82, the 
corresponding reductions in government spending 
on University education were 19.1 percent 
and 30.0 percent. In short, the level of 
government expenditure on University 
education in 1984/85 reached only 70 percent 
of the level attained in 1981/82. 

Within the same period (i.e. 1980-1985), Iyayi (1986(b):19) 

observes that for the 1 first generation• Universities, the 

average level of funding in relation to their actuel 

requirements was 45.24 percent. According to him, the 

•second generation' Universities were equally seriously 

under-funded. The average level of funding for this group 
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was 57.03 percent of their actual needs. The allocations 

for 1987 and 1988 were also inadequate. According to ASUU 

(1987(g):2), the figure for 1987/88 session was even worse. 

The sharp decrease reflected a shortfall between 30% and 

vis-a-vis the figure for the 1985/87 session. 

An illustrative case of gross under-funding can also 

be shown with two Universities as presented by their 

Vice-Chancellors. Using the University of Ibadan as an 

example, Olayide - its former Vice-Chancellor - said that 

•the magnitude of under-funding for Ibadan in 1981/82 is 

4 IJ<',,G 

N31 million, and by 1990 this fugure is likely to be doubled.• 

According to him, such deficits depict the loud cry of the 

Universities that there has been progressive and highly 

significant under-funding (Olayide 1987:17). Table 5. 11 

shows the situation at the University of Ibadan between 

1975 to 1982. 
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Table 6.11: Annual Magnitude of Under-funding for the 

University of Ibadan. 

Year Enrolment Defici t/student Total Deficit 
(1,000) (fj) (l'i Million) 

1975/76 6.961 35.43 0.247 

1976/77 8.593 487 .17 4.186 

1977/78 8.900 1,886.47 16.612 

1978/79 7.785 1,892.16 14.730 

1979/80 6.979 2,496.76 17.425 

1980/81 8.819 1,106.21 9.753 

1981/82 10.500 2,951.31 30.989 

Source: Olayide 1987:17 

It was therefore Olayide's conclusion that increase in 

student population and decrease .in funding per student are 

two critical causes of under-funding (Olayide 1987:18). 

The increase in student population in all the Nigerian 

Universities can be seen in Appendix I. For instance in 

1962/63 session, there were 3 1681 students but in 1985/86 

session the number rose by 310 percent to 114,724 students 

(See NUC, 1988:IV). 
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~he second illustration is carried out with the University 
/ 

of Maiduguri. According toits former Vice-Chancellor Jibril 

Aminu, the University of Maiduguri illustrates the case of 

under-funding of Nigerian Universities. Describing the 

situation he said: 

For Recurrent Grants; in the year -1982, our 
Council asked for 41 million naira. The NUC 
recommended 24.3 million naira but the Federal 
Government gave only 16.4 million naira which was 
two-thirds of what the NUC recommended and two 
fifths of what our Council requested. The 
respective figures for 1983, were N46.3 million, 
N32.5 million and N17.8 million naira. The operating 
budgets for the two consecutive years were 
respectively N26.7 million and N28.5 million, 
after savage cuts in all expenditure. For the 
Capital Grants; the NUC recommended N48.9 million 
for 1982. We received N1D million. For 1983, the 
respective figures were N51.5 million and N6.1 
million. 

At the Emergency Meeting of the Com~ittee of 
Vice-Chancellors held in Lagos on November 14th, 
1983, it was decided to request every University 
to give its own figures in the above format. 
After a few Vice-Chancellors spoke, it was 
found out that the pattern was the same, end 
·there was no need to listen to the tale of woe 
round the table. (Aminu 1986:177). 

Perhaps a clearer and incisive picture of the trend of 

government funding policy on Education, can be grasped when 

one looks at investment on Education in relation to other 
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sectors, between 1962 and 1985 covered by four-plan 

periods. This can be seen in table 6.12. 

Table 6.12: Planned Capital Investment in Education 

1962 - 1985. 

Planned Capital % Share of Ranking of 
Plan Period Investment in Education in Education in 

Education Planned Total Relation ta 
Capital other Sectors 
Investment by Allocated 

Investment 

1962-68 144,200 10.3 5 

1970-74 270,000 13.5 2 

1975-80 2,464,000 7.4 5 

1981-85 7,703,079 10.9 7 

Source: Iyayi (1986(b) as adapted from 

(i) Fourth National Development Plan (1981-85) 

(ii) Ojo F. (1983): Nigerian University aDd High

level Manpower Development. Lagos 

Lagos University Press page 23. 
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Commenting on the data in table 6.12, Iyayi (1986(b):20) 

aptly observed: 

while phenomenal increases were recorded 
especially in the last two plan periods 
when planned expenditure increased by over 
800 percent in the Third plan period and 
by over 300 percent in the Fourth plan 
period, the percentage share of education 
in total sectoral allocations was on the 
decrease as the 13.5 percent level 
achieved in the second plan period fell to 
7.4 percent in the Third plan period and 
to 10.9 percent in the Fourth plan period. 
Judging also from the ranking 
of tne allocation to education ia 
relation to other sectors, it ban indeed be 
concluded that there was a decrease in 
emphasis on education. Thus while in the 
1970-74 Second plan period, investment 
in education occupied second place, it had 
dropped to fifth and then seventh places 
in the Third and Fourth National Development 
Plans. (Emphasis ours). 

The major conclusion from table 6.12 as stated by 

Iyayi above, summarizes for us the real trend in governments' 

funding policy on educatton over the years. There is no' 

doubt therefore that with the decreasing emphasis on the 

educational sector, the financing of Universities over the 

years witnessed a serious set-back. The mgnitude of the 

financial problem consequently engendered series of crises 
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in the Universities. And ASUU as the most vocal arm of 

University staff unions, never rested in its struggle for 

adequate funding of Universities. For instance, in 1983, 

ASUU demanded the sum of ~3Dm for each University over and 

above the 1981 budgetary allocation to enable them rehabilitate 

their physical facilities (See Report of Negotiation between 

Government and ASUU, 1983:3). Again in 1983, ASULI complained 

that the level of under-funding has grown worse since its 

last strike action in 1981 and this it felt is far beyond 

what is warranted by the current economic difficulties (ASUU 

1984b). 

6.1.1.2 Discussion 

From the quantitative data generated so far through 

the survey and documentary methods, there are ample evidence 

that Universities were under-funded between 1978 and 1988 -

a period covered by our study. The evidence demonstrate 

that Universities were not after-all making empty noise 

when they were asking for more funds. The evidence also 

support the claim by ASULI that one of the major causes of 

its strike actions against the government was under-funding 

of Universities. 
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One issue that has not been properly addressed 

relates to the reasons given by government for the· 

unùer-funding of Universities. Are such reasons adequate 

enough to convince the Universities?, or was the 

uhder-funding actually motivated by certain objectives of 

government hidde1 from the Universities? What really 

accounted fo'r th= shifting of _emphasis froni education to 

othe~ sectors as shown on table 6.127 In short, what was th~ 

r8~l motive behi1d the under-funding of Universities? 

A typical gJvernment explanation for the under-funding 

of Universities is that the major source of its revenue 

(wh:ich is oil) h3s been adversely ai'fected by the current 

world economic r=cession. Àccording· to the government~ the 

progressive reduction in the price of_·oil in the international 

market, meant a reduction in government revenue with its 

concomitant demand for a reduction in government expenditure. 

_1-1,; une top gove_rnmrmt official at the. N_UC put i t, under-

funding: 

is a general problem of the nation oècasioned 
by the down-turn of the economy and i t affects 

· not only the Universities but the entire-arms 
of Government •••. It is a known fact that the 
nation is passing through a.difficult period 
(ecqnomic-wise) with consequent attenuated 
revenùe hence the problem of under-funding -
since Government can only give what it has. 
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In order ta examine the issue (the reason behind under

funding) very thoroughly, we decided ta ascertain the opinion 

of academics (respondents) on what they consider to be the 

major reasons responsible for under-funding. Five reasons 

which were identified through literature search, were 

presented ta the respondents who were required ta rate them 

on a five-point Licket Scale. The results of this are 

presented in tables 6.13 and 6.14. (See pages 181 & 190). 

The results in tables 6.13 and 6.14 show that the 

mismanagement of the economy is the strongest reason that 

caused under-funding. This is illustrated by the fact that 

55% of the respondents felt very strongly aboutit while 32% 

just agreed thereby bringing the percentage of those who felt 

that it is a major factor ta 87%. The mean response for 

this is as low as 1.40 indicating strong approval. 

Following the mismanagement of the economy is'the 

thinking of the governments to regiment the Universities by 

creating opportunities that would curb their radicalism or 

' excesses. Therefore, according to the respondents, the 

under-funding of Universities was just a way of trying ta make 
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Table 6.13: Opinion of Respondents on the Possible 

Reasons behind the Under-Funding of Universities. 

Possible Reasons for Number of Responses and their 
Under-funding Percentaoes 

Strongly Agree Dis- Strongly Unde- Total 
Agree agree Disagree cided 

There is world economic 17 111 78 50 44 300 
recession (5%) (37%) (26%) (17%) (15%) ( 100% 

Mismanagement of the 
economy 165 95 17 1 22 '300 

(55%) (32%) (6%) (0%) (7%) ( 100% 

Universities are 53 90 130 34 20 300 
considered irrelevant (18%) (30%) (34%) (11%) (7%) (100% 
by governments 

Universities criticize 
the government alot 15 65 121 64 . 35 300 
and have becom2 unduly (5%) (22%) (40%) (21%) (12%) ( 100% 
radical 

Governments want to make 59 123 54 23 41 300 
the Universities less (20%) (41%) (18%) (8%) ( 13%) , (100% 
radical 

309 484 373 172 162 1500 
Total (103%) f 162%) (124%) (57%) (54%) (500% 
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Table 6.14: Mean Responses on each of the possible 

reasons for under-funding of Universities. 

Possible Reasons for Under-Funding 

World Economie Recession 

Mismanagement of Economy 

Universities seen as Irrelevant by 
Governments 

Universities seen as over-criticising 
Governments 

Governments want ta curb radicalism 
of Universities 

Mean Responses 

2.44, 

1.40 

2 • .39 

2.74 

2 .21 
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the Universities less radical or confrontational. This 

opinion is shown by the fact that 61% of the respondents 

felt that the reason is a major factor. The maan response 

for this is 2.21. 

Two other factors which the respondents felt might have 

contributed to under funding are first the thinking by the 

governments that University education no longer constitute$a 

priority among the competing needs of national·development. 

This reason is clasely associated with the disappointment which 

governments have been expressing over the radical and confronta

tional tendencies of Universities since 1978. Sorne respondents 

therefore felt that when these two reasons are combined a 

clearer picture of the main motive behind under-funding 

emerges. This accounts for why 48% of the respondents support 

the view that perhaps Universities are considered 1 irrelevant 1 

by governments in the current scheme of things. This opinion 

got a rnean response of 2.39 showing that it is just a factor 

but nota crucial one. The second minor factor identified by 

respondents is world economic recession. This, as we know 

is the major reason offered by the governments. The tables 
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show that 42% of the respondents with a mean response of 2.44 

identify world economic recession as a reason for under-funding 

of Universities. 

Tables 6.13 and 6.14 also show that the respondents 

rejected the view that under-funding had to do with the fact that 

governments were perhaps thinking that Universities were 

criticising them ala:t and have become unduly radical. Hence, 

only 37% of the respondents identified this as a factor. This 

result needs to be explained further. This factor was actually 

added in the questionnaire as a proxy for ascertaining the 

consistency of respondents• opinion with regard to two other 

factors namely •governments want to make the Universities 

less radical,' and 'Universities are considered irrelevant 

by governments•. We feel therefore that the rejection of 

this, has to do with the phrase •unduly radical'. Sorne of the 

respondents explained that the Universities are not unduly 

radical; they however never denied the fact that they are 

perceived to be atleast radical by the government. This we 

believe explains why up to 61% of the respondents hold the view 

that one of the major reasons for under-funding, was the 

desire of the government to make the Universities less radical. 
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Consequently, the rejection of the view 1 that Universities 

criticize governments alot and have become unduly radical,' 

is therefore questionable. Perhaps the offensive word 

•unduly' was a major reason for rejecting the view. 

The results in tables 6.13 and 6.14 need further and 

deeper explanation. And the data on tables 6 • .7, 6.8, 6.9, and 

6.12 are very useful for such closer examination. As we observed 

then, the problem of under-funding became a major source of 

concern to the Universities during the 1978/79 session just 

immediately after the 1 Ali Must Go' students' violent demonstration. 

Table 6.9 for instance shows how the amount given to 

Universities in the 1978/79 session fell to N14Dm from the 

N154m given to them in the 1977/78 session. This drop we 

strongly believe might have more to do with government•s 

disenchantment with the conduct of the Universities than 

perhaps the reasons offered by Aminu (1986:103) that (i) 

there was increased federal government commitment following 

its take-over of Universities, (ii) charging of fees was 

stopped in Universities and finally (iii) the charging of lodging fees 

was stopped in the Universities. There is no doubt that 
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these led to financial problems of Universitiesf but all 

of them were products of federal government actions. The 

government no doubt knew its financial strength and 

capability before taking-over Universities and adopting 

other welfayist policies on University education. Therefore 

to turn-round and use these reasons as alibi for under

funding, begs the question. 

In any case, we notice that in table 5.12, the 

emphasis hitherto placed on the educational sector during the 

second ~ational Development Plan period, was considerably 

abandoned under the Îhird and National Development Plans. 

As we noticed, the priority on the educational sector 

shifted from the second position under the Second National 

Development Plan to the fifth and seventh during the Third 

and Fourth National Development Plan periods. And of 

course the effect of this was a continuous shortfall in the 

allocations to the Universities. For instance, the shortfall 

was 14.4% in 1979/80, 15.9% in 1981 and 35.49% in 1982 

(5ee·Aliyu 1987:5). 

Furthermore, the de-emphasis on the educational sector 

especially University education more than anything else, 
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reflects governments' thinking on the diminishing and 

'negative• role of the Universities in national development. 

But such an image of Universities was not without any 

empirical reference. For instance, a good number of violent 

students demonstrations that claimed many lives, were 

recorded. In fact, many Universities had an.average of two 

closures per session as a result of students• unrest which 

in some instances were 1associated 1 with the ideological 

influence of radical academics. As one top federal 

government official at the NLJC asserted, 1 it is obvious that 

in some Universities, the ideological teachings of some of the 

academics tend to incite the students against the government.' 

The de-emphasis on the educational sector therefore 

had to do with the perception of the Universities then 

as not contributing enoughto the developmental needs of the 

time. For as Aminu (1986:68) observed: 

Universities are being accused of not achieving 
any major breakthroughs, of being irrelevant and 
of not being responsive to the needs of the society. 
University people would obviously refute such 
charges, but they are made by high functionaries 
of Government and are bound to affect official 
attitudes. (Emphasis added). 
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It is therefore doubtful if a public institution whose 

students car:ry out frequent violent dem:instration that result 

to loss of lives and damage to many public properties, can 

be pe:rceived as contributing positively to national 

development. Again, it is doubtful if a public institution 

whose staff are accused of adopting a permanent confrontational 

attitude towards the governm~nt, and also 'incite students to 

demonstrate against government,• can be perceiv~d as making 

positive contribution ta national development. îhere is 

every likelihood therefore that such perception actually 

influenced government funding policy on the Universities. 

Of course, this argument must have agitated the minds of many 

University people at a particular time that Aminu (1986:157) 

had to observe that the problem of under-funding of Universities 

is quite serious tha·t it should be rectified, lest historians 

suggest that finance was once used to regiment the University 

system in the contry, and in that event he concludes, 

Universities themselves would be partly answerable. 

Let us now examine very closely but briefly governnents' 

oft-stated reason for under-funding, namely dwindling revenue 
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from oil as a result of world economic recession. As we saw 

in tables 6.13 and 6.14, up to 42% of the respondents with a 

mean response of 2.44, supported this government view. This 

is a slight or moderate approval of this government 

rationalization. There is no doubt that world economic recession 

had negative impact on Nigeria's economic fortune, but it is 

still highly doubtful whether this was the major reason for 

under-funding of Universities. We think so on the following 

grounds. First, the de-emphasis on the educational sector 

had started before world economic recession began to affect 

so badly the amount of revenue from oil. In fact, the 

de-emphasis started just after the Second National Development 

Plan period at a time the oil boom and its concomitant culture 

of wasteful expenditure was still a dominant feature of the 

economy. Secondly, even within the educational sector, 

emphasis shifted away from Universities, to the primary 

education level through the Universal Primary Education 

programme. And later the normadic education programme as 

well as the gifted children programme became focal point of 

attention. Furthermore the secondary education level attracted 
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. special attention through emphasis on Unity Schools 

(Federal Government Colleges) and special science schools • 

. Thirdly attention also shifted to the maintenance, expansion 

and upliftment of military educational institutions both at 

the secondary and tertiary levels. For example, the Nigerian 

Defence Academy (NDA) was el~vated to a degree awarding 

institution perhaps (we guess) to put a stop to the continued 

unhealth indoctrination which military personnel were exposed 

to in the Conventional Universities in Nigeria. Dur intention 

here is not to question the propriety of government actions 

in allthe cases mentioned above. Dur interest however is to 

make the crucial point that even within the educational 

sector, the government was not completely unaware of the 

importance of education in national development. What actually 

happened was that she-was not satisfied with the huge amount 

spent on Universities whose students and some staff often 

'challenge and threaten national security.• 

The establishment of new Universities within the period 

under study muchas it had alot to do with political 

expediency and the need tà exphaise technological and 

agricultural education, was largely tl,n attempt to declare 
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existing conventional Universities irrelevant. It is on 

records that during this period, convocation occasions 

became veritable grounds for inter alia castigating the 

Universities for being still an Ivory Tower in a country 

that needs urgent problem-solving research undertakings. 
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Such statements that charged Universities to conduct researches 

that are relevant to the needs of the society became the 

vogue. At the same time, Universities were reminded that 

'the society is a collection of various interest groups that 

are collectively catered for by any Government of the day. 

The academics should realise they form only one of the groups 

and should not super-impose themselves on the Government.• 

This quotation from a top official of NUC sums up part of 

governments' re-thinking on the relevance of the Universitiés. 

Tnis was precisely what the President meant when at the 41st 

Foundation Day Ceremony (1989 Convocation) of the University 

of Ibadan he explained that the problem of under-funding of 

the Universities was nota deliberate policy of the government 

to punish the institutions but that it is only fair to 

recognize that there were so many other sectors that compete 
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with the Universities for public funds (see New Nigeria 

Nov. 21, 1989). 

Lastly the issue of mismanagement of the economy as 

a major cause of under-funding needs further explanation. 

In table C.1 (see Appendix C), majority of the respondents 

(i.e. 76%) hold the view that the most fundamental cause 

of Nigeria's economic problem is mismanagement of the economy. 

It is interesting to note also from that table>that only 

one respondent represènting less than 1% of the respondents, 

identified world economic recession as a fundamental cause. 

Furthermore in table C.2 (Appendix C), 63% of the 

respondents share the view that the major solution to 

Nigeria's economic problem lies in better economic management. 

It is on the basis of these views that the respondents 

attributed the major cause of under-funding to mismanagement 

of the economy (see tables 6.13 and 6.14). As we saw then, 

up to 87% of the respondents (with a mean response of 1.40), 

associated under-funding with mismanagement. The two tables 

therefore strongly associated under-funding with mismanagement. 
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But then, this opinion needs further explanation. For 

instance, why didn't mismanagement prevent the placement of 

emphasis on other sectors of the economy especially in the 

adoption and execution of some 1 white-elephant 1 projects of the 

government during this period: Experience shows that during 

this period, millions and billions of contracts were signed, 

some of whose projects never got executed. In any case, 

mismanagement did not prevent the establishment of new 

Universities of Technology and Agriculture, the up-grading of 
NDA ta a degree awarding institution, or initiating new 

programmes like the normadic education, UPE etc. Therefore, 

muchas the mismanagement of the economy was a major reason 

for under-funding, it does not however explain it all. This 

is because mismanagement itself is partly a dependent 

factor. It is a product of another factor which we will 

examine later in this chapter in section 5.2.D. But it 

suffices to say that governments 1 anti-intellectual posture 

especially with regard toits aversion ta the activities 

of radical academics, student unrest and general confronta

tional attitude of academics towards the government, should 

be seen as a stronger explanatory variable than just mere 
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mismanagement. The data on tables 6.1j and 6.14 with 

resp~ct to opinions given on some other reasons, support 

our claim. In other words, while evidence through survey 

method accept mismanagement as a very strong factor 

associated with under-funding, on the other hand, some 

evidence gathEred through historical experience, suggest 

that mismanagement is essentially ~ut not exclusively an 

explanatory factor. Hence government's anti-intellectual 

posture provides a better explanation. This position is 

supported by the evidence in tables 6.15 and 6.16 below. 

Table 6.15: Opinion of Respondents on whether the various 

regimes had Anti-Intellectual Posture. 

Opinion Number of Respondents Percentage(%) 

Ves 243 81 

No 54 18 

Undecided 3 1 

Total 300 100 
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From table 5.15, we observe that as high as B1% of 

the respondents believe that the various governments had 

anti-intellectual posture with respect to the way they 

treated academics and the University system in general. 

Then when we asked respondents to identify the major cause 

of governments' neglect of the Universities, the responses 

are as follows: 

Table 5.15. Opinion of Respondents on the possible 

.Reasons behind Governments' anti-Intellectual 

Posture: 

Possible Reasons behind Govern- Number of Percentate 
ments' anti-Intellectual Posture Respondents (%) 

Governments' aversion to radical 
scholarship/Governments' 230 77 
feeling of inseourity as a result 
of incessant Criticisms by 
academics 

Lack of adequate financial 
resources (by the Governments) 12 4 
to Support the Universities 

No response~ 5B 19 

Total 300 100 
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Table 6.16 shows that 230 respondents representing 

77%, support the view th2t the major reason behird governments 1 

anti-intellectual posture, was governments' aversion to 

radical scholarship cum a feeling of insecurity as a result 

of incessant criticisms by academics. The fact is that when 

an intellectual idea Cie. a product of intellectual inquiry) 

threatens the stability of an established order, the government 

of the day, could adopt any measure to prevent the dissemination 

of such idea. On the other hand, a government feels at home 

with an idea that helps to legitimize a social system on 

which it exercises authority. Experience shows that ASLJLJ 

through its uttrances made the various governments to feel 

threatened. In fact as one top federal government official 

put it, •at times it looked like ASUU wanted to take-over 

the Gavernment or was operating a minarity government some 

where. 1 There is little doubt that such government thinking 

did affect its overall policies toward the Universities. As 

we know, finance is a major tool a government canuse to 

retaliate those perceived to be hostile toit. And actual~ 

Nigeria's political experience demonstrate that ruling parties 
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under civilian regimes, had occasions to deny certain 

amenities to some areas largely dominated by opposition 

parties. The denial of adequate funding to Universities 

seems tous therefore to be one of the measures the 

various governments used to demonstrate that Universities 

were no longer considered a priori ty. In fact as Cookey 

Commission observed, 'the ~elative size of allocation to 

Universi ties would de pend on the priori ty attached by the 

Government to the University sector. 1 (Cookey Report 1981:98). 

As the Commission further observed, 'governments in Nigeria 

ought to rank University education near the top of their 

priority scales.• And this according to the Com~ission means 

that Universities 'should be among the few sectors to be 

insulated against depressions in government overall financial 

resources ••• and financial allocations to them should be 

adequate to meet their legitimate needs. 1 (Cookey Report 

1981:98). Although the Commission recognized the fact that 

1 there is no generally acceptable rule for determining the 

level of aggregate funding to the University system by 

Governrnent•, since as it also correctly pointed out, 'it is 
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a matter of bath economics and politics,' it nevertheless 

concluded that (judging from the fact that countries like the 

U.S.A., u.s.s.R., West Germany, Brazil and Singapore 

devoted between 1-4 percent of their gross national 

products on University education as against a less than one 

percent devoted to such in Nigeria,) 'it could be seen that 

there is still much greater scope for additional funding to the 

Nigeria University system than has actually been achieved to 

date' (Cookey Report 19B1:9B). In conclusion, the point is 

that mismanagement of the economy though a reason, is nota 

sufficient explanation for the poor funding of Universities. 

Hence as we argue~ governments'. anti-intellectual posture which 

among other things induced them to adopt measures to regiment 

the Universi ties, provides a stronger reason for under-fundi ng 

of Universities. The issue of anti-intellectual posture 

also touches on the erosion of U.A.A.F which we would 

discuss latter. Meanwhile we will now present the data and 

discuss the issue of poor physical working conditions as one 

of· the major reasons for ASUU strikes. 
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The prablem of inadequate working facilities in the 

Universities such as poor laboratories, equipment, libraries 

and other poor logistical support, was one of the major 

grievances of ASUU for going on strike. As we observed 

in tables 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5, this factor was rated as 

one of the major reasons For going on strike. In table 5.5 

for instance we saw that as high as 77% of the respondents 

are dissatisfied with their physical working conditions. 

The data on under-Funding of Universities adequately 

explain why University staff work under poor physical conditions. 

In fact, inadequate working facilities, is closely related 

ta under-funding. This is because, it arises as a result of 

' poor funding. Far as ASUU 1979(a) rightly observed, one of 

the chief sources of the deterioration of Universities is 

inadequacy of facilities due to lack of funds. 

It is on the strength of this that ASUU made the issue 

of inadequate working facilities in the Universities one of 

the cardinal questions in its struggle throughout its 

period of existence. For instance, in a press release in 

1980, ASUU declared: 
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Today equipment, research and laboratory 
facilities, teaching and office space, 
stationery, scientific tools, library supplies, 
and supportive services essential to the 
maintenance of teaching and research 
commensurate to University, are at a level of 
desperate inadequacy in our Universities. 
(ASUU, 1980(b) 

And to underscore this point further, ASUU in one of its 

special bulletins in 1981 opined that the entire nation is 

aware that its grievances centre around the depressing and 

deplorable condition in which University students carry on 

the high level of intellectual activities that go on in the 

Universities (ASUU 1981(f). 

Also in 1981, ASUU in its memorandum to the Cookey 

Commission made the follow1ng observations regarding poor 

physical working conditions in the Universities: 

(i) Capital projects are halted thus affecting 

the construction of labor~tories, lecture 

theatres, classrooms, office space, student 

hostels, staff quarters and other essential 

physical structures. 

(ii) Many faculties and Departments have no vehicles, 

no funds for faculty journals and books, equipments, 

etc. They can hardly sponsor conferences, nor can 
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they pay for their staff to attend when 

invited to participate elsewhere thereby retarding 

their inte llectual growth and limi ting their 

intellectual horison. 

Departments lack the basic minimum facilities with 

which to operate - typing sheets, stencils, 

duplicating paper and ink, dusters and even chalk 

are grossly inadequate, and students have to 

subscribe to the provision of these materials when 

a handout is to be given to them. 

(iv) Many Universities have no University Publishing Press 

as there are no votes to finance such projects. 

(v) University Bookshops are directly affected. They 

cannot stock non-existent books and unpublished 

manuscripts and they have no money to purchase 

from abroad (ASUU, 1981:29-31). 

It was against this background that ASUU declared its strike 

action in 1981.,Jluring this strike period, ASUU strongly 

declared that: 

We cannot go back to the classroom unless 
we are sure that there are funds: 
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for teaching aids including chalks, 
duster and paper. 

for classroom space 

for equipped research laboratories for 
effective study and research, 

for dormitory space, 

for office space 

staff quarters 

funds for travel 

vehicles for departments 

staff development 

medical treatments and drugs 

secretarial staff 

for books, journals and press 
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for conferences, seminars and workshops 

for research grants (ASUU 19B1(d):4-5). 

One other crucial issue that bothered ASUU much was the 

student-teacher ratio. In 1981, ASUU observed that in several. 

Nigerian Universities, the staff-student ratio is as high as 

1:50 and at times individual lecturers handle a class of over 

600 students, marking their scripts, assigning them grades 

and tabulating their scores, all alone (ASUU 19B1(g). 
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Then six years la:er, ASÜU further dacried this situation 

by abserving that the staff-student ~atia in the 

institutions af hlgher learning was.1:20, a figure that 

doubles the 1: 10 :~ecammended by UNESCO and 1: 12 by NUC. (ASUU, 

1987(a):1). 

Describing tlie paar physical wa:rking candi tians in 

Uni ver si ties in 1!l86, The Guardi an in 1 ts News Analysis abservei! 

that the taols wlth which academics are·. warking are 

impoverished· as ,.Làbaratories·are ill-equipped, research 

grants are vanish:Lng, classrooms and other faci 11 ties are 

becoming increasingly inadequate (Komolafe 1986:~). 

Such descripi:ions arid ,observati.ans reflect the situations 

in.our Universitins. Perhaps thase wha gradùated fram the 

Universities befm•e the federalizatian and centralizatian 

of Universities, rnay think that the pictures presented 

above represent an exaggeratian af realij;y. But ta thase 

who araduated betueen 1978 ta date, the pictures presented 

do nat really cap·;ure the frustrations which staff and .students 

experience in a b:.d ta maintain the high academic 

standards for whir:h Universities warld-wide are knawn and 
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respected for. 

In the course of our field work, serious attempts were 

made ta assess the physical conditions under which academics 

perform their teaching and research functions. Although 

there are variations as a result of the age of the Universities 

and according ta faculties and departments, one thing that 

stands out clearly is the fact that the Universities in 

Nigeria have gradually been loosing their distinguishing 

character of being a special and unique national institition. 

In some Universities, office accommodation is grossly 

inadequate. For instance, up to three lecturers share 

one office in some Universities while in few others, lecturers 

have no offices at all but are provided a common staff room 

very much similar to those found in Secondary Schools. A 

common trend was observed in all the Universities visited 

with respect ta office accommodation for lecturers in the 

Social Sciences and Arts. Unlike their counterparts in 

science and Engineering faculties, who are provided with 

relatively spacious offices, lecturers in the Social 

Sciences, Arts and even Education, have inadequate office 
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accommodation. The policy of sharing offices affects them 

more seriously than others. Perhaps the emphasis on science 

education explains this fact. In any case, the crucial 

fact is that for a job that requires high rate of concentration, and 

high intellectual rigours which should be Free from distractions, 

it is very unfortunate to put two to three lecturers in one 

office. Again the supervision of final year students projects 

requiresthat project students consult their supervisors 

occasionally for guidance. We found out during our field 

work that lecturers who share office accommodation suffer 

the problem of mutual distraction. Students keep on coming 

in, to the extent that lecturers invariably find themselves 

talking and disturbing their other colleagues. We met 

situations which looked like market environment and this 

happened when all the two or three lecturers had their 

students consulting them at the same time. This is just one 

aspect of the situation lecturers find themselves in the daily 

discharge of their functions. One of the consequences of this, 

is that some lectur2rs find it difficult to do private 

reading and writing in their offices which may not be suitably 
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carried out either in their homes or libraries. A 

lecturer•s private study provides a more conducive 

environment needed for writing high quality academic papers 

than other reading places can provide. This is mainly 

because an avalanche of reference materials purposefully 

acquired over the years can easily be retrieved from the 

private library/study. But in situations, where offices 

are shared, lecturers find it difficult to keep such useful 

literature in common offices. The cummulative affect of 

such is that the intellectual activities of some lecturers 

are seriously impaired. Sorne of those affected might find 

it difficult to publish and advance in their career. 

Consequently, the expected contribution of such academics 

towards the advancement of knowledge would be considerably 

obviated. One of the greatest regrets (in life) an 

intelligent and industrious University scholar can have is 

to fail to achieve his intellectual potentialities as a result 

of a poor and frustrating working environment. 

The importance which academics attach to a good 

working environment is underscored by the data on tables 
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5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5. The data show that good working 

environment is considered more important than mere good 

salary and attractive conditions of service. This is 

hardly surprising because with a conducive working environment 

a hardworking academic can always win national and international 

recognition the benefits of which far more outweigh mere 

attractive financial rewards. And of course, the success of 

an academic is measured not in terms of the number of landed 

properties, cars and other material possessions, he acquired 

over the years, but rightly in terms of the avalanche of 

published materials he has, to his credit. This fact 

therefore makes the issue of adequate working facilities an 

important one for academics. This factor alone can engender 

a strike action. As we saw in table 5.1, it was considered 

a part of the reasons for the strikes. We shall now turn to 

the next major cause of the strike action which over the 

years raised serious controversy between the government and 

ASUU 
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As we observed in chapter Five under the section on 

1 the Essence and Character of the academic profession,' one 

of the important functions of University academics, is ~o 

seek the truth, teach and preserve the truth'. It is 

against this background that Universities are called the 

•watchdogs for, and conscience of the nations.• We 

also noted that a satisfactory performance of this important 

role, requires critical and independent thinking, as well as 

institutional autonomy and academic freedom. 

By University Autonomy we mean essentially the freedom 

of the University to select its own students and its staff 

and to determine the conditions under which they may remain 

in the University; the freedom ta set its own standards; the 

freedom ta decide to whom to award its degrees; freedom to 

design its own curriculum taking due cognisance of national 

goals. This in a nutshell, means allowing the University 

Councils and Senates to perform the functions for which they 

have been set up (NAUT, 1977:B-9; ASUU 1981:B). To these are 
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also added the freedom to enjoy 'financial autonomy and other 

things necessary for a self-governing community' (Cookey 

Report 1981:121). 

On the other hand, by Academic Freedom we mean the 

freedom of teaching, inquiry and research as well as the 

freedom of extra-mural utterance and action (AAUP 1948:144). 

This in essence refers to the right of University academics 

•to seek the TRUTH and to proclaim their findings without 

let or hindrance' (NAUT, 1977:9). In an elaborate sense 

this means the 

complete and unqualified freedom to inquire 
and investigate, to interprete data and to 
arrive at and announce conclusions, in and 
out of the classroom without the fear or 
reality of sanctions or control of any kind, 
whether direct or indirect, whether 
pecuniary or related to status or advancement, 
whether from within or without the institution 
(NAUT 1977:9). 

From the definitions above, ~he importance of University 

Autonomy and Academic Freedom (UAAF) to the unfettered 

pursuit, and advancement of the frontiers of knowledge, 

needs not be emphasized. This point was properly articulated 

in chapter Five. It is against this background that we now 

present and discuss the data on the issue of the erosion of UAAF. 
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In table 6.1, we saw that the erosion of UAAF was 

identified as one of the major causes of ASUU strikes. 

In fact, out of the other factors, more respondents (i.e. 

39%) identified it as the most important cause of the strikes, 

although we noted its new position in tables 6.2 and 6.3. 

In all these three tables (6.1 - 6.3), erosion of UAAF was 

highly associated with the strike actions. 

Then in table 6.5 we observed that almost all the 

respondents (i.e. 97%) share the view that UAAF is progressively 

being eroded in Nigerian Universities. This explains why 

it was one of the most contentious issues in ASUU-Government 

relations from 197B to 19BB. A detailed examination of some 

historical experiences of the struggle for UAAF as found 

in documents will now be undertaken, to illustrate the fact 

that ASUU saw this issue as one of the areas it felt highly 

aggrieved. 

Before the formation of ASUU the issue of erosion of 

UAAF was already a contentious one. For instance in 1963, 

the Pro-Chancellor of the University of Ife (now Obafemi 

Awolowo University (DAU) made a statement which was interpreted 
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by academics as an attempt to erode UAAF. According 

to the Pro-Chancellor: 

This University has implicit faith in the 
Government of Western Nigeria. Its duty is 
to support the Government and offer its 
Services toit in all the various fields 
of talent represented therein. This is the 
credo of the University and anyone who does 
not subscribe toit must have the courage 
to leave its service. (Gavin 1964:76; Ferguson 
1965:24} (Emphasis ours). 

Reacting to this, the Ibadan Association of University 

Teachers (AUT) adopted and issued resolutions in which it 

restated the fundamental principle of Academic Freedom 

as stipulated in the University of Ibadan Bill which was 

passed by the Federal Parliament. And according to clause 11 

of this Bill: 

No persan shall be required to satisfy 
requirement as to any of the following matters, 
that is to say race (including ethnie grouping), 
sex, place of birth, or of family origin, or 
religious or political persuasion, as a 
condition.,, of any appointment or employment 
at the University ••• (Gavin, 1964:76), 

Again in 1964, when the then Dean of the Faculty of Agriculture 

at the University of Ife, was dismissed on reasons that were 

not considered satisfactory to academics, the AUT at Ibadan, 

also issued a resolution protesting against the action (Gavin 

1964:76; Ferguson 1965:24). 
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Also in 1964, one of the professors of the University 

of Nigeria, Nsukka, was suspended and later had his appointment 

terminated 'for criticising the University administration in 

a memorandum he submitted to the Senate' (Nwala, 1988:12). 

Furthermore in 1965, the then federal government imposed 

a Vice-Chancellor on the University of Lagos in total disregard 

of the majority opinion of the staff and students of the 

institution. This action sparked off serious crisis at the 

University of Lagos. This crisis led to the resignation of 

many academics in protest. Such was also the case at the 

University of Ife in 1964 when a Dean of a Faculty was 

dismissed. 

In all these cases, UAAF was seriously threatened. 

It was against this background that Aminu (1978:363) observed 

that autonomy of Nigerian regional Unive~sities in the 60s, 

existed only in name since it was exercised in the context 

of the respective regional government and sometimes political 

party policy. 

During the early and mid 70s, two major policies on 

Universities which subsequently made tremendous impact on the 
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exercise of UAAF, were adopted. The first was the harmoniza

tion policy in which the conditions of service of Universities 

were unified with the rest of public service establishments. 

This policy was one of the measures adopted by the government 

following the Report of the Public Service Review Commission 

(Udoji Commission) of 1974. This policy has been seen as the 

most serious source of erosion of UAAF (See Aminu 1986:6B). 

Although the Udoji Commission endorsed the principles of 

UAAF as the basis of the organization, structure and 

management of the Universities and also warned that accountability 

should not be interpreted to mean arbitrary interference or 

partisan intervention in the internal affairs of the 

Universities, the government went ahead to adopt this policy 

on harmonization in its White Paper on the Report of the 

Commission. 

The second policy which also (with hindsight) 

profoundly affected the exercise of UAAF is the federalization 

of the Universities and the concomitant centralization of 

their management. The take-over of Universities then by the 

federal government as well as the establishment of a statutory 

NUC, later brought the Universities under direct control by 
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the government through the NUC and Federal Ministry of 

Education. 

The restraining effects of these two policies on the 

exercise of UAAF, no doubt led the Nigerian Association of 

University Teachers (NAUT) to complain bitterly in 1977. 

According toit, the federal government had in recent 

years persistently attempted in various ways to erode UAAF. 

Exarnples of such interventions are: 

the appointment of Vice-Chancellors by 
the Federal Government; the increase in 
the power of the Visitor; the making of 
Universities an arm of the civil service 
under the direct control of the federal 
Ministry of Education which for example, 
now issues queries requesting Vice-Chancellors 
to account for the academic performance of their 
students; and the recent attempt to take away 
from Universities the power freely to select 
their own students. If this trend is not 
arrested and reversed, immediately, it will not 
be long before the powers of Universities to 
freely design their own curriculum and to 
deterrnine the candidates that qualify for the 
award of their degrees are taken away. 
(NAUT, 1977:11). 

The issues so far presented above formed the background 

that existed prior to the formation of ASUU in 1978. What 

happened therefore during the period of ASUU was only 
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different in terms of the scale and frequency of occurrence; 

for the struggle against the erosion of LJAAF centred mainly 

on the same issues which ASLJLJ's predecesor - NALJT - fought 

to r2dress. We shall now examine some of such cases that 

occurred during the period of ASLJLJ's existence. These 

identified cases of interference into University's interna! 

management during this period, happened under four regimes 

namely the Dbasanjo, Shagari, Buhari and Babangida regimes. 

6.1.3.2: Dismissal and Premature Retirement of Academics 

University laws confer on the various Councils of 

Universities the power to appoint, dismiss and discipline 

their staff. But over the years, the various g.overnments 

acting unilaterally or through directives given to University 

Councils, either dismissed, retired or disciplined University 

academics. The following cases were recorded. In 1978, 

following the April-May 'Ali Must Go' violent students• 

demonstration, the federal government removed some academics 

in the Universities of Ibadan, Lagos and Calabar. Incidentally 

all those removed were well known radical academics. 
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Secondly in 1980, the federal government removed six Professors 

from the University of Lagos after Justice Balonwu' Visitation Panel. 

Thirdly, in 1987, the Federal Government either dismissed, 

retired or disciplined some academics (seven in number) of the 

University of Benin through a letter from the University 

Council titled •The Visitor's Views on the Report of the 

Visitation Panel to the University of Benin 1975 - 1985. 1 

Incidentally the then serving national president of ASUU was 

one of the principal actors affected. 

Fourthly in 1988, the Federal Government deported two 

lecturers of the Ahmadu Bello University (ABU) from the country 

on the grounds that they wer2 •security risk. 1 One of the 

affected academics happened to be a well known vocal and 

radical intellectual. In any case, both of them had long 

been married to Nigerians and had stayed in the country for a 

long time. In the same University that year, the employment 

contracts of some well known radical academics, were not 

renewed, thereby causing their premature departure from the 

University. Again in 1989, at the same University, one vocal 

and radical Nigerian intellectual was sacked by the University 

authority on the directive of the Federal Ministry of Education, 
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for ·involving himnelf in partisan politics •. This was 
. . 

in keepin~J wi th a Federal Gav~rnment palicy that any lecturer 

faund participating in partisan politics wauld be summar-ily 

dismiss~d. 

There were a':Lso in addition ta all these same actions 

ta~en by individuiil University Authorities. ·For instancei in 

197B, the Authori·;ies of the University of Calabar illegally 

dismissed a lectu::er for challenging the views of his 

'Superiors•. And in 1981, the University of Ibadan arbitrarily 

suspended one lec·turer fbr criticising the irregular 

appointment of ce::tain University functionaries (Nwala 1982: 

13&14). 

It is howeve·~ worthy ta note, that in all 'these cases 

cited above, exceJt those of the University of Benin 

tho affected acad~mics won their cases later either.through 

the law court or ~ersistent pressure on the relevant 

auth~rities to re3cind their actions. 

6.1.3.3: Appointment and Transfer of. Vice-Chancellors 

It is generally agreed that one 9f the ways by
0

which 

the government exercises close and effective contra! over the 
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Universities, is through the.appointment of Vice-Chancellors. 

Drdinarily, the Vice-Chancellors ought to be appointed by 

University Councils. However the prevailing and •accepted' 

practice was for a joint Committee of Senate and Council to 

select three names in order of preference, which are subsequently 

recommended and forwarded to the Head of State (The Visitor) 

by the University Council, for appointment. It was also an 

agreed procedure that 'in order to further democratize the 

internal processes of the selection of Vice-Chancellors in the 

Universities, ••• the congregation should be involved in the 

selection process' (See Report of the Negotiation between 

ASUU and Government 1983:8). 

In practice however_. experience shows wide deviation from 

these guidelines, in the appointment of Vice-Chancellors in 

some Universities. For example cases of irregular appointment, 

removal, imposition and even transfer of Vice-Chancellors in 

the Universities abound. The following Universities experienced 

one form of problem or the other, in the appointment of their 

Vice-Chancellors: Lagos, ABU, Calabar, Benin, U.N.N, BUK, Jos. 

Minar cases occurred in other Universities. The most disturbing 

cases to academics were the imposition and transfer of Vice-
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Chancellors. These occurred in many Universities including some 

newly established state government-owned ones. The Universities 

at a time became mere extentions of the Federal Ministry of 

Education in this regard but especially with respect to the 

transfer of Vice-Chancellors. The transfer of Vice-Chancellors 

happened bath in the 70s and 80s in some Universities namely 

BUK, UNN, ABU, Calabar, among other places. 

A good case of where an appointment of a Vice-Chancellor 

generated much heat was that of the University of Benin. 

The appointment of one of its Vice-Chancellors in 1985, was 

seen by ASUU as an imposition and this perception - coupled 

with the conduct of the Vice-Chancellor in dealing with the 

interna! opposition at the University - resulted a serious 

crisis between ASUU and the Vice-Chancellor. The lack of 

cooperation which the Vice-Chancellor experienced from ASUU 

led to chains of actions which adversely affected the public 

image of the University. Dur Appendix F, shows the happenings 

at the University from 1985 when the Vice-Chancellor was 

appointed. The facts contained in that Appendix clearly 

expose the danger inherent in any process of appointing some 

ons from outside a University to be its Vice-Chancellor in 

the midst of interna! opposition. 
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6.1.3.4: The Role of the Visitor and the appointment 
of Visitation Panels 

The institution of visitorship has been firmly established 

in the Nigerian University system. Although this has been 

accepted as a means by which the Visitor - The Head of 

State, or the Governor in case of state government-owned 

University - exercises general policy direction to the 

Universities, the wide powers given to the visitor, remained 

a major source of controversy over the years. For example, 

the power~ of the Visitor was seen as very wide and absolute 

by ASUU (See ASUU 1981:56). An example is the University 

of Lagos (Amendment) Decree of 1972, which 1 empowered the 

Visitor to conduct or direct a visitation of the University 

as often as circumstances may require not being less than 

once a year' (See ASUU 1981 :58). Ano'ther example which 

seems milder is the University of Nigeria Act of 1978. 

Section 13(2) of this Act empowered the Visitor to conduct 

a visitation on the University as often as the circumstances 

may require but not being less than once every five years. 

(See Cookey Report 1981:130). 
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The use of visitorial powers generated alot of 

controversy over the years. It was through the exercise 

of visitorial powers that some academics were removed in 

1978, 1980 and 1987 as already cited thereby depriving the 

University Councils the exercise of its power over 

appointment, and discipline of their staff. 

One visible area where the various Visitors exercised 

their powers was in the setting up of visitation panels, and 

panels of inquiry in cases where students' disturbances 

occurred. Such visitorial powers affected considerably the 

exercise of UAAF. For exemple in 1978, the Uthman 

Mohemmed Commission of Inquiry into the 'Ali Must Go• 

studenti violent demonstration, recommended that the 

Universities should delimit the frontiers of academic freedom 

and work out a code of conduct for students and teaching 

staff necessary for upholding that freedom (See Cookey Report 

1981:124). The acceptance of that recommendation led to the 

setting up of the Anya Committee on Academic Freedom. One 

of its terms of referenceswas to define the concept of 
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academic freedom and work out a code of conduct for staff 

and students necessary for upholding that freedom taking into 

account the functions of the Universities in the country 

among which is eguiping the students with the knowledge 

and attitude supportive of the social system (See ASUU 1981:22) 

(Emphasis ours in the two casei) 

Again the Mohammed Commission noted that some academics 

were not teaching what they were paid to teach hence should be 

disciplined, and as we now know this led to the removal of 

some academics. Then in 1986, the Abisoye Panel of Inquiry 

into the A.B.U. students' crisis also recommended that 

academics who are teaching what they are not paid to teach 

should be removed from the Universities. The government white 

paper in accepting this recommandation empowered the Minister 

of Education to 'flush out' all such academics without any 

option of a trial (See ASU_U 1987:111). The target of the 

recommendation of Mohammed Commission and Abisoye Panel were 

the radical lecturers. 

The most controve~sial Visitation panels are those on 

National Minimum Standards on Universities. These panels were 
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set up to prescribe national minimum standards for all 

courses taught in Universities. By these panels, the 

functions of the University Senate with respect to the 

determination of what is taught and how it is to be taught, 

were taken away from them. According to ASUU (1987(b):1), 

University Senate is the only body empowered by existing 

University statutes to carry out the function of setting, 

regulating and maintaining standards in Universities. It 

therefore felt that it was improper to delegate this all 

important functions to panels on accreditation and minimum 

standards. We shall examine this issue in full under the 

role of NUC. 

Finally, the visitor on some occasions ordered the 

closure of Universities and vested the power of their 

reopening on himself. The most recent was in 1988 when 
• 

following the nation-wide workers and students demonstration 

as a result of the withdrawal of fuel subsidy, the visitor 

ordered the closure of four Universities na~ely Calaba, Jos, 

BUK and DAU, the re-opening of which was at the pleasure of 
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the visitor. By this act, the power of the Senate of the 

affected Universities with respect to the opening and closure 

of Universities, was vitiated and usurped. 

From the foregoing, it could be seen that the Visitor 

was really very active in the exercise of his powers. The manner 

in which such powers were exercised was as disturbing as 

the frequency of their use. For instance following the 

Abisoye Panel of Inquiry into the ABU students• crisis of 

1985, the Visitor instituted four new panels namely: 

(a) The Akambi Panel (August 1985) 

(b) The Various Visitation Panels for some 

Universities (September 1985) 

(c) The Minimum Standard Panel (Dctober 1985) and 

(d) The University Administrative Panels (July 1985). 

These panels argued ASUU (1987(e) had one objective - to 

witch-hunt and victimize known ASUU activists and members. 

We shall also further _explore the motive behi nd the se panels 

under discussion later. 
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Commenting on how the Universities feel about the ·role 

of the N.U.C., the Cookey Commission said: 

From the evidence taken in the course of our 
assignment and particularly from the University 
community, there appears to have developed in 
recent years considerable concern over the role 
of the N.U.C. in the governance of Universities 
(Cookey Report 1981:125). 

Based on this finding, the crucial questions now are: (i) of 

what importance is the NUC in the management of Universities, 

and (ii) how has the existence of NUC and the performance of 

its functions, affected the exercise of UAAF. 

The NUC was first established in 1963 following the 

recommendation of the Ashby Commission. However, it was only 

advisory or administrative in character. In other words, it 

was set up to advise government on issues related to 

University education. But about ten years later, the 

dynamics of the Nigerian federal system dictated a need for 

a change in the status of the NUC. 

Consequently, with the process of the federalization of 

Universities already in action in the early 7Ds, following 

the transfer of Higher education from the concurrent legislative 
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list to the Exclusive legislative list (Aminu 197B:366), 

the federal government in 1974 elevated the status of NUC 

from just being an advisory (administrative)body to that 

of a statutory one. Hence by Decree No. 1 of 1974, a 

statutory NUC was established to perform nine important 

functions. Four of those relevant tous here are: 

Ci) to develop general programmes to be pursued 

by the Universities in order to ensure that they 

are fully adequate for national needs and 

objectives; 

(ii) recommend the establishment of new faculties or 

post-graduate institutions in existing Universities; 

(iii) to investigate the needs for University research 

and ensure that adequate funds are provided 

for this; and 

(iv) undertake periodic reviews of the terms and 

conditions of service of personnel engaged in the 

Universities. 

Measured by the power accruing from these functions 

therefore, the NUC is a very important organ in the management 

of the Universities. By these functions, then, the effective 
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and efficient operation of Universities depend to a large· 

extent on the NUC. But the way the NUC discharges its 

function affects its public image especially among the 

Universities. 

Historically speaking, the Universities have for long 

seen the existence of a statutory NUC as a threat to the 

exercise of UAAF. Sorne of its functions are seen as a total 

usurpation of the powers of University Councils and Senate. 

For instance, the Universities maintain that the establishment 

of new faculties or institutes is a function which the 

University Councils perform. A look atone Act of a University 

supports this claim. According to paragraph 15(3)(k) of 

the University of Ife Act, the council is authorized •to 

establish, after considering the recommendation of the 

Senate in that behalf; Faculties, Institutes, Schools, 

Boards, Departments and other units of learning and research; 

to prescribe their organization, constitution and functions and 

other units of learning and research; to prescribe their 

organization, constitution and functions and to modify or 

revise the same.' (See Cookey Report, 1981:126). Furthermore, 

the function of developing 1 general programmes to be pursued 
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by the Universities,' are seen by the Universities as that 

of the Senate and Council. And on the other hand, the power 

of carrying out 'periodic reviews of the terms and 

conditions of service of Universities, is seen as that of the 

Council. It was therefore on the strength of these observa

tions that the Cookey Commission recommended that these 

functions that erode the powers of Councils and Senate, 

should be deleted. Now going beyond these functions, the 

operation of the NUC with respect toits powers has over the 

years, also generated heated controversy. 

One such issue of controversy is the National Minimum 

Standards and Establishment of Institute Decree No. 15. of 

1985 which among other things confers on the NUC the •power 

to lay down minimum standards for all Universities and other 

institutions of higher learning in the Federation and the 

accreditation of their degrees and other academic awards. 1 

The decree also empowers the NUC to send inspectors to 

Uni ver si ties in order to ascert.ain that lecturers are 

teaching what they are paid_ to teach. The lecturers are 

required to make available on demand their lecture notes for 

inspection by NUC officials. And failure-to comply attracts 

a five hundred Naira fine or six months imprisonment. 
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A closer examination of Decree No. 15 of 1985 shows that 

it transferred to the NUC virtually all the functions normally 

assigned to University Senat~s and Councils especially 

sections 15(1), (2), (3), and sections 17, 18 and 22 (ASUU 

1985:38; or ASUU 1987:27). As the Senate of the University 

of Ife (now Obafemi Awolowo University (DAU) argued, many 

of the provisions of the Decree are not in consonance with 

the conventional role of the University. It argued further 

that the Decree conflicts with the University of Ife Edict 

No. 14 of 1970 and therefore seeks to trample upon the 

University autonomy (See University of Ife 1985 Senate Paper 

No. 2594). 

Acting in accordance with its function and its newly 

confered power, the NUC in 1987 directed that the Faculty of 

Law of the University of Ilorin should be closed down. In a 

directive signed by the Executive Secretary of NUC, ordering 

the closure of the faculty, reasons were given for the order. 

These include (a) non approval of the Faculty by NUC, (b) 

inadequate staffing strength, (c) financial stringency of 

government, (d) flouting of directives of NUC by the 

University administration (e) lack of a stated approval of the 

faculty by the Council on Legal education and (f) the absence 
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of the Faculty from the 4th development plan of the 

University (See ASUU UNILDRIN BRANCH 1987:1). In a letter 

to the Executive Secretary of NUC, ASUU expressed shock at the 

order to close the Faculty and urged NUC to rescind its 

decision (ASUU 19B7(d):3). ASUU had earlier observed in a 

communique after its National Executive Meeting that the 

closure was a systematic way of subverting the autonomy of 

Universities in complete disregard of the wishes of the 

broader community (ASUU 19B7(a):3). 

The issue of rationalization of courses and 

retrenchment of staff became very contentious following the 

NUC order for the closure of the Faculty of Law of the 

University of Ilorin. Rationalization of courses and 

Retrenchment of staff are issues which bother on the functions 

of the Senate and University Council respectively as earlier 

noted. îherefore the exercise of these powers by the NUC 

was seen as an encroachment into the autonomy of the 

Universities. 

Sorne other various actions of the NUC were also 

considered a threat to UAAF. For instance, ASUU in 1981 

observed that sometimes Universities receive directives 
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from the NUC in the name of the Head of State/President, 

and many of such directives contradict the laws governing 

the Universities (ASUU 1981:57). Another example is the 

NUC policy on Funding Regulation, on promotions and 

Appointments in the Universities. This policy which is 

popularly called the 1 15-25-60 funding regulation', introduced 

a quota system in staff appointment and promotion. It 

allocates 15% of the staff strength in a department to 

professorial cadres (i.e. Reader/Professor); then 25% to 

senior lecturer cadre, and 60% to the lecturer !-Assistant 

Lecturer cadres. This quota policy on staff promotion was 

seen by ASUU as an infringement on University autonomy. 

According toit, the issue in question is one that should be 

handled autonomously by each University, taking into account 

each University•s peculiar circumstances (ASUU 1981(b)&(c). 

It was on the basis of the fear expressed by ASUU with 

respect ta the role of NUC in the erosion of UAAF, that ASUU 

(1981:61) called for the substitution of NUC with the 

University Service Commission (USC) which would perform 

functions that are not inimical to the exercise of UAAF. 
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The Federal Ministry of Education occupies a prime 

position in the management of educational affairs in Nigeria. 

The Minister of Education is vested among other things, 

with the responsibility of higher education. In performing 

this crucial function, the Minister is assisted by a 

director of higher education, who in turn is assisted by a 

very senior officer in charge of N.U.C matters in the 

Ministry. 

The role of the Ministry of Education in the management 

of Universities was a subject of controversy between ASUU and 

the government. Specifically, the actions of the Minister 

were highly repugnant ta ASUU leadership which on several 

occasions called for his removal. ASUU leadership saw the 

increasing role of the Minister in University matters as 

incursion into the self-governing status of Universities. 

As we observed earlier, there were a lot of students' 

crisis in the Universities between 1978 and 1988. One of 

the consequences of this was the direct involvement of the 

Ministry of Education in the management of the crisis. This 

howev8r attracted severe criticisms from ASUU leadership 
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on several occasions. Let us now examine some of the actions 

of the Ministry which were seen by ASUU as incursion into the 

self-governance of Universities. 

In 1986, the Minister of Education held a meeting with 

heads of tertiary institutions. The outcome of this meeting 

·had far-reaching impact on the exercise of UA.RF. One of the 

decisions taken for instance, was that the reopening of any 

institution closed after a students• crisis would depend on 

the extent of the crisis. For example, the Minister of 

Education was alone empowered to reopen Universities when 

the crisis that led to a closure was part of a national 

development or involved loss of lives or destruction of 

properties. Another decision was the power given to Vice

Chancellors to close down their Universities in emergencies 

and later report to Senate and the Minist2r of Education. 

Furthermore, each University was directed by the Minister to 

set up a committee to recommend ways in which, without 

infringing on the freedom of expression and academic freedom, 

students are not indoctrinated by lecturers. The Minister 

also directed that all institutions should submit to the 

Federal Ministry of Education, within two weeks, reports on 

the students• crisis which took place there. It was equally 
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decided that deductions of union dues for ASUU from salaries 

of academic staff, should stop with effect from July 1985. 

ASUU wss however given the option to collect the dues by 

itself. (See Federal Ministry of Education 1985: Minutes of 

a meeting between the -Minister and Heads of Higher Institutions). 

In 1987, the Ministry issued a circular to the Universities 

which directed that no University staff should attend 

Conferences and Seminars abroad without the Minister•s 

approval (ASUU 1987(a):3). lt was not surprising therefore 

that at the University of Benin, Dr. Festus Iyayi, a radical 

scholar and then the National President of ASUU, was 

prevented from honouring an invitation from the Union of 

Soviet Writers~ and the Soviet Government, to participate 

at an International Writers' Conference in Moscow (See ASUU 

19874(a):4). The Minister•s directive and the action on 

Dr. Iyayi were seen by ASUU as gross violation of University 

.laws and a deliberate attempt ta stiffle the opportÙnities 

of academics to expand their intellectual horizons (See also 

ASUU 1987(a):3). 

Then in 1988, following the April nation-wide workers' 

strike and students' demonstration against the government•s 

withdrawal of fuel subsidy, the government ordered that 
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four Uni ver si ties should remain closed for what the Minist'er 

described as 1 intolerable acts of vandalism and·lawlessness 

carried out by their students• (Aminu 1988a Press Release). 

The power tore-open these four closed Universities was 

vested exclusively with the president of the country. The 

Minister also announced that 1 any University which is closed 

down from now as a result of unrest, will simil3rly remain 

closed indefinitely. In that event, all federal government 

subventions to the institution shall sieze immediately and 

the federal government will review the position of the staff 

who would then be simply employed doing nothing. Any member 

of staff who is found to be in any way involved in inciting 

students, directly or indirectly will be dismissed from the 

services of the institution of learning in the public 

interest' (Aminu, 19B8a Press Release). 

ASUU in its series of reactions saw these decisions 

as measures to reduce Universities to gloried secondary schools. 

As one of its outspoken leaders observed much latter, the 

politicization of internal University management has emptied 

University autonomy of its halo (See Darah, 1989:15). 

We shall now round up our presentation of cases with a 

citation of few miscellaneous ones. 
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6.1.3.7: Further Cases of Erosion of UAAF 

6.1.3.7(a) Ban on Use of Public Facilities for Seminars: About 

1985, the federal government issued a circular banning the use 

of public facilities for Seminars and Symposia. This action 

was seen by ASUU as being primarily directed against its 

members and as an attempt to limit academic freedom (ASUU 1986: 

19; See also A"SUU 1987:11). 

6.1.3.7(b) Prohibition of Academics from Participation in Politics: 

The ban on academics from participating in political activities, 

and the subsequent decision of government to summarily dismiss 

any one found guilty of it, was seriously contested by ASUU 

as a curtailment of the right of its members to associate 

with others for the purpose of acquiring political power. ASUU 

argued that the ban amounted to poÎ,itless exercise which 'will 

have the effect of robbing the nation of the contribution of 

great majority of its ablest men and women• (ASUU 1981:48). 

5.1.3.7(c) Usurpation of University•s Admissions Function by JAMB: 

The establishment of the Joint Admissions and Matriculation 

Board (JAMB) by the federal government, as a central admission 

body, was seen by ASUU as a usurpation of the right of the 

Universities to select their own students freely. This function 
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is one of the issues that border seriously on the erosion 

of University autonomy. The usurpation of this power enabled 

government to dictate the criteria for admissions into 

Universities - some of which infringed on some Universities' 

preference for students with outstanding records of academic 

achievement. Again as a result of this usurpation, JAMS 

now fixes quota for each department and has the power-through 

a government order, - to eut admissions into Universities. 

For instance, during the 1987/BB session, the government eut 

admissions into several Universities to the level of 40% 

and above. This measure was seen by ASUU as a prelude to the 

implementation of the controversial policy on rationalization 

and retrenchment in Universities (See ASUU 19B7(g):3). 

5.1.3.7(d): Appointment of Members of University Councils 

The appointment of members of University Councils by 

government, is one of the means which the government can 

utilize to exercise closer and effective control over the 

Universities. As a result of this, ASUU had over the years 

pressed for an adequate re~esentation of academics into the 

Council. ASUU asserted that University Councils were still 
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being dominated by government representatives - a situation 

seen as inimical to the exercise of UAAF (ASUU 1987:27). 

This implies that even when University Councils are given the 

freedom to perform its functions, the exercise of such power 

would be seriously impaired, since government could easily 

give directives to such councils. The case of the Universities 

of Lagos in 1980 and that of the University of Benin in 1987 

are cited as good examples. In these two cases some academic 

staff were sacked. When the court issued an injunction in 

one case, the decision of the council which was based on higher 

directives prevailed. 

6.1.3.7(e) Excision of ASUU From the NLC: In 1986, the 

government promulgated Decree No. 17 which excised Senior 

Staff Unions from the Nigerian Labour Congress (NLC). By 

this decree, ASUU was banned from affiliating with the NLC. 

The decree also abolished the automatic check-off system for 

ASUU. This measure was severely condemned by ASUU as an 

assault on its right to make effective input into the 

development of a genuine working class movement that would 

play its proper role in the country's quest for progress (ASUU 

1987:43). 
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Having presented the various cases on the erosion of 

·UAAF, we shall now carry out a discussion on the various 

issues raised. 8e deliberately avoided discussing the issues 

in detail as we presented them. The intention was to avoid 

repetition of issues that overlap while discussing them 

separately. 

6.1.3.8: Discussion 

6.1.3.8(a) General Issues 

From the results on tacles 6.1, 6.2,.6.3 and 6.5, 

there are enough evidence to believe that as far as academics 

are concerned, UAAF was (progressively) eroded from 1978 to 

1988, and such erosion was one of the major reasons why ASUU 

went on strike. One of the Vice-Chancellors of the University 

of Ibadan speaking what one would regard as the mind of other 

Vice-Chancellors, corroborated the view about the erosion of 

UAAF when he said that Universities today are notas autonomous 

as when he first joined the services of the University of 

Ibadan. According to him, 'the presence of the government is 

more noticeabl~ in the activities of the Universities than it 

used to be' (See Quality Magazine 1990:32). Explaining how 

autonomous Universities should be, he posited: 
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••• On matters of how you set about teaching 
your curriculum, your syllabus, and so on, 
you need autonomy there. Autonomy resides 
in the functions of Senate. When we say 
Universities should be autonomous, you have 
in minci that everything should end in 
council which already has government input. 
If the government has confidence in the 
people it puts on council, interference in 
what goes on in Universities should be very 
minimal ••• What one is saying is that 
freedom of senate should be there and the 
authority of council should also be 
guaranteed. Traditionally, Universities are 
communities which regulate their own internal 
processes. The tendency has been for 
Universities to be absorbed into the civil 
service in the last few years which is nota 
good thing. I 1m all for every University 
having its own character (Quality Magazine 
1990:32) (Emphasis ours). 

One of the most critical comments on the erosion of 

UAAF which we will quote profusely, was made by a former 

Vice-Chancellor of the University of Lagos Prof. Jacob Ade 

Ajayi. Writing from personal experiences as a former Vice

Chancellor and one of Nigeria's most distinguished historians, 

Ajayi boldly said: 

The policy of the Federal Government 
suggests that they know that all is 
not well with the Universities, but 
the basic medicine they administe-;--
again and again is the curtailment 
of academic freedom and institutional 
autonomy. There are those of us, who 
have consistently argued that you cannot 
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even begin to diagnose let alone cure the 
problems of the Universities except on the 
basis of academic freedom and autonomy ••• 

Disregarding existing contracts, the 
role of individual University Councils as 
employers of University staff was made 
redundant when, under Udoji Salary review, the 
Universities were brought under public 
service regulations •••• The attempt of the 
Commi ttee of Viœ-Chancellors to run a 
Central office of Admissions controlled 
by the Universities was aborted, and government 
set up JAMB as an independent body under 
government direction to control admissions 
to the Universities ••• 

The climax of centralized control was 
reached when government decided to move 
Vice-Chancellors round like headmasters of 
village schools ••• 

One effect of over-centralization ••• 
is that appointments of council members and 
principal officers are politicised, based on 
various calculations in the Ministry/~JUC 
without regard to the particular needs or 
even laid down procedures of the Universities ••• 
The control of individual University staff 
has now reached the stage .when, like civil 
servants, it is a crime punishable by 
dismissal to be branded a radical or to be 
seen at a political rally or to help draft a 
political document. 

The Minister of Education has ensured 
that the NUC functions like an arm of his 
ministry and not like an independent body 
acting as a buffer between the Universities 
and the government. He leaves no one in 
doubt as to who controls government policy on 
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higher education. His policy is clearly to 
increase direct government control over the 
Universities. Constitutionally, this is 
done through increasing the powers of the 
NUC over accreditation and rationalization of 
courses and programmes not only in Federal, 
but in all Universities in the country ••• 

The government in the reform of the 
public service proclaims the virtue of dere
gulation and de-centralization. Government is 
yet to realise the merit of the same principle 
in dealing with the Universities (Ajayi 1989). 
(Emphasis ours). 
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Having known the views of academics and that of 

Vice-Chancellors with respect to the fact that UAAF was 

eroded, it is perhaps apropros to know the opinion of an 

independent body before we examin2 that of the government. 

Commenting on the issue of UA"AF, the Cookey Commission observed: 

.The issue of autonomy and academic freedom 
is one that has caused so much dissatisfaction 
among University staff ••• It seems tous that the 
present Administration is really determined to 
restore to the Universities most of the powers 

from them. 

And commenting specifically on the role of the NUC, the 

commission said: 

In most of the major memoranda we received from 
the Universities as well as in oral evidence, 
allegations were made about the interference of the 
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NUC in the day-to-day administration of the 
Universities. Until the 1974 law establishing 
the NUC, the a1legations claimed, the NUC was 
performing its normal duties well, with hardly 
any friction between it and the Universities, 
but since 1974, the NUC had gradually encroached 
upon the management rights of the Universities ••• 
It will suffice here to quote the view of the 
Justice Mohammed Report of 1978 on the extent 
to which NUC 1 s influence is felt in the day-to-day 
administration of our Universities, particularly 
since the establishment of the new Universities 
in 1975. The Report observed that the creation 
of new Universities encouraged the NUC to 
involve itself in the internal administration of 
the Universities. Referring to the confusion 
that arose in 1978 about the announcement of the 
new fees to be charged in the Universities, 
paragraph 4.4 of the Report States: 'The creation 
of new Universities did not help matters, as most 
of them had neither a council nor a decree 
establishing them. In the circumstances 1 the 
NUC was drawn more and more into making certain 
decisions for them which when applied to the 
older ones meant an encorachment on owers alread 
granted to them by law. 1 (Cookey Report 1981:64 
(Emphasis added) 

It is on the basis of these observations that the Cookey 

Commission recommended that 'the autonomy of the University 

governing councils which has been eroded in recent years 

should be restored to them;' and that •vestiges of control 

which stifle University autonomy should be removed' (Cookey 

Report 1981:132, and 143). Also commenting on UAAF with 

respect to the role of the Visitor, a non Nigerian Professor 

of Law at Boston University once observed: 
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It would seem that the proliferation of 
internal University functions of the Nigerian 
Visitor may actually imperil his role as a 
settler of domestic disputes. He has become 
in a sense less.a 'visitor' and more a 
•resident• of the University Community. 
(Harvey 1978:81), 
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Having noted the views of an adhoc commission (study 

group) ,. it willbe relevant now to note those of the governments. 

As· far back as 1979, the then President of Nigeria, in a 

cohvocation speech at the University of Ilorin on the 3rd of 

November, observed: 

I am, therefore, relieved to find that a 
group which recently conducted a study of 
a situation prevailing in our Universities 
found that reasonable freedom is at present 
guaranteed in the Nigerian Universities in 
the determination of what is taught and how 
it is taught, research and dissemination of 
i ts result, and in the appointment of staff, 
excluding, of course, the appointment of 
Vice-Chancellors. 

The, group however, identified areas 
in which the Universities consider their 
traditional area of authority to be threatened 
and eroded. These areas include appointment 
and transfer of Vice-Chancellors, dismissal 
of University staff, harmonization of 
conditions of Service with those of the civil 
service, infringement of what they consider 
traditional areas of Uni ver si ty autonomy like 
determination of growth and the solicitation and 
receipt of aid. 
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(See Aminu 1978:363, or Aminu 1986:67). Secondly .he argues 

that 'University autonomy is nota pre-requisite to academic 

freedom ••• These proponents make University autonomy seem an 

indispensable companion to academic freedom' (Aminu 1986:67 

or 107). Thirdly, he maintains that •academic freedom ••• has 

never been directly challenged in Nigeria, regardless of 

claims made in this respect. People conduct their research 

as they like, interpret their findings as they deem fit, and 

publish where they like when they choose. 1 (Aminu 1986:107). 

It is difficult to show as the Minister argues that 

erosion of University autonomy does not impair the exercise of 

academic freedom. This is because the two though can be 

separated, are nevertheless closely intertwined. In fact 

as the Minister himself admitted, academic freedom can 

indirectly be interfered with by· the denial of the wherewithal 

to undertake research (See Aminu 1986:107). 

Again, at the time the Minister made these arguments, 

Decree No. 16 of 1985 had not been promulgated. Although as a 

top government official, one does not expect that he would 

easily agree to the contrary view which challenges the policies 

he significantly shaped. 
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In spite of these views the Minister actually came to 

terms with r2ality when he agreed that indeed the special 

position of the Universities, has been eroded gradually 

(See Aminu 1986:68 or 156). He then identified the following 

factors as some of the reasons 1 that may have been responsible 

for the gradua! erosion of the special position of the 

Universities. 1 At the risk of repetition, we shall present 

these factors fully. 

(i) Constitutional changes which have made all 

Universities ••• exclusively Federal Government 

owned. This centralization renders them more 

liable to Government intervention in their affairs. 

(ii) The nature of Military administration, with 

hierarchy, stern discipline and swift decision 

taking ••• 

(iii) Unification of the Public Service. This had the 

most serious effect on the special position of the 

Universities. 

(iv) Ascendancy of the Civil Service. This is inevitable 

in any unelected administration. Where the Civil 

Servants not only advise Government on the Universities, 
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of service in the Universities, the results are 

predictable. 
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(v) Transient cash flow proble~s in the country. These 

are the sort of occasions buraaucracies find 

convenient to impose undue restrictions in the name 

of conserving scarce national resources on behalf 

of Government ••• 

(vi) Allegations of financial recklessness or mismanagement 

directed against the Universities, often started and 

encouraged by the University staff themselves ••• 

(vii) Problems of internal governance in the Universities 

where there is undue authoritarianism, lack of 

initiative, lack of dedication to University ideals, 

or corruption, the institution is inviting external 

interference. This is usually triggered off by 

rumours, lobbying, petitions, industrial action by 

workers or by student unrest. Interference 

eventually does corne under these circumstances. 

(Aminu 1986:156 - 157; See also p. 68). 

Having heard these from a persan who was actively involved in 
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the management of higher education from 1975 to 1989, the question 

as to whether University autonomy and academic frE*!dom was_eroded, 

should be putto rest regardless of some official pretentions to the 

contrary. Although Aminu has given us above some of the reasons why 

the special positions of universities (a phrase he preferred to UAAF) 

was gradually eroded, it is still very important to probe further into 

the dominant motive behind the erosion of UAAF. But before this, it 

is important to note some of ASUU•s official reactions against the 

erosion of UAAF. 

Reacting to various assaults on UAAF, ASUU in its National 

Delegates' Conference held at the Bayera University Kano in March 1981, 

•resolved to continue to :fight for University autonomy and academic 

freedom, with respect to the right of academics to select their 

students; the right to teach, research and publish according to their 

understanding without direct or indirect censorship; and the right to 

free political expression and participation in the political processes 

of the country (ASUU 1981(b):4). 

In 1980 while reacting to the removal of some academics at the 

University of Lagos by the Visitor, ASUU seriously contended that 'the 

Vlsitor has absolutely no powers under the laws and statutes of either 

the University of Lagos in particular or other Nigerian University in 

general, to direct that academic and administrative staff other than 

the Vice-Chancellor, be removed' (ASUU, 198D(a), see also ASUU 19B1(a):7; 

ASUU 1981(b):5). Consequently in 1981, ASUU decried the role of the 
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Visitor much of which could not be reconciled with the much 

cherished ideals of University autonomy (See ASUU/1981:57). 

Then reacting in 1987 against the dismissal of some 

of its members (including its former national president) ASUU 

(1987c) condemned the dismissal as an illegal,unjustified 

and unjustifiable act aimed at ridiculing, embarrassing and 

undermining ASUU and its cherished ideals and objectives. 

From 1978 to 1988, there was hardly any year that the 

issue of erosion of UAAF was not ~ contentious one. The issue 

was so dear to ASUU that during one of its longest strikes, 

ASUU declared that it cannot go back to the classroom unless 

University autonomy is guaranteed and the constitutional right 

of political association and expression of its members, is 

accepted and respected (ASUU, 1981(d):5). 

Now the crucial question before us is: why were the various 

governments gradually eroding UAAF in spite of their occasional 

pronouncements to the contrary? This question is very important 

in our effort to unravel the roots of ASUU-Government Conflict. 

6.1.3.8(b) Motive 8ehind Erosion of UAAF 

In order to probe deeper into the reasons and dominant 

motivé behind the erosion of UAAF, we asked the respondents to 

show the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with certain 
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reasons provided as possible causes of erosion of UAAF. 

The results of this are faune in tables 6.17, and 6.18. 

Table 6.17: Opinion of Respondents on the Possible Reasons 

behind the Erosion of UAAF. 

Possible Reasons behind the 
Number of Respondents and Percentaoe 

Strongly Agree Dis- Strongly Linde- Total 
Erosion of UAAF Agree agree D isagree cided 

Lecturers are abusing UAAF 12 26 75 158 29 300 
by frequently challenging (4%) (8%) (25%) (53%) C 10%) (100%) government policies 

Lecturers hide under UAAF 5 11 93 158 33 300 
ta indoctrinate students (2%) (4%) (31%) (53%) (11%) (100%) 

Governments just really 115 139 10 13 23 300 wanted ta curb the radical (38%) (46%) (3%) (4%) (8%) 100• orientation of Universities 

Total 132 176 178 329 85 900 
(44%) (58%) (59%) 110% 29% (30[%) 

* Rounded up. 
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Table 6.18: Mean Responses on each of the Possible Reasons 

behind the Erosion of UAAF. 

Possible Reasons Mean Responses 

Lecturers abuse UAAF 3.2 

Lecturers indoctrinate students 3.3 

Government wanted to curb the 
radical orientation of 
Universities 1.8 

The results in tables 6.17 and 6.18 show that the respondents 

rejected the view that the reasons for eroding UAAF are (i) the 

belief that lecturers are abusing it by frequently challenging 

government policies and (ii) that lecturers hide under it to 

indoctrinate students. On the other hand, 84% of the respondents 

accepted the view that the major reason for eroding UAAF was 

because government wanted to curb the radical orientation of 

Universities. Within each of these two tables however there are 

contradictory findings. First from these tables, we observe that 

the respondents rejected the view that part of governments' 

reasons for eroding UAAF is that academics were abusing UAAF 

by hiding under such to over-criticize the governments or 
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indoctrinate students. Yet on the other hand, the respondents 

accepted the view that a major reason for erosion of UAAF is 

that the government just wanted to curb the radical orientation 

of Universities. Perhaps it was not obvious to many academics 

that as far as the government was concerned, the incessant 

criticisms of government by academics, the radical orientation of 

Universities, the alleged indoctrination of students and the 

incessant violent students demonstration, are abuse of UAAF. 

In any case, when we refer back to table 6.16 we find enough 

support for our claim that part of the reasons for erosion of 

UAAF is that governments felt that academics were abusing suchJ 

by over-criticizing the governments. In that table (6.15), 

respondents agreed that a major reason for governments• anti

intellectual posture is a feeling of insecurity as a result of 

incessant criticisms by academics. 

Refering back to the Anya Committee on Academic Freedom, 

we recall that government worry over the exercise of UAAF is not 

in doubt. For instance the then government wanted the Any~ 

Com~ittee to work out a code of conduct for staff and students of 

Universities necessary for upholding academic freedom. We also 

recall that the governments expect the Universities to equip the 
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students with the knowledge and attitude that are supportive of 

the social system. But of course the reaction of Anya Committee 

is highly instructive. According toit, the government was 

wrong to •presume that there is a prescriptive requirement for 

'Universities to support all social system.• And as it concludes, 

'the greatest contribution of the Nigerian Universities is nota 

blind support of all social situations, but its ability to save 

the nation from even temporary error by always pointing to the 

human values which are not only universel but necessary for our 

survival. 1 

Again a top official of the Federal Ministry of Labour, 

Employment and Productivity while commenting on the exercise of 

UAAF regreted that 1 some of the grievances of ASUU were subterfuges 

for unbriddled radicalism and ventilation of pen-up grievances.' 

He further regreted that 'it is obvious that in some Universities, 

the ideological teachings of some of the academics tend to incite 

the students against the governments. 1 

The observations in the last two paragraphs, show that 

governments were actually worried over the way academics used 

their UAAF. But if the citations in the preceding paragraphs 
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provide good evidence that governments felt threatened over the 

use of UAAF, a critical examination of Aminu's works provide 

additional and rich insights. Indeed, the views expressed by 

Aminu provide a better clue as to why the various governments 

intervened unnecessarily in the interna! management of 

Universities. 

According to Aminu: 

Another source of 1disillusionment 1 with 
the Universities has been the conduct of staff 
and students in public affaira in the country. 
Student indiscipline, leading to violence and 
destruction of public and private property and 
molestation of innocent ordinary citizens, as 
happened in 1978, and what may be unfairly seen 
as the poor performance of some University 
men in public offices, did not help. Finally, 
some insecure Governments saw well and ill
motivated public policy criticisms by 
University men as subversion and the University 
attracted attention as centres of subversion -
with searches, arrests, detentions and the 
like (Aminu 1986:68). 

Aminu•s observation should be seen in the light of what happened 

after the 'Ali Must Go' students' crisis of 1978. As we noted 

earlier, some radical academics were removed by the governm2nt 

for their role during that crisis. We will now present the 

statements made by some of them as evidence that government did 
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not take kindly the way academics were exercising their 

freedom. Immediately after the students crisis of 1978, three 

well known radical academics of the University of Ibadan, 

supported the students• demonstration and then condemned both the 

government and the capitalist system being operated. According to 

them: 

We want to point out that during this period 
when the people's rights are being systematically 
contracted, we have witnessed an unprecedented 
expansion of the social and economic rights and 
privileges of the ruling elite. The class 
partisanship of the consolidating of the right 
and privileges of the elite and the simultaneous 
contraction of the rights of the masses, is 
blatantly undisguised. 

For the historiacl records, we want to 
point out that it is the students as a group 
who have persistently and courageously resisted 
this pattern of mass repression by bourgeois 
militarism. We salute this historical role 
which our students' movement has been playing 
in our contemporary national life. (Dni, 
Onimode and Onoge, et al, 1978:23). 

Then,castigating the prevailing capitalist system as the root of 

Nigeria's problems, they observed: 'the crucial factor is that in 

a neo-colonial capitalist economy such as ours, these resources 

which should be used for realizing the basic needs of all the 

people, are monopolised and directed for realizing the selfish 
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objectives and distorted priorities of the ruling elite' (Oni, 

Dnimode and Onoge et al 1978:25-26). Is it a surprise that 

following the Mohammed 1 s Commission that looked into that 

crisis, these lecturers among others were dismissed for •teaching 

what they were not paid to teach'? Government's intention of 

sacking them was very clear - to get the Universities rid of 

radical intellectuals. 

Again another group of lecturers who for reasons unknown 

tous escaped the dismissal order gave their total and unqualified 

support to the students' demonstration. One of these lecturers 

became few years later:.,the national president of ASUU. According 

to this group of lecturers: 

We the undersigned members of the academic 
staff of the University of Ife wish to make the 
following statement in total, unqualified 
support of Nigerian University students under 
the umbrella of the National Union of Nigerian 
Students (NUNS) ••• 

Free Education will Rise on the Ashes of the 
Present Wage System! 
Destroy the Salary 'llabe' ! 
Destroy the Contractual Plunder! 
(Osoba, Jeyifo et al, 1978:29-30) 

lt is instructive to note that after the 'Ali Must Go• students' 

crisis, the then federal government and indeed successive ones, 
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took closer and active interest over the activities of radical 

intellectuals in the Universities. This point is very important 

and should be kept at the back of our minds for us ta have a 

thorough and proper grasp of the dynamics of ASUU-Government 

Conflict. The 1978 episode.was just the beginning of what 

became later a perennial conflict between ASUU and the various 

governments Dver the management of Nigeria's political economy 

in general, and Nigeria's higher education problems in 

particular. The various governments therefore interpr_eted the 

posture of ASUU on national lssues as being anti-government or 

anti-establishment. ASUU was regarded as being permanently 

confrontational in its attitudes.and actions towards the governments. 

lt was such thinking on the part of government that actually 

determined its attitudes and actions towards the Universities. 

lt also provided for it a rational ground for interfering in 

the interna! matters of Universities. For as Aminu (1986:108 & 

1989: 13) argued if Universities are seen or believed to be 

working against government interests, by being identified with 

what is rightly or wrongly regarded as dissidence; or if some 

of its staff engage in political activities or in what Governments 

consider ta be incitment, destructive criticisms or outright 
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subversion; or if their students engage in vandalism with 

destruction of property and evan blockage of highways; Governments 

have to interfere, for afterall University autonomy cannot 

remove the proprietor I s right •. Ami nu ( 1986: 108) then cautions 

that University staff and students should appreciate the damage 

to the system their actions -occasion when out of grievance or 

nature, take delight in abusing leaders of the Government. 

As far as the governments·were concerned, University 

academics were abusing UAAF. And quoting Austin Dennis to 

derive home this point, Aminu (1986:107) ruefully asked: 

1 Autonomy - how many privileges have been safeguarded in thy 

name?' (Emphasis ours). · Aminu (1986: 107) then argued t_hat 

UAAF 'are convenient issues often used as a cover to campaign 

for others like improved conditions of service.• 

Ard still defending government interference in the 

internal affairs of Universities, Aminu (1986:108) argued 

that Universities through their interna! lapses here and there, 

invite government interference. These according to him, include 

lobbies by University men, and the wild allegations of scandals, 

fraud, maladministration, etc that aggrieved or disgruntled 

staff make directly or using students, workers or any 
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combination of these. Arguing further, he asserts, that 

University men even use the invitation to outside interference 

as a threat to have their usually illegitimate ways in the 

Universities. This ha said 1 makes the position of the 

Universities quite contradictory on the issue of University 

autonomy. For instance, when the interference from government 

is seen to be in their favour, they term it •a timely 

intervention to save the situation,' and when it is not, it is 

called a 'flagrant violation of academic freedom and University 

autonomy•, hence the 'Universities sometimes want bath to eat 

their autonomy cake and have it' (Aminu 1986:106). Aminu then 

further argued that if government feels that Universities have 

become tribalised, and should be reformed by appointing a new 

Vice-Chancellor from another cultural or linguistic area, all 

sorts of occurrences can be expected, such as posting the 

Vice-Chancellor (Ibid). 

There is perhaps no doubt that soma of these lapses do 

exist in Nigerian Universities (for afterall the Universities 

are in soma respect part of the decadent Nigerian Society) 

or that they could have attracted government interference, as 

Aminu arguad.But the crucial point however, is that what we 
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may here call thetinternal lapses theor/can hardl{ explain 

alot of cases of interference and erosion of UAAF. For instance 

were internal lapses responsible for the promulgation of Decree 

No. 16 of 1985; the excision of ASUU from NLC; the usurpation 

of Universities' admission function by JAMB; the skewed membership 

of University Council in favour of·government; the ban on use of 

public facilities for seminars and symposia; prohibition of 

academics from participation in political activities; or even 

the dismissal of radical lecturers from Universities? Aminu's 

internal lapses theory is therefore too weak to explain the main 

motive behind the erosion of UAAF. 

But again, one of Aminu•s further arguments contradicts 

his position above. For instance, he concedes that when it 

cornes ta issues which have important political repercussions, 

or which affect 'peace, order and good government,• the government 

has to interfere. Such interferance depends to a large extent 

on the prevailing mood of the Government-University relationship, 

and of the pet ideas and prejudices of the rulers. Even though 

he argues that the prevailing mood rather than any fundamental 

philosophy determines how Governments deal with Universities, he 
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concedes that the prevailing mood are influenced by factors 

such as contemporary political, economic and security situations 

in the country, the image of staff and students among other things 

(Aminu 1986:107). But in making this concession Aminu forgets 

the fact that the factors he identified were actually the things 

that consti t.uted government' s fundamental philosophy which in 

turn determined largely its attitude and actions towards the 

Universities. In fact, the radical posture of academics (or 

ASLJLJ) - which the governments were trying to curb through erosion 

of LJAAF, - was actually a product of a fundamental principle of 

rejecting the prevailing capitalist system which was seen as the 

root of Nigeria's socio-economic and political problems. We shall 

return to this in section 6.1.5. Meanwhile, it suffices to 

state clearly that ASLJLJ leadership openly and unequivocally 

rejected the prevailing capitalist order which the ruling class 

seriously defended and nurtured. And consequently, its rejection, 

as well as its struggle to change the prevailing social order, 

really. complicated its conflict with the governments. For 

instance, it made the conflict to assume the character of an 

asymmetric and structure-oriented conflict, (a permanent or 

perennial antagonism). But much more relevantly, it largely 
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accounted for why the various governments tried to erode UAAF 

which they saw as a convenient cover for radicalism among 

academics. Specifically speaking, it determined inter alia, 

why (i) some radical academics were dismissed or deported, (ii) 

University laws were sometimes disregarded by governments, and 

(iii) the powers of the visitor, NUC, JAMS and the Federal 

Ministry of Education, were all strengthened at the expense of 

University Councils and Senates. And as we demonstrated earlier 

in section 6.1.1, it largRly determined government 1 s funding 

policy towards the Universities. 

The fact that is worth emphasizing therefore is that the 

erosion of UAAF was not merely accidental and expediential, it 

was much more importantly a policy that consistently aimed at 

regimenting the Universities that were fast becoming too 'hot• 

or radical for the governments to accommodate and tolerate. 

In fact, it was a policy aimed at curbing the radical orientation 

of Universities and consequently making them supportive of the 

pre\lailing social order. 

The erosion of UAAF should rightly be seen in the light 

of the clash of ideoloqical principles between the government 

(ruling class) and radical academics. This framework of analysis 
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provides a better explanation than the 'internal-lapses 

theory' or 'the checklist of factors that eroded the special 

position of Universities 1
1 as put forward by government officials. 

6.1.3.B(c) Conclusion 

From the data presented so far on the erosion of UAAF, 

there are enough evidence to uphold the hypothesis that 'the 

motive behind the erosion of UAAF by the government was to 

curb the radical orientation of Universities and consequently 

make thern supportive of the prevailing social order. 1 

The framework that guided this conclusion can be re-stated 

as follows: The educational system particularly the tertiary 

level, is a major ideological apparatus of the ruling class. 

Although not all the intellectuals in the educational system share 

the same ideological conviction with the ruling class, the 

entire educational system is nevertheless expected to serve the 

dominant interests of the ruling class. One of the major functions 

it perforrns, is to generate and propagate ideas that help 

further to legitimize the prevailing social order. And in the 

process of doing this, it helps to breed students and people 

in society, that share and defend the dominant ideas of the 

ruling class. 
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But if on the contrary, the educational system, begins to 

produce students that reprobate rather than accept the dominant 

ideas of the prevailing social order, the ruling class will 

not sit on the fence and watch the liquidation of its empire, 

It could therefore adopt any measure to obviate any threat to 

the prevailing social order. 

The history of the role of Nigerian higher educational 

system since 1978 as an ideological instrument of the state, 

shows that the ruling class had enough reason to feel threatened. 

The educational system challenged its legitimacy. And its 

corresponding reactions equally demonstrated that it was 

irrevocably committed to the ideas of the prevailing social 

order. Hence the realization by ASUU in 1981, that the main 

reason for the erosion of UAAF, was the impression in government 

circ~les that 1Universities are citadels of unpatriotism and 

subversive activities. 1 As ASUU elaborated: 

The main reason for the incursion into Academic 
Freedom and University Autonomy, ••• 
is that the vocal intellectuals in the 
Universities constitute a big threat to the 
existence of the powerful ones in the Society. 
These people wield significant influence in the 
corridors of power. They include powerful public offi
cials, businessmen (nouveau riche), agents of 
multinational corporations, etc. These powerful 
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people fear the vocal intellectuals because 
of the latter having chosen to be society's 
conscience, freouently analyze Government 
policies, expose corruption and graft among 
public officials and businessmen and attack 
neocolonial exploiters. Consequently, it is 
felt that University dons should be silenced 
and Universities seriously controlled by 
Government all in a bid to safeguard the 
interest of our exploiters. (ASUU 1981:D6-D?). 
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Dur conclusion is that government•s reaction to ASUU radicalism 

can be understood in terms of the necessity imposed on it by the 

imperatives of capitalist survival i.e. to secure the conditions 

for expansion of capital in general at a time of rising working 

class resistance to oppression and exploitation. 12 

6.1.4: The Issue of Poor Remuneration and Conditions 
of Service in Nigerian Universities 

Looking back attables 6.1 - 6.3, we recall that the 

issue of poor remuneration or poor conditions of service generally, 

was not identified as one of the three major causes of ASUU 

strikes. We saw for instance that in table 6.2, it was poorly 

rated as one of the causes of the strikes. This shows that 

when-compared with the other three causes (under-funding, erosion 

of UAAF and poor working facilities) poor remuneration was not 

a major cause of the strikes. And, since it was not totally 
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rejected like the issue of radicalism among union leaders, 

it means that it was nevertheless a relevant cause of the 
.,. 

strikes. This supports the work of Kadish (1968:160), 

Harrison and Tabory (1980), Otobo (1987) and Mandel (1969) 

that academics unionize or go on strikes in order to enhance 

their economic well-being. 

As we noted in section 6.1.0., the results of tables 

6.1 - 6.3, vindicate the statements made by NAUT in 1977 in 

which the issue of financial compensation was not considered 

among the two principal factors that can determine whether an 

intellectual would like ta join the academic profession, 

or whether those already in the profession would decide 

to remain or quit. Again tables 6.1 - 6.3 confirm the 

reason why ASUU in 1981 decided not ta call-off its strike even 

after the Shagari regime announced a new and attractive salary 

structure for the staff of Universities. In refusing ta call-off 

the strike, ASUU maintained that Nigerian academics are 

a band of patriots rather than a bunch of mercenaries who are 

interested in mere salaries and who would jump at the sight of 

figures. According to ASUU, Nigerian academics are motivated 

by their love for Nigeria and her University system and not 

by lust for money. (ASUU 1981(d):5; ASUU 1981(e):2). 
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Having noted these, we shall now show that although poor 

remuneration was not considered a major cause of the strikes, 

it was nevertheless one of the causes of the strike~for it made 

a lot of academics ta be dissatisfied on their job. We shall 

explore this argument further by looking at bath quantitative 

and qualitative data. We will start by asking academics ta 

indicate how satisfied they are on their job. 

Table 6.19: Opinion of Respondents on how satisfied 

they are on their Job. 

Opinion Number of Percent age Respondents 

Very satisfied 14 5 

Satisfied 88 29 

Dissatisfied 160 53 

Very Dissatisf1ed 34 11 

Undecided 4 1 

Total 300 100* 

*Rounded up 

(%) 
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Table 5.19 shows that more than half (or 54%, i.e. 53% + 

11%) of the. respondents are dissatisfied on their job. And 

among the 34% (i.e. 5% + 29%) of the respondents that are 

satisfied on their job, we discovered that most of those in the 

professorial cadre balong to this group. This as we know are 

people who have reac_hed the pinnacle of their career. 

But having founô out how satisfied or dissatisfied the 

respondents are on their job, we sort ta know the causes of their 

dissatisfaction with respect ta the issue of poor salary or 

conditions of service. The results of these are found in the 

following tables. 

Table 5.20: Opinion of Respondents on whether poor 

salary was a source of their Dissatisfaction. 

Opinion Number of Percentage (%) Respondents 

Yes 205 59 

No 15 5 

Not applicable/Undecided 76 25 

Total 300 100 
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Table 6.20 shows that 69% of the respondents are not 

satisfied with their salary. This indicates that poor salary 

is a source of dissatisfaction among academics and confirms 

also that it was one of the causes of ASUU strikes. This 

confirms the findings by Kadish (1968:160), Harrison and 

Tabory (1980) that academics go on strikes ta achieve economic 

goals. 

The next we considered is the question of promotional 

prospects. 

Table 6.21: Opinion of Respondents on whether poor 

promotional prospects was a source of their 

Dissatisfaction. 

Opinion 
Number of Percentage (%) Respondents 

Yes 196 65 

No 18 6 

Not Applicable/Undecided 86 29 

Total 300 100 

, 
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Table 6.21 confirms the view that poor promotional prospects 

was a source of dissatisfaction among Nigerian academics. It 

shows that 65% of the respondents are dissatisfied with the 

rate at which they are being promoted. 
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Table 6.22: Opinion of Respondents on whether poor government 

response to the plight of Universities was a source 

of their dissatisfaction. 

Opinion Number of Percentage (%) Respondents 

Yes 233 78 

~ 2 o• 

Not Applicable/Undecided 65 22 

Total 300 100 

*Percentage less than I. 

Table 6.22 shows that more respondents expressed dissatis

faction over poor government response to the plight of Universities. 

This to them was why the University system is having poor 

conditions of service. 
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In tables 6.20 to 6.22, we might have observed that the 

number of those who indicated that they were dissatified was 

consistently higher than those who indicated such in table 6.19. 

This is because some of those who indicated that they were 

satisfied on their job still felt that some aspects of the 

conditions of service, are not conducive for an effective and 

efficient performance of their academic duties. For instance a 

professor in the physicel sciences who said he was satisfied on 

his job, still complained that today there are inadequate 

laboratory facilities when compared to the time he joined the 

academic profession. 

Table 6.23: Opinion of Respondents on whether the alleged 

loss of Respect and Prestige associated with 

lecturing was a source of their Dissatisfaction. 

Opinion Number of Percentage Respondents 

Yes 170 56 

l~o 35 12 

mot Applicable/Undecided 95 32 

Total 300 100 

(% ) 
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Table 5 .23 shows that the issue of loss of respect and prest·ige 

associated with the academic profession, is also a source of 

dissatisfaction. It is however a source of dissatisfaction 

for 170 respondents i.e. just slightly above half of the 

respondents. SomE of the respondents still feel that in spite of 

the neglect of the Universities, the academic profession is still 

a respected profession. They point to the respect still accorded 

to the fruits of intellectual endeavours such as break-throughs 

in the field of science and Technology. This view is in 

contrast with the one held by some other respondents. According 

to them, the University system is gradually being turned into 

a glorified secondary school - the laboratories are poorly 

equipped; there are no good library with current journals; 

the Universities System Scale or University Salary Structure 

(USS) has gradually spread to the other arms of thP. educational 

sector etc. These respondents also argue that many businessmen, 

emergency contractors, politicians etc, who go about displaying 

their ill-gotten weRlth, have rapidly takP.n away the respect and 

privilege hitherto enjoyed by learned men. However looking at 

table 5.23, we observe that there is no doubt that the academic 
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profession is still being respected. For instance, some 

academics confirm that those who distinguish themselves in 
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the profession still enjoy international recognition. They 

pointed to many distinguished Nigerian academics in both the 

Sciences and Humanities that have received international awards 

or prizes for their high contribution to the advancement of 

knowledge. 

In addition to the issues we examined in tables 6.20 -

6.23, we asked further questions on whether the poor conditions 

of service along with other factors, would now induce the 

academics to leave their profession for better jobs. The results 

of the questions arR presented in tables 6.24 and 6.25. 

Table 6.24: Opinion of Respondents about leaving their 

profession for better jobs • 

. Opinion Number of Percentage (%) 
Respondents 

Yes 187 62 

No 1œ 35 

Undecided 7 2 

Total 300 100• 

•Rounded up 
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Table 5.24 shows that.52% of the respondents/would want 

to leave their present job for better job. However 35% of 

the respondents indicated that they would remain in their job 

in spite of poor working conditions and poor conditions of 

service. We however discovered that a majority of those who 

said they would quit the academic profession for a better job, 

also said that they would actually do so without hesitation. 

Then we further inquired whether the respondents would still 

like to be in academics in an advanced country if they quit he.lle 

in Nigeria as a result of poor conditions of service among 

other things. Although this question was mainly directed to 

those who indicated to quit their job, we however found out 

that a majority of the respondents answered it. The results of 

this is in table 5.25. 

Table 5.25: Opinion of Respondents on whether they would 

still like to be in academics in advanced 

countries after quiting in Nigeria. 

Opinion Number of Percentage Respondents 

Ves 2~ 78 
No 32 11 

Undecided 34 11 

Total 300 100 

(%) 
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Table 6.25 confirrns the view that rnost acadernics in 

Nigeria have intrinsic love for their profession. This rneans 

that given the right working environrnent rnost of thern would 

want to rernain in acadernics until they perhaps retire. The 

table shows that 78% of the respondents would still want to 

rernain in acadernics under an attractive working environrnent 

elsewhere after they must have resigned frorn it in Nigeria. It 

follows that the desire of sorne to quit their job is not because 

they do not like the job but sirnply because the conditions 

under which they work no longer rnake it interesting for thern to 

continue. For instance, one respondent frorn the University of 

Jos said: 

I can only stay in acadernics if I do not get a 
good job. Acadernics is no longer for me, because 
lecturers are poorly paid, people do not appreciate 
their job, students even hate thern and worst of all, 
governrnent regard thern as their worst enerny. 

The struggle therefore by acadernics over the years 

dernonstrate clearly that the issue of poor salary/conditions of 

service was actually a source of dissatisfaction arnong thern to 

warrant making it a strike issue. A close look at some of the 

demands by acadernics over the years would illustrate this point. 
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The issue of poor remuneration was already contentious before 

the formation of ASUU. In 1964 for instance, the Committee of 

Vice-Chancellors (C.V.C.) set up a sub-committee to make 

recommendations about salaries in Nigerian Universities. And 

in 1967, it prepared a joint Memorandum with NAUT which it 

submitted to the government for a salary review. (See ASUU 1981: 

25-26). 

In 1970, the Committee of Vice-Chancellors (C.V.C.) made 

another case for new salary scale before the Adebo Salary Review 

Commission. In the memorandum to the commission, it argued that 

the salary scale being operated in the Universities then was 

introduced -in 1958 and as such had become unsatisfactory owing 

to enormous rise in cost of living. Moreover it observed that 

salaries in other tropical African Universities with whom 

Nigeria Universities compete for top flight academic and research 

.staff, were progressively rising over the past ten years while 

those of Nigerian Universities were left lagging way behind. 

According toit, in the University of Malawi for exemple, a 

professor's basic salary was [4,200 (Four thousand, two hundred 

pounds), while that of its Nigerian counterpart was f3,DDD (Three 
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thousand pounds) ( See C. V .C. Memorandum to Adebo Commission 

1970:3&5). The C.V.C also sent memorandum to the Udoji 

Commission. 

Then, NAUT also made a case for improved salary scale 

during the Adebo Commiss.ion, as well as before the Williams 

Review Committee that came after the Udoji Commission having 

refused to present Memorandum to the Udoji Commission on the 

grounds that its establishment was against the spirit of 

University autonomy (NAUT 1978:39). 

The inability of the then government to meet the demands 

by NAUT as well as the earlier submission by the c.v.c., induced. 

NAUT to embark on the first ever strike by Nigerian academics 

in 1973. According toits then National Secretary - Comrade 

Dla Dni - 'the University lecturers have had to take this step 

because four years of negotiation with University authorities, 

proved fruitless' (See Otojareri 1981:6). And the then 

president of NAUT was reported to have said that University 

teachers can no longer tolerate living in penury on grounds 

of patriotism (See also Otojareri 1981:6). Making the situation 

worse was the Government white paper on the Udoji Report in which 

the University's conditions of service were harmonized with those 
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of the civil service. Consequently the issue of new salary 

structure for Universities remained unresolved after the Udoji 

Commission. And as a result, NAUT in 1977 demanded that 

Universities should be pulled out of the Unified Public Service. 

Secondly it demanded that financial remunerations for University 

teachers should be reviewed with a view to radically 

restructuring the prevailing salary scale. And thirdly, it 

demanded that a special Review Commission should be appointed 

without delay to consider the conditions of Service in the 

Universities (NAUT 1977: 44 & 45). Earlier in 1976, the University 

of Nigeria branch of NAUT made a case for a comprehensive review 

of the salaries of University staff. In paragraph one ofüs 

memorandum, it lamented that academics •have lost all initiative 

in the matter of being adequately remunerated for work done, 

especially since the emergence of military rule and the consequent 

and perhaps inevitable ascendancy of the civil service in the 

formulation and prosecution of national policies' (University of 

~Jigeria A.U.T; 1976). Lamenting further it said: 

Many experienced academics are fleeing from the 
frustrations of University life into more 
rewarding and more challenging sectors of our 
national life. This tragic development is one 
of the saddest chapters of our national life, but 
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it could hardly have been otherwise given the 
current loss of position and status by the 
Universities (University of Nigeria A.U.T, 1976). 
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It was against the background of unsuccessful attempts by 

academics to secure a new and befitting solary structure that 

ASUU in 1981 made a very strong case for an attractive salary 

structure before the Cookey Commission. In that year also, 

poor conditions of service became one of its reasons for going 

on strike. According to ASUU (1981:36), 'the practice the 

world over irrespective of social system is to separate University 

Academic Service from Civil Service•. This it argued 'is 

because of the Unique nature of University Service,' Justifying 

its position further, it identified the high standard of degree 

demanded; the long period of training and preparation needed to 

qualify; · the ver y high and rigorous requirements needed for 

promotion, and the fact that University Service is not_ amenable 

to the 40-hour week of work that prevails in the civil service; 

among others, as its main reasons for demanding a different 

salary structure (ASUU 1981:36). 

8etween 1981 and 1988, the issue of poor conditions of 

service featured in most of the demanda made by ASUU to the 

government. See for instance Appendix G for ASUU 1 s log of demanda 
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w~iere in 1987, the :.ssue of poor .candi tians of se·rvice was 

among the crucial i,;sues raised. And again in 1988, one of the 

reasons which ASULi .Listed for going on str ike was the delay in the 

payment of the Elonç ated Salary Structure to Uni ver si ty Staff by 

the oovernment. Ev~n though ASUU made ~ther demanda, the issue 

of the Elongated Salary Structure·was top in the list of 

demunds. It is on record however that government never believed 

it was a major reason for the.strike since ASULi according toit 

was just being confrontationàl but using that as a caver. 

Whatever is the case, the issue of poor_ salary and candi tians 

of service! was a Eource of dissatisfaction among University 

staff. Although mEre fat salary alone does not seem to occupy 

a high posi tian amc,ng other sources of. dissatisfaction in the 

University, our evi.dence - quantitative and qualitative alike, -

strongly demonstrate, that i t is nevertheless an issue that ., 

should be given adequate attention. 

It is perhaps necessary to comment briefly why the issue 

of poor salary and conditions of service, became a source of 

dissatisfaction among Uni ver si ty académies·. Commenting on this, 

the Cookey Commission observed very elaborately as follows: 
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From their inception until 1974, Nigerian Universities 
operated for their staff a salary structure and 
conditions of service peculiar to themselves and 
different from those applicable in the civil service 
and the parastatals. Such conditions provided the 
necessary flexibility and attraction to prospective 
employees within and outside the country and in those 
circumstances the Universities attracted the best brains 
and were able to retain their devoted service ••• 

Notwithstanding the fact that the Udoji 
Commission failed to inform itself about the unique 
nature of the conditions in the Universities, it 
considered it convenient to include them in the 
unified public service structure which it recommended 
and which the Government accepted. 

Before harmonization in 1975, the Salaries of 
University staff were a shade higher than those of 
equivalent posts in the civil service. The unified 
structure upset the relativities between the 
University and the civil service. This upset is, 
naturally, a main source of dissatisfaction in the 
Universities (Cookey Report 1961:3). 

Although we agree with the Cookey Commission that the 

upsetting of the relativities between the University and the 

civil service; was a source of dissatisfaction, we however feel 

very strongly that there are two other important factors which 

made academics to be dissatisfied with their conditions of service. 

One of these factors was the rapid erosion of the purchasing 
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power of th~ Naira through devaluation with its concomitant 

high inflationary situation. The result of this was an 

unbearable high cost of living which gradually led to the 

pauperization of workers including those in the academic 

profession. It latter dawnad on academics that they were 

increasingly being proletarianized. Proletarianization in 
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this sense is a situation where the position of academics shifted 

from autonomy to dependence, dominance to subordination, 

high to low status, and from relatively high to relatively low 

incomes (See Jonhson 1977:109). 

The second factor which is closely related to the first, 

was the emergence of •emergency contractors', currupt public 

officials and the existence of highly attractive conditions of 

service in the private sector, all of which reduced the hitherto 

high social status associated with the lecturing profession. 

The fact that academics occupied higher social status before the 

7Ds, is not in doubt. Even up to the 70s, a study carried out 

by Ukaegbu in 1975, showed that on the prestige scale, the 

lecturing profession occupied a second position (See Ukaegbu 

1975:57). As Ukaegbu latter observed, the degree of imporatnce 

attached to any occupation or profession varies with the changing 
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circumstances in the society (Ukaegbu 1982:49). With respect 

to our study, such changing circumstances include the ease with 

which members in the other chosen endeavours of life achieved 

high material success far above those in the academic profession. 

The matter was even made worse when many of those who acquired 

wealth through dubious means, turned round to display such 

ill-gotten wealth in an ostentatious manner to the utmost chagrim 

of intellectuals and the civilized community. The matter was 

not also helped by the fact that the fat salary and attractive 

conditions of service existing in the private sector brought a 

situation where young graduates employed in that sector, got 

salaries that were by far twice of those of their lecturers that 

produced them. In some banks, the differentials are indeed 

unimaginable. All these no doubt led to dissatisfaction among 

àcademics because they were increasingly rendered socially 

_irrelevant in the scheme of things. For instance, most of them 

shunned ceremonies that involved donation of money, in order to 

avoid being embarrassed by young affluent members of the society. 

The feeling of status loss therefore is no doubt a factor in 

ASUU-Government Conflict (See Eke, 1988). 
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6.1.5: The question of ASUU Radicalism and 
Confrontational Posture 

6.1.s.1 Background 

• 

In the opinion of the government, 1 ASUU radicalism and 

confrontational posture' was a major source of conflict between 

the government and academics. In fact, as far as the govarnment 

was concerned, ASUU was a union led by few marxist-oriented 

academics who created the impression that ASUU-Government 

conflict was a permanent one, resolvable only within the context 

of a new Social order. It was therefore the strong view of 

government that ASLJU consistently adopted an anti-government 

posture. Consequently, government saw the actions of ASUU as 

attempts ta transform the prevailing social order. As the 

lndustrial Relations Department of the government succintly put 

it, •some of the grievances of ASUU were subterfuges for 

unbridled radicalism and ventilation of pent-up grievances.' 

Indeed this assertion captures fully government's perception of 

the character of its conflict with ASUU. 

Looking back attables 6.1 ta 6.3, we would recall that 
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the opinion of the rank and file of ASUU sharply contrast those of the 

government, as expressed in the preceding paragraph. In these 

tables, the rank and file outrightly rejected the view that 
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'radicalism of Union leadership' was one of the causes of 

ASUU-Government Conflict. The relevant question now is whether 

we should - on the basis of the survey data on tables 6.1 ta 6.3-

reject the proposition that 1 ASULi radicalism and confrontational 

attitude was a major cause of ASUU-Government co~flict.• In 

order ta answer this question objectively, we have ta examine the 

ideological character of ASUU rank and file and ASUU leadership 

and secondly examine the pronouncements and actions of ASUU 

leadership during the entire period of existence of ASUU. 

6.1.5.2 The Ideological Character of ASUU Rank and File 

The analysis of our data showithat the ideological character 

of ASUU rank and file was quite different from that of ASUU 

leadership. The data on tables C.I ta C.4 (Appendix C) show 

that the bulk of ASUU members were liberal (right-wing) 

intellectuels. Although these academics might agitate for 

reforms and express their disenchantment with the dynamics of the 

prevailing social order, they however do not approve of any 

fundamental reforms that would completely transform the prevailing 

social order. This finding corroborates that of Eke (1988) 

which showed that majority of the academics he sampled were 
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oriented towards the ideology of I mixed economy 1 ." His 

study showed that radical academics are in the minority. 
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îhese findings also support the works of Alain (1972) and Ladd 

and Lipset (1975). They also confirm the view advanced by 

Shils (1975:41) that •radical teachers in practically all 

Universities forma quite small minority, but one which sometimes 

wields a disproportionate influence, because there are sa many 

other dissatisfactions among those who do not share the radical 

ideology ••• ' 

In any case, the fact is that as a former secretary of 

ASUU at the University of Nigeria,Nsukka, branch observed, the 

membership of ASUU was made up of people with different 

ideological orientation. But as a former president of ASUU 

rightly observed, •many ASUU members share the same ideology as 

those in government,' but nevertheless, 'ASUU was a mass 

organization comprising all shades of ideology.' Furthermore, 

according ta a former secretary of ASUU at the University of 

Benin branch, the rank and file of ASUU was not radical and 

progressive although the leadership of ASUU might have been so. 

Having established the ideological character of ASUU rank 

and file, it is now germane to examine that of the leadership of ASUU. 
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6.1.5.3 The Ideological Character of ASUU Leadership 

The data on table C.5 (Appendix) show that out of the 

30 former ASUU leaders who filled the rank and file questionnaire, 

17 of them (representing 57%) are left-wing academics. This 

indicates that majority of former ASUU leaders were radical 

academics. This conclusion is more assertive when we examine 

more closely the ideological character of the members of ASUU 

National Executive Council (NEC) which was really the organ responsible 

for the day to day management of ASUU. As we observed in chapter 

five, ASUU National Executive Council (NEC) was made up of 

Principal Naticnal Dfficers and Chairmen of each branch Union of 

ASUU among others. 

Then, in order to classify these leaders, we interviewed 

some of them (See Methodology in chapter Four) on basic 

ideological questions such as the most fundamental cause of 

Nigeria's economic problem and the best solution to this 

fundamental cause. The result of this is presented in table 6.26. 
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Table 6.26: Classification of former ASUU leaderp on the 

ideological spectrum. 

Idealogical Classification Number of Percentage Respondents . 

Left-wing Academics 12 75 

Right-wing Academics 2 12.5 

Dthers 2 12.5 

Total 16 100 
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(%) 

Table 6.26 shows that 75% of the members of NEC of ASUU we 

sampled hold left-wing ideological views, while only 12.5% 

share right-wing ideological views. On the other hand, we could 

not easily classify two former leaders whose views showed no 

clear ideological predilection. For instance, one of them said 

that the most fundamental cause of Nigeria's economic problem 

is the 'lack of dedicated and informed leadership and ••• 

courage to adopt nationalistic economic policies. 1 And 

proffering a solution, he observed, that 'the problem has 

primordial roots and its dynamics will provide a solution at the 

appropriate time.' The other person we could not classify 
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however showed an inclination towards a left-wing ideology. 

For instance, according to him, 'the most fundamental cause of 

Nigeria's economic problem is the inability of the production 

system to provide the essential needs of the country due to 

among other things the rudimentary production forces.' And 

consequently he said that the best solution lies in the develop

ment of the production forces and the redirection of our 

economy to produce our essential and relevant needs.• 

The data on table C.5 (Appendix) and table 6.26 above 

support the proposition that bulk of the members of ASUU 

leadership were radical academics. ·on the basis of these, we 

can now assert that ASUU was a trade union led by few but 

powerful radical leaders over a predominantly non-radical 

followers (rank and file). This assertion is very important 

in any attempt to comprehend the real character of ASUU-Government 

conflict. 

The radical character of ASUU leadership largely shaped 

the views that ASUU projected .to the outside world. In fact,the 

radical posture of·ASUU leadership was effectively 1 foisted 1 

on ASUU as a Union to the extent that ASUU consistently held 

radical views on important national issues. However, when any 
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crucial issue required the approval of the rank and file, the 

radical posture of ASUU leadership usually got moderated in the 

process. In such matters, the liberal views of the rank and file 

largely determined the course of events. One of such issue that 

required the consent of the rank and file is that of a strike 

action. With respect to this, the rank and file only obliged 

when a strike was usually rationalized on a non-radical ideological 

terms. For instance, given the radical posture of ASUU leadership, 

one expected that ASUU would have joined in some of the strikes 

initiated by the Nigerian Labour Congress (NLC) that actually 

challenged the prevailing social order. The failure of ASUU to 

join in such strikes can be explained on the grounds that the 

rank and file was not easily mobilized on issues that do not 

touch on 'bread and butter' objectives or the improvement of 

professional academic standards. It was against this background 

that ASUU decided at its principal officers meeting on the 24th 

of September 1986, that 1 greater efforts should be made towards 

mobilization of rank and file members whose level of consciousness 

should be raised beyond economism' (See ASUU 1986(d). And also 

in the termination of the appointment of Festus Iyayi - ASUU 

national president - at the University of Benin, the rank and 
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file showed their reluctance ta move along with the radical 

posture of ASUU leadership. The National Executive Council of 

ASUU had then requested that referendum be conducted in all the 

branches ta secure the consent of the rank and file for a 

national strike in protest against Iyayi's termination. This 

proposed strike was not approved by many ASUU members although 

a former official of ASUU asserted that NEC got the expected 

approval. For instance, the A.B.U. branch (one of the largest 

branches) in rejecting the proposa! argued that muchas the 

termination of Iyayi and others at the University of Benin, was 

grave, it must not be made the basis of a strike action because 

it has no precedence (See Ifionu et al 19BB:25). 

The point we are therefore making is that while ASUU 

leadership used bread and butter issues to mobilize the rank and 

file very easily - for strikes, it at the same time used such 

strikes to wage its struggle against the prevailing social 

order. This confirms Hibbs 1 (197B:169) thesis that regardlèss 

of the larger political visions of many left-wing trade union 

leaders, most workers are probably mobilized for strike 

activity not by slogans about workers' seizure of political power 

but by the narrower economic incentives. Consequently, contrary 
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to the opinion of the rank and file (vide Supra, tables 6.1 to 

6.3) ASUU radicalism and confrontational attitude was actually 

a major source of ASUU-Government conflict. 

The views of ASUU leadership also confirm the proposition 

that ASUU radicalism was a major source of ASUU-Government 

conflict. While we shall examine such views latter, it suffices 

now to recount the views of some of the leaders of ASUU we 

interviewed. 

According to the former General Secretary of ASUU, 1 the 

vocal and critical views of ASUU on the management of the 

economic and political affairs are also source of the conflict 

with Government that has often been insensitive.• An 

ex-branch Chairman of ASUU at the University of Ibadan on his 

part also agrees with the proposition which he articulated as 

follows: 

There are three basic sources of the conflict. 
Firstly, there is disagreement over Government 
policies. ASUU tends to be more radical than 
Government. Secondly, the policy process does 
not permit effective participation by ASUU. 
Thirdly, ASUU sees itself not merely as a tracte 
union but as a mouthpiece of all under-privileged 
persons. 

Furthermore, an ex-branch chairman of ASUU at the University of 

Benin who latter became its national president also recognized 
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the fact that Government was very sensitive to ASUU's radical 

posture. According to him, government was very suspicious of and 

hostile towards anything that is intellectually oriented, and 

equally hated divergent opinions. 

Also a former branch Chairman of ASUU at Lagos State 

University, agreed with the proposition and then posited that 

opposition from ASUU was perceived by government as confrontation 

toits privileged position. And a former executive member of 

University of Lagos branch equally contends that 'government's 

perception of ASUU as a subversive or militant organization' 

was also a catalyst in the conflict. 

Finally anothDr ex-national president of ASUU from Bayero 

University Kano summed it_up when he observed that there was the 

perception on the part of government that University staff are 

anti-government. 

We shall now provide additional ducumentary evidence to 

substantiate our proposition that ASUU radicalism was a major 

source of the conflict. 
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Addressing a National Delegates' Conference of ASUU in 1985 

at the University of Ife, (now DAU) the Vice-Chancellor of that 

University observed that ASUU has emerged today - in spite of 

the relatively privileged position of its members within the 

labour movement - as an arch defender of the interests of the 

poor, oppressed and exploited members of our society (See 

Komolafe 1985:9). 

The radical tradition of ASUU which the Vice-Chancellor talked 

was no doubt established during the formative years of ASUU 

but it was perhaps effectively and firmly established during the 

tenure of Biodun Jeyifo as ASUU national president. As 

Komolafe (1985:9) observed 'since 1980 when Dr. Biodun Jeyifo 

became ASUU's president, the leadership of the Union at national 

and in some chapter levels, ~ave been penetrated by scholars with 

working-class consciousness ••• •. Supporting this assertion also, 

one of the participants at the Ife National Delegates' 

Conference in 1985 observed that the •trade union outlook of 

ASUU is a product of the activities of progressive scholars in 

the union in the last seven or so years' (See Komolafe 1985:9). 
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It was therefore customary for any persan elected the presid·ent 

of ASUU to affirm his commitment to this radical tradition. 

For instance Iyayi declared in 1986 (after being elected) that 

he would be committed to ASUU tradition of seeing and 

explaining issues through a radical and progressive approach 

(See Komolafe 1986:9). Writing about Iyayi 1 s radical 

orientation, Komolafe (1986:9) said: 

His radical orientation and activities in the 
labour movement are of common knowledge. Iyayi's 
anger with the system are best translated in his 
two widely read proletarian navels: Violence and 
The Contract. 

Apart from Iyayi, most ASUU presidents and other officers were 

committed radical scholars. And this was evident from the 

pronouncements made by them either as individuals or officials 

of ASUU. A review of some of these pronouncements - which 

reflected a preference for a total transformation of the 

prevailing social order, - would now be carried out in order to 

substantiate our thesis. 

In 1978, after the 'Ali Must Go• students• crisis, a 

prominent radical intellectual who latter became ASUU General 

Secretary observed in a joint article as follows: 
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The present cr1s1s like others preceding it 
must, therefore, be historicslly and structurslly 
snchored in the bastardized capitalist political 
economy which we inherited from the Western 
Atlantic Community into which we are now deeply 
emersing ourselves (Eteng and Nwala, 1978:5). 

Still commenting on Nigeria's economic problem, they added most 

virulently: 

These patholgies constitute a genre whose mundane 
origin is traceable to the destructive, neo
colonized •trading post 1 Capitalism to which the 
Nigerian leadership and its capitalist legitimizers 
have tenaciously clung. It is this system which 
operates as an appendage of the world capitalist 
hegemony that is gradually destroying all of us 
(Eteng & Nwala, 1978:5). 

We will recall that in section 5.1.3.8(b), the views of some 

radical academics who supported the 'Ali Must Go' students' 

violent demonstration of 1978 were recounted as evidence that some 

important ASUU members supported the 1978 students' crisis 

usually regarded by government as attempts at a 'revolutionary 

change of government.• And it was from this period that government 

started very seriously to see ASUU as a radical organization. 

In any case the pronouncements of ASUU as we will now show tended , 

to lend credence to government thinking. 

In its Annual Delegates' Conference held at the Bayera 

University Kano in 1981, ASUU clearly adopted an anti-imperialist/ 
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,,. 
capi talist posture. In i ts communique i t noted wi th grave . 

concern the role of international capitalist forces in Nigeria's 

economy. It consequently condemned unequivocally the growing 

foreign domination of Nigeria's economy by international capitalist 

forces (See ASUU 1981(b). From 1981 to 1983, ASUU did not hide 

its aversion to the prevailing social order. The strike of 1981 

and its aftermath, provided her the opportunity of exposing how 

the capitalist system being operated by Nigeria was the root of 

all its socio-economic and political problems. 

However a remarkable period in the anti-imperialist/ 

anti-capitalist activities of ASUU was between 1984 and 1988. 

In 1984, ASUU organized a national conference on 'The State of 

the Nigerian Economy.' The Conference which was held at the 

University of Benin was an epoch making event in the anti-imperialist/ 

capitalist struggle of ASUU. In its widely publicized communique 

(now published in a pamphlet titled 'How to save Nigeria'), 

ASUU made a critical anatomy of the Nigerian economy, and then 

identified the following as the roots of Nigeria's economic 

crisis: 

(a) the incorporation of Nigeria into world capitalism 

by colonial imperialism; 
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(b) Nigeria's dependent and weak position within a 

declining and crisis-ridden world capitalist system; 

(c) the exploitation and control of Nigeria 1 s resources by 

multinational corporations; 

(d) the presence of a local exploiting class whose 

members aid the foreign firms to steal Nigeria's 

wealth and transfer it abroad; 

(e). government repression and oppression of workers 

through decrees, labour laws and policies, and wage 

freeze; 

(f) the stealing on a massive scale by foreign and 

Nigerian contractors, politicians, distributors and 

Commission agents who do not contribute to production 

(ASUU 1984a:2-3). 

ASUU then rejected governments claim that •the crisis is due 

to world-wide recession and a fall in oil revenue• (p.4). 

Consequently ASUU concluded that: 

no ex-colonial capitalist country has attained 
economic independence without first undergoing 
a thorough anti-imperialist and democratic 
revolution. Nigeria cannot and WILL NOT be an 
exception to this rule. Conference therefore 
calls on the Nigerian working and oppressed 
people to struggle for the constant deepening 
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of the democratic content and patriotic consciousness 
of the society so that a system can be created that 
ensures just and equitable distribution of power and 
resources (ASUU 1984a:22-23). 

Again i~ 1985, ASUU reiterated its anti-imperialist/ 

capitalist conviction in a memorandum it presented before the 

Akambi Panel of Inquiry into the May 1985 Education Crisis in 

Nigeria. In that memorandum, ASUU, re-emp~asized its resolutions 

at the Benin Conference of 1984, and then asserted once more 

that the •root cause of our recurrent crisis is the indisputable 

fact of domination by International capitalism' (See ASUU, 1985: 

25; or ASUU, 1987: 17). 

And in the same year 1985, ASUU in a communique it issued 

after its NEC meeting at the Federal University of Technology 

Dwerri, declared that the solution to the problems facing Nigeria 

requires a fundamental restructuring of bath the economy and the 

power relations. According toit: 

Unless the present exploitative system of 
production and the oppressive political 
system are dismantled and replaced by a 
truly democratic system under the control 
and direction of workers, peasants and other 
progressive elements, these ugly events will 
continue to occur. ASUU therefore calls on 
the NLC, all democratic and mass organizations 
including all patriots to corne together in the 
struggle for total and genuine liberation of our 
people (See ASUU 19B5(b):3&5). 
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With this language of class struggle, the governmept was not 

unaware that the prevai ling social order whic·h she was defending 

and promoting, was seriously being challenged and threatened, 

Then, ASUU also castigated top government officials who in its 

opinion epitomized the existing social order, For instance, 

during th_e same NEC meeting that was held at Dwerri, ASUU called 

for the immediate dismissal of the then Minister of Education -

Professor Jibril Aminu, And latter in a paid advertisement 

published in the Guardian riewspaper of August 1986, ASUU once 

again reiterated its several calls for the removal of Prof, 

Jibril Aminu as the Minister of Education, According to ASUU, 

Prof, Aminu was one of the central midwives (if not the main 

midwife) of the baby called educational crisis of Nigeria, And 

from his writings and statements since 1977, Aminu according to 

ASUU, consistently canvassed the ideas that brought the current 

crisis into being (See ASUU, 1986(c):BB). 

It is important to note that ASUU's radical pronouncements 

and activities were not only carried out by its National 

Secretariat. Sorne branches were also very committed to ASUU 1 s 

radical tradition. For instance in 19B6, the University of Ife 

(now DAU) branch organized a symposium on 'The 1986 Budget, 
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Human Rights and the Political Debate.• During th~ symposium, 

the government•s liberal economic policies came under severe 

attack. For example, part of the resolutions of the 

symposium read as follows: 

Contrary to the press ovations about the budget, 
ASUU is convinced that the cardinal aim of the 
Federal government is to make Nigeria a fertile 
place for foreign and local exploitera. The 
budget will make the Nigerian economy more 
dependent on multinational corporations ••• 
The budget is also a victory for I.M.F. 
For example, all the hated and rejected conditions 
for the I.M.F. loan are entrenched in the budget. 
These are removal of petroleum subsidy, privatization/ 
commercialization, trade liberalization, naira 
devaluation/adjustment, disinvestment in business 
ventures, freeze on employment (ASUU 1986(e). 

It is against this background that participants at the symposium 

recommended that the primary and urgent step to take is to 

nationalize the key sectors of the economy, namely oil and 

minerals, banks/insurance and Foreign tracte (ASUU 1986(e). 

The introduction of the Structural Adjustment Programme 

(SAP) in 1986 by the Babangida regime however, exacerbated ASUU

Government Conflict. As a capitalist-oriented programme, SAP 

attracted severe criticisms From ASUU and all radical intellectuals 

within and outside the University System. The introduction of 

SAP in 1986, coincided with the emergence of Festus Iyayi (Former 

ASUU Chairman at the University of Benin branch, and a committed 
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left-wing militant) as the national president of ASUU. This 

coïncidence indeed added a new dimension to the struggle by 

ASUU for a new social order. Subsequently, the leadership of 

ASUU at the national and in some chapter levels, became more 

militant in the conduct of some important union and extra-union 

affairs. For instance, SAP became a subject of discussion and 

reprobation in almost all meetings of ASUU leaders. And as 

government re-affirmed its irrevocable commitment to SAP, ASUU 

in turn intensified its anti-imperialist and anti-capitalist 

campaign. 

Consequently in early 1987, ASUU made a virulent attack on 

SAP through its official publicity organ the CLARION. According 

toit, the deliberate destruction of education and social welfare 

programmes is a consequence of the government's slavish 

capitulation to the I.M.F and World Bank. These sinister 

designs of imperialismit argued, have been unambiguously rejected 

by the Nigerian people. It therefore called on Babangida 

administration to abadon what it termed the •road of death,' 

the regime has chosen through SAP (See ASUU 1987(f). 

Not long after this call, ASUU issued a communique after 

i ts NEC meeting held at the Uni ver si ty of Port Harcourt. 
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, 
In this release, ASLJU reviewed the economic and political 

policies of the government. It argued that (a) 1 government 

policies and measures were directives from the detested I.M.F, 

the World Bank, other international imperialist interests and their 

Nigerian Collaborators'; and (b) that the 'central motive of the 

policies is ta enslave the economy and the Nigerian people ta 

these foreign and hostile interests•. On the basis of these, it 

contended that SAP is a backward and incorrect policy which is 

obstructive and detrimental ta Nigeria's interests. It therefore 

repeated what it called its long-standing demand that SAP should 

be abandoned in favour of a programme of structural disengagement 

from the world's exploiting economic system (See ASUU 1987(a). 

Then in its_Special Bulletin of August 1987, ASUU among other 

things, catalogued how according tait, the federal Government 

has attempted to serve the I.M.F by destroying education in 

Nigeria. ASUU observed that it 'has again and again alerted the 

country ta the fact that the measures will bring ruin and destruction 

not only to education but also to our country as a people.• 

It therefore declared that it 'will continue to struggle in 

defence of the rights of Nigeria' adding that it •cannot be 

intimidated' (ASUU 1987(e). 
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Again in another NEC meeting held at University of Sokoto 

(now Usmanu Danfodiyo University, UDU) on the 11th and 12th 

September 1987, ASUU repeated its call For labour and other 

progressive forces •to intensify their struggle to establish a 

truly democratic system in which elected representatives of mass 

Qrganizations shall determine economic and political policies in 

our country.• Concluding, it expressed the 1 firm belief that sooner, 

rather than later, the will and genuine public interest of the 

people will triumph (ASUU 1987(g): 5&6). (Emphasis ours). 

In another Press Release of September 22nd 1987, ASUU 

condemned the Debt-Equity Swap, and asserted that •attempts to 

revamp Nigeria's economy are futile outside complete structural 

Disengagement from Imperialism (SOI)' (ASUU, 1987(h):1&2). In 

the same release, ASUU declared its open acceptance of Socialisrn 

which the people chose through the Political Bureau. 

And finally in a letter to President Ibrahim Babangida in 

January 25th 1988, ASUU reiterated its call for the abrogation 

of SAP, and the sturcutral disengagement from I.M.F, World Bank, 

and multinational Corporations. It then called for a people

oriented governrnent (See ASUU 1988). 
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With all these marxist rhetorics, it is not surprising 

that as Babarinsa et al (1968:18) observed, all Nigerian 

governments (mili tary or civïlian) regarded ASUU as the hotbed of 

radicals. According ta Dghuma et al (1988:17), ASUU has since its 

creation in 1978 been dubbed as an organization of intellectuals, 

radicals and non-conformists. The popular radical image of ASUU 

makes it ta be seen as having the largest concentration of 

radicals nation-wide (Ifionu et al 1988:25). 

6.1.5.5 Government 1 s Reactions 

As we argued in section 6.1.3, the various governments 

were very sensitive ta the radical orientation of ASUU. It 

accounted for (as we argued) why governments embarked on the 

erosion of University Autonomy and Academic Freedom (UAAF) as 

well as the under-funding of Universities. The specific actions 

it took ta erode UAAF showed clearly that it did not take kindly 

ta ASUU's radicalism. And its excism of ASUU from the NLC for 

instance was to halt further radicalization of labour by ASUU 

left-wing militants. The various government's measures such as 

the dismissal of radical academics, promulgation of Decree No. 16 

of 1985, the setting up of visitation panels, effective use of 
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visitorial powers in the appointment of Vice-ChancÉllors, 

opening and closure of Universities, the deportation of some radical 

academics, the decision to punish academics 1 who were not teaching 

what they were paid to teach,' the arrest and detention of some 

radical academics; convincingly demonstrate that governments 

regarded ASUU radicalism and confrontational posture, as a 

major source of conflict between them and ASUU. 

Government's anger with radical academics Cas manifested 

in the behaviour of ASUU leadership), can be fully captured 

when one reads the statements made by Governor Lawan Gwadabe of 

Niger State after the deportation of Wilmot. According to the 

Governor, Wilmot did not concentrate only in teaching but used 

his position as the patron of some University organizations to 

•champion the radicalization of our children in the University 

which had often threatened the security of the nation.• 

Consequently the Governor warned that the federal government would 

henceforth deal ruthlessly with any lecturer 1 Nigerian or expatirate, 

whose radical views were similar to those of Wilmot, and especially 

those found indoctrinating students in acts of hooliganism or 

extreme radicalism (See Dmotunde et al, 1988: 15-16). 
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It is against this background that one can explain the. 

erosion of University autonomy and academic freedom, as well as 

the under-funding of Universities, by the federal government. 

It is also against this background that we shall now turn to 

the second major part of this chapter namely the roots of 

ASUU-Government Conflict. 

5.2.D: The Roots of ASUU-Government Conflict 

While an identification, analysis and discussion of the 

causes of ASUU strikes constitute an important aspect of this 

study, it is however more important to trace the roots (common 

source) of all these causes. This is very essential because an 

attempt 'to eliminate the immediate cause of a conflict without 

dealing with its root, is akin to treating the symptoms of a 

disease rather than its cause. 

In identifying the roots of ASLiU-Government Conflict, 

we shall test the hypothesis that: 

The mismanagement of Nigerian economy by the 
ruling class and the concomitantly dogged 
reprobation by ASUU Leadership constitute 
the roots of ASUU-Government Conflict. 

The data we presented in section 6.1.5 are supportive of the 

proposition that ASUU was strongly opposed to the ideology of the 
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Nigeria's neo-colonial capitalist system inhibits the 
.,. 

capacity of the econorny to cater adequately for the needs of the 

people. It encourages those occupying public positions to 

divert public resources into private use (vide Supra chapter three 

for our theoretical frarnework of analysis). In such circurnstances, 

rnisrnanagern2nt of the econorny through large-scale and pervasive 

corruption, is inevitably institutionalized. Consequently, 

rnisrnanegern2nt is a logical outcorne of the dynarnics of Nigeria's 

neo-colonial dependent capitalist econorny rather than say greed 

as rnajority of the respondents believe (see table C.3 Appendix). 

This is because greed itself is also a product of the dynarnics of 

the econorny. 

Misrnanagernent as a root of the causes of ASUU-Governrnent 

conflict, generates directly and indirectly these causes. As we 

noted in section 6.1.1.2, rnismanagement is partly one of the 

factors responsible for under-funding of Universities. This is 

because misappropriation of public funds by the ruling class 

would directly inhibit the capability of the government to 

cater adequately for the competing needs of the people in the 

areas of education, health, etc. Under-funding of the Universities 

could therefore arise as a result of rnisrnanagement. But as we 

argued earlier in section 6.1.1., misrnanagement is not exclusively 
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the cause of under-funding. A much more important reason for 

under-funding is governments anti-intellectual posture due to 

the dogged opposition of radical academics to the ruling class. 

With respect to the issue of erosion of UAAF, mismanagement 

indirectly engenders it. A corrupt ruling class is highly prone 

to being sensitive to public criticisms from both radical and 

conservative opposition groups. A sense of insecurity 

occasioned by virulent criticisms, can induce a corrupt ruling 

class to adopt measures for protection and consolidation of its 

power. University intellectuals by virtue of their sacred 

duties, are the most articulate opposition force against a corrupt 

and ineffective ruling class. Part of the immunity they enjoy is 

their institutional autonomy and academic freedom. And when 

such is used to challenge a decadent social order, the ruling 

class can adopt measures to deny the use of such immunity. 

The Nigerian experience attests to this fact. 

Furthermore the issues pf poor physical working conditions, 

poor salary and unattractive conditions of service, are partly 

products of mismanagement and partly a result of the punitive 

measures meted to Universities for the dogged opposition of 

academics to the ruling class. 
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In conclusion, there are enough evidence in this study 

demonstrating the fact that the mismanagement of the Nigerian 

economy by the ruling class - a logical outcome of the dynamics 

of the neo-colonial capitalist system-, and the dogged 

( opposi tian) reprobation by radical academics, lie at th,e 

roots of ASUU-Government conflict. These roots generated the 

immediate causes of ASUU strikes. The diagram below illustrates 

this argument. 

Diagrammatic Representation of the Roots and 

causes of ASUU-Government Conflict 

Roots of ASUU-Government Conflict Causes of ASUU-Strikes 

~iismanagement of the economy-(a (1) Erosion of UAAF 

product of the prevailing social (2) Under-fundi ng 

order)-and the dogged opposition ~ (3) Poor working conditions 

of ASUU to the ruling class (4) Poor salary/conditions 
of service 
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6.3.D: General Conclusions 

In this chapter, we identified and discussed the causes 

and roots of ASUU-Government co·nflict, as well as the motive 

behind _the erosion of University autonomy and academic freedom, 

and under-funding of Universities. 

Bath the survey and documentary data presented, show that 

the most important causes of ASUU-Government conflict, were 

under-funding of Universities, poor physical working conditions in 

Universities, and erosion of University autonomy and academic 

freedom. On the other hand, the data showed that although 

poor remuneration/poor conditions of service of University staff, 

was a cause of the conflict, it was the lest considerad factor 

when compared with the other three factors. For additional 

evidence that these causes were sources of dissaffection among 

academics, see Appendex G showing the elaborate 'Memorandum and 

Log of Demands on the Declaration of Trade Dispute Between ASUU 

AND (1) The Governing Councils of Universities, (2) NUC, (3) 

Federal Government of Nigeria.• 

Furthermore, the study showed that the rank and file of 

ASUU rejected the proposition that ASUU radical and confrontational 

posture was a source of ASUU-Government conflict. This finding 
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however contradicts governrœnt's strong view on the issue. But 

sufficient documentary data demonstrate that government•s 

position is more tenable than that of the rank and file. 

On the motive behind the erosion of University autonomy and 

academic freedom, and the under-funding of Universities, there were 

enough data to show that government•s actions were aimed at 

curbing the radical orientation of Universities and consequently 

making them supportive of the prevailing special order. There 

were sufficient evidence therefore to uphold the hypothesis with 

respect to the motive behind erosion of University autonomy and 

academic freedom, and the under-funding of Universities. 

Lastly there are enough evidence to support the thesis 

that the mismanagement of the economy by the ruling class and 

ASUU 1 s dogged reprobation of the actions of the ruling class, 

constitute the roots of ASUU-Government conflict. In other words, 

apart from mismanagement, the root of ASUU-Government conflict 

is traceable to the conflicting ideological values and interests 

propagated by the Government on one hand, and those of ASUU 

leadership on the other hand. While the government propagated 

and defended this ideological values of the prevailing social 

order, ASUU leadership on the other hand, challenged governm~nt•s 
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position, and struggled for the transformation of the 

prevailing social order. But the study found out that the 

bulk of the rank and file of ASUU are largely right-wing 

academics who though advocated reforms, rejected a total 

transformation of the existing social order to a new one. 

The study discovered that radicalism among ASUU members was 

more an attribute of the leadership than the rank and file. 

~25 
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CHAPTER SEVE N 

PRESENTATION Af~D DISCUSSION OF DATA - II 

THE CHARACTER AND PERCEPTION OF ASUU

GOVERNMENT CONFLICT. 

7.1 Introduction 

~ 326 

In this chapter, we will examine the third principal 

research question of this study; namely what was the character 

of ASUU strikes and how was it (the characte~ of the strikes) 

perceived by ASUU rank and file, ASUU leadership and the 

government? Put differently, were the strikes mere economistic 

or political and ideological in character, and how were they 

perceived by the actors in the conflict? Our point of departure 

will be a look at government's view of the conflict. 

7.2: The Crucial Issues 

While expressing government•s long-standing view on the 

character of ASUU strikes, the then Minister of Education Prof. 

Jibril Aminu, asserted during the ASUU strike in 1988, that the 

strike was 'just a ruse, an excuse to continue the problem 
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that we had in April ••• , this country has had enot.fgh of 

disruption. This country is entitled ta stability and peace ••• 

Sorne militant lecturers are now seizing the opportunity ta 

use it ta cause trouble for the University system and for the 

country' (Aminu, 19BB(b):2B). It may be recalled that the 

problem the country had in April of 19BB, was the nation-wide 

strike organized by the Nigerian Labour Congress (NLC) in 

protest against the removal of oil subsidy by the government, 

This strike we may also recall, was seen by the government 

as having political undertone. 

The Minister•s view above succintly represents how the 

government perceived the character of ASUU-Government conflict. 

But does government perception correctly reflect the character 

of the conflict? And is such a perception congruent with those 

of either ASUU rank and file or ASUU leadership? In order to 

explore this issue, we asked the rank and file of ASUU, to 

show the extent to which they agree or disagree with the 

statement that ASUU strikes were primarily motivated by certain 

reasons as indicated in table 7,1. The results of this question 

are shown in tables 7,1 and 7,2, 
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Table 7.1: Opinion of Respondents on the Primary motive 

behind ASUU strikes. 

328 

Number of Resoondents and their Percenta1es 
Pr imary Motive of ASUU Strongly Agree Dis- Strongly Linde-

Strikes Total 
Agree agree Disagree cided 

The desire to improve 74 157 37 14 18 300 
the economic well- (25%) (52%) (12%) (5%) (6%) (100%) 
being of ASUU members 

The desire to improve 180 94 9 3 14 300 
professional academic (61}>h) (31%) (3%) (1%) (5%) ( 100%) 
standards 

The desire to challengE 
and in the process 25 56 125 58 36 300 
change the existing (8%) (19%) (42% (19%) (12%) ( 100%) 
capitalist system 

Total 
279 307 171 75 68 900 

(93%) ( 102%) (57% (25% (23%) (300%) 

Table 7. 2: Mean Responses on the Primary motive of ASUU Str ikes. 

Primary Motive of ASUU Strikes 

The desire to improve economic well-being of ••• 

The desire ta improve professional academic ••• 

The desire to ch2llenge and in the process ••• 

Mean Response 

1.9 

1.4 

2.7 
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The results of taole 7.1, show that first, as high as 

91% (i.e. 60% + 31%) of the respondents were of the view that 

the desire to improve professional academic standards in 

Nigerian Universities, was one of the primary motives for 

329 

ASUU strikes. It is noteworthy that up to 60% of this figure, held 

this view very strongly. Secondly, 77% (i.e. 25% + 52%) of the 

respondents, held the view that the desire to improve the economic 

well-being of ASUU members, was the next primary motive for ASUU 

strikes. Thirdly, and on the other hand, only 27% (i~e. 8% + 19%) 

of the respondents believed that the desire to challenge and in the 

process change the existing capitalist system, was a primary 

motive for ASUU strikes. 

On table 7.2 also, these views are clearly shown through the 

mean responses. As we already know, our eut-off point for 

• 

accepting a factor is 2.49, while the starting point for rejection is 

2.5. Therefore by giving a mean response of 2.7 in one of the 

factors, the respondents, rejected the view that ASUU strikes were 

a form of class struggle aimed at establishing a new social order. 

One of the major conclusions from tables 7.1 and 7.2, is 

that as far as the rank and file of ASUU was concerned, the 

strikes were characterised by the desire to improve professional 
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academic standards and economic well-being of academics in 

Nigerian Universities. On the basis of these data (on tables 7.1 

and 7.2), ASUU strikes were academic (or professional) and 

economic in character, rather than ideological and politicai. 13 

This will therefore lead to the proposition that ASUU-Government 

conflict was nota class struggle at the ideological and political 

levels. We will how2ver revisit this conclusion shortly. 

As we noted in chapter two, three main types of strikes 

by academics are Ca) economic strikes, (b) academic (professional) 

interest strike, and (c) political interest strike (See Kadish 

1968). One part of our findings confirmsthat the rank and file 

of ASUU were involved at the level of economic and academic 

interests strikes, thereby giving support to the view by 

Harrison and Tabory (1980), Dtobo (1987) and Mandel (1969) about 

the importance of economic interests, status and privileges, as 

determinants of Unionization and strike by academics. Another 

part of the finding rejects Harrison anc Tabory's view that 

ideological factors are important determinants of union behaviour 

towards strikes. 

It is instructive to observe that the data on tables 7.1 

and 7.2 support those of tables 6.1 - 6.3 with respect to the 
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fact that academics were much more interested in the improvement 

of their professional academic standards, than in just asking for 

attractive conditions of service like a good salary structure. 

The data confirm the views of NAUT (1977) and ASUU (1981(d):5, 

or 1981(e):2) which we quoted in chapter six. These facts no 

doubt have serious policy implications for the government and 

University administrators. 

As we concluded earlier, the character of ASUU strikes from 

the rank and file perspective, is oriented towards the 

enhancement of academic professionalism and the realization of 

economistic goals. This conclusion however needs to be critically 

re-considered. For instance, the conclusion is only tenable 

when we assume that the dominant image and trade union outlook of 

ASUU, were shaped by the ideological values, views and interests 

widely shared by the rank and file of ASUU. But as we showed 

in chapter six (Section 6.1.5), such an assumption is erroneous, 

because the dominant image of ASUU was largely shaped by the 

ideological views of radical elements within ASUU l~adership. 

As we noted, ASUU was led by radical elements who gave ASUU 

an image of a radical organization struggling for the overthrow 

of the existing social order. 
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These therefore show that the rank and file of ASUU 

perceived the character of ASUU-Government conflict differently 

from the way its leadership did. For example, while the rank 

ind file was interested in using the strikes as a weapon for 

struggling for the improvement of professional academic 

standards, as well as for the enhancement of the economic 

well-being of academics, the leadership of ASUU in addition to these 

objectives saw in the strikes a veritable means of challenging 

the established order or for creating the necessary consciousness 

required for overthrowing the existing decadent social order. 14 

The data on ASUU radicalism which we presented in chapter six 

(Section 6.1.5) lend credence to this thesis. The finding 

supports Bilton et al's (1981:491) thesis that strikes •may have 

a wide range of causes, with not all the participants sharing 

the same motives for actions•. For instance, on several 

occasions, ASUU called on all progressive groups to unite and 

struggle for the installation of a just and democratic government 

headed by peasants, workers, and other mass organizations 

(See ASUU 1986(b):3&5; ASUU 1987(g):5&6. among others). 

For the rank and file therefore, the conflict was symmetric and 

issue-·oriented conflict, while on the other hand, the leadership 

of ASUU saw it as an asymmetric and structure-oriented one. 
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In order to investigate further the way the rank and 

file, perceived the conflict, and to demonstrate that its 

perception was different from that of the Leadership, we asked 

the respondents whether they think the issue of ideology for 

Nigeria, was a bone of contention in the conflict. The results 

of this are shown in table ?.3 

Table ?.3: Opinion of Respondents on whether Ideology was a 

major dividing factor in ASUU-Government Conflict. 

Opinion Number of Respondents Percent age (%) 

Yes 102 34 

No 188 63 

Undecided 10 3 

Total 300 -100 

This table shows that a majority (i.e, 53%) of the respondents 

Felt that the issue of ideology For Nigeria, was not one of the 

major dividing factors between ASUU and the government. On 

the other hand, 34% of the respondents were of the opinion that 

ideology was a major factor in the conflict. 
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It will also be intèresting ta know further how ASUU 

leadership views the issue of ideology in the conflict. 

Although some of the leaders interviewed felt that ideology 

couldn't have been a major factor in the conflict, since ASUU 

was not ideolo9ically cohesive; others who felt differently 

justified their position on stronger grounds. For instance, 

as one branch official from University of Lagos put it 'a 

neo-colonial government like Nigeria's, must detest radical 

scholarship.' And according ta a former national financial 

secretary: 

there were differences between the two parties 
on fundamental issues, such as the relationship 
between man and the state, and the place of man 
in the system of production. 

But one branch Secretary at the University of Benin put it 

differently. According ta him: 

this ideological divide exists mainly between 
government and ASUU leadership (national and 
branch) not necessarily the rank and file 
membership. 

This view ta us explains no doubt why the differences in· 

perception exist between ASUU rank and file, and ASUU leadership. 
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, 
Since the bulk of the rank and file did not share the same 

ideology with ASUU leadership, it is not surprising that they 

did not perceive the conflict in the same way. 

The leadership of ASUU saw the resolution of the fundamental 

crisis of the Nigerian economy which in its view was caused by a 

dependent neo-colonial Capitalist system, as a precondition for 

resolving the crisis in Nigerian higher education (See ASUU 1985; 

ASUU 1987, among others). As a former president of ASUU put it, 

the resolution of Nigeria 1 s fundamental crisis requires 

1 disengaging the economy from its imperialist roots, dislodging 

the subservient ruling class and restructuring the economy, 

policies and society along socialist lines. 1 According to him, 

•the University exists in society and any attempt to resolve the 

problems of the University outside of the structures and conditions 

of society will eventually and ultimately fail.' As we 

showed in chapter six, muchas the rank and file wanted reforms 

within the entire system, they did not support a radical 

transformation of the system. Having now established that the 

rank and file of ASUU and its leadership perceived the conflict 

differently, it will be relevant now to examine further the 

perception of the conflict by the government. 
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As we observed at the beginning of this chapter, government 

perception of the conflict was that ASU_U .was bei_ng used by 

radical elements to destabilize the nation. The government 

actually saw the conflict as a direct threat or challenge to the 

established order especially when it blamed radical academics 

for being responsible for incessant students' unrest in the 

Universities. It is now germane to examine government views 

regarding radical academics and their role in the fomentation 

of crisis in and outside the campus. 

First, the views of the Mohamed Commission of Inquiry on 

students• crisis in 1978·, and the Abisoye Panel into the Ahmadu 

Bello University students• crisis of 1986, (concerning radical 

academics who were accused of •teaching what they were not 

paid to teach), and government•s acceptance of these views show 

how deeply convinced the government was, that radical elements 

in ASUU were responsible for students' unrest. 

Writing about NAUT.(ASUU 1 s predecessor) in the late 

seventies, Am.inu who was .then the Executive Secretary of rJational 

Universi ties Commissi_on, said: 

The NAUT seems to feature only during a cr1s1s. 
Like the banned NUNS, it failed to become an 
agent for positive contribution to the welfare of_ 
staff, and became only one of agitation ••• 
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The Association as it is organized and run 
precious little work Except during crisis. 
the recent crisis, I see that the NAUT are 
again, invariably negatively. 
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does 
With 

active 

The problem of the NAUT is that senior and 
mature or moderate academic staff do not bother to 
take part in its activities. Sa the leadership 
Falls into the hands of (few ••• ) militants (See 
Aminu 1985:34-35). 

And as Minister of Education later, Aminu had
4

many occasions to 

castigate ASUU 1 s radical leadership. For instance, in 1988, while 

announcing the proscription of ASUU, Aminu observed that 'ASUU 

with its already disgraceful record, its irresponsible behaviour 

totally unbecoming of an organization of academics remained 

intransigent,discourteous and uncouth' (See Alegbe et al, 1988:33). 

Also seeing ASUU in this light, the government Department 

responsible for industriel relations observed in an interview 

with us that the demands of ASUU on University autonomy and 

academic freedom, under-funding of Universities etc, 'were mere 

subterfuges for confrontational positions which ASUU had always 

taken against the government, ASUU defied dialogue in resolving 

its issues.• 

The NUC expressed the same opinion on ASUU when it said 

during an interview that: 
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As a tracte union, the economic and professional 
interests of its members ought to have been 
accorded priority. Instead, areas that are of 
little or no importance to the welfare of its 
members are being dabbled into, all in the name 
of radicalism and assumed dynamism. 
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One of the harshest condamnation of radical academics was 

made by President Babangida himself at the Guardian Forum in 

1989. This came after his regime had proscribed ASUU in 1988. 

According ta him: 

The tragedy of the society today is that those 
who shouted the most in the name of the people 
do not know their communities and what their 
communities want ••• They, instead of becoming 
chemists of ideas intent on separating the 
ingredients of ideology for development, are 
victims of dogma of varieties of Marxist/Socialist 
orientation alternating cyclically between half 
truth and the sparing use of truth about any 
government and its well-intentioned policies. 

Dur environment is inundated with these 
outmoded versions of marxist/socialist/radical 
ideas which encourage violence as a short eut 
to political power ••• 1 will want to see us 
go back to our various communities and tontest 
elections into local councils or to other l~vels 
of government instead of converting the streets 
of our major cities or campuses of our Universities 
into theatres of war,. 0 

Dur kids who are being led to the streets 
by some leftists to burn and lot are yet to know 
what democracy is. (Babangida 1989) 
(Emphasis ours). 
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It will be recalled that the President made these statements 

about two months after the anti-SAP riot of May 1989 in which 

many University students violently demonstrated against 

government•s liberal economic policies. The riot escalated 

so much in certain cities that some workers, the unemployed and 

school children took active part in destroying government 

properties. This then led to the closure of eight Universities 

by the government. Although the government announced the 

closure of some of the Universities for one academic·year, it 

latter permitted their reopening after five months. As a 

punishm2nt to the Universities for 1 breeding radical students•, 

the gov2rnment announced that it would stop subventions to the 

affected Universities. It however reviewed this decision 

shortly after it was made. 

From some of the evidence we presented in chapter six, 

under sections 5.1.1, 5.1.3 and 5.1.5, successive federal 

governments since 1978, held the view that radical academics 

were responsible for students' unrest in the Universities. 

It was for instance as a result of this perception of the 

negative role of academics that University autonomy and academic 

freedom was eroded; Universities were under-funded; and some 

radical acade~ics were either dismissed, retired or deported. 
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It was therefore the belief of the government that ASUÙ's 

conflict with her had bath ideological and political character. 

The government was not mistaken in its perception of the character 

of the conflict. ASUU also recognized this fact when it stated 

(See Section 6.1.3) that the impression in government circles was 

that 'Universities are citadels of-unpatriotism and subversive 

activities. 1 ASUU also correctly perceived this when it 

contended that the main reason for the incursion into University 

autonomy and academic freedom is that vocal academics constitute 

a big threat to the existence of the established order (See also 

section 6.1.3). 

From all these, one important conclusion is that bath the 

government and ASUU leadership perceived the conflict in a similar 

manner. They were all conscious of the fact that the conflict 

between them went beyond the struggle by ASUU to improve 

professional academic standards in Universities and the economic 

well-being of academics. They saw in the conflict some elements 

of ideological and political struggles. This is where their 

perception differed from that of the rank and file of ASUU. 

For the rank and file for instance, the conflict centred simply 

on the inability of the government to create a conducive 

environment necessary for the improvement of the professional 
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academic standards and economic well-being of academics. They 

believed that with better economic management (See table C.2 

Appendix) these can be achieved within the prevailing social 

order. They were therefore not involved in any struggle to 

overthrow the established order. As we showed earlier, the 

leadership of ASUU however made this~ one of the cardinal 

objectives of its struggles. This character of the conflict was 

actually what sensitized the government in the early years of 

ASUU. lt was this ideological and political character of the 

conflict that made its management intractable and indeed 

created the necessary conditions for the proscription of ASUU 

in 19BB. 

7.3 Conclusion 

This chapter has examined the character of ASUU-Government 

conflict and how it was perceived by the various principal actors 

in the conflict. 

The discussion was brief because of the fact that the bulk 

of the data for this chapter was presented in chapter six (sections 

6.1.1., 6.1.3 and 6.1.5. A critical examination of the 

available data shows that ASUU-Government conflict had an 
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ideological and political character. Contrary to the opinion 

of the rank and file of ASUU which thought that the struggle was 

essentially and exclusively aimed at improving professional 

academic standards and economic well-being of academics, 

ASUU-Government conflict involved disagreement on·fundamental 

ideological and political issues. Although both ASUU leadership 

and the government recognized this fact, as notised from various 

repressive government measures against ASUU, the rank and file 

perceived the conflict differently. 

From available evidence so far, there are enough grounds 

to accept the hypothesis that 'the perception of the character of 

ASUU-Government conflict by the rank and file of ASUU, was 

different from the way both ASUU Leadership and the government 

perceived it.• 
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CHi\PTER EIGHT 

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF DATA - III 

THE MANAGEMENT OF ASUU-GOVERNMENT CONFLICT 

B.1: Contending Issues in the Management of the Conflict 

The last two chapters examined the causes, roots, and 

perception of the character of ASUU-Government conflict. They 

also examined the motive behind the erosion of University 

autonomy and academic freedom, and the under-funding of 

Universities. In this third and final aspect of our data 

analysis, we shall examine the last of our four principal 

research ~uestions, namely 'why was the management of ASUU

Governrnent Conflict intractable?' To help us examine this issue 

are opinions from our respondents as well as existing literature 

o·n this problem. Wi th respect to the survey data on this, we 

asked the respondents four questions. The outcome of these are 

shown on tables B.1 to B.5. 

Question (a): Based on your experience in Nigeria, do you 

have Faith in dialogue (through the collective 

bargaining system) as a primary means of settling 

labour-management conflict. 
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Table 8.1: Opinion of Respondents on whether they have 

Faith in dialogue as a primary means of 

settling labour-management conflict. 

344 

Opinion Number of Respondents Percentage (%) 

Yes 204 68 

No 88 29 

Undecided/No 
response 8 3 

Total 300 100 

Table 8.1 shows that majority (68%) of the respondents 

have Faith in dialogue as a primary means of settling 

labour-management conflict. But only 29% of the respondents 

expressed a contrary opinion. 

Question (b): Do you share the view that ASUU-Strikes would 

have been prevented if a good and effective 

collective bargaining machinery was in 

existence? 
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Table 8.2: Opinion of Respondents on whether ASLJLJ Strikes 

would have been prevented if a good and effective 

collective bargaining machinery was in existence. 

Opinion ~mber of Respondents Percentage 

Yes 267 89 

No 25 8 

No response 8 3 

Total 300 100 

345 

(%) 

Table 8.2 shows that a great majority (89%) of the respondents 

were of the opinion that a good and effective collective bargaining 

machinery would have prevented ASLiLi Strikes. The table also reveals 

that more of the respondents expressed Faith in dialogue when 

compared with table 8.1. The reason is that some of the respondents 

who earlier said that they had no Faith in dialogue explained 

that their response was influenced by the phrase 'based on your 

experience in Nigeria.' They explained that the Nigerian 

experience does not give them the basis to exercise faith in 

the collective bargaining system even though they know that 

the system works perfectly well in some countries. According to 
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,. 
them, the collective bargaining system in Nigeria is a one-sided 

affair because the government uses its power to determine the 

terms and outcome of any bargaining process. 

Question Cc): Do you believe that the federal government 

refused to set up collective bargaining 

machinery because it felt ASUU was confrontational 

and uncompromising. 

Table 8.3: Opinion of Respondents on whether the refusal by 

government to set up a collective bargaining 

machinery was due to ASUU 1 s confrontational and 

uncompromising posture. 

Opinion Number of Respondents Percent age 

Yes 195 65 

No 92 31 

Undecided/No Response 13 4 

Total 300 100 
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Table B.3 shows that the majority (65%) of thi respondents 

shared the view that ( i) ASUU was confrontational and uncompromising., 

and (ii) that because of this the government did not see any 

need to set up a collective bargaining machinery. Implicit in 

this view is that ASUW was radical. This view is consistent with 

tables 6.17 and 6.18 where the respondents felt that the reason 

behind ths erosion of University autonomy and academic freedom, 

was to curb the radical orientation of academics. ln other 

words, the respondents believed that the government saw ASUU 

as being radical. This view therefore throws more light on the 

roots or underlying sources of the conflict namely the dogged 

opposition of ASUU to the ruling class. 

From the 31% that felt ASUU was not confrontational and 

uncompromising,the majority felt that the reason why governments 

were dragging their feet on the establishment of a collective 

bargaining system, was principally because they were afraid of 

such a rnachinery which would have offered ASUU the opportunity 

to drive its message home. However, some of them argued that a 

good collective bargaining system would have unified the 

strength of all the three unions in the University system 

(namely Senior Staff Association (SSA), Non-Academic Staff Union 
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(NASU) and Academic Staff Union of Universities (ASUU) against 

the government. According to them,the government used the 

non-establishment of the bargaining system, as a divide and 

rule tactic. 

Question (d): The failure to manage ASUU-Government conflict was due 

to ••• (See identified reasons in the table). 

Table 8.4: Opinion of Respondents on the possible reasons 

responsible for the poor management of ASUU

Government Conflict. 

Possible Reasons for the Number of Hespondents and their Percentaoe 
failure to manage ASLJU- Strongly Agree Dis- Strongly Linde- Total Government Conflict Agree Disagree cided agree 

The ideological differences 42 91 92 26 49 300 
between ASUU and the (14%) (30%) (31%) (9%) (16%) (100%) 
Government conflict 

' 
Communication gap 64 151 39 16 30 300 

(21%) (50%) ( 13%) (5%) ( 10%) (100%) 

Dissimilar perception as to 71 145 42 8 34 300 
what was the underlying 1 

source of the conflict (24%) (48%) ( 14%) (3%) (11%) (1 OIJ',QI 

Pride on both sides to the 37 78 106 29 50 300 
conflict (12%) (26%) (35%) ( 10%) (17%) (100%1 

The fact that the conflict 26 51 109 60 54 300 
was a class struggle (9%) ( 17%) (36%) (20%) (18%) (100%) 

' 

Total 240 516 388 139 217 1500 
(80%) (171%) (129%) (47%) (72%) (5DD"hr 
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Table B.5: Mean Responses on the possible reasons 

responsible for the poor management of ASUU

Government Conflict. 

Possible Ressons for failure to Manage the Conflict 

The ideological differences ••• 

Com~unication gap 

Dissimilar perception ••• 

Pride on both sides to the conflict 

The fact that the conflict was a class 
struggle 

Mean 
Responses 

2.2 

1.9 

1.9 

2.3 

2.6 

Tables 8.4 and B.5 show that the respondents identified two 

major reasons responsible for the poor management of ASUU-Government 

6onflict. These are •communication gap•, and 'dissimilar 

perception as to what was the underlying source of the conflict. 1 

Two minor reasons were also identified, namely 'ideological 

differences between ASUU and the governm2nt 1 ; and 1 pride on 

both sides of the conflict•. The issue of ideology being 

identified here as a reason, needs to be explained, in the 

light of the fact that majority of the respondents had earlier 
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rejected ideology as a source of the conflict (See table 7.3). 

A closer look attables 7.3 and 8.4 will reveal that in table 7.3, 

the percentage of those who felt that ideology was a factor 

in the conflict is 34, while in table 8.4, the percentage that 

said ideology was a reason_for poor management of the conflict is 

44. This shows an increase of 10%. This increase arose from the 

fact that as tables 6.17 and 6.18 showed, majority of the respondents 

upheld the view that the government believed the Universities were 

increasingly being inundated with radical ideology. As we noted 

then, the respondents accepted the view that the motive behind the 

erosion of University autonomy and academic freedom, was to curb 

this radical orientation. The point we are therefore making is that 

the 10% increase in the acceptance of ideology as a source of 

conflict, no doubt came from those who believed that ASUU was 

propagating a radical ideology. Added to this, the data on 

table 8.3 strongly support the view that ASUU was confrontational 

and uncompromising - a posture we know derived from its radical 

ideological predilection. 

Another important point which tables 8.4 and 8.5, reveal 

is that the respondents rejected the view that the poor management 

of the conflict was because the conflict assumed a class dimension. 
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We may recall that as far as the respondents were concerned, 

ASUU-Governm~nt conflict was simply perceived as a struggle by 

academics ta improve their professional academic standards and 

economic well-being. 

On a global note, from the data on tables 8.1 ta 8.5, the 

following conclusions can be re-stated. First, a majority of the 

academics sampled believe in dialogue as a means of settling 

their conflict with the government. 

Secondly, they believe that ASUU strikes would have been 

prevented if there was in existence a good and effective machinery 

for dialogue~ 

Thirdly, they share the view that communication gap (arising 

because there was no effective machinery for dialogue), as well as 

dissimilar perception of what was the underlying source of the 

conflict, were the two major reasons responsible for the poor 

management of the conflict. However about one-third of them felt 

that ideological differences, as well as pride on bath sides to 

the conflict, contributed ta the poor management of the conflict. 

Lastly, they hold the opinion that the failure of the 

government ta set up a collective bargaining machinery was due 

ta the fact that ASUU was seen as confrontational and 

uncompromising. 
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It is germane here to examine the views of some of the 

leaders of ASLJU on why the management of the conflict was 

intractable. One of the former national presidents of ASLJLJ 

said that the problem was: 

the highhandedness of the regime and its agents, 
government•s refusal to obey its own laws and 
resort to the use of force and violence against 
ASLJU activists. 

Another former national president of ASULJ listed two factors as 

responsible, namely (i) •Government•s intolerance and insensitivity, 

and (ii) ASLJLJ's dogged stand on principles of fairness over which 

it never compromised. 1 One former branch Chairman of ASLJLJ on 

his part said that 'there was no direct contact between ASULJ 

leaders and Government• and secondly that 1 there were irreconciliable 

differences.' Another branch Chairman, also observed that 'ASLJLJ 

and the government had opposing views on what is the best interest 

of the University and the country.• Throwing more light on these, 

one ASUU official argued that both ASULJ and the government made 

the management of the conflict difficult. According to him, there 

was 'on ASULJ side left-wing opportunism (extremism) while on 

government side, there was undue arrogance, and winner-takes-all 

mentality.• 
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From the views expressed by other ASUU leaders, the 
/ 

issue of arrogance, differences in ideological perspectives 

and what some called the fascist nature of the various 

regimes; were identified as contributory factors. On the 

whole, the views expressed by bath ASUU rank and file and the 

leadership emphasize first, that the conflict was poorly 

managed and second, some factors played important role in the 

poor management of the conflict. We shall revisit these issues 

shortly but for now let us identify what constituted government's 

thinking with respect to the management of the conflict. 

First, government through its Indµstrial Relations 

Department affirmed its belief in dialogue and collective bargaining, 

and then opined that: 

If ASUU had followed the normal processes of 
dialogue, collective bargaining, and the laws 
of the land, as stipulated in the Trade 
Disputes Decree, the conflict would have been 
nipped in the bud (Extracts from personnaly 
administered interview). 

In addition, this government department contended that: 

ASUU's refusal ta resort to dialogue and ••• 
refusa! to go to the IAP (Industrial 
Arbitration Panel) ••• are the major factors 
that impeded the settlement of the ASUU
Government conflict. 
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On the issue of why the government was hesitant to set· 

up a collective bargaining machinery, the NUC said in an interview 

we conducted that: 

Governments have not hesitated in any way. 
Please refer to the Cookey Report on the 
subject as well as Government White Paper 
thereon. Government noted and accepted the 
demand in principle subject of course to 
whatever agreement reached by the f,egotiating 
Comrnittee or Council being passed to Government 
for consideration through the NUC. The 
prerequisite however is that the three Unions 
(narnely, ASUU/NASU/SSA) should first corne 
together and form one joint Industrial 
Committee that would ultirnately lead to the 
formation of the National Body Comprising 
representatives of each University already formed 
at the joint Negotiating Committee level. 

The Chief Labour Dfficer of the government corroborated NUC's 

view when he said: 

I am not aware that the Government was slow or 
had refused to set up a Collective Bargaining 
Machinery with ASUU. Collective Bargaining is 
always between two parties, ••• Either can give 
notice for Collective Bargaining. If ASUU did 
give such notice, the government•s arm that is 
responsible for education and related matters, 
should have honoured such. There is no 
record of any refusa! for Collective Bargaining. 
(Extracts frorn Interview). 

Furth8rmore, the then Minister of Education also indicted ASUU 

on the management of the conflict. According to him, 
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when a matter is referred to a high court, 
the Industriel Arbitration Panel, they issue 
disparaging remarks about the IAP. They issue 
statements that they will not discuss with the 
Minister of Education because we are not their 
employers. They will not also discuss with the 
National Universities Commission. (See Aminu 
1988(b):28-29). 

As we can see from both the statements made by ASUU 

leaders and the government, each side to the conflict accused the 

other as baing responsible for the poor management of the 

conflict. We shall therefore examine critically some of the 

contending issues raised in order to explain why the management 

of the conflict was intractable. 

8.2: A Critical Anatomy of Contending Issues in the 
Management of ASUU-Government Conflict. 

We will start by first recognizing the theoretical fact that 

when parties in an industrial conflict, perceive their differences 

in antagonistic and irreconciliable terms, the management of 

such conflict always proves intractable. As we noted earlier 

in chapters two and three, a class conflict under capitalism 

is not easily amenable to management because it assumes a 

zero-sum (or 1 winner-takes-all 1 ) füentality. For instance arch

opponents of the capitalist system believe that the only panacea to 
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industrial conflict is the over-throw of the capitalist system 

and in its place the establishment of the socialist order. To 

such left-wing militants, strategies adopted under capitalism 

to manage industrial conflict, are mere palliatives, which 

totally ignore the underlying sources of conflict, while 

treating only the symptoms. Industrial conflict involving 

proponents of the two competing ideological systems, namely 

capitalism and socialism, normally assume the character of an 

ideological and political conflict. They are what Rapoport 

(1974:175-176) called asymmetric and structure-oriented 

conflict. Such a conflict is less amenable to management than 

~ ,symmetric or issue-oriented conflict. 

As we showed in chapter seven, ASLIU-Government conflict, 

had ideological and political undertones. It is a good example 

of an asymmetric and structure-oriented conflict. For instance 

(borrowing from Rapoport's thesis) ASUU left-wing leadership 

saw itself •as an instrument of social change or of bringing 

a new system into being', while on the other hand, the ruling 

class that was challenged, saw i t as a duty to defend the pre·vailing 

social order. In such a situation, the conflict hardly gets 

resolved unless as Rapoport (1974) argues, 'the structure of either 
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system or of the super-system changes.' It is along this 

analytical framework that we will now discuss the management 

of ASUU-Government conflict. 

From the data we presented earlier, we note that both 

ASUU and the government created the impression that they believed 

in the use of dialogue as a means of settling the conflict between 

them. This faith in dialogue we would argue existed only at 

the level of rhetorics. There was hardly any genuine effort on 

both sides to utilize dialogue in settling their differences. 

This is because, their dogged ideological stands, made the use of 

this conflict resolution instrumentality difficult. For example, 

if ASUU leadership believed that the resolution of the crisis in 

Nigerian higher education can only be achiaved when Nigeria 

disengages from the global capitalist order, the question of 

establishing a collective bargaining machinery for negotiating 

on how to resolve the educational crisis, does not arise. This 

is because the disengagement of Nigeria's economy from world 

capitalist system, is not such an issue that a collective 

bargaining machinery could resolve. ln spite of this, both 

parties to the conflict accused each other of not resorting to 

dialogue for settling the conflict. But as we argue, this was 
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mere rhetorics - for none of them was sincere in establishing 

a collective bargaining machinery. This is becau~e for a CQllective 

bargaining system to work, both parties must have faith in the 

prevailing social order. Let us now examine this from a 

historical perspective. 

As the Cookey Commission observed, after the retructuring of 

trade unions in 1978, there was no formal procedural framework 

established for collective bargaining in the Universities. · In 

fact, no provision was made within the University system for the 

settlement of disputes which had defied negotiation with the 

Councils (See Cookey Report 1981:70). Consequently ·the Cookey 

Commission recommended that: 

a body to be called the Association of University 
Governing Councils be formed to coordinate the 
views of all Universities as employers, for the 
purpose of collective bargaining, the settlement 
of trade disputes and consultation (Cookey Report, 
1981:142). 

Reacting to this recommendation, the Government merely noted it 

(See White Paper, 1981:6). As we know, experience shows that 

government did nothing to pursue the implementation of that 

recommendation. As the Minister of Education stated in 1988, 

government had no commitment to set up such a body or machinery 

because there was no where in the White Paper it was declared 

that a Joint Negotiation Committee would be set up (See Babrinsa 
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et al 1988:18). But even if it had established the rnachinery 

as recornrnended by the Cookey Commission, it is doubtful whether 

ASUU would have had Faith in the ability of University Councils 

to handle University crisis judging from th~ fact that in the 

opinion of ASUU, the powers of the Councils had already been 

eroded by the government. As the Cookey Commission observed: 

practically, all the memoranda submitted tous 
contain observations about the inability of the 
Councils to control the management of the 
Universities due to the directives to thern from 
the other arms of the Federal Government with 
which the Councils are compelled to comply. This 
state of affairs has made any meaningful 
collective Bargaining impossible since the staff 
now realise that the Councils can no longer 
determine their conditions of service (Cookey 
Report 1981:72). 

It is against this background that among other reasons ASUU 

shunned negotiation with ineffective bodies. Also it was against 

this backdrop that the then Minister of Education accused ASUU 

of 'ignoring their Universities• Councils, the National 

Universities Commission, and for failing ta exhaust all peaceful 

options before embarking on their protest• (See Usen, et al 1988:21). 

The fact is that ASUU considered such options ineffectual, for as 

Dtobo (1987:264-265) observed, 'there was the tendency for main 

actors in industrial dispute to bypass supposely conflict

regulating structures, making such bodies as the Federal Kinister 
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of Employment, Labour and Productivity, the Indus;rial 

Arbitration Panel and the National Industrial Court, .irrelevant. 1 

Now ·a closer look at the 1980 ASUU strike, as well as that of 

1981 which lasted for over two months (for about 75 days) will 

reveal further, the poverty of management of ASUU-Government 

conflict. A step by step (or Chronolo~ical) record of what 

happened is attached to this research project as Appendix H. 

Even though the setting up of the Cookey Commission in 1980, was as 

a result of the declaration of a trade dispute by ASUU, the 

government hesitated in releasing a White Paper on the Report of the 

Commission. A critical look at the evidence in Appendix H, will 

reveal that there was no serious attempt to offer appropriate 

remadies to the causes of the conflict, not to talk of the roots. 

On September 12, 1981, ASUU declared an industrial action 

following government 1 s delay in releasing a White Paper on the 

Cookey Report that was submitted on the 31st of August 1981. 

Between Dctober 16 - 22, 1981, the government hurriedly released 

the White Paper in which it announced new Salary Scales for 

University Staff. Consequently, ASUU reacted by saying that the 

government •totally ignored the more fundamental and important 

issues affecting the entire University system•. (See Appendix H). 
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ASUU therefore decided to continue its strike action and 

observed that they are nota bunch of mercenaries/who are 

interested in mere sal8ries, but patriots that are interested 

in the improvement of the totality of the University system. 

But reacting back 1 the government took ASUU ta the IAP instead 

of perhaps exploring other ways of resolving the issue. For 

instance, the government could have explored the option of 

appointing an independent arbitrator after which the issue of 

IAP could then arise. As expectedJthe IAP - a government 

institution - ordered ASUU to go back to work even without taking 

evidence from ASUU. According ta ASUU (1981(e):1) taking the 

matter to IAP, was like taking it back to the situation that 

existed prior to the setting up of the Cookey Commission in 

19BD, and such definitely had the potential of hampering 

efforts at resolving the conflict. 

It was on the basis of the pr2ceeding observations that 

ASUU in its National Executive Council meeting held at Ibadan 

on the 24th of Dctober 19B1, condemned government action. It 

then decided not to obey the directive of the IAP. It 

consequently declared: 
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that the government White Paper, the Cookey 
Commission Report, and ASLJLJ Memorandum are the 
basis for negotiations. And we invite the 
government to negotiate with us immediately if 
it is desirous of finding lasting solutions to 
the University problems (ASLJU 1981(e):1). 

Consequently on November 2nd 1981, Government finally decided 

to invite ASUU for a dialogue. As we observe in Appendix H, 

government agreed to withdraw the matter from the IAP, but 

unfortunately it did not keep toits promise. Then as accusations 

and counter-accusations continued to appear in the press, 

government branded ASUU as 1 irresponsible, immature and selfish. 1 

It was against this backdrop that the strike continued until 

December 7, 1981 when it was suspended. But even then, the 

issues raised during the strike continued to be subject of 

debate until July 29, 1983 when agreements were reached on 

certain crucial issues. 

As history now instructs us, the 1983 agreement did not 

get to the roots of the conflict. It rather ended up suppressing 

some of the manifest agitations of ASUU. The underlying sources 

of the èonflict continued to exist even after the overthrow of 

the civilian regime of President Sheh~ Shagari in December 1983. 
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They even assumed serious dimensions betw2en 19B4 and 19BB 

as we noted in the last two chapters. The persistence of the 

underlying sources (roots) of the conflict were actually a 

major factor that logically led to the proscription of ASUU in 

19B8 (vide Supra, Rapoport•s thesis on the resolution of 

asymmetric and structure-oriented conflict). It is now germane 

to examine closely the management of ASUU strike of 1988. 

Before the 1988 strike, ASUU experienced other near-strike 

situations. The issues raised between 1985 and 19BB bordered on 

the larger issue of the crisis in Nigerian higher education. 

ASUU as we noted in ch2pters six and seven, continued to 

emphasize that the crisis in Nigerian higher education, derived 

from the contradictions generated by the neo-colonial capitalist 

economy Nigeria operates. Such a view as we also showed, was 

. anti-thetical to the one held by the ruling class which was 

represented by the government. This factor continued to form 

the underlying source of ASUU-Government conflict prio~ to the 

19BB strike. It was therefore not surprising that the April 

1988 workers strike (coordinated by Workers Joint Action 

Committee in the absence of the Nigerian Labour Congress earlier 

proscribed by the government), in protest against the withdrawal 
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of petroleum subsidy, was first started by University students 

whom government believed had adopted the radical posture of 

ASUU leadership. As we know, the aftermath of that April 

crisis, was the 'permanent• closure of four Universities, namely 

Calabar, Jas, DAU and BUK, the opening of which became the 

exclusive preserve of the President. As we shall observe later, 

ASUU made this closure one of its demands during the July 1988 

strike action. 

Prior to the April 1988 oil subsidy crisis, ASUU had already 

expressed its dissatisfaction to the government over the delay in 

the payment of the Elongated Salary Scale (ESS) announced by the 

government in January of that year. It complained that long 

after workers in other public service establishments had been 

paid, University staff were still deprived of it. Hence, during 

the later part of April, ASUU gave the government 21 days 

ultimatum. This was to expire at the end of May. During this 

p~riod, government was expected to pay University staff the E.S.5. 

or face an industrial action. At the end of its National 

Executive Council Meeting in Ilorin, ASUU president declared: 

Our patience, understanding and commitment to 
dialogue and negotiation have been taxed to the 
maximum and therefore the government should as a 
matter of urgency, implement the ESS including the 
20 percent differential between U55 and UG55 
agreed to in 1982 to the satisfaction of the Union 
by May 31, 1988. (See Babrinsa, et al, 1988:16). 
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During this period, there was no effort to initiate a 

dialogue. While government was insisting that ASULi should 

follow •approved' channel of communication, ASLJU on the other 

hand, believed that only few top government officials like the 

Secretary to the government, were I competent I to handle the issue, 

following its strained relationship with the then Minister of 

Education. However, ASUU did not embark on its pr_oposed industiral 

action at the expiration of its ultimatum on May 31, 1988. It 

rather shifted the ultimatum to June 30, allowing more room for 

1 amicablé 1 settlement. Within this period, ASUU added new 

demands on its list. lt demanded that (i) the right of University 

Senates tore-open their Universities when closed down as a result 

of students' unrest, should be restored; (ii) the four Universities 

closed_down following the April demonstration against the removal 

of oil subsidy, should be re-opened; and (iii) government should set 

up the National Uni ver si ty Joint rJegotiation Commi ttee (Jf,C) for 

each University and the Joint Industriel Council. 

Following the inability of the government to meet these 

demanda, ASUU went on strike on July 1st 1988. Reacting first to 

this strike action, the government as usual referred the matter to 

the IAP, a move which as we earlier noted usually exacerbates 

lRbour-management conflict. Secondly the goi.rn.rnment ordered the 
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academics back to work within 48 hours. The gove~nment 

regretted that since the notice of the declaration of the 

industrial action, the striking workers failed to seek 

negotiations with the Federal Ministry of Education or the 

NUC (See Nnadi et al 1988:3). Regretting further, the Minister 

of Education declared: 

We have only been receiving copies of their letters 
to other government agencies less concerned with the 
matter in hand. Even more surprising is the fact 
that the unions seemed to have also completely 
ignored their individuel governing councils who, by 
law are their real employers (See Nnadi et al, 
1988:3). 

Then at the expiration of the 48 hour ultimatum, the 

Minister of Education announced the proscription of ASUU even 

though the matter was still with the IAP. So by Decree No. 26, 

of 7th July 1988, titled 1 Academic Staff Union of Universities 

(Proscription and Prohibition from participation in Tracte Union 

Activities) Decree 1988,' ASUU ceased to exist. The Decree 

dissolved the National Executive Council or any executive Council 

of the Union and removed all the officers from office. It ordered 

the officBrs to surrender any property or assets of the Union to 

the Federal Mili tary Government. It demanded that any person who 

failed to comply with the provisions of the Decree: 
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Shall be triable by the Miscellaneous Dffences 
Tribunal set up unLler the Miscellanous Offences 
(Special Tribunal) Decree 1984 (as amended) and shall 
be liable on conviction to a fine of N1D,DDD.DD 
or imprisonment for a term not exceeding 2 years 
or to both such fine and imprisonment. (See Federal 
Republic of Nigeria Decree No. 25, 1988). 

Announcing the proscription of ASUU, the Minister accused 

ASUU and Senior Staff Association (SSA) (which also participated 

in the strike) of intransigence and of not giving enough room for 

negotiation. He contended that the strike had nothing to do with 

scholarship, justice or the common good. In addition, he accused 

the unions of lawlessness, by embarking on a strike when the 

matter was already before the IAP (See Babrinsa et al 1988:18). 

Government action raises certain crucial questions. For 

instance, why was the Senior Staff Association that also took 

part in the strike not proscribed? Secondly why couldn't ASLiU and 

the government negotiate on a matter that was first raised in the 

early part of that year? Thirdly, was proscription a fair 

punishment for ASUU's strike? These questions suggest that there 

was more to the crisis on both sides than meets the eye, for 

afterall according to the then Hinister of Education, 'it is not 

the day the child breaks the soup pot that you spank him' (See 

Alegbe et al, 19BB:33). One would then be tempted to ask: when 

did ASUU actually'break the soup pot' and how delicious was the 
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soup that was poured away? Again, how precious was the pot 

that was broken? These ar2 no doubt metaphorical questions which 

are very relevant to our understanding of the roots, character 

and dynamics of ASUU-Government conflict. 

As we noted earlier, asymmetric and structure-oriented 

conflicts, are usually very intractable to resolve amicably. 

This is partly because in such conflicts, rules and procedures 

of conduct are often disregarded by the parties to the conflict 

in preference for expediency. This accounts for why both ASUU 

and the Government had no respect for the IAP and other existing 

chan~els of dialogue. This also explains why the punishment meted 

out for participating in the strike discriminated between ASUU 

and SSA, for after-all, the 55A like ASUU did not call-off the 

strike within the 48-hour ultim3tum. Like ASUU, it decided to 

continue the strike because of government attitude (See Usen 

1988:21). We believe that the major reason for the selective 

punishment, is that SSA, unlike ASUU had no history of radicalism 

and confrontational posture against the ruling class. It was 

in fact its first strike action in the history of its existence. 

The government perhaps did not consider its trade union 

activities a threat to the stability of the existing social order. 
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Going back to our metaphorical questions, the 'breaking of 
J 

the soup pot' can be interpreted to mean ASUU's consistent 

radical, confrontational and uncompromising posture, which had 

as its purpose, the overthrow of the prevailing social order. 

On the other hand, the 'pot• refers to the totality of the 

prevailing social order, while the 1 soup 1 is interpreted to mean 

the values, interests, and other cheerished ideals of the 

prevailing social order. The bone of contention is that while both 

'the pot and the soup,' were considered precious and delicious by 

the ruling class, ASUU on the other hand, felt that both should 

be thrown into the pit. This tous constitutes the crux of what 

logically led to the proscription of ASUU. As we pointed out 

before, one effective way of'~esolving"serious ideological and 

asymmetric conflicts, is by liquidating one of the parties to the 

conflict.' Looking at the management of the conflict, one important 

point needs to be emphasized. The point is that the management of 

the conflict was intractable because there was no attempt by the 

government to treat the roots of the conflict. As we noted in 

chapter six, (section 6.2.D), the causes of ASUU strikes were 

products of contradictions generated by the existing neo-colonial 

capitalist order. Hence the attempts made by successive regimes 
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to treat t~e causes of the strikes while neglecting their 

roots, proved highly ineffectual. The fact however is that the 

prevailing instrumentalities of conflict resolution, were 

structurally incapable of resolving the roots of the conflict. 

This largely explains why in spite of the 1983 agreement reached 

by the government and ASUU, the conflict continued to assume 

more serious dimensions. In fact between 1984 and 1988, it 

escalated highly following the escalation of the contradictions 

of the neo-colonial capitalist order. For instance, the forces 

behind the erosion of University autonomy and academic freedom, 

became even more active. This no doubt suggests that the rooti 

of the conflict was not actually addressed to, by the government. 

All government's attempts at treating the causes of the 

conflict, did not produce any efficacious result because it used 

a rigid approach to resolve issues. For exemple, in the case of 

the appointment of Vice-Chancellors, government stuck toits 

guns of determining the final outcome of the exercise. It 

always argued that the post of Vice-Chancellor is a political 

rather than a career one, hence it should have the constitutional 

power to appoint Vice-Chancellors. This was against the background 

of Cookey Commission's recommendation that Vice-Chancellors should 
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henceforth be appointed by the University Councils and ratified by 

the Chancellor as representative of the Visitor (See Cookey Report, 

1981;143). Again, this was in the face of ASUU's repeated demand 

that the appointment of Vice-Chancellors should be left to the 

Universities to handle since the exercise falls within the 

purview of University's autonomous (or self-governing) powers. 

Secondly, with respect to under-funding of Universities, the 

government used the •economic recession thesis' to rationalize its 

funding policy, while ASLJLJ on the other hand, saw the whole thing 

in terms of the contradictions generated by the nec-colonial 

capitalist order, such as mismanagement and corruption. Thirdly, 

while government rationalized its interference in the internal 

management of the Universities on the grounds that it has 

constitutional powers to enforce responsibility and accountability 

of all public organizations, ASUU on the other hand, saw 

government actions as a way to 'frustrate and cow the Universities 

to subservience. 1 This dogged approach to issues was characteristic 

of both sides to the conflict. The point then is that ASUU and 

the Government never perceived the solutions to their conflict in 

a similar manner. 

On the other hand, both of them had similar perception of 

the character of the conflict because they realised that the 
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struggle by ASUU leadership to 'break the soup pot' and 

government's dogged resistance, was an underlying source of 

their conflict. The data in chapter six section 6.1.5 and 

chapter seven give reasonable support to this thesis. Therefore, 

government•s strong belief in the prevailing social order 

vis-a-vis ASUU's dogged reprobation, in our opinion, constituted 

the major factor responsible for the poor management of ASUU

Government conflict. 

This thesis does not in any way deny the proposition that , 

communication gap, pride and arrogance on both sides to the conflict, 

were contributory factors to the poor management of the conflict,. 

as table B.4 indicates. These factors are however products of the 

asymmetric and structure-oriented character of the conflict because 

in such conflict, communication gap, pride and arrogance, readily 

assume serious dimensions thereby making the issue of dialogue a 

difficult one. This explains why the establishment of a 

collective bargaining machinery was really not taken seriously by 

the government (See table B.3). It is doubtful if ASUU l~adership 

was totally committed to the issue of establishing a collective 

bargaining machinery, since radical unions believe that such a 
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machinery would be a conservative tool that would promote and 

preserve the capitalist system. But some ASUU leaders 

interviewed, were of the view that ASUU demanded for the setting 

up of the collective bargaining machinery mainly because it had 

to 1 operate within the laws of the land which necessitate a 

collective bargaining machinery. 1 However, muchas this can be 

accepted to some extent as a reason, one still wonders why ASUU 

did not consider it reasonable to obey the orders of IAP if it 

was committed always to operating within the laws governing the 

system. We can offer some explanations on ASUU 1 s actions. 

First, -in spite of the radical character of its leadership, ASUU 

was made up essentially of petty-bourgeois elements who as we 

noted in chapter three occasionally adopta vacillating and 

inconsistent position on certain matters. ASUU's ambivalence 

,draws largely from its petty-bourgeois character. Secondly and 

consequently, ASUU leadership had to be sensitive to the feelings 

of the rank and file which occasionally presurized the leadership· 

to adopt realistic strategies. ASUU leadership therefore saw in 

collective bargaining one of the realistic ways of realizing the 

professional and economistic needs of the rank and file that 

largely exhibits conservative preferences. And in the process, 

ASUU displayed one of the characteristics of a petty-bourgeoisie 
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namely leftist extremism along with rightist opportunism. 

8.3: Conclusion 

This chapter examined how ASUU-Government conflict was 

managed,·and discussed the factors responsible for its poor 

management .• 

This study found that although both parties to the dispute 

affirmed their faith in dialogue through the Collective Bargaining 

Machinery, no appreciable degree of cominitment was made by both 

sides to establish and use the machinery. The major reason for 

this was that the conflict was asymmetric, ideological, political, 

and structure-oriented, and conflicts of this nature do not easily 

get resolved through the instrumentality of collective bargaining. 

The conclusion therefore is that government's strong belief 

and commitment to the prevailing social order, vis-a-vis ASUU 1 s 

dogged opposition to this, constituted the major explanatory 

factor as to why the management of the conflict was intractable. 

It was this major factor that generated other problems such as 

communication gap, arrogance and pride which in turn compounded 

the problem of its management. 
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CHAPTER NINi:: 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND 

IMPLICATior,s OF THE STUDY 

9.1: Sumrnary and Conclusions 

• 

375 , 

Daspita their significanca, strikas in Nigeria hava not 

r2caivad adaquata rasaarch attention. But much more disturbing 

is the fact that only vary faw works hava baan done on the 

participation of profassionals in trada unionism. The faw works 

that axist, do not focus on the issue of the roots, charactar, 

perception and management of strikas by the Academic Staff Union 

of Universitias (ASUU). This present study is partly an 

attampt to fill this axisting gap in literatura. Thara wera 

howavar othar problams that necassitatad this study. First, 

the question of whathar the various raasons givan by ASUU 

for embarking on strikes, ara actually the roots of its 

conflict with the fadaral governmant, naads daapar and critical 

investigation. Second, it is of immense relavanca to probe, 

idantify and analyze, the motive behind the erosion of University 

autonomy and- academic freedom and the undar-funding of 

Universitias. Third, the issue of whether the strikes representad 
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either a form of symmetric and issue-oriented conflict, or an 

asymmetric and structure-oriented one, requires an empirical 

investigation. Fourth, the perception of the character of ASUU

Government conflict by the parties to the conflict, needs a 

critical study. And finally, the reasons why the management 

of the conflict was intractable, require identification and 

explanation. 

In order to examine all these, this study ~as divided 

into nine chapters (the present one inclusive). In chapter one, 

efforts were made to provide a comprehensive historical background 

to the study, and identify the major problems, objectives, 

significance, scope, limitations, and hypotheses, of the study. 

The study had two broad objectives. The first was to 

identify and analyze the roots, character and perception of 

ASUU strikes, and the secondwas to explain why the settlemnent 

of ASUU-Government conflict was intractable. On these two broad 

objectives, rest six specific ones. 

With respect to the scope of the study, the focus was on 

the totality of ASUU-Government conflict which resulted to three 

strikes by ASUU in 1980 1 1981 and 1988 and culminated 

in the proscription of ASUU by the government in 1988. 
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The period covered by the study is 1978 (when ASLJLJ was formed) 

ta 1988 (when it was proscribed). 
J 

Four major hypotheses guided the study. These are: 

First, the mismanagement of the Nigerian economy by the ruling c lass·, 

and the concomitant1y· dogged reprobation by ASLJLJ Leadership, 

constitute the roots of ASLJLJ-Government conflict. 

Second, the motive behind the erosion of University autonomy and 

academic freedom, and under-funding of Universities, was ta curb 

the radical orientation of Universities and consequently make them 

supportive of the prevailing social order. 

Third, the perception of the character of ASLJLJ-Government 

conflict by the rank and file of ASLJLJ, was different from the 

way bath ASLJLJ leadership and the government perceived it. 

And finally, the asymmetric and structure-oriented character of 

ASLJLJ-Government conflict, made its management intractable. 

In chapter Two, the relevant literature on (a) the causes, 

roots and management of industriel conflict, and strike, (b) 

Unionism among academics, and (c) ASLJLJ-Government conflict, 

were reviewed. Sorne of the factors that influence the Unionization 

of academics, and those that determine their attitude towards 

mi li tan_t unionism, were identi Fied. Concluding this chapter on 
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Literature Review, we identified the inadequacy of existing 

li terature as a basis for justifying the pre_sent study. 

Chapter Three focused on the theoretical framework. 

The political economy oum class framework of analysis, was 

adopted for guiding the analysis in the study. The framework 

helped the study to identify the different interests represented 

and advanoed by ASUU and the government. The government for 

instance advanoed bourgeois interest while ASUU l~adership 

(separated from rank and file for analytical reasons) propagated 

working class interests regardless of its petty-bourgeois oharacter. 

Adopting the framework, the study identified the clash of these 

two ideologioal positions, as an underlying souroe of ASUU-

Government oonflict. 

ln ohapter Four, the methodology of the study was discussed. 

Three major data-gathering instruments were used, namely doouments, 

questionnaire and interview. Three hundred academics were 

sampled from ten federal and state Universities. Sel~cted former 

ASUU leaders and serving top government officials were interviewed. 

Three sampling procedures used are the multi-stage stratified 

sa~ple, simple random sample, and purposive sample. In analyzing 

the data, percentages, mean and examination of relevant historical 

documents, were employed. 
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Chapter Five examined the evolution, formation anc organization 

of ASUU. Sut before focusing on these, two sections of the 

chapter discussed the essence and character of the academic 

profession, as well as the models of Academics-Government 

relations. In this chapter we noted that one of the basic functions 

of academics is to 1 promote inquiry and advance the sum of human 

knowledge. 1 This we noted entails the function of seeking, 

teaching and preserving the truth, the performance of which 

requires critical and independent thinking Lor what is popularly 

called University Autonomy and Academic Freedom (UAAF27. The 

study also identified three models of academics-government relations, 

namely the opposition model, the collaboration model, and the 

independence model. It was noted that the inherent critical 

nature of the academic profession, is an important source of 

conflict between academics and the government, and that when 

this is mixed with radicalism, the emergence of an asymmetric 

conflict, becomes inevitable. Furthermore, we noted that the 

objecti~es of ASUU were not mainly centred bn the improvement 

of the economic well-being, and professional academic standards, 

of University staff, but were also seriously committed to the 

advancement of socio-economic and political interests of the nation. 
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This finding is contrary to the views in government circules that 

A5UU leadership dabbled into political activities at the expense 

of its constitutional functions. 

In chapters six to eight, the major task of this study was 

executed. Chapter six treated the causes and roots of ASUU

Government conflict, as well as the motive behind under-funding, 

government's anti-intellectual posture, and the erosion of 
' 

University autonomy and academic freedom. One of the major 

findings in this chapter, relates to the principal causes of 

ASUU strikes. The three major causes of ASUU strikes identified, 

are under-funding of Universities; poor physical working 

conditions in Universities; and the erosion of University autonomy 

and academic freedom (Vide Supra, table 6.1). It was specifically 

found (through bath survey and documentary methods) that the 

erosion of University autonomy and academic freedom was rated 

the most important cause of A5UU strikes, in relation to other 

factors (See also table 6.1). On the other hand, the data 

showed that although poor remuneration/poor conditions of 

service, was a cause of the strike, it was considered the least 

factor relative to the other three factors. This finding through 

survey rnethod was also confirmed by documentary evidence. 
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Furthermore, the study showed through the survey method, that the 

great majority of academics sampled, rejected the ~roposition 

that the radical, uncompromising and confrontational posture 

of ASUU leadership, was a source of ASUU-Government conflict. 

This finding however contradicted governm2nt 1 s position on the 

issue. Howeve~ it was found that sufficient documentary data 

strongly supported government•s position. 

With regard to the motive behind under-funding, and the 

erosion of University autonomy and academic freedom, there were 

enough evidence to accept the proposition that government•s 

actions were aimed at curbing the radical orientation of Universities, 

and consequently making them supportive of the prevailing social 

order. 

The study also found out that the mismanagement of the 

economy by the ruling class, and the concomitantly dogged reprobation 

by ASUU leadership, constitute the roots of ASUU-Government 

conflict. 

Dther minor findings in this chapter include: First, majority of 

academics sampled,.hold right-wing ideological opinion. It was 

found thst although they advocate that the existing social system 

should be reformed, they however do not favour a total transformation 

of the system into a new social order~ 
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Secondly, the study show that ASUU leadership was dominated by 

radical academics who successfully established a radical 

tradition for ASUU. Hence the conclusion that the radical posture 

usually associated with ASUU, was more an attribute of its 

leadership, than its rank and file. 

Thirdly, majority of academics sampled were dissatisfied on their 

job and expressed willingness to leave the academic profession for 

a better job. While almost all the academics sampled expressed 

the view that Universities were under-funded, and that University 

autonomy and academic freedom were eroded; majority of them on the 

other hand felt dissatisfied with their salaries and facilities 

they work with. 

In chapter seven, the character and perception of the 

conflict were identified and discussed. The data showed that 

ASUU-Government conflict, was an asymmetric and structure-oriented 

one. The conflict assumed an ideological and political character. 

This finding however contradicted the opinion of the rank and file 

sampled. It was found that as far as the rank and file was 

concerned, the conflict was perceived as a symmetric and an 

issue-oriented one, directed mainly at improving the professional 

academic standards and economic well-being of academics. On the 
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other hand, the study showed that both ASUU leadership and the 

Government perceived the asymmetric and structure-oriented 

character of the conflict in a similar manner. 

Chapter Eight focused on the management of the conflict, 

and examined reasons why the management of the conflict was 

intractable. The findings in this chapter include: 

First, majority of the academics sampled, as well as the government, 

expressed faith in dialogue through the collective bargaining 

machinery as a means of settling industrial conflict. Secondly, 

great majority of the academics held the view that ASUU strikes 

would have been prevent~d if a good and effective collective 

bargaining machinery was in existence. 

Thirdly, majority of them upheld the proposition that the reluctance 

of the government to set up a collective bargaining machinery 

was because of its impression that ASUU leadership was confrontational 

and uncompromising. 

Fourthly, great majority of the academics, identified communication 

gap and the problem of dissimilar perception of the underlying 

source of the conflict as major factors responsible for the poor 

management of the conflict. Hpwever, a good number of others 

identified ideological differences, and pride on both sides to the 

conflict, as minor factors that made the management of the conflict 

difficult. 
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Finally the study showed that the underlying~factor which 

made the management of the conflict intractable was the 

asymmetric and structure-oriented character of the conflict. 

This underlying factor the study argued generated other factors 

such as communication gap, pride and arrogance, which in turn 

made the establishment of the collective bargaining machinery 

impossible. Hence the study concluded that the proscription of 

ASUU was one of the most effective ways of suppressing an 

asymmetric and structure-oriented conflict. 

9.2: Prsctical and Theoretical Implications of the Study 

9.2.1: Practical Implications 

This study has certain practical implications. All over the 

world, industrial conflict is an endemic phenomenon, for as Hyman 

(1975:202) rightly observed, no social system can provide perfect 

and permanent harmony, since whatever is the institutional 

arrangement work relations would generate some frustration and 

discontent. Then as Rapoport (1974:225) aptly said, the 

understanding of the causes of conflict, will provide us with the 

knowledge of how they can be prevented, alleviated or resolved, 

and secondly an understanding of the etiology of conflicts, will 
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give rise to a science of conflict resolution applicable to the 

restoration or further enhancement of cooperation among men. 

The attempt in this study to identify what constitute the 

major and minor causes of ASUU-Government conflict, is a 

significant contribution towards any practical effort to evolve 

harmonious relations between academics and the government. It 

will for instance help policy makers know which of the causes of 

ASUU strikes, wes the most important determinant. Managers of 

industrial relations in University system, will now know that 

academics are much more likely to go on strike when their 

institutional autonomy and academic freedom is eroded, than when 

the crucial factor at stake is poor remuneration. Also, such 

managers would recognize the importance academics attach to their 

physical working conditions such as laboratories, libraries, etc. 

But much more importantly, industrial relations managers 

are provided with the knowledge that treating the causes of a 

conflict rather than their roots, would not produce significant 

positive results. The study also emphasizes the point that the 

efficacy of any therapeutic measure on labour-managemint conflict 

in Nigeria, is a function of the restructuring of socio-economic 

and political relations along lines that enhance democratization of 

Work relations. 
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The study indicates that since majority of academics share 

right-wing ideological views, and have faith in t~e collective 

bargaining system (as a maans of managing industrial conflict), 

efforts should be made to institutionalize this machinery in the 

University system. 

Furthermore, given the way the government reacted to the 

radical, confrontational'and uncompromising posture of ASLIU 

leadership, future union leaders in the academic profession, 

should learn to be more circumspect, and shrewd in its relations 

with established authorities that are strongly cbmmitted to the 

existing social order. Future union leaders in the academic 

profession, should grasp the limits of radical or militant 

unionism among petty-bourgeois elements the bulk of whom share 

right-wing ideological view. In most cases of such situation, 

the union leaders bear the brunt of the consequences of union 

radicalism. 

This study also has practical implications for government 

attitude and policy towards militant students' unionism. As the 

study indicated, government had the impression that militant students' 

unionism was a product of the influence of left-wing academics 

within ASLIU. The crucial question before policy makers is, why 

do many students participate in certain popular violent demonstrationS7 
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Was such participation a product of the influence of radical 

academics? 

The crucial point which this study exposes, is that the 

causes and roots of ASUU-Government conflict, directly and 

indirectly determine the character of students unionism. For 

instance, poor laboratory and reading (or learning) facilities, 

unhealthy living environment etc, which inter alia are products 

of under-funding, do create frustration and discontent among the 

students' populace. Such a feeling of discontènt often make 

many of them, vulnerable to mobilization gimmicks of left-wing 

students. Part of our findings (not reported in this study) 

shows that the major cause of students' unrest is 1 perceived 

government's neglect of higher education and its insensitivity 

to students problems,' than other explanations bordering on Ca) 

indoctrination of students by marxist (radical) lecturers, (b) 

youthful exuberance and immaturity, and Cc) activities of self

seeking and politically ambit~ous students' .leaders. 

The implicatidn of our study for government policy towards 

students, therefore is that incessant students' unrest would likely 

diminish when government pays adequate attention to the problems 

of higher education sspecially in the areas of inadequate 

funding, poor working facilities, and poor living conditions of 

students. 
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9.2.2: Theoretical Implications 

une of.the theoretical implications of the study is that 

labour-management conflict is bound to continue and may even 

assume serious dimensions, ~n organizations where causes rather 

than roots of conflict are treeted. This implies that attempt 

made at the theoretical level to separate causes of conflict 

from their roots, is a useful one. Dur study shows that 

ASUU-Government conflict, had immediate as well as underlying 

causes. 

Secondly, the study supports Rapoport•s (1974) thesis that 

asymmetric and structure-oriented conflicts, are difficult to 

resolve. The study specifically upholds his theoretical 

postulation that in asymmetric and structure-oriented conflict, 

the liquidation of one of the parties to the conflict, is a 

realistic way of suppressing the conflict. The proscription of 

ASUU was therefore a lo~ical outcome of the asymmetric and 

structure-oriented character of the conflict. 

Thirdly, part of the findings of this study confirms 

Hyman's (1979) proposition that strikes in Third World Countries, 

are a form of protest directed against the government and are 
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likely to possess an overt political dimension. fhe strikes. 

Hyman posits, are explicit challenge to established authority. 

Dur study shows that ASUU leadership used ASUU strikes to 

challenge the established order and for creating the necessary 

consciousness required for overthrouwin~ the existing social 

order. 

Fourthly, the study makes the theoretical contribution that 

the primary motive behind the erosion of University autonomy and 

academic freedom, and the under-funding of Universities, was to 

curb the radical orientation of Universities and consequently make 

them supportive of the prevailing social order. 

Another theoretical contribution of the study, is that in 

asymmetric and structure-oriented conflict, there is the tendency 

for communication gap, pride and arrogance to assume serious 

dimensions that further complicate the resolution process. 

Fùrthermore, the study confirms one of the characteristics of 

a petty-bourgeois class, namely vacillation on, or ambivalence 

towards, certain issues. The study indicates that due to the 

petty-bourgeois character of ASUU membership, ASUU radical 

leadership could not help vacillating on certain matters 

sensitive to the feelings of the rank and file. For example, it 
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persistently demanded for the setting up of a collective 

bargaining machinery, even though it knew that such machinery, 

is a conservative instrument that accepts and promotes the 

fundamental principles of the prevailing social order. In the 

process it exhibited one of the contradictory qualities of the 

petty-bourgeoisie, namely leftist extremism cum rightist 

opportunism. 

The study also advances the theoretical propositions 

that (i) ASUU was not ideologically cohesive, (ii) ASUU was a 

union led by few powerful radical elements over a largely 

conservative followership, and (iii) the trade union outlook of 

ASUU was lergely shaped by the few radical leaders. 

Finally, the study enriches our knowledge on how the 

character of the conflict was perceived by the parties themselves. 

The study revealed that contrary to the view in some quarters, 

the perception of the character of the conflict by ASUU rank and 

file, was different from that of its leadership. This also 

confirms the proposition that there was lack of ideological 

cohesion between the leadership and rank and file of ASUU. It 

also confirms Bilton et al's (1981:491) thesis that strikes 
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•may have a wide range of causes, with not all the participants 

sharing the same motives for action.• The fact that ASUU 

leadership and the government, perceived the conflict in a 

similar way, goes to support the proposition that ASUU and the 

government were conscious of the fact that they were involved 

in an asymmetric and structure-oriented conflict the result of 

which logically culminated in the proscription of ASUU in 1988. 

9.3: Agenda for Further Research 

There is no doubt that this research has not exhausted 

all that needs to be studied about ASUU-GovErnment conflict. As 

we observed in chapter one, this study is largely exploratory, 

hence we believe that there are still virgin areas that need to 

be explored. It is against this backdrop that the limitations 

of this study and the concomitant need for further research, 

have to be appreciated. 

Since this study focused mainly on the activities of ASUU 

at the national level, there is need to study the specific 

contribution of the branches, tou,ards the dynamics of ASUU

Government conflict. Secondly, there is need to study the 

interna! dynamics of ASUU, so as to explore the power and 

ideological struggles within ASUU. Such a study no doubt would 
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help to unravel the strategies used by radical·elements to 

dominate ASLJLJ leadership. How for example did the various 

branches react to certain ideological decisions and statements 

by ASUU National Executive Council, in view of the fact that the 

bulk of ASUU membership was dominated by liberal academics? 

This study recognizes the fact that students' unrest is 

a serious national problem. Government·as we noted had on 

several occasions, accused radical academics of indoctrinating 

students in higher institutions (See Babangida 1989; Omotunde et al 

1988, among others). We beli~ve that this is an important issue 

that can be explored further than we did in this study. For 

exemple, a specific study on the correlates of students• militant 

unionism_, would no doubt help to establish whether the alleged 

indoctrination by radical academics, is a major determinant. 

As we know, our study noted the fact that whether it was sheer 

coincidence or not, students radicalism or violent demonstrations, 

had been on the rapid increase since the formation of ASLJLJ. in 1978. 

We believe therefore that a study on whether ASLJU actually 

influenced students' radicalism, would be a worthwhile enterprise 

that could help in shaping or reshaping government_attitude to, and 

policy on, militant students 1 unionism, as well as on academic 

staff union in higher institutions. 
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Furthermore, a detailed comparative study on'how the two 

major strikes by ASUU in 1981 and 1988, were specifically 

managed, would surely provide useful lessons on the success 

and failure of conflict management in Nigeria. 

And finally, a comparative study of strikes by ASUU 

during the civilian and military regimes, would help to explain the 

influence of regime-types on the extent to which academics can 

effectively maintain a radical and confrontational posture against 

established authorities. In other words, one may ask: couldn 1 t 

the proscription of ASUU be a product of the authoritarian and 

undemocratic character of the military than say the asymmetric and 

structure-oriented character of ASUU-Government conflict? These 

areas which were not fully unexplored by our study, may perhaps 

bring a new dimension to our conclusions. 
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NOTES ,. 

1. This quotation was Hyman's (1979) translation of Durand and 
Budois' work written in French and titled Lagre•ve (Paris: 
Arman·d Colin). 

2. See Peter Waterman (1976): 'îhird Uorld Strikes: ·An 
Invitation to Discussion': Development and Change. 
Vol 7, [Jo 3, from where I paraphrased arecher' s work. 

3. Our classification of scholars into either the liberal or 
class conflict schools, is actually not very neat. We 
experienced difficulties in doing this especially when a 
particular author expresses views that can be placed in 
either of the schools. So any error in our clasification 
should be seen in this light. 

4. We are using the 1963 edition of Hick's work. 

5. See Inagham G. (1974): §trïkP§ and Industrial conflict 
(British and Scandinavia). London: The Macmillan Press, 
from where these later comments were drawn. See also 
Ross and Hartment (1960:45) in Bibliography. 

6. Published in French. See David Synder (1975) 
(in Bibliography) from where our facts were drawn. 

7. Ibid. 

B. As Synthesized by Davi_d Synder ( 1975: 263). 

9. This last sentence is an interpretation of Taft's views 
by Arthur Kornhauser et al (eds), in a summary of Taft's 
article in their book. 
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10. The on-going brain drain has been a national problem in 
the past few years. The matter became so s~rious in recent 
past that the Federal Government had to set up a Presidential 
Panel on the Problem of Brain Drain. The faèt is that most 
departments in Nigeria Universities are seriously under
staffed due principally to the current brain drain. 

11~ We are using this 10,000 as a working figure because it 
reflects the 1985 NUC figure of 10,038. The 1987 figure 
on the other hand included staff of some Advanced Teachers 
Colleges (A.T.C.) affiliated to some Universities, whose staff 
we believe never took active interest in ASUU. 

12. Adapted from Duncan Innes and Martin Plant: 1 Class struggle 
and the state• Review of African Political Economy, r,o. 11, 
1978, p. 55. 

13. We are using the words I ideological' and 'poli tic al 1 

separately here to emphasize the different levels they occupy 
in the class struggle. Ideological issues for instance are 
at the lower level of the class struggle than political ones. 

14. ASUU leadership tried to tie in the fight to improve 

professional academic standards and economic well-being 

of its members, with the struggle against the prevailing 
social order dominated by domestic and imperialist 
capitalist forces. 
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APPENDIX A 

MISCELLANEOUS PERSONAL DATA 

• 

,. 

Table A.1: Respondents According to Faculty. 

Faculty Number of 
Respondents 

Administration (Business & Public) 13 

Agriculture 35 

Arts 37 

Education 28 

Engineering 19 

Environmental Design (Archetecture) 13 

Law 11 

Medicine 3 

Pharmacy 15 

Sciences ( Physical & Biological) 41 

Social Sciences 78 

Veterinary Medicine E, 

Total 300 

• Rounded up. 

417 

Percentage 
(%) 

4 

12 

12 

9 

E, 

4 

4 

1 

5 

14 

26 

2 

100• 
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Table A.2: Respondents According to Academic Rank 

~ 

Rank Number of Percentage 
Respondents. (%) 

Lecturer I & below 174 58 

Senior Lecturer 93 31 

Reader/Professor 31 10 

No Response 2 1 

Total 300 100 

Table A.3: Respondents According to Sex 

Sex Number of Percentage 
Respondents (%) 

Maie 277 92 

Fema le 23 8 

Total 300 100 
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Table A.4: Respondents According to Yèars of Experience 

Years of Experi~nce Number of Percent age 
Respondents (%) 

10 yrs & below 195 65 

11 yrs to 14 yrs 55 18 

15 yrs and above 49 16 

No Response 1 0 

Total 300 100• 

* Rounded up. 

Table A.5: Respondents According to Age. 

Age 
Number of Percentage 

Respondents (%) 

30yrs & below 32 11 

31yrs to 40yrs 150 50 

41yrs to 50yrs 92 31 

51yrs and above 26 9 

Total 300 101• 

* Due to Rounding 
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Table A.6: Respondents According to Highest Qualification 

Possessed. 

Qualification Number of Percentage 
Respondents (%) 

First Degree 7 2 

Masters Degree 112 37 

Doctorate Degree 179 60 

r·Jo Response 2 1 

Total 300 100 

Table A.7: Respondents According to Number of Publications 

Number of Publication Number of Percentage 
Respondents (%) 

Five and below 90 30 

Sixto Ten 72 24 

Eleven and above 100 33 

No Response 38 13 

Total 300 100 
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Table A.8: Respondents According to Number of Unpu!:Jlished Papers 

Number of Unpublished Papers Number of Percentage (%) Respondents 

Five and below 139 45 

Sixto Ten 75 25 

Eleven and above 45 15 

No Response 41 14 

Total 300 100 
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APPENDIX B 

EXTENT OF PARTICIPATION IN ASUU AFFÂIRS 

Table B.1: Respondents that held Office in ASUU 

Status Number of Percentage (%) Respondents 

Officers 30 10 

Non-Officers 268 89 

No Response 2 1 

Total 300 100 

Table 8.2: Respondents that were Active Members of ASUU 

Active and Non- Number of Percentage (%) active members Respondents 

Active 190 63 

Non-Active 82 27 

No Response 28 9 

Total 300 100• 

*Rounded up 
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Table 8.3: Respondents that attended ASLJLJ MeetiDgs Regularly. 

ASLJLJ I\Jurnber of 
/ 

Attendance at Percentage (%)" 
Meetings Respondents 

Ver y Regu lar ly 91 30 

Regularly 103 34 

I\Jot Regu lar ly 5Ei 19 

Se ldornly 48 1Ei 

I\Jo Response 2 1 

Total 300 100 

Table B.4: Respondents that Supported ASLJLJ Strikes 

·, Supporter of ASLJLJ Strike I\Jurnber of Percentage (%) 
Respondents 

Supporters 246 82 

Non-Supporters 16 5 

Not Applicable 38 13 

Total 300 100 
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Table B.5: Reasons Why Respondents did not support ASUU Strikes 

Reasons for not supporting ASUU Strikes 
Number of Percentage 
Respondents (%) 

The strikes were unnecessary 6 2 

The strikes were merely confronta-
tional. 5 2 

ASUU should have explored more 
avenues of dialogue 32 11 

ASUU leaders were too radically 
and politically minded. 3 1 

Total 46 16 
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APPENDIX C 

ATTITUDES TDWARD IDEOLDGICALLY RELATED ISSUES 

Table C.1: Respondents' Opinion on the most fundamental 

Cause of Nigeria's Economie Problem. 

Causes of Nigeria's Economie Problem 
Number of 

Respondents 

Mismanagement by inept and c orr u pt 
leaders 227 

The dependent capitalist and imperialist 
char acter of the economy· 51 

World economic Recession 1 

Tribalism 5 

Political Instability 9 

Lack of Skilled Manpower 1 

Others 4 

No Response 2 

Total '' 300 

Percent age 
(%) 

75 

17 

D 

2 

3 

D 

1 

1 

100 
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Table C.2: Respondents' Opinion on the Solution to the 

Fundamental Cause of Nigeria's Economic~Problem. 

Solutions to PJigeria 's Economie Problem Number of Percentage 
Respondents (%) 

Better Economie Management 189 63 

Total Transformation of the Economy 
from the present form of private 
ownership of the means of production 
to a collective one. 54 18 

By Economie Reforms such as SAP 11 4 

Replacement of old and Corrupt 
Politicians with Newbreed. 6 2 

More training of Public officials 4 1 

Dthers 34 11 

No Response 2 1 

Total 300 100 
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Table C.3: Respondents' Opinion on the major Cause of 

Mismanagement and Corruption 

Causes of Mismanagement and Corruption, Number of 
Respondents 

The Capi talist nature of the Economv 61 

Greed · 176 

Lack of fear of God 31 

Dthers 24 

No Response 8 

Total 300 

427 

Percent age 
(%) 

20 

59 

10 

8 

3 

100 

Table C.4: Respondents' Opinion on whether Nigeria should 

Continue with the present Capitalist System. 

Opinion Number of Respondents Percent age (%) 

Yes 152 51 

No 130 43 

No Response 18 6 

Total 300 100 
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Table C.5: Opinion of Former ASUU Leaders on Whéther Nigeria 

should continue with the present Capitalist System. 
/ 

Opinion Number of Respondents Percent age (%) 

Yes 12 40 

No 17 57 

Undecided 1 3 

Total 30 100 
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APPENDIX D 

ATTITUDES TDWARD TRADE UNION ISSUES 

Table D.1: Respondents' Opinion on whether Trade Unionism 

is compatible with the ideals of the Academic 

Profession. 

Opinion Number of Respondents Percentage (%) 

Compatible 268 89 

Incompatible 28 9 

Undecided 4 1 

Total 300 100• 

*Rounded up. 

Table D.2: Respondents' Opinion on whether University academics 

should have Trade Union. 

Opinion Number of Respondents Percentage (%) 

Yes 277 92 

No 23 8 

Total 300 .. 100 
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Table D.3: Respondents' Opinion On whether they b~lieve in 

the Legal Right of Academics to Strike. 

Opinion Number of Respondents Percent age (%) 

Ves 286 95 

No 11 4 

No Response 3 1 

Total 300 100 

Table D.4: Respondents 1 Opinion On Whether it is necessary for 

academics to strike in order to achieve their 

collective goals. 

Opinion Number of rlespondents Percentage (%) 

Ves 258 86 

No 40 13 

No Response 2 1 

Total 300 100 
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APPENDIX ECI) 

INSTRUMENTS OF DATA COLLECTION 

Dear Sir/Mad am, 

Sub-Dept. of Public Admin. & L.G. 
University of Nigeria 
Nsukka 

November 13, 1989 

Ph.D DEGREE RESEARCH ON I ASUU-GOVERNMENT CONFLICT: 
AN INVESTIGATIOrJ INTD THE RDDTS, CHARACTER AND 
MANAGEMENT OF ASUU STRIKES. 1 

I am working on a doctoral project on the above tapie. As 

part of my data gathering requirements, the opinion of Nigerian 

University aoademios is solioited through the attaohed questionnaire. 

I will be grateful if you spare part of your precious 

time ta fill the questionnaire. 

Thanks very muoh for your oooperation. 

Vaurs faithfully, 

~ 
Dbasi Isaac Nnamcti. 
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1. 

3. 

5. 

Department 

University 

• 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ASUU MEMBERS 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

2. Faculty 

432 

, 

4. Year of Employment __ 

Sex: Male/ /, Female / / 6. Age: 

(a) 30 years and below / / 

(b) 31 - 40 years / / 

(c) 41 - 50 years / / 

(d) 51 years and above / / 

7. Highest educational Qualification------

8. Academic Rank 9. No. of Publications ------ ---
10. No. of unpublished papers ----
11. Have you held an office in ASUU before? (a) Ves / / (b) No// 

12. If yes, what position(s) did you occupy? ----~ 

13. Indicate the period during which you held office __ _ 

14. If you never held an office, were you an active member of ASUU? 

(a) Ves / / (b) No / / 

15. How regular did you attend ASUU meetings? (a) Very regular / / 

(b) Regularly / / (c) Not regularly / / (d) Seldom / / 

16. What are your reading and listening hobbies? (Tick those 

appropriate) 
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(a) Newspapers and periodicals / / (b) Navels ;---; 

(c) News from radio and television / / (d) All the above /~ 

(e) None of the above / / 

17. Do you enjoy discussing political and economic issues? 

(a) Ves / / (b) No / / 

THE ACADEMIC I S GENERAL VIEW ON THE ECDNOMY 

18. Which of the following do you think is the most fundamental 

cause of Nigeria's economic problem? (Tick one). 

(a) Mismanagement by inept and Corrupt leaders / / 

(b) The dependent capitaiist and imperielist / / 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(neo-colonial) character of the economy 

World economic recession 

Tribalism 

Political instability 

Lack of skilled manpower 

Any other (specify) 

/ / 

/ / 

/ / 

/ / 

19. Which of the following can best solve this fundamental 

problem? (Tick one) 

(a) Setter economic management / / 

(b) Total transformation of the economy from the present 

form of private ownership of the means of production to 

a collective one / / 
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(c) By econornic reforrns such as SAP // 

(d) Change of old corrupt politicians with newbreed / / 

(e) More training of public officials / / 

(f) Dthers (specify) _______________ _ 

20. Which of the following do you think is the major cause of 

mismanagern~nt and corruption in the Nigerian economy? 

(à) The capitalist nature of the economy / / 

(b) Greed / / (d) Dthers ~------

(c) Lack of fear of Gad / / 

21. Given the present state of the economy, do you think Nigeria 

has prospects of developing fast through the system of the 

private ownership of the means of production. 

(a) Yes / / (b) No / / 

ATTITUDES TDWARDS TRADE UNIDNISM AND STRIKES 

22. Do you share the view that the ideals of the academic 

profession are incompatible with trade Unionism? 

(a) Ves / / (b) No / / 

23. Should University acadernics have a trade Union: (a) Ves !""7 

(b) No / / 

24. Do you believe in the legal right of academics to strike? 

(a) Ves // (b) No / / 
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25. Do you support the view that academics shquld strike 

in order ta achieve their collective goals? 

(a) Ves / / (b) No / / 

26. If yes, did you support ASUU strikes? (a) Ves / / 

(b) No / / 

27. If No, why? (Tick one) 

(a) Because the strikes were unnecessary Il 

(b) Because the strikes were merely canfrontational // 

(c) ASUU shauld have cantinued ta explore avenues 

of dialogue I I 

(d) ASUU leaders were tao radically and politically 

minded / / 

28. Do you agree that Nigerian academics formed ASUU in order ta 

secure more effective guarantee of status and privileges? 

29. 

(a) Ves / / (b) Na / / 

CAUSES 1 RDDTS 1 CHARACTER AND PERCEPTION OF ASUU 
STRIKES AND ASUU-GDVERNMENT CDNFLICT 

Rank the fallowing reasons in terms of their influence 

cause of ASUU strikes (Use I for the highest and 5 for 

lawest). 

Ranks Item 

(a) Erosion of University autanamy and 
academic freedam 

as 

the 
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(b) Under-funding of Universities 

Cc) Poor remuneration and conditions of service 

(d) Radicalism of Union leaders 

(e) Poor working conditions such as poor laboratories, 
equipments, logistical support etc~ 

30. Tick one of the following which you think is the root of all 

these causes. 

(a) The present dependent capitalist, exploitative and 

imperialist character of the economy / / 

(b) World economic recession and dwindling revenue from 

oil/ / 

(c) Mismanagem~nt of the economy by inept and corrupt 

political leadership, / / 

31. Do you share the view that University autonomy and academic 

freedom are progressively being eroded? 

(a) Ves // (b) No / / 

32. If yes, show the degree ta which you agree or disagree with 

the statement that University autonomy and academic freedom 

are being eroded because: (Mark (y') under Responses). 
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Reasons Resoonse 

Strongly Agree Dis- Strongly Unde-
agree agree disagree cided 

(a) Lecturers are abusing 
them by frequently 
challenging government 
policies 

(b) Lecturers hide under 
them to indoctrinate 
students 

(c) Governments want to curb 
the radical orientation 
of Universities 

33. Do you share the view that Universities are under-funded? 

(a) Yes / / (b) No / / 

34. If yes, indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree 

with the statement that Universities are under-funded 

bec au se ( Mark V() under Responses). 

R easons Resoonses 

Strongly Agree Dis- Strongly Unde-
Agree agree disagree cided 

(a) There is world economic 
recession 

(b) Mismanagement of the . 
economy 

Cc) Universities are 
considered irrelevant 
by government 
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R easons R esoon·ses 

Strongly Agree Dis- Strongly 
Agree q.gree disagree 

(d) Universities criticize 
the governments alot 
and have become 
unduly radical 

(e) Governments want to make 
the Universities less 
radical 

35. Do you think that various Governments from 1978 have anti
intellectual posture because of the way they have been 
treating lecturers and the Universities? 

(a) Yes / / (b) No / / 

Unde-
cided 

36. If yes, do you think such anti-intellectual posture is due ta: 

(Tick one) 

(a) Government•s aversion for radical scholarship and a 

feeling of being threatened by the incessant criticisms 

from the Universities · / / 

(b) Governments lack enough resources to support the 

Universities / / 

37. Do you believe that one of the greatest divides 

separating ASUU and the government is the issue of ideology 

for Nigeria? (a) Yes /~ (b) No / / 
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38. Show the extent ta which you agree or disagree with-the 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

39. 

statement that ASUU strikes were primarily motivated by: 

(Mark V). 

R easons R esoonses 

Strongly Agree Dis- Strongly 
agree agree disagree 

The desire ta improve 
the economic well-
being of its members 

The desire to improve 
proféssional academic 
standards 

The desire to challen-
ge and in the process . 
change the existing 
capitalist system 

Unde-
cided 

OPINION ON JOB SATISFACT10N 1 AND STUDENTS· UIIREST 

How satisfied would you say you are on your job? (Tick one) 

(a) Very satisfied Il 

(b) Satisfied Il 

Cc) Dis-satisfied I I 

(d) Very dissatified Il 
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40. If you are satisfied or dissatisfied on your job, indicate 

this with respect to the following reasons: (Mark vunder 

responses) 

Reasons Responses 

Dissatified Very dis-
satisfied 

(a) Working equipments and logistical 
support 

(b) Salary 

(c) Autonomy and freedom 

(d) Government response to the plight of 
Universities 

(e) Promotional Prospects 

(f) Respect and prestige associated 
with Lecturing 

41. Would you like to leave the academic profession now if you 

secure a better job? (a) Ves / / (b) No / / 

42. If yes, would your decision be made without hesitation? 

(a) Ves // (b) No / / 

43. But would you still like to be in academics if you could 

secure it in an advanced country? 

(a) Ves ~ (b) No / / 

\ 
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44. Do you think students• unrest occur because: (Tick one) 

(a) of youthful exuberance and immaturity / / 

(b) governments 1 neglect of higher education and 

insensitivity ta students problems Il 

(c) Marxist (or radical) lecturers indoctrinate 

students and encourage them ta be militant / / 

(d) of the activities of self-seeking and politically 

ambitious students 1 leaders / / 

MANAGEMENT OF ASUU STRIKES 

45. Based on your experience in Nigeria, do you have faith 

in dialogue (through the collective bargaining system) as 

a primary means of settling labour-management conflict? 

(a) Yes / / (b) No / / 

46. Do you share the view that ASUU strikes would have been 

prevented if a good and effective collective bargaining 

machinery was in existence? 

(a) Yes // (b) No / / 
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47. The failure to manage ASUU-Government Conflict was due ta: 

(Mark 1,/under responses). 

Reasons R e manses 

Strongly Agree Dis- Strongly Unde-
agree agree disagree cided 

(a) The ideological diffe-
rences between ASLIU and 
tj,e Government 

(b) Communication gap 

(c) Dissimilar perception as 
to what was the underly-
ing sounl!of the conflict 

(d) Pride on bath sides ta 
the conflict 

(e) The fact that the 
conflict was a class 
struggle 

4B. Do you believe that the Federal government refused to set up 

collective bargaining machinery because it felt ASUU was toa 

confrbntational and uncompromising? 

(a) Ves r7 (b) No / / 

49. If No, what do you think was (or were) the main reason(s)? 

50. Recommend measures on how to settle ASUU-Government conflict 

51. Make any other useful comment{s) on the conflict 

/ 

~ 
r..N. DBASI 
Researcher. 
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APPENDIX E(2) 

INTERVIEW SCHEDU~E TO FORMER ASUU LEADERS 

Dear Sir/Madam 

Sub-Dept. of Pub.lie Ad min. & L. G. 
University of Nigeria 
Nsukka 

November 13, 1989 

Ph.D DEGREE RESEARCH ON 'ASUU-GOVERNMENT CONFLICT: 
AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE ROOTS 1 CHARACTER AND 
MANAGEMENT OF ASUU STRIKES •. • 

I am working on a doctoral project on the above tapie. 

The accompanying interview schedule is meant ta elicit the 

opinion of former ASUU Leaders on soma vital information. 

Kindly therefore spare part of your precious time ta 

respond ta the interview schedule. 

Thanks and best wishes. 

Vaurs faithfully, 

~ 
Obasi Isaac Nnamdi. 
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR SELECTED NATIONAL AND BRANCH 

ASUU L'.EADERS J 

1. Department 2. Faculty 

3. University 4. Vear of Employment 

5. Sex: Male / /, Female / / 

6. Age: (a) 30 years & below Il (b) 31 to 40 yrs / / 

(a) 41 to 50 yrs / / (d) 51 and above / / 

7. Highest qualification (8) Present Academic Rank 

9. Academic rank when you first served as ASUU official 

10. Position held in ASUU 

11. Period during which you held office in ASUU 

GENERAL VIEW OF THE NIGERIAN ECDNOMV 

12. What do you think is the most fundamental cause of Nigeria's 

economic problem? 

13. What measure can best salve this fundamental problem? 

OPINION ON THE RDOTS 1 CHARACTER AND PERCEPTION OF 
ASUU STRIKES 

14. In the past, ASLIU identi Fied the erosion of University 

autonomy and academic freedom, under-funding of Universities, 

poor remuneration and conditions of service, and poor working 

conditions, as causes of ASUU strikes. In your opinion, do 
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you feel these causes are the roots of the strikes or are 

mere symptoms of ASUU conflict with the government. 

Give reasons. 

15. If you think these are symptoms, what do you then feel is 

the root of ASUU-Government conflict? 

15. ASUU had over the years consistently accused the federal 

government of eroding University autonomy and academic 

freedom. What in your view constituted the main motive or 

reason why the government eroded such freedom? 

17. ASUU also accused the government of under-funding the existing 

Universities while at the same time establishing new ones. 

What do you believe was the main reason for such government 

action? 

18. Sorne people have accused the government of being anti

intelLectual operationalized in terms of its insensitivity to 

the plight of Universities and its aversion for radical 

scholarship? Could you please explain the motive behind 

anti-intellectual posture of the government. 

19. ASUU has been accused of being ~rimarily interested in 

b~ead and butter affair for its members. For instance, some 

point to the fact that ASUU never joined any NLC strikes? 

What is your view on this matter? 
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struggle over the yearsi 
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21. It is believed in some quarters that the greatest divide 

between ASUU and the government, is the issue of ideology. 

Da you share this view? Give reasons. 

VIEWS ON THE MANAGEMENT OF ASUU-GOVERNMlNT CONFLICT 

22. What are the factors that made the management (settlement) 

of ASUU-Gavernment conflict intractable? 

23. Over the years, ASUU repeatedly asked far the setting up of a 

collective Bargaining machinery but the government footdragged 

on the matter. Kindly explain what yau feel is the reasan 

behind government•s reluctance ta set up the machinery. 

24. But why was ASUU - a supposedly radical and progressive Union 

repeatedly asking far the setting up of a collective 

Bargaining machinery when it is widely believed that a 

collective bargaining system, is a status..qua-oriented 

instrument of conflict resalutian? 

25. Sorne people have argued that ASUU-Gavernment canflict was a 

farm of class struggle and that because of this the 

settlement of the conflict became intractable? Do yau share 

this view? Give reasans. 
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26. What do you think were the source of the internal problems 
r 

of ASUU which among other things made the government.to 

treat it the way it did? 

27. What are your suggestions for resolving ASUU-Government 

Conflict? 

28. Comment freely on any other issue relevant ta this 

interview: 

Isaac N. Obasi 
Researcher. 
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APPENDIX E(3) 

/ 

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE TO GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHMENTS 

Dear Sir, 

Sub-Dept. of Public Admin. & L.G. 
University of Nigeria 
Nsukka 

l~ovember 13, 1989 

Ph~D DEGREE RESEARCH ON 1 ASUU-GOVERNMENT 
CONFLICT: AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE ROOTS, 
CHARACTER AND MANAGEMtNT OF ASUU STRIKES. 

I am working on a doctoral project on the above tapie. 

As part of my data-gathering requirements, the views of some 

selected top federal government officiels are needed. 

Kindly therefore spare part of your precious time to 

respond to the attached interview schedule. 

Thanks and best wishes. 

Vaurs~ 

Dbasi Isaac Nnamdi. 
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INTERVIEW 5CHEDULE FOR SDME SELECTE'D 
TOP FEDERAL GDVERNMENT DFFICIALS 

1. Organization ------------------
~ - As a top federal government official, do you share the 

449 

view that it is not proper for academics (as 

professionals) to have a trade Union. Give reasons for 

your view. 

3. Since the formation of ASUU in 1978 toits proscription in 

1988, ASUU remained at loggerheads with successive federal 

governments? What in your opinion as a top federal 

govarnment official, is the root of ASUU 1 s conflict with 

the government. 

4. ASUU in its ten years of existence consistently accused the 

fed2ral government of eroding University autonomy and 

academic freedom. To what 2xtent do you think this 

allegation is true? 

5. Sorne analysts have claimed that the erosion of University 

autonomy and academic freedom as well as the under-funding 

-of conventional Universities, was all an attempt by the 

federal government to curb the radical orientation of 

academics thereby making them supportive of the existing 

social order. Kindly comment briefly on this. 
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• 
6. Kindly comment on the assertion that the greatest divide 

between ASUU and the government is the issue of ideology. 
~ 

7. It is believed in some quarters that ASUU was waging a class 

(ideological) struggle with the government rather than 

pursuing the economic and professional interests of its members. 

Do you·think this assertion is correct. Elaborate. 

B. What were the major factors that made the settlement of 

ASUU-Government conflict intractable? 

9. ASUU had during its ten years of existence asked for the 

establishment of a collective barg&ining machinery but the 

government was slow in responding to this demand. Could you 

please explain why you think the government hesitated on this. 

10. Do you believe (as some people do) that ASUU-Government 

conflict would have been nipped in the bud, if there was in 

existence a collective bargaining machinery. 

11. Suggest ways of finding a lasting solution to the conflict 

between academics and the. government. CODESRIA
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APPENDIX E(4) 

Room 403 Nkrumah Hall 
University of Nigeria 
Nsukka 

28 May, 1989 

Dear Sir, 

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION 

I am a doctoral student in the Sub-Department of 
Public Administration and Local Government, University of 
Nigeria, Nsukka. I am working on a research topic titled: 
1 ASUU-Government Conflict in Nigeria: An Investigation into the roots 
character and Management of ASUU Strikes. 1 

As part of my data-gathering endeavour, I am in 
need of statistics concerning your academic staff. 

Kindly therefore let me have (by post) the total number 
of academic staff in your University. Kindly .also provide a 
summary of their departmental or faculty distribution. 

This information is needed to enable me select a 
representative sample of academics in all the Nigerian 
Universities. 

Thanks for your cooperation. 

Vaurs faithfully, 

~ 
Isaac Nnamdi Dbasi 
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APPENDIX F 

ACADEMIC STAFF UNION OF UNIVERSITIES (ASUU) 

UNIVERSITY OF BENIN (BRANCH) 

BENIN CITY 

13th January, 1986 

NEWS BULLETIN 

THE RULE OF LAW IN THE UNIVERSITY OF BENIN 

1. 19th November 1985: A. new Channel of Communication between 

staff and Professor Grace Alele Williams is outlined. The 

new channel of communication requires that academic staff 

wishing to see Professor Grace Alele Williams must first 

apply in writing through their head of department and 

Dean and await a reply through the same Channel. 

2. 19th November, 1985: University wide circulars are issued 

requiring that all applications ta use the Main Auditorium, 

Public Address Systems and other facilities of the 

University be made at the first instance to Professor 

Grace Alele Williams. 

3. 22nd November, 1985: Another circular reaffirming those 

of 19 November 1985 is issued. 
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4. 22nd November, 1985: f.'rofessor Grace Alele Williams 

declares that request ta attend conferences whether 

local or international must be made at least one year in 

advance. 

5. Wednesday 27th November, 1985: The sitting arrangement 

in the University Senate is rearranged and formalized 

by the new Vice-Chancellor, Professor Grace Alele Williams, 

·with Provosts and Deans coming first, Professors and Heads 

· of Departments coming next, ordinary Professors, Acting 

Heads of departments, Senior Lecturers and ordinary 

lecturers coming in that descending order of rani<. 

6. Wednesday 27th November 1985: The University is the 

site of a student demonstration. The essence of the 

student complaint is the manner in which Professor Grace 

Alele Williams handled the students• grievances over 

housing and other conditions on campus i.e. dissolution 

of student union executive and congress and the setting 

up of a care-taker committee for the students. 

7. 28th November, 1985: Professor Grace Alele Williams sets 

up an Ad Hoc Disciplinary Committee under Professor P.A. 

Igbafe ta try staff and students chargedwith involv2ment 

in the students• demonstration. 
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8. Friday 29th November, 1985: Dr. Tunde Fatunde is charged 

with incitement and participation in the student 

dernonstration and asked under escort to appear before 

the Ad Hoc Disciplinary Cornmittee. 

9. Friday 20th December 1985: Professor I.E. Sagay is led by 

Professer Grace Alele Williams from an ongoing meeting of 

Council to wai ting policemen in her office for a "chat". 

Professor Grace Alele Williams leaves and Professor I.E. 

Segay is askHd to proceed to the police station without 

any explanation by Professor Grace Alele Williams. 

10. Frorn 4.00 a.rn. to 9.30 a.m. December, 1985: The house of 

Dr. Festus Iyayi, Chairman, ASUU (Uniben) is searched 

by men of the Nigerian Police Fore~ al!egedly in connec

tion with Ietters of threat to members of the Ad Hoc 

Committee emanating from an unknown organisation. A 

standing order is placed on Dr. Festus Iyayi to report 

regularly to the police station. Vital and confidentiel 

ASUU documents are removed by the police. 

11. Around 23rd December, 1985: Professer· Grace A1ele 

Williams disconnects the supply of water to academic 

staff living in Ekosodin Village. 
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12. 27th December, 1985: Professer Grace Aleie Williams takes 

the water disconnected from academic staff ta other parts 

of Ekosodin Village. All academic staff living in the 

Village are excluaed from the supply of water. 

13. Early January 1986: Professer Grace Alele Williams 

declares that only Professors and Associate Professors can 

be external examiners ta Uniben. 

14. 2nd January 1986: Professer S.E. Oyovbaire, Head, 

Department of P.olitical Science invited ta meet with 

Professer Grace Alele Williams is turned back by the 

same Professer Grace Alele Williams. Mrs Oyokpite, 

Secretary ta Professer Grace Alele Williams announces ta 

Professor Oyovbaire that "she says she does not want to 

see you." 

15. 2nd January 1986: Professer Grace Alele Williams writes 

to cancel the study leave granted to a member by the 

Appointments and Promotions Board on 11th September 1985. 

This is in spite of the fact that the University Appointments 

and Promotions Board and Governing Council had indeed 

already approved the study leave for the staff before the 

arrival of Professer Grace Alele William in Uniben. 

Signed 
Dr. Festus Iyayi 

Chairman, ASUU (Uniben) 

Signed 
Dsagie Dbayuwana 

Secretary, ASUU (Uniben) 
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APPENDIX G 

ACADEMIC STAFF UNION OF UNIVERSITIES 

MEMORANDUM AND LOG OF DEMANDS 

ON 

THE DECLARATION OF TRADE DISPUTE 

BETWEEN 

ASUU 

AND 

1. The Governing Councils of Universities 

2. NUC 

3. Federal Government of Nigeria 
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ACADEMIC STAFF UNION OF UNIVERSITIES (ASUU) 
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS 

Dear Colleague, 

WE HAVE DECLARED A TRADE DISPUTE 

Following the industrial disputa and subsaquant 

industrial action undartakan by tha Union in 1981 and 1982, 

ASUU raachad an Agraamant with Govarnmant on a number of 

spacific maasuras aimad at arrasting tottaring morale among 

staff and dateriorating conditions in tha univarsitias. 

Thase measures covered conditions of service for univarsity 

staff, adequate funding of tha univarsitias and university 

autonomy. 

Sinca 1983, however, ASUU has made evary effort to urge 

on Government not only to implement various aspects of the 

Agreement but indaed not to impose worse conditions on the 

Universities. Today, everybody familiar with the university 

system will attest to the fact that these efforts yielded 

virtually no fruits. Indeed the Universities are in astate 

of crisis more acute and worse than what existed in 1981 and 
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1982 when the Union was forced to declare a trade dispute 

and subsequently embark on industrial action. 

In 1981, for example,the existing conditions of service 

guaranteed accommodation for staff including a take home pay 

for professors of about ~10,000.00. In addition salaries were 

paid as and when due, laboratories and classrooms were 

relatively equipped and university funding was at a Ievel 

just enough to meet basic and essentiel needs. There was 

greater autonomy and in university governance the rule of 

law was basically maintained. 

Today, the picture is not only radically different but 

depressing. Existing conditions of service are constantly 

being eroded, accommodation for staff is under attack, the 

take home pay for professors is about E2,000.DO (at a time 

when it has increased from E14,000.DO to E29,0DO.OO in Britain). 

Salaries are no longer regular and worse still, the funding 

situation is such that a larger number of teachers are in 

danger of being retrenched. This year alone, (1987/88), 

funding has decreased over that of last year (1986/87) by 

about 35.D percent. The Government is poised to close down 

university procedures (e.g. Benin, Dwerri, Calabar and 

Nsukka) while an atmosphere of fear, silence and arbitrariness 
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is being imposed with active government initiative and 

support on the universities. In the process, the very tenets 

of a University culture are being subverted and thrown to the 

dogs. 

ASUU has consistently drawn the attention of Government 

to these very depressing conditions and hoped through 

dialogue and sound reasoning based on facts to persuade 

government to change its attitude to and hence, measures in 

the universities. Government has treated these efforts of 

ASUU not only with contempt but undertaken actions which have 

brought further hardship to the universities. 

Today the situation is no longer acceptable. The 

conditions are no longer tolerable. We are determined to 

have an effectively functioning university system. It is in 

consideration of all the above, that our Union has now 

declared a trade dispute with Government and made the demands 

attached in the Log of Demands. ASUU is determined to pursue 

the trade dispute toits logical conclusibn. We call on you 

to join other branches in ensuring that the present struggle 

is waged to a successful end. Vou are enjoined to study the 

Log of Demands so that you can explain the view-point and 

grievances of the Union to the public. 

Yours fraternally, 

Dr. Festus Iyayi 
Nationel President, ASUU 
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A. MEMORANDUM 

.,. 
1. The Academic Staff Union of Universities (hereinafter· 

referred to as ASUU) very strongly protests the 

despicable and unacceptable conditions of all the 

Nigerian Universities which daily make nonsense of all 

the determined efforts of academic staff to make our 

universities desirable fountains of national development; 

2. ASUU is particularly disappointed and concerned wi th the 

worsening of financial crisis which has engulfed the 

universities and which has virtually halted the normal 

functions of a university such as teaching and research; 

3. ASUU notes that this crisis of the universities, and 

general crisis of education as a whole, found roots in, 

and is sustained by, deliberate neglect and misplacement 

of priorities by government. It is not based on any 

real and objective lack of resources; 

4. ASUU believes that for pi:ace and harmony of prevail in 

the universities and, in order that the universities be 

restored to their traditional role and glory, government 

must review and revoke all its past actions which 

systematically eroded the autonomy of universities, as 

well as, take measures to guide against future 

infringements on university autonomy; 
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5. ASUU is convinced that it is absolutely necessary to 
, 

improve the conditions of service of academic staff in 

order to retain and attract staff, and to create a 

conducive atmosphere for research, profession of ideas, 

and intell:ectual nourishment; 

6. ASUU therefore calls upon government to immediately 

initiate moves to resolve the crisis in the Nigerian 

Universities by providing effective and lasting 

solutions to the problems identified in this 

memorandum and the following log of demands. 

B. LOG OF DEMANDS 

In ord2r to resolve the dispute and rescue our 

universities from total collapse, ASUU demands the following:-

1. University Funding 

Adequate funding to the universities should be provided by:

(i) Provision of recurrent budgetary allocations on the 

basis of N5,500 per student, pegged ta inflation; 

(ii) Guaranteed annual statutory allocation of 4% of 

GNP to the universities; 

(iii) Setting up a budget equalization trust fund for 

NUC of N5 billion; 
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(iv) Setting up a Special Research and Laboratory fund 
~ 

to build and equip Science and Technology Laboratories 

as well as provide research grants to encourage 

inventions and new discoveries; 

(v) l.:Evy Industries, especially MNCs, 3% of after tax 

profits for Universities; 

(vi) Provision of landed property and other valuable 

assets to the Universities; 

(vii) Giving property in Lagos to Universities; 

(vii~) Awarding of Consultancies to Universities; 

(ix) Reflecting the financial implications of the review 

of salaries in any allocations to the Universities. 

2. University Autonomy and Academic Freedom 

In order to enhance and protect university autonomy and 

academic freedom, it is necessary to ensure that:-

(i) The composition of University Councils is as follows:

Prochance llor 

Vice Chancellor 

4 government appointees 

4 el~cted representatives from Senate 

2 elected representatives from Congregation 

2 elected representatives from Convocation 
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(ii) Vice Chancellors are appointed by Councils through 

an interna! democratic process involving election of 

eligible candidates. Vice Chancellors appointed by 

Councils using the recommended procedure should not 

be subject·to confirmation by any external body or 

persan; 

(iii) Deputy Vice Chancellor, ta be elected democratically, 

from Senate; 

(iv) Changes in University ~aws are in accordance with 

the statute establishing each University; 

(v) No Law relating ta universities should be passed by 

government which renders nugatory court proceedings 

or judgements; 

(vi) ASUU should be represented on the National 

Universities Commission; 

(vii) The National Universities Commission is placed under 

the executive office of the President; 

(viii) All illegal terminations of appointments of academic 

staff in university of Benin, either by the Council, 

the Visitor, or anybody else are rescinded; 

(ix) The termination of appointment of Dr. Alufoje Unuigboje 

of Federal University of Technology, Owerri is rescinded; 
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(x) The decision purporting ta retire Professor Itse 

Sagay, reprimand Dr. Tunde Fatunde and Professors 

Jackson Omene and L.I~L. Ndika, as well as the 

stripping of Professor Dmene of all administrative 

responsibilities is rescinded; 

(xi) Mr •. Henry Dnwubiko of University of Nigeria, Nsukka, 

is released from arbitrary detention; 

(xii) Extra-ordinary order 39 of 3rd July, 1987, is 

revoked; 

(xiii) Professor Grace Alele-Williams is removed as 

Vice-Chancellor of University of Benin; 

(xiv) The Governing Council of University of Benin is 

dissolved; 

(xv) The Ministry of Education stops interfering in the 

decision making process of Universities, such as the 

one pertaining to Conference attendance abroad; and 

all circulars issued by the Ministry to this effect 

are revoked; 

(xvi) All retroactive Laws or order passed affecting the 

universities, as well as Decrees 15 of 1985, 17 of 

1985 and 17 of 1985 are abrogated; 
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(xvii) The Constitutional right of academic staff to 

participate in politics is recognized apd protected; 

(xviii) Police and 555 harassment of academic staff on 

campuses is halted; 

(xix) Arbitrary and frequent closure of Universities is 

stopped; 

(xx) The issue of rationalization is left to individual 

universities, in collaboration with ~rofessional 

accrediation bodies; 

(xxi) The order closing the Faculty of Law at the University 

of Ilorin is rescinded; 

(xxii) All reports and white papers on the Visitation ~anels 

of University of Ibadan, University of Lagos, 

University of Benin, Ahmadu Bello University, and 

Dbafemi Awolowo University, are set aside, and that 

future visitations be conducted in public; 

(xxiii) The decision making process in the Universities is 

democratized to ensure ASUU involvement in all 

university committees that deal with matters that 

affect the interest of University teachers; 

(xiv) The NUC pyramid structure and rationalization of 

academic positions is abrogated. 
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3. Conditions of Service 

In order to attract qualified and competent staff, as well 

as retain available staff, in the interest of continued growth 

and rel~vant of the University System, ASUU demands: 

(i) Accelerated implementation of all agreements with 

government in 1983; 

(ii) The immediate provision of rent subsidy/allowance to 

academic staff of 25% of basic salary; 

(iii) That long Vacation allowance be given to all academic 

staff irrespective of marital status; 

(iv) A book and Journal allowance of N5DD.DD per annum be 

given to all academic staff; 

(v) A. special budgetary allocation of 1% of recurrent 

expenditure (pegged to inflation) be provided to 

Universities for the procurement of drugs, as is 

done with books; 

(vi) The establishment of a Printing Press for every 

University or group of Universities with a student 

population of 10,000 and above, to be funded with 

a once and for all grant of N50 million from 

Government; 
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(vii) That remuneration payable to academic staff on 

boards of Corporations be given as follows: 

(a) 50% to staff and 50% to the university if nominated 

by government on his personal capacity; 

(b) 100% to the University, if the staff is nominated 

by the University. 
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APPENDIX H 

ACADEMIC STAFF UNION OF UNIVERSITIES 

THE UNIVERSITY CRISIS - DUR CASE 

INTRODUCTION 

468 

For over a year now ASUU has made serious efforts ta 

draw Government•s attention ta the deplorable and worsening 

conditions in our Universities. These appalling conditions 

have tended ta lower academic standards and the morale of 

bath academic staff and students. 

Government•s nonchalant attitude forced ASUU ta resume the 

Industrial Action it suspended on November 3, 1980. Since the 

resumption of the Industrial Action ASULJ has acted with extreme 

restraint while Government has resorted ta blackmailing ASUU 

and misinforming the public about the causes, objectives and 

history of the Industrial Action. ASLJU feels bound ta give 

a chronological and factual account of the events. 

1. APRIL 18, 1980 

After several unsuccessful attempts by ASUU ta get Government 

ta arrest and improve the deplorable and deteriorating situa

tion in our Universities, ASULJ declared a tracte dispute with 

Government. 
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2. MAY 7 1 1980 . 

Federal Ministry of Labour and Productivity Intervened. 

3. MAY 20, 1980 

A meeting of University PRO-CHANCELLDRS was held in 

Lagos to consider ASUU 1 s demands. 

4. JUNE 30, 1980 

University PRD-CHANCELLDRS held their second meeting in Lagos. 

The PRO-CHANCELLORS endorsed ALL THE DEMANDS OF ASUU. 

5. AUGUST 13, 1980 

The drafted terms of reference for resolving the dispute 

were agreed upon between ASUU and the Nigerian Universities 

Commission (N.U.C.). 

6. AUGUST 13, - OCT08ER 13, 1980 

For two whole months, Government made no efforts ta effect 

the agreements reached with ASUU on August 13, 1980. 

7. DCTOBER 14, 1980 

As a result of 6 above, ASUU gave two weeks ultimatum ta 

Government ta implement earlier agreements. 

8. OCTDBER 28, 1980 

Government ignored the ultimatum and as a result, ASUU 

most reluctantly embarked on industriel action. 
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9. NOVEMBER 3, 19BD 

ASUU suspended the Industrial Action following agreement 

with Government to set up a Presidential Commission to 

review the general conditions of service of University 

staff and REPORT WITHIN THREE MONTHS from November 3, 1980. 

The report was thus expected on FEBRUARV 2, 1981. 

10. DECEMBER 22, 1980 

SEVEN WEEKS after the agreement (of November 3 1980) with ASUU, 

Government announced the setting up of the Presidential 

Commission (THE CDOKEV COMMISSION). 

11. JANUARV 15, 1981 

TEN WEEKS after the agreement (of November 3, 1980) with 

ASUU, the members of the caokey Commission were FINALLV 

Sworn-in by Gavernment. 

12. FEBRUARV 3, 1981 

The Cookey Commission Repart was due but it was not submitted. 

13. JULV 20, 1981 

The Cookey Commission Repart was already nearly SIX MONTHS 

late, and so ASUU wrote a letter of protest ta President 

Shehu Shagari and the Cookey Commission complaining about 

the absence of information regarding the Report and urging 

Government to expedite action. 
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14. JULV 27, 1981 

Cookey Commission wrote ta ASUU promising ta submit the 

Report "within a few weeks." 

15. AUGUST 31, 1981 

The Cookey Commission finally submitted its Report to 

Mr. F'resident SEVEN MDNTHS BEHIND AGREED SCHEDULE. 

16. SEPTEM8ER 12, 1981 

ASUU noted that the delay in submitting the Report might 

be repeated in processing the White Paper. ASUU further 

noted that staff and students might start the new 

(1981/82) session under the same deplorable and worsening 

conditions in which they had always functioned. These 

conditions include: 

Provision of chalk and duster by staff and students. 

Indequate teaching and research facilities 

Taking of lectures in over-crowded and poorly 

ventilated lecture rooms. 

Poor and unattractive conditions of service for 

academic staff. 

Lack of materials for practicals and field work. 

E.t.c. 
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In the light of these facts ASUU decided that the 1981/82 
~ 

session would not take off in all the Universities until 

some of these urgent problems have been satisfactorily 

resolved. In effect the industrial action suspended on 

November 3, 1980 was to be resumed at the beginning of the 

1981/82 academic session if Government failed to resolve 

the most urgent problems facing the Universities. 

17. OCTOBER 16 - 22, 1981 

- Government rushed to announce new salary scales for 

University staff and totally ignored the more fundamental 

and important issues affecting the entire University system. 

- Government took ASUU to the Industrial Arbitration Panel 

(I.A.P.). 

- After taking ASUU to I.A.P., Government officially gave 

a copy of the White F'aper to ASUU SIX WEEKS after the 

Cookey Report was submitted to Government. 

- ASUU noted with deep regret that the Mass Media and the 

Administrative Staff of the Universities were given 

copies of the Cookey Report and the White Paper on it 

before ASUU - the substantive Party ta the dispute, was 

given these documents~ 
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18. DCT08ER 23, 1981 

Without taking evidence from ASUU the Industrial 

Arbitration li'anel (I.A.P.) ordered ASUU to go back to 

work. 

19. NDVEMBER 2, 1981 

Government finally decided to invite ASUU to a "dialogue" 

at very short notice. 

20. NDVEMBER 3, 1981 

ASUU met Government officials for the "well publicised 

dialogue.'' At this meeting: 

Government recognized its mistake in taking the matter 

to I.A.P. and agreed with ASUU to withdraw the matter from 

I.A.P. on November 4, 1981, so that issues can be resolved 

through negotiation. 

Government agreed that ASUU should prepare from its original 

log of demands, a minimum list of the most urgent and 

pressing issues and submit this to Government. Government 

further agreed with ASUU to conclude negotiations on these 

minimum demands to facilitate the immediate resumption of 

classes. 

In good faith, ASUU suggested that further negotiations 

should not be given under publicity. Government accepted. 
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21. NOVEMBER 4, 1981 ., 

Government flouted all agreements reached wi th ASUU the 

·previous day by 

refusing to take the matter out of I.A.P. and even 

refusing to support ASUU•s request for an adjournment of 

the case, with I.A.P. 

ordering ASUU back to work before any negotiations or 

dialogue could take place even on the minimum demands 

requested by Government. 

threatening ASUU with sanctions such as seizure of 

salaries, imprisonment, mass dismissals and indefinite 

closure of the Universities. 

misinforming the public that ASUU had made "new demands" 

(in obvious reference to the minimum list of demands 

requested by Government) and wanted the new demands 

negotiated secretly. 

22. NDVEMBER 5 - 19, 1981 

ASUU refuses to be intimidated and rejects Government 

claims that ASUU is irresponsible, immature and selfish. 

WE ASK 

Is it irresponsible, immature and selfish for ASUU to ask 

Government ta provide money: 
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to buy chalk, dusters, duplicating papers, stencils, 

typing sheets, black boards, slide projecto~s and over-head 

projectors to facilitate teaching? 

to provide chairs and desks in classrooms so that students will 

not take lectures standing? 

to provide more classroom/tutorial space so that students 

won•t stand outside or hang on windows during lectures? 

to provide more laboratory space and equipment so that 

students won't share seats, microscopes, balances etc? 

to permit meaningful research into pressing national social, 

agricultura1,engineering and medical problems? 

to pay staff reasonable salaries? 

to enable Universities organise industrial work experience 

and field trips for students? 

to enable Universities admit a greater number of deserving 

candidates? 

~ to arrest the ongoing mass exodus of highly qualified academic 

staff fram the Universities to the private sectar? 

ta provide books and jaurnals and other materials necessary 

far teaching and research? 
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NATIONAL UNIVERISITJES Cl1M'4ISSION: TOTAL E11ROLMENT BY FACULTY Al1D BY ACADEMIC YEA~1962/63 1986/87 

Field of Study 1962/63 1963/64 1964/65 1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 1968/59 1969/70 1970/71 1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 1971,/75 

Administration 
Arts 
Education 
Law 
Natural Sciences 
Environ .. Design 
Agric. & Forestry 
Vet. Hed 
Med. & Health Ses. 
rharmacy & Nursing 
Eng. & Teehnology 
Social Sciences 
Unspecified 
TOTAL 

FIELD OF STUDY 
Administration 
Arts 
Education 
La.w 
Natutal Sciences 
Environ. Design 
Agric. & Forestry 
Vet. Medicine 
Med. & Health Ses 
Pharmarcy & Nursing 
Eng. & Teehnology 
Social Sciences 
Unspecified 
TOTAL 

• 

1255 

707 

224 

384 

312 
764e 

35 
3681 

1975/76 
1757 
557[l 
5839 
1615 
4852 

2147 

4195 

3249 
3053 

32286 

' 

1262 

936 

389 

444 

435 
1538c 

102 
5106 . 

1976/77 
2058 
6576 
7713 

1781 
5041 
1007 
2397 

643 
4156 
1221 
2761 
4378 

40914 

2236a 

1078 

591 

541 

514 
1747e 

6707 

1971/78 
2433 
7768 
8406 
2032 
6649 
1125 
2269 

475 
4839 

785 
3169 
5444 
1310 

46684 

NOTES: 1 .. a Figures include Education 

1725 
731 
366 

1370 

1789 
779 
440 

1632 

1615 
796 
358 

1154 

511 
1907 
1010 

438 
1357 

668 872 525 685 
INCLUDED IN AGRICULTURE 

662 817 879 1022 
JNCLUDED IN MEDICAL AND HEALTH 

660 783 479 609 
1527 1772 1252 1049 

4 
7709 8888 7058' 8588* 

1978/79 
1335 
7260 
8128 
1842 
7633 
1517 
2177 

587 
5060 
833 

3439 
7290 
1597 

48698 

1979/80 
2593 
8933 
9578 
2197 
8159 
1786 
2497 

533 
5868 
1014 
3995 
8822 

1980/81 
3963 

10774 
11274 

3865 
9503 
2116 
3196 

735 
7828b 

4929 
9207 

57742*• 69725'* 

1981/82 
4162 

12887 
14170 

4467 
11761 

3022 
3422 

739 
7481 
1636 
5026 

11640 
302 

82952 

2. b Figures include f"harmncy and l<ursing from 1962/63 to 1975/76 
3. c Figures include Law 

406 702 
2059 2800 
1265. 1916 

488 712 
1594 2512 

744 1172 

1221 1729 
SCIEI\CES 

675 1302 
1243 1623 

9695• 14468 

1982/83 
5259 
4113 

15554 
4935 

13432 
3447 
3712 

763 
7988 
1332 
5911 

13024 

92116c 

1983/84 
7582 

16333 
22126 

6754 
14862 

4369 
7249 
1030 
8739 
1730 
8993 

14661 
2394 

116,822 

1008 
3148 
2724 

910 
2913 

1297 

2155 

1594 
1844 

17091 

1984/85 
7614 

18155 
23755 

6950 
16969 

4585 
7555 

994 
8988 
1811 

10026 
16348 

2650 
126285 

1087 
3530 
2998 
1003 
3465 

2000 

2598 

20889 

1985/86 
8019 

18155 
25400 
8156 

18840 
4979 
8078 
1121 
9353 
2043 

11327 
17254 

2945 
135670 

1269 
3744 
3612 
1092 
4022 

1669 

2803 

2702 
2315 

23228 

1986/87 
7236 

16046 
21384 

7052 
17467 

4251 
8502 
1338 
9570 
1979 

10461 
14701 

2918 
122935 

1475 
4741 
4543 
1176 
4248 

1885 

3496 

2852 
2152 

26448 

4. * Figures da not include enrolment from the University of IIJigeria, due ta its closure during the civil war 
5. d Figures include Vet. Science from 1962/63 to 1975/76 and for 1980/81 
6. c Figures include 56 students for Earth and Mineral Sci~nces and 2,149 students for Basic/Prelim Studies 
7. ** Figures include students enrolled for Basic/Preli. Studies. Studies as follows: 1976/77 - 1,182 
B.. f Fugures inclUcte those for Earth and Mineral Sciences 
9 .. g Figures include estirnnted 'figures for Imo state University and Rivers State University of Sei. & TE~ch. 

Sorne of the figuÎ,es for· 1986/87 are still tentative. 
·-----····- ·- --·--~---·---
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